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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

Jeremy Thorn

Doctor of Philosophy

Department of Physics

June 2012

Title: Dissipative Control and Imaging of Cold Atoms

We present an all-optical one-way barrier for cold rubidium 87 atoms. Along

with the basic theory on how the barrier works, we describe the experimental setup

and demonstrate an actual realization of the barrier. Such a barrier appears at

first glance to violate the second law of thermodynamics; we examine that law

and show explicitly that it is not violated for a general class of one-way barriers

including our particular realization. As our lab is going to continue on to a different

set of experiments requiring very sensitive imaging techniques, we finish with the

development and application of a theory for comparing electron-multiplying charge-

coupled device (EMCCD) cameras.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Physics builds on itself. In the classic tale of Sir Isaac Newton and the apple,

Newton extended the idea that objects on Earth fall, and successfully described

the motion of the planets. Planck used the established laws of thermodynamics

and observations of blackbody spectra to first postulate that light was quantized.

Physicists have now established that both light and matter are quantized and in

certain limits may be thought of as interacting through fields such as Newtonian

gravity. Building off of that, scientists have successfully described, probed, and

discovered much about the world we live in, pushing the boundaries to what we

know out to reveal yet more to discover.

One route taken by physics has resulted in precision measurements and control

over the basic building blocks of matter: atoms [1–3]. While one could argue

that we have always had access to atoms, isolating them for study required many

advances in technologies. Atoms have very little mass and tend to move quickly;

studying them or using them for measurements requires some way to hold them

and, preferably, cool them down so that they may be observed over longer periods

of time. The precision of lasers has been harnessed to cool atoms down to near

absolute zero, and trap them for long periods of time. While initially worthy of a

Nobel prize, these techniques have become common tools in cold atom laboratories

[4–7]. A subsequent Nobel prize was awarded for the achievement of Bose-Einstein

condensation in neutral atoms, a feat which used these same technologies as tools

[8, 9]. Now, Bose-Einstein condensates themselves are rather common, and used as

convenient vessels for further probes into interacting condensed matter systems and

the weirdness of quantum mechanics [10–12].

Methods and techniques for trapping atoms are widely published. If carefully

isolated, these atoms act according to the laws of quantum mechanics. They can

be used to probe those laws, or to take advantage of them. For example, many-
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bodied quantum-mechanical systems are often too small and evolve too quickly

to be easily observed, and have too many degrees of freedom to be simulated on

current computers. Systems of cold, isolated atoms follow similar rules and can have

similar degrees of freedom, and there exist proposals for engineering cold atoms to

simulate quantum systems [13]. The structure of atoms may be probed to reveal

certain universal constants, and even check if perhaps these constants change over

time [3]. Because there are so many atoms and molecules with different properties,

it is inevitable that some experiments are best performed with certain atoms or

molecules. For example, atoms with strong natural magnetic moments are useful

for exploring interacting condensed matter systems [14]. It would be nice to be

able to trap and cool any atom or molecule that would work well for a particular

experiment. However, the relatively small list of atoms that have been cooled

and trapped represents all that is easy to do with current cooling and trapping

techniques, and adding to that list is difficult [14]. Currently, trapping molecules

requires clever tricks, usually involving forming molecules from already-cooled atoms

[15].

Our goals have been to further these pursuits in three ways. First, in cooperation

with Mark Raizen’s group at the University of Texas, Austin, we helped develop an

alternative cooling method which could theoretically work on atoms and molecules

for which current cooling techniques fail [16–21]. Our version uses an optical one-

way barrier for cold atoms, which additionally functions as a realization of Maxwell’s

Demon [22]. Such a barrier may also be treated as the equivalent of an electronic

diode for atoms, which may possibly be used in quantum computational logic gates

[23–27].

Our second goal is to work towards probing open quantum systems to test

and develop theories on how quantum measurements occur, and how they may be

utilized to actively control quantum systems [28–31]. Aside from being interesting

in itself, the ability to use feedback on a quantum system would aid in initial

state preparation of experiments. It would also allow experimenters to correct for

environmental perturbations, as opposed to passively damping them, enhancing our

abilities to perform precise measurements [32, 33].
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Finally, we hope to lower the barrier to entry in the study of cold atoms by help-

ing develop flexible tools and techniques that are useful in many ways, particularly

in cold-atoms laboratories. We emphasize publishing schematics and source code

in an open-source manner so that others may continue development or modify our

work to better suit their needs [34, 35].

In Chapter II of this thesis, we briefly describe the theory behind common

methods for trapping and cooling atoms, providing derivations of simpler results

and results where we can present the derivation differently than is typically done in

literature and classes. Continuing through Chapter III, we describe our laboratory

setup. Our discussion emphasizes the methods and hardware we use in our lab, some

of the alignment tricks we used, and what types of equipment we use to achieve our

goals. As previous theses from our lab cover many details of our setup, we omit

some details and refer to the theses of Tao Li and Elizabeth Schoene in their absence

[36, 37].

In Chapter IV, we describe our optical one-way barrier experiment, and demon-

strate not only that it works to filter atoms in a uni-directional manner, but is also

rather robust to perturbations in the precise setup. We outline how the relatively

narrow splitting of the atomic states we used resulted in scattering being a more

important effect than we had expected. This turned out to be both an impediment

and a benefit. Our workaround, an asymmetric detuning, results in some excess

heating in exchange for an added robustness to incorrect initial state preparation.

We also show that some rather simplistic assumptions allow us to match the data

from our experiments using computer simulations. Following that, we cover the

thermodynamic implications of our one-way barrier, giving both a generic argu-

ment, and a specific computation that our one-way barrier, and any similar barrier

mechanism, does not violate the second law of thermodynamics [18, 20]. While we

did demonstrate that our one-way barrier, even with the extra scattering, could

be used for cooling, we refer to Elizabeth Schoene’s thesis for a discussion of that

experiment [21, 37].

Having completed the one-way barrier experiment, we plan to use our setup

to probe single cold atoms to test theories of quantum measurement and control.
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Our plans require a method to image cold atoms with very little illumination, for

which we plan to use electron-multiplying charge-coupled devices (EMCCDs). To

that end, we also report our theory of noise in EMCCDs in Chapter V. In addition

to providing a careful derivation of our theory from the general model of EMCCD

operation [38–41], we demonstrate that it is surprisingly accurate and useful. We

show that this theory can be used to determine the noise characteristics of a given

camera, which we use to quantitatively compare various cameras. Our results may

also be used in computer simulations, either to simulate the measurements from

the camera, or in computing probabilities of events in quantum simultaions given

the measurements from a real camera in an experiment. During this process, we

discovered many potential pitfalls concerning EMCCD cameras, and we discuss a

variety of things we learned to watch out for when checking cameras. These include

such things as image artifacts, drifts in readout amplifiers, and various inaccuracies

in the standard reported noise statistics.
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CHAPTER II

BASIC TOOLS OF ATOM TRAPPING

In this chapter, we will describe the methods we use to trap and manipulate

atoms. The methods described here have become quite standard in the field of cold

atoms, and the formulas describing them can (and have) been derived in several

ways. Here, we present the general methods with some simple methods of deriving

formulas for them, along with some references for more in-depth treatments of the

derivations. We will describe our particular setup in more detail in Chapter III.

Optical Molasses

There are several methods used for cooling atoms. Some of them, such as Zeeman

slowers [4], cool mostly in one dimension, and others, such as supersonic expansion,

produce a packet of atoms with a narrow spread in velocities, but a high center-

of-mass velocity. One method in particular, known as optical molasses [5, 42], has

become a popular mechanism for cooling cold, neutral atoms, possibly because it

can easily be incorporated into a trap which achieves remarkably low temperatures

(see Section II.2). The name refers to the fact that the light fields produce an

effective drag force that opposes the velocity of the atom. Since this drag is a

result of the Doppler shift, this is also known as Doppler cooling. The minimum

temperature achievable by this method, which we will derive shortly, is known as

the Doppler limit, or Doppler temperature [42–44].

The discovery and invention of optical molasses, as well as a few other cooling

and trapping techniques such as the trap described in Section II.2 [5, 7, 43], led to

the Nobel Prize in Physics being awarded to Steven Chu, Claude Cohen-Tannoudji,

and William Phillips in 1997. Since then, optical molasses has become a common

method for cooling and trapping atoms, and was instrumental in the achievement

of Bose-Einstein condensation with neutral, weakly interacting atoms [8, 9], for
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which the Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded to Eric Cornell, Carl Wieman, and

Wolfgang Ketterle in 2001.

The theory and implementation of optical molasses are both quite simple. Light

carries momentum, and can therefore exert force on objects. The forces are small,

and so tend to only affect small objects.1. We typically notice this force only in

the way light can rattle atoms around in a solid, causing the solid to warm up.

However, with something as simple as an isolated atom, that force can be controlled

well enough to cool the atom, instead of heat it.

Optical molasses uses light that is closely tuned to a single atomic resonance.

Near-resonant light reacts more strongly with the atoms than off-resonant light, just

like shaking a ball on a spring produces a much larger reaction when the shaking is

done at the resonant frequency as opposed to much higher or lower. This stronger

reaction results in a larger force from the light. Working with near-resonant light

also makes the effect simpler, as we can consider only the closest atomic resonance,

all others being farther away and thus a weak effect.

We start with the scattering rate for a two-level atom illuminated with near-

resonant light. As no two-level atoms actually exist [47], we interpret “near-

resonance” as an atom being illuminated with a laser of angular frequency ω close

enough to a particular atomic transition, with angular frequency ω0, that the effects

of all other transitions are negligible.

Using a standard two-level-atom dipole-coupling to an electromagnetic field, the

equations of motion for the amplitudes in the two levels of the atom can be written

out, and a decay rate can be phenomenologically added. With the decay term, the

atom quickly settles down to a steady-state in the populations. The decay rate,

Γ, is assumed to be the rate at which an excited atom decays down to the ground

state. As such, we simply multiply it by the excited-state population in steady state

1There are discussions of using this force to propel spacecraft using a solar sail, which is a
reflecting surface that is large and light enough that light from the sun would push on it hard
enough to noticeably accelerate it [45]. More recently, similar effects are believed to account for
certain accelerations experienced by the Pioneer 10 and 11 probes [46]
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to achieve the steady-state scattering rate [48, 49]:

R =
Γ

2

I

Isat

1 +

(
2∆

Γ

)2

+
I

Isat

. (II.1)

The detuning ∆ := ω−ω0 is the difference in angular frequencies of the laser beam

and the atomic resonance. It is positive if the laser is blue-detuned (at a higher

frequency than the resonance frequency) and negative if the laser if red-detuned.

The scattering rate, for low intensities, is proportional to the illuminating intensity

I. However, as the intensity increases, the pumping rate of the atoms increases to

the point where the atom is being raised to the excited state by the illuminating

beam much faster than the state decays. However, the same illuminating beam also

pumps the excited state back down to the ground state (called stimulated emission),

and so the high-intensity limit is where the atoms is in the excited state half the

time and the ground state the other half of the time. When multiplied by the decay

rate, this results in a saturated (high-intensity) scattering-rate limit of Γ/2.

If we illuminate a cloud of atoms from all directions with red-detuned light, the

atoms at rest will scatter light evenly from all beams, and so experience, on average,

no net force. However, any beams the atoms move towards will be Doppler-shifted

towards resonance, increasing the scattering rate from those beams. Those beams

will then exert a larger force than the ones from which the atom is receding. As this

happens regardless of the direction of motion, all the atoms experience the drag force

commonly referred to as optical molasses. Since the drag is roughly proportional

to the speed of the atoms, the resulting cooling rate reduces as the average kinetic

energy decreases, until the cooling is balanced by the heating from the random

scattering. In the high-intensity limit, where the scattering rate in Equation (II.1)

saturates, the cooling rate is reduced by the broadening of the resonance, since the

Doppler-shift in the detuning is masked by the intensity term in the denominator.

As the heating rate is unaffected, the cooling limit is minimized when the light is

below the saturation intensity, with an equilibrium kinetic energy given by [48, 49]:

KD =
3~ (Γ2 + 4∆2)

16 |∆| . (II.2)
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This is minimized when ∆ = −Γ/2, which results in the well-known Doppler limit:

kBTD =
~Γ

2
, (II.3)

where the relationship between the mean kinetic energy and the temperature is

KD :== 3
2
kBTD.

We note that the Doppler limit is a lower bound only if we assume that Doppler

cooling is the only cooling effect. As we will see in the next section, there are

often other effects that can alter this limit. In fact, in the first attempt at three-

dimensional optical molasses, the researchers were quite surprised at how far below

the Doppler temperature their cooling methods reached [43]. They had to verify

their findings using four different methods.

Optical molasses can be used to cool any two-level structure that couples to

light. All that is needed is a symmetrical setup of laser beams from all directions,

with the same intensity, and tuned slightly below the atomic resonance. If the

beams are not all the same frequency, then if we can shift to a moving lab frame

where they are, then the setup will act like optical molasses in that frame. Back

in the lab frame, this results in cooling the atoms down to a state with a constant

velocity (with some temperature relative to that). If the beams are not perfectly

aligned, or the intensities are not perfectly matched, then the constant light forces

do not perfectly cancel, and the result is a cooling force coupled with a constant

acceleration, like gravity. While this can be used to counter the effects of gravity, it

also means that slight mismatches in alignment and intensities are not catastrophic

to the setup. Optical molasses without trapping is stable enough to achieve in the

laboratory, with some care to reduce magnetic fields and get the beam intensities

matched [5, 43].

The main problem with optical molasses is that atoms are not two-level systems.

Hydrogen-like atoms, such as the rubidium atoms we use, have a hyperfine splitting

in their ground state, from whether the spin of the nucleus aligns or anti-aligns with

the electron angular momentum. Both of these states couple to the same excited

states. This means that if the atom starts in one ground state, when excited, it

might decay to the other state. Since optical molasses depends on many spontaneous
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emission events to work, the atom will end up in the wrong state quite quickly. Since

the splitting of these two ground states tends to be far larger than the linewidth of

the transitions, this puts the atoms too far out of resonance to be cooled further.

The main solution to this is to use a cycling transition. This is a transition where

the excited state has only a single decay path that leads back to the original ground

state. In our case of rubidium 87, we use the transition from the F = 2 ground state

to the F ′ = 3 excited state. Since the F quantum number can only change by 1 in a

single-photon emission, a decay to the dark F = 1 ground state is dipole-forbidden.

However, there is always the chance of an excitation to the nearby F ′ = 2 excited

state, which is only a few hundred megahertz detuned. This latter state can decay

to the F = 1 ground state, and, in fact, this happens often enough that a secondary

solution to this problem is required.

The typical secondary solution to this is to have a beam resonant with a transi-

tion for the other ground state, to quickly pump the atom back to the state which

is being cooled, although there are other solutions [14]. This second beam is re-

ferred to as the repumping beam. The necessity of dealing with other states in the

atom is one of the main limitations of optical molasses. For atoms with a mostly

three-level structure such as rubidium, Doppler cooling can be performed with just

two laser beams. However, for more complicated structures, it is difficult to find

cycling transitions. In addition, it is likely that any transition used for cooling will

have many decay paths, each of which requires a beam to repump the atoms back

to the cooling transition. Especially for molecules, which have many vibrational

states, the number of laser frequencies (or other tricks) required quickly becomes

infeasible. This is the reason why other cooling methods that do not require many

spontaneous emission events, even if they perform worse than Doppler cooling, are

useful.

Magneto-Optical Traps (MOTs)

Optical molasses is a great way to cool atoms, but, by itself, it cannot hold

atoms in one place. However, with a clever configuration of magnetic fields and
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laser polarizations, we can add a trapping force to the effect. This combination is

referred to as a magneto-optical trap, or MOT [7, 50].

Optical molasses provides a drag force that opposes the velocity of the atoms.

In order to form a trap, we need to add a force that pushes towards some common

location in space. The standard six-beam MOT setup is shown in Figure 2.1. It

starts with three orthogonal pairs of counter-propagating beams that provide the

optical molasses. If we pick each pair to have circular polarization, then they will

couple to distinct magnetic sublevels of the atomic state. In particular, we pick

both beams in a given pair to either be both right-handed, or both left-handed.

Therefore, at a given location in space, their angular momentum will be pointed

in opposite directions, and they will couple to different transitions as shown in

Figure 2.2. When a magnetic field is applied, the excited states shift, changing

the transition frequencies. For small magnetic fields, these shifts are linear in field

strength.

As we mentioned at the end of Section II.1, if the cooling beams have different

detunings, then we may be able to shift to a moving frame where the beams have

the same detuning. For a single pair of counter-propagating beams, this is always

the case. We simply move away from the beam that has a higher frequency (relative

to the transition two which it is coupled). For small shifts, the detuning is linearly

proportional to the speed, which we used to derive the Doppler cooling effect. In

this moving frame, Doppler cooling happens in the normal manner, but back in the

lab frame, the atoms are cooled to a state with a non-zero net velocity.

We will start with a magnetic field that is linearly dependent on the position

and small enough that the shifts of the magnetic sublevels are linear with that field,

and define the shifts as follows (we are still working in one dimension):

B = Bxx (II.4)

∆Ee = gemF ′,eB (II.5)

∆Eg = ggmF,gB, (II.6)

where we use gg and ge as the proportionality constants for the level shifts for a given

magnetic field strength, and we use e (g) subscripts refer to the excited (ground)
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Figure 2.1. A simple schematic of a six-beam MOT setup. Three orthogonal pairs
of counter-propagating beams provide the optical molasses while a pair of anti-
Helmholtz coils provide a position-dependent Zeeman shift that causes the beams
to also push the atoms to the center of the trap.

state of the cooling transition. The mF factors refer to the magnetic-sublevel quan-

tum number of the particular state we are using. The circularly polarized beams

couple a given ground sublevel to an excited sublevel with a magnetic quantum

number that is the sum of the ground-state quantum number with the angular mo-

mentum of a photon from the beam (±1). Therefore, we can write mF ′,e = mF,g±1,
where we use the + if the beam is circularly polarized along the +x direction, and

− if the beam is polarized along the −x direction. With this notation, the shift in

the detuning of the beams is the difference in the shifts of the excited and ground

sublevels:

detuning shift = [ge (mF,g ± 1)− ggmF,g]Bxx. (II.7)

While the overall detuning of the beams affects the final cooling temperature, we

are looking for a force to push atoms towards x = 0, which requires the two counter-
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Figure 2.2. A simple schematic of the energy levels and beam polarizations used
in a MOT. The excited-state Zeeman shifts are shown relative to the ground-state
shifts for clarity. If counter-propagating beams have circular polarization with op-
posite projections onto the magnetic field (σ+ and σ−), then the states they couple
to shift in opposite directions, effectively allowing the two beams to have different
detunings (∆+ and ∆−).

propagating beams to be detuned differently. Thus, we only care about the relative

detuning shifts between the two beams:

relative detuning shift = 2geBxx. (II.8)

Both beams are below the unshifted atomic resonance, and so if geBx is positive, the

level shifts will result in the beam with the +x circular polarization being closer to

resonance than the −x beam, if x > 0. This means the +x beam will push harder

than the −x beam. If both beams are left-handed (so the +x beam is traveling in

the −x direction), then this will push the atoms towards the origin. Likewise, if

x < 0, the −x beam pushes harder, and the same configuration still pushes atoms
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towards the origin. If geBx is negative, then using right-handed beams will always

push towards the origin.

One way to think of Equation (II.8) is that a magnetic field shifts the rest frame

of the trap. Assuming the beams each have the same detuning in the lab frame, then

a magnetic field B along the beams shifts the states to which the beams are coupled

so that the difference in the beam detuning is 2geB. As the Doppler shift is
−→
k · −→v

for angular frequencies, the beams will appear to have the same frequency in a frame

moving with speed 2πgeB/k relative to the laboratory frame, which will shift each

beam by the same amount to cancel the relative difference. For the rubidium 87 D2

line, ge is about 0.93 MHz/G, and the wavenumber is about k/2π = 1.26×104 cm−1

[51]. This means that the rest frame for optical molasses with a constant magnetic

field is moving at a speed of about 74 cm/s per Gauss of magnetic field.

If we now expand to three dimensions, the situation becomes much more com-

plicated because anywhere there is a magnetic field, it cannot be aligned with all six

beams at once. Our simple argument where the sublevels of the atom in the mag-

netic field were also the eigenstates coupled by the circularly polarized light breaks

down because the axis of circular polarization is no longer aligned (or anti-aligned)

for all the beams. However, more complicated analyses show similar results to a

simple three-dimensional generalization of our one-dimensional argument, and ex-

periments show that a three-dimensional MOT works [50]. All beams are circularly

polarized, each pair is either both left-handed or both right-handed, and we need

only get a magnetic field configuration where the projection of the magnetic field

along each of the three orthogonal beam axes is zero at the origin and is linearly

related to the distance along that axis. This can be achieved with a pair of anti-

Helmholtz coils. As shown in Figure 2.1, these are a pair of coils that share an axis,

with the same current flowing between them, but in opposite directions. The result

is that the magnetic fields cancel at the midpoint between the two coils.

The only thing we need to be careful about with the setup in Figure 2.1 is

matching the handedness of the beam pairs with the direction of the magnetic

fields. By the symmetry of the setup, the magnetic field has equal magnitude and

direction radially from the origin. However, since the divergence of the magnetic
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field must be zero in the absence of magnetic monopoles, we have Bx+By+Bz = 0.

With symmetry, Bx = By, and so Bz = −Bx/2 = −By/2. The magnitude is not as

important as the sign, which is opposite along the axis of the anti-Helmholtz coils.

This is why the radial beams are right-circularly polarized, while the axial beams

are left-circularly polarized (or vice versa). Which is picked depends on the sign of

ge for the excited state, and which direction the current is flowing in the magnetic

field coils.

Just as optical molasses is robust against various misalignments and intensity

variations, MOTs are also robust against misalignments. They are actually more

robust, since a small misalignment in optical molasses can launch atoms in a par-

ticular direction quite quickly, while, for a MOT, the restoring position force just

causes the atoms to collect somewhere slightly shifted from the origin. By aligning

Helmholtz or near-Hemlholtz coils around our traps, we can shift the region of zero

field, effectively moving the trapping point around.

There is a variant of the six-beam MOT that is useful for its simplicity. Rather

than have six separate beams, we can shine one large beam into a pyramid with

a right-angle at the apex (a cone may be used as well) [52, 53]. Coupled with

anti-Helmholtz coils aligned with the axis of the pyramid, this forms everything

needed for a MOT. Parts of the beams reflect off of the sides of the pyramid and

form the radial pairs of counter-propagating beams. When those beams reflect

off of the sides again, the result is a beam that propagates against the incoming

beam. This twice-reflected beam and the incoming beam form the axial beams.

Assuming a small amount of phase shift with each reflection, a single reflection

flips the circular-polarization of the beam, so that if the incoming beam is left-

circularly polarized, all the radial beams are right-circularly polarized, and the

outgoing beam is left-circularly polarized again, which is exactly what is needed

for a MOT. Since high-reflection mirrors are typically dielectric stacks which do

impart polarization-dependent phase shifts, the circular polarization tends to be

slightly off. Even though we designed the coating on our mirrors to properly handle

circular polarization at 45◦ incidence, they degraded some during the baking of our

vacuum chamber. We compensated for this by adjusting the polarization of the
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input beam to slightly non-circular, although we found that it was not particularly

sensitive to this.

The downside of a pyramid MOT is that it is hard to get good reflections at

the edges and apex of the pyramid. The edges are not too much of a problem,

as all the radial beams intersect in the center of the pyramid. The apex can be

an issue, though, because that produces a hole in the outgoing axial beam. While

this can be dealt with by shifting the center of the magnetic fields to be slightly

off-axis to avoid that region, this setup is commonly used to produce a beam of cold

atoms [54]. By simply leaving a hole at the apex, we create a MOT where atoms

are cooled and collect in the center of the pyramid, where there is a beam missing.

This results in a launching force that accelerates the atoms down the axis of the

pyramid, and through the hole. As most of the atoms are relatively cool by the

time they reach that axis, the result is a beam of atoms with very little spread in

transverse position, transverse velocity, and longitudinal velocity.

We use a double-MOT setup, which has both a standard six-beam MOT and

a pyramid MOT [55]. We have two competing requirements for our atom-trapping

setup. The first is that we want to be able to trap and hold atoms undisturbed

for as long as possible. The second is that we want to be able to quickly collect

many atoms from the background. The first means that we want as few atoms

floating around in the vacuum chamber as possible; the second means we want

many. The double-MOT is a common solution to this. The vacuum chamber is

split into two parts, each held at relatively good vacuum, and connected with a

tube that is long and narrow enough that flow between the chambers is negligible.

On one side of the chamber, we have a rubidium source that keeps that side at a

relatively high background pressure of rubidium atoms. We have a pyramid MOT

there, with a hole in the apex. This produces a beam of cold atoms that is launched

through the narrow tube to the other side of the chamber, where the atoms are

trapped in a standard six-beam MOT. As there is no rubidium source on that side

of the chamber, and a substantial amount of vacuum-maintaining pumping power,

the cold-atom beam is the main source of atoms on that side of the chamber. By

turning the first MOT beams on, we produce an atomic beam that can load our
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second MOT very quickly; by turning the first MOT beams off, the untrapped

atoms quickly disperse, and our trapped atoms can be dealt with in a region with

very few background atoms.

We mentioned that MOTs tend to outperform the Doppler limit, and we will now

briefly discuss why. The general effect is typically described in a one-dimensional

case, as the full three-dimensional case, just as with describing how a MOT works,

is complicated enough that the proof is often left to experiment. There are several

variants of this cooling technique, generally referred to as polarization-gradient cool-

ing [56]. One with counter-propagating linearly polarized beams, perpendicular to

each other, is typically called Sisyphus cooling, and is the one more often described.

The one that better describes what happens in a MOT is where the beams have the

circular polarization used in the MOT. Either way, there is a position-dependent

polarization. In the case of the MOT, the two circularly polarized beams interfere

to produce a linear polarization that rotates around the beam axis when traveling

along the beam axis. As an atom with multiple magnetic sublevels travels through

such a gradient, the steady-state populations of the magnetic sublevels shift as the

polarization changes. This effect tends to spin the polarization of the atom with

the electric field polarization, and the rotating atom couples more strongly to one

circular polarization than the other. It happens that, with a negative detuning, the

beam opposing the atomic motion scatters more light than the other beam, and

the result is an enhanced cooling effect [56]. The limit of this cooling effect has

been observed to be on the order of the single-photon cooling limit, and well below

the Doppler cooling limit. A calculation of the temperature limit for this cooling

method shows that the minimum temperature is proportional to beam intensity,

and decreases as the detuning increases [56].

In order to trap as many atoms from the background as possible, we actually

want rather intense beams fairly close to resonance (about half a linewidth away

in angular frequency, according to the optimal Doppler cooling detuning). After

loading, we usually have a second stage where we reduce the intensity and frequency

of the trapping lasers to cool the atoms using polarization gradient cooling. For the

rubidium 87 in our lab the decay rate of the MOT transition is about 38 MHz,
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which corresponds to a Doppler cooling limit of about 300 µK. Once we trap the

atoms, by reducing the frequency and intensity of the trapping beams in the MOT,

we are able to achieve a temperature as low as about 30 µK. This is well below the

Doppler limit, well above the recoil limit of 300 nK, and on the order of what the

one-dimensional theory predicts [56].

Optical Dipole Traps

The MOT is a great way to initially trap and cool atoms, but the constant

scattering of light by the atoms destroys coherences of the electronic states. They

also constitute position measurements that collapse the position wavefunction of

the atoms and introduce random momentum kicks. Since we intend to perform

experiments that need atoms that are not perturbed by constant scattering of light,

we need one more type of trap in our experiment.

The optical dipole trap, often called a far-off-resonant trap (FORT), exploits

the conservative-potential effect of a far-off-resonant beam acting on a two-level

atom [6, 42, 57]. An atom in an electric field is polarized by that field. If the field

is oscillating, the dipole moment of the atom oscillates with the same frequency,

with an amplitude and phase determined by the frequency (relative to the atomic

resonance) and amplitude of the electric field oscillations. When the oscillations

are far enough off resonance that scattering of light is negligible, this behaves much

like a classical polarizable particle with a linear Hooke’s-Law-like restoring force.

Just like a mass on a spring, if the electric field oscillates faster than the resonant

frequency, the dipole oscillates out of phase. If the electric field oscillates slower

than the resonant frequency, the dipole moment oscillates with the electric field. It

works out that when the atomic dipole oscillates with (against) the electric field, the

atom is attracted to (repelled from) the higher intensity regions of the light field.

The final result is that the atom appears to be affected by a conservative potential

proportional to the beam intensity and inversely proportional to the detuning [48,
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49]:

V ∝ I

∆
. (II.9)

The detuning ∆ is the difference between the laser angular frequency and the atomic

resonance angular frequency, as used in Equation (II.1). In fact, for large detunings,

we note that the scattering rate from Equation (II.1) has a similar formula,

R ∝ I

∆2
, (II.10)

except that the power of the detuning in the denominator is larger. This larger

power means that the magnitude of the dipole potential can be held constant by

increasing the intensity and detuning together, while simultaneously decreasing the

scattering rate to negligible values. In this limit, the optical dipole effect acts like

a nearly perfect conservative potential in which the atoms can move. Because the

detunings involved are often quite large, it is often the case that the detuning is

comparable across multiple atomic transitions, and even comparable to the optical

frequencies themselves. In these limits, we must abandon the two-level atom ap-

proximation and the rotating wave approximation. The result is that a beam

that is far-detuned from all resonances provides a conservative potential for atoms

of the form [48, 49]:

V =
∑

i

~Γ2
i I

8Isat,i

[
1

ω − ω0,i

− 1

ω + ω0,i

]
, (II.11)

where the sum is over all the transitions of the atom from whatever ground state it

happens to be in, and Γi, ω0,i, and Isat,i are the decay rate, angular frequency, and

saturation intensity for a given transition, respectively.

Far-off-resonance light also has a non-mechanical effect on atoms, known as the

ac Stark shift, the light shift, or the Lamp shift [58]. The potential in Equation

(II.11) comes about because the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian shift with position.

However, those same shifts may be thought of as changing the state of the atoms.

As a quick example, take a simplified version of the Hamiltonian in a light field:

Ĥ = ~

[
ωe Ω

Ω∗ ωg

]
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This represents the Hamiltonian of an atom with excited-state and ground-state

angular frequencies of ωe and ωg, respectively, coupling to an optical field with Rabi

frequency Ω, the angular frequency at which the optical field cycles the atom from

the ground to the excited state and back. The presence of the laser effectively mixes

the excited and ground states. If we diagonalize the matrix, we find the eigenvalues

are shifted from the original values of ωe and ωg. If we were to then illuminate the

atom with another laser of a different frequency, and treat that as a perturbation,

we could then analyze its effect in this diagonalized state. As with the one-beam

case, the strength of the coupling is determined by the difference of the eigenvalues

compared to the laser frequency, assuming the laser frequency is different enough

from ther first laser frequency so that any beat frequencies are too high to have

an effect. However, that difference between the eigenvalues is now changed by the

first laser. The presence of one laser shining on an atom, when the effect is strong

enough to create a dipole trap, shifts the resonant frequencies of the atom. Precisely

what that shift is, both direction and magnitude, depends on the coupling of both

the ground state and the excited state with all other states of the atom, but most

generally, the effect is that beams that would be near resonance for an unperturbed

atom are typically off resonance for a perturbed atom. The magnitude of the shift

is also dependent on the intensity of the illuminating laser, and so for an atom

trapped in a dipole trap, the exact shift of resonance depends on the location of the

atom in the trapping beam.

The dipole trap we used in our experiment typically had a ground-state shift

of −19 MHz and the focus. We calculated that the D2 resonance was shifted by

anywhere from 50 MHz to 100 MHz to the blue, depending on which excited state

we used for the transition. While this is large compared to the transition linewidth,

making it difficult to be exactly on resonance. For the beams we used in our one-

way barrier, one was detuned by much more than these shifts, making the shifts

a negligible effect. While the other beam was intended to be resonant with a

certain transition, the shift was small enough that even though the beam was not

on resonance, because it was so tightly focused it was intense enough to nearly

saturate the atoms, and hence still quickly pump them to the other transition. The
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only time this shift was problematic for us was when we wanted to image the atoms.

There, we did not have the intensity to compensate for this shift (and a variable shift

would make a non-uniform conversion from intensity to atomic density). However,

since imaging destroys the cloud of trapped atoms, it needs to be done at the end

of an experiment, and so we could simply turn the trapping beam off for imaging.

Imaging

We now discuss the two methods of imaging cold atoms that we used in our

lab. For discussing both of these imaging techniques, we note that our experi-

ments typically have atomic densities small enough that the illuminating beams are

not significantly attenuated as they pass through the atomic cloud. Under that

assumption, all atoms are illuminated equally. Experiments that deal with high

atomic densities, such as some BEC experiments, need to be more careful with

their imaging techniques [59].

The first method is called fluorescence imaging, and basically involves turning

on optical molasses. As the atoms scatter the light forming the optical molasses,

they are simultaneously cooled, which keeps them from dispersing too rapidly, but

also scattered that light in all directions. We simply focus a camera on the atoms

and image them via the light they scatter. Imaging, or at least measuring, atoms

by the light they scatter from optical molasses was used in the first optical molasses

experiments, the first MOTs, and may be used in some BEC experiments [5, 7, 59].

Atoms in a MOT are particularly easy to image, as they scatter light the entire

time they are trapped, while remaining confined to the trap.

Atoms that are not trapped in a MOT may also be imaged with fluorescence

imaging. While the optical molasses effect does cool free atoms to keep them from

dispersing too quickly, they do disperse, limiting the amount of time that the atoms

can be illuminated. It is also important to cancel any magnetic fields when imaging

free atoms. As discussed in Section II.2, magnetic fields in optical molasses make

the “rest” frame for the molasses one that is moving in the lab frame. Using the

74 cm/s per Gauss derived in Section II.2 for rubidium 87, the Earth’s magnetic
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field, which is about 0.5 G, will result in the atoms moving on the order of 40 cm/s.

Our beams are on the order of a centimeter, so without cancelling the Earth’s

magnetic field, we could only image the atoms for about 25 ms before they were

thrown away, neglecting the time it takes for the atoms to accelerate to that speed.

To prevent smearing beyond the expansion of atoms in optical molasses, we need

to cancel magnetic fields to well below the one-Gauss level.

Just as with optical molasses, the optimal parameters for fluorescence imaging

seem to consist of a laser frequency on the order of an atomic linewidth below the

atomic resonance, with the intensity near, but not quite at, the saturation limit.

The saturation limit is where the intensity term (squared Rabi frequency) in the

denominator of the scattering rate in Equation (II.1) is comparable to the other

terms in the denominator. This is also where the Doppler cooling limit was ad-

versely affected. Essentially, the Rabi frequency should be smaller than the atomic

linewidth, to prevent excess heating of the atoms. If the illuminating light is too

dim, however, then there will not be a strong enough signal to image the atoms

before they disperse. Using light near the saturation limit tends to be a decent

starting point. For our setup, we found we could get a reasonably strong image us-

ing the same intensity and detuning that seems to form the best MOT, with a few

tens of milliseconds of illumination (typical images were 10 to 20 ms). This seemed

to be a good compromise between signal strength and dispersal of the atoms.

We used fluorescence imaging for number and temperature measurements in

addition to direct imaging. The atoms are illuminated from all directions, with

circularly polarized light, and so should emit approximately isotropically. Therefore,

with a good estimate of the local beam power, the scattering rate given by Equation

(II.1) gives the amount of light scattered each second by each atom (this gets easier

if the light is above the saturation intensity, where the detuning matters less). A

quick calculation can reveal what fraction of the emitted light the camera receives.

If the camera is calibrated, then we can change that into an intensity measurement,

and figure out the number of atoms at each point in the image.

The lens we used for imaging atoms for the majority of our experiments is a

55 mm lens with an aperture setting of f/3.5. This aperture is often the limiting
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case, not the actual diameter of the entrance to the lens. The diameter of the

effective lens size, taking the aperture into account, is the focal length divided by

the aperture setting, 55 mm/3.5 ≈ 15.7 mm. The camera is pointed nearly straight

at the atoms, and so the aperture should appear to be a circular disk of radius R

and a distance d from the atoms. The solid angle ratio (dividing by the 4π for

full-coverage) subtended by that disk is:

Ω

4π
=

1

2

(
1− d√

d2 +R2

)
. (II.12)

Our aperture is approximately 8.75 in from the MOT (using the inch-spaced holes

in our table), which is approximately 222 mm. Using Equation (II.12) with d =

222 mm and R = 15.7 mm/2 = 7.85 mm, we find that we should be capturing

about 0.03% of the emitted light. According to the data sheet for the sensor in our

camera, we find that the quantum efficiency of the detector at 780 nm is about 50%

[60]. We have a piece of RG715 Schott glass in front of the camera sensor to act

as a filter, which reduces the efficiency to about 40%, making our total collection

efficiency about 0.0125%. The atoms in our setup are nearly saturated, and so emit

approximately (38.1× 106) /2 photons per second each, as the saturated limit in

Equation (II.1) is the half the atomic lifetime. When multiplied by our collection

efficiency, we find we should record between 2000 and 3000 photons per second

per atom. That needs only be multiplied by the illumination time of the image

(typically on the order of 20 ms) to get the number of photons the camera should

receive per atom (in our example, about 40 to 60).

Knowing the conversion from camera values to actual power (or photon count)

completes the scaling from camera values to number of atoms in each pixel of the

final image. We calibrated our camera by shining light of known power directly

into the camera. We were careful to make sure we would not approach the damage

threshold of the camera sensor. The data sheet for our camera quotes a maximum

number of electrons per pixel (1× 105 e−), at which point the sensor saturates [60].

That is a safe limit, and should be well below the damage threshold. Using the

quantum efficiency of about 50% for our wavelength, we aimed to use an intensity

that would saturate the image in about half a second. The pixels are about 9 µm
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on a side. Taken all together, that works out to a maximum intensity on the order

of 1× 1015 photons per second per square meter (picking a smaller number, just to

be safe), which is about 0.26 mW/m2, or 0.026 µW/cm2. An intensity of this level

should definitely be safe for the camera, especially with shorter exposure times.

Our imaging system was set up for approximately 2 : 1 imaging, so the spot size on

the sensor should be the same order of magnitude as the size of a collimated beam

entering the camera, and we can simply use a beam with a peak intensity of about

0.026 µW/cm2. Once we get images with that, we can vary it to approach the

actual saturation, and then take a series of images with various pulse lengths. We

can compute the camera signal level by either fitting a Gaussian profile to the image,

or by checking the values of individual pixels. Plotting these levels as a function of

pulse length gives us a linear plot. By fitting a line to this plot and measuring the

slope, we reduce the effect of background noise and shot-to-shot noise, and arrive at

a value of about 6.40 photons per camera signal unit. This measurement was done

with the Schott glass in place, and so this accounts for the transmissivity of the

filters as well as the quantum efficiency. Thus, we can simply take numbers directly

from the camera, multiply by 6.40 to get photons, and then divide by the number of

photons we expect to see per atom to get number of atoms. As a word of warning,

we have used different sets of filters with the camera. If things are changing often,

this calibration should perhaps be done every now and then, just to check.

We also used fluorescence imaging to measure temperatures of trapped atoms.

This is a rather simple measurement in which atoms are released from the MOT

(by turning the lasers and magnetic fields off), allowed to fall for a known period

of time, and then imaged. The rate at which the atom cloud disperses gives a

measure of the temperature. If the atoms start as a point-source, then after a

period of time t, the atoms will have a position distribution equal to t times the

velocity distribution. The variance in one direction, t2 〈v2〉, yields the temperature

through the relation m 〈v2〉 /2 = kBT/2, where m is the mass of the atoms. While

the atoms do not start as a point source, the expansion typically washes out the

initial distribution quickly, once
√

t2 〈v2〉 is larger than the initial spread. This

is because the final spatial distribution is a convolution of the initial distribution
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with the velocity distribution (multiplied by the time t), under the typically decent

assumption that the velocity distribution of atoms is not dependent on the initial

location. As shown in Section B.1, the variance of the final distribution is the sum

of the variances of the two distributions being convolved. The variance would then

work out to be V 2 + t2 〈v2〉, where V 2 is the initial spatial variance. We can arrive

at 〈v2〉 and compute the temperature by using a quadratic fit of the variance in t.

We can also arrive at 〈v2〉 by computing the standard deviation, waiting until it

becomes linear in t (when the velocity distribution has washed out the initial spatial

dependence), and using the squared slope of that. This technique is known as the

time-of-flight method, and is a common temperature measurement in the cold atom

field [5, 59].

When doing a temperature measurement, it is important that the atoms do not

spread out too much during the imaging itself. For a given exposure time, the

amount of spreading during the exposure is constant, and so the convolution adds

a fixed variance to the distribution, which is equivalent to having a larger initial

spread. That means that as long as the imaging does not distort things too terribly

(by accelerating the atoms, for instance) and is a constant effect from image to

image, it will not affect the temperature measurement.

Sometimes we wish to image with high resolution, such as when observing atoms

trapped in our dipole trap. The size of small clouds of atoms trapped in the dipole

trap are such that the diffusion during a normal fluorescence image substantially

alters the shape of the cloud. While this diffusion can be reduced by decreasing the

imaging time, the signal also decreases with imaging time and there is a limit at

which no more information can be obtained.

Our second type of imaging gets around this difficulty. This method is called

absorption imaging, and rather than imaging the light emitted by the atoms, we

measure its absence. Absorption imaging is one of the preferred methods of imaging

BECs due to their typically high optical density [59], but is also useful with the lower

densities with which we work. As shown by our rough calculation on the fraction

of emitted light that is collected by the camera, the vast majority of emitted light

in fluorescence imaging is not imaged. While we cannot alter the emission pattern
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much in free space, we can get around this by instead trying to lose all the light.

In absorption imaging, the atoms are illuminated by a single beam, preferably with

a flat intensity profile, that shines directly into the camera. The atoms scatter

light in random directions, and cast a shadow in that beam. Previously, we used

Equation (II.12) to compute that our camera collects about 0.03% of the light

scattered by the atoms. Since the camera collects so little of the scattered light,

we can assume that all the light scattered by the atoms is lost to the camera. As

with fluorescence imaging, we typically want to be near, but below, the saturation

intensity of the atoms. This is because below saturation, the amount of light the

atoms scatter is proportional to the amount of light there is. Therefore, regardless

of the incoming intensity, the atoms scatter the same fraction of light. This makes

absorption imaging somewhat immune to having an intensity profile that is not

constnat (something that can be a problem with fluorescence imaging). Once the

beams pass the saturation intensity, the atoms stop emitting more light, and so the

amount of light scattered becomes a constant (still proportional to the number of

atoms) in an increasing background, making the measurement noisier.

Since we are sending a laser beam directly into the camera, it is important that

the beam is weak enough so as not to damage the camera. We used the same

threshold discussed earlier for calibrating the camera as a starting point, but note

that it is quite conservative. After checking our pulse-length control, we started with

that intensity and increased the intensity by a few orders of magnitude, from about

0.02 µW/cm2 to about 2 mW/cm2 (note the change from microwatts to milliwatts),

which is roughly the saturation intensity for rubidium 87. When we acquire an

image, we want to use the full dynamic range of the camera, in order to get the

strongest signal-to-noise ratio, where signal is the amount of light received and noise

is mostly from the electronics within the camera, and largely independent of the

signal received. We also want to be able to image the atoms as quickly as possible,

and so a larger intensity is best. Operating near (but under) the saturation intensity

for rubidium 87, saturating the camera took on the order of 10 µs. With such a

fast imaging time, atoms had very little time to move, and so, for us, absorption

imaging allowed us to see atoms without smearing them much.
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We actually tried to be well below the saturation limit, but the same order of

magnitude. For this discussion, we will assume we are well below the saturation

limit, in which case the scattering rate in Equation (II.1) or Equation (II.10) is

proportional to the beam intensity. By multiplying by the energy of a photon,

we can convert a scattering rate to a power loss, giving the fraction of power not

captured by the camera. If the camera collects a sufficient fraction ǫ of the scattered

light, we can correct for that by also multiplying by 1− ǫ. We will call that fraction

of power not captured L, for loss. Assuming that all the atoms are in a small enough

volume that any power scattered by one decreases the amount of power available

for the next, the ratio of power remaining after passing N atoms is r = (1− L)N .

We can measure that power ratio, and, knowning L, find the number of atoms as

N = ln(r)/ln(1− L).

In absorption imaging, we take two images, one with atoms, and one without,

and compare them. We look at the fraction of light missing in the one with the

atoms, and divide by the amount of light present, and that ratio gives us the number

of atoms. For rubidium, the maximum scattering rate for an atom is one the order

of 10 MHz. A single photon has an energy on the order of an electron-Volt, and

so this corresponds to a power loss on the order of 10−12 W per atom. A single

pixel in our images represents a square on the order of 20 µm on a side in the focal

plane, which corresponds to about 4×10−6 cm2, so it would take on the order of 103

atoms in the space of one pixel on our camera to scatter a large fraction of the light

for that pixel. We typically only have a few thousand atoms trapped when we are

performing absorption imaging, and they are spread over many pixels. Therefore,

we expected, and our images confirmed, that a tiny fraction of the illuminating

light is scattered when we perform absorption imaging. With so little power lost,

we can use r = 1 − ǫ with ǫ ≪ 1. In that case, the number of atoms reduces to

N ≈ −ǫ/ln(1− L) ≈ ǫ/L, where the last approximation takes advantage of the fact

that L is small, too. Either way, the result is that the fractional power loss, in the

low-density limit, is linearly proportional to the number of atoms, and if we want

to maximize the signal for a given number of atoms (make ǫ larger), we need to

make sure the loss rate is as large as possible. As quick look at the scattering rate
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formula tells us that we need to have the beams be resonant (∆ = 0) for that, and

so for absorption imaging, we try our best to make sure the beams are resonant. In

practice, we checked this by acquiring images for a range of detunings, and finding

the detuning that produced the strongest signal.

While the fraction of light scattered in absorption imaging is independent of

the intensity of the light, computing how much light is present requires that the

total fluence of light (time-integrated intensity) is the same between the images.

The acousto-optic modulator we used to shutter the beam tended to produce

temperature-related fluctuations in the intensity of our illumination pulses. To

combat that, we had to add a separate circuit that would monitor part of the beam

intensity, which we describe in Section III.8.

To summarize the pros and cons of the two types of imaging we use, fluores-

cence imaging allows for a stronger signal, but at the expense of the atoms spreading

out during the image. This makes fluorescence imaging better for imaging smaller

numbers of atoms (and for imaging diffuse spreads, such as in temperature mea-

surements). Fluorescence imaging is also rather sensitive to differences in intensity.

Absorption imaging allows for exposures that are fast enough to avoid spreading

of the atoms, but tends to have a worse signal-to-noise ratio. This makes it more

useful where spatial resolution is important.

In both of these types of imaging, we have the repumping beam on. The repump-

ing beams are so much weaker than the main imaging beams that their contributions

to the scattered light should be negligible. In addition to the power discrepancy,

the repumping beams only scatter light when an atom decays to the F = 1 ground

state. Because the beams we used are tuned to a transition that should not be able

to decay to that state, this is a relatively rare occurrence, and suppresses the effect

of the repumping beam even more.

When imaging, we needed to have our trapping beam off. As described earlier,

the ac Stark shift for atoms in our dipole trap is significant, and shifted the atoms

well out of resonance. This prevents atoms within the beam from being imaging, but

the fix is simple. Since imaging the atoms kicks them enough that the experiment

cannot continue past the imaging, we simply turned the dipole trap beam off, usually
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about 0.5 ms before turning the imaging beams on. That was easily long enough for

the beam to be fully off, without letting the atoms spread too much. Oftentimes,

we left the main barrier beams used in our one-way barrier experiment on during

imaging. This was because the mechanical shutter we used to block that beam did

not have sub-millisecond repeatability. Leaving the beam unblocked prevented this

from being something that changed from shot-to-shot. The ac Stark shift from this

beam resulted in a very narrow black streak in the image where the beam crossed

the trapped atoms. Rather than being a problem, this allowed us to find where the

barrier beams crossed through the trap, and we used this in alignment.

We finally note that these imaging techniques can be crudely modified to get an

idea of how many atoms are in a particular ground state. Because both imaging

techniques use a single transition, any atoms that are not in the state with that

resonance do not scatter light, and so are invisible. We combat that by having

a repumping beam on during the imaging (and perhaps shortly beforehand). By

simply leaving that beam off, the short absorption beam pulse will only react with

atoms in one of the states (F = 2, for the beams we use). However, we need to be

careful that the pulse does not pump atoms quickly to the dark state (F = 1 for

our setup). During the short pulse length, we can reasonably expect most of the

atoms in the F = 2 state to remain in that state, but the fact that the atoms do

change limits the accuracy of this measurement. We can calibrate this by taking

absorption images with the repumping beam on shortly beforehand (to put all the

atoms into the F = 2 state), and comparing that to an image where we leave the

repumping beam on throughout. The differences in the two images tell us what

fraction of the atoms get pumped to F = 1 during such an image. We can then

leave the repumping beam off altogether to get an idea of what fraction of atoms

are in the F = 2 state. While we only used this method with absorption imaging,

it should also work with fluorescence imaging. However, over the many millisecond

pulse required for fluorescence imaging, we cannot expect the atoms to stay in the

F = 2 state. This will limit the effective pulse length, making for a weaker signal.
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE

We now devote some time to describing the particular setup we used for our

experiments. As most of the hardware is rather standard in cold atom laboratories,

and other theses from our lab delve into the details, construction, and part numbers

of our setup [36, 37], we simply try to give an overall picture of the setup.

The idea of the setup is very simple: We want some lasers of the right frequency

to shine on the atoms in our vacuum chamber. The devil is in the details, though,

and there are many details, making for a very complicated setup. Each laser, while

cheap, requires a cavity to help set the frequency, and some other hardware to

set the right physical properties. We also need some absolute frequency reference,

some way to amplify laser power, magnetic field coils, a separate dipole-trap laser,

an ultra-high vacuum chamber, and some way to precisely control everything. We

cover these items in this chapter.

Vacuum Chamber

Neutral atom traps can typically only hold atoms with sub-kelvin temperatures,

often millikelvins and below; a collision with a background atom at room temper-

ature would knock any trapped atom out for good [61]. In order to achieve long

lifetimes for trapped atoms, it is necessary to have an excellent vacuum [7]. In this

chapter, we outline our methods for building an atom-trapping-grade vacuum, and

refer to other theses for more information on the specific parts used for our chamber

[36, 37].

Our baking procedure was based off of procedures and ideas from multiple

sources [62–64]. The main components of the chamber are standard vacuum parts,

mostly machined from 304L or 316L stainless steel. The custom-built parts were

machined from 316 stainless steel, using Trim-sol as a lubricant, because it is free
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of silicone and sulfur. Vacuum parts fresh from the factory were considered clean

enough to jump straight to the baking; all other parts with surfaces that would be

exposed to the vacuum were rinsed or sonicated with, in order: an alconox solution,

deionized water, spectroscopic-grade acetone, and spectroscopic-grade methanol.

We finish with methanol because it is less likely to leave residues than acetone. Af-

ter the cleaning, the parts were then dried with dry nitrogen boil-off from a liquid

nitrogen dewar so as not to introduce any water or contaminants to the metal. The

parts were then baked at 480◦C for 48 hours. This bakes trapped hydrogen out of

the metal, and forms an oxide coating that helps seal the remaining hydrogen in-

side the bulk of the metal. All connections were designed to have vents, so that any

trapped air pockets could be pumped out more easily. When handling parts prior

to assembly, we wore powder-free nitrile gloves which we changed often. Non-metal

pieces, such as windows, were typically not baked at this stage. Our ion pumps

were factory-baked before being sealed, and so we did not bake them again.

We assembled the chamber with one small ion pump on the higher pressure side

(where the pyramid MOT would load from a higher rubidium 87 background). On

the lower-pressure side, where the six-beam MOT would be, we have a much larger

ion pump for general pumping and pressure measurements, a titanium sublimation

pump, and five titanium-powder getter pumps. All of the pumps are located so that

there is no line-of-sight path from the pumps to the trapping regions of the chamber;

this is so that when we heat the titanium sublimation pump or the getters, they

will not spray the trapping area with metallic vapor or other contaminants. We also

have a fused-silica cell made by Hellma attached to the chamber; this is the actual

science area where the six-beam MOT is. This Hellma cell is a long piece with

square cross-section, made of four optically-contacted pieces of fused silica. The

pieces are 5 mm thick, making the Hellma cell 30 mm across on the outside, and

20 mm across on the inside. One end is sealed off with a fused silica end plate, while

the other opens into the rest of the vacuum chamber. Having a fully transparent cell

allows for a lot of optical access, which is important to us. Inside the chamber, we

also mounted a pair of mirrors that can deflect a beam coming in from the Hellma

cell out two other windows. This is so that the dipole trap beam will not heat the
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sides of the vacuum chamber, which would cause out-gassing and raise the pressure.

Once assembled, we hooked up a turbo pump to the chamber and performed a

helium leak-check. The turbo pump connected to the chamber in two places, on

either side of the differential pumping tube that divides the higher-pressure side

from the lower-pressure side. Once we were satisfied that we had no leaks, we

wrapped the chamber with heater tape and built an oven around the chamber. The

oven was made from ceramic fire bricks wrapped in clean, oil-free aluminum foil (to

keep the dust from the bricks down), with a few clean aluminum and steel sheets

to distribute weight on the bricks and provide structure for the top of the oven.

We then baked the chamber at around 200◦C for over a week, while continuously

pumping on it with the turbo pump. The bake temperature was limited by the

maximum temperature several of the anti-reflection coatings could handle, and the

cables attached to the ion pumps.1 The pressure was monitored continuously via a

gauge on the turbo pump station, and the temperature was monitored via several

thermocouples distributed through various places in the oven. We ran the titanium

sublimation pump and the getter pumps throughout the bake to keep them warm,

occasionally flashing them to higher temperatures. Initially, we kept the ion pumps

off, until peak temperature was reached and the pressure seemed to have leveled

off, at which point we turned them on.

After baking, we performed another helium leak check, tightening any connection

that seemed to have even the smallest leak. We then closed the bake-able vacuum

valves where the turbo pump station attached to the chamber, and disconnected

the turbo pump.

Once the chamber is sealed and baked, we cannot break vacuum without needing

to re-bake the chamber. That meant that the rubidium we planned to use needed

to be inside the chamber prior to baking. We had a glass ampoule containing

approximately 2 g of rubidium inside it, which was sealed inside a tube attached to

the chamber through a bake-able valve. The valve was open during the bake, but

1We actually baked the chamber several times. Once was a test, as we had not actually added
the Hellma cell. We also had a few leaks become apparent during baking, and once a power outage
caused the turbo pump station to vent air into the chamber, requiring more baking afterwards.
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allows us to close off the rubidium source if the pressure in the chamber ever gets

too high. After we were satisfied the chamber was finished, we broke the glass and

released the rubidium. For this purpose, we had a metal rod inside the chamber

attached to a flexible bellows. This formed a battering ram we could use to smash

the rubidium ampoule without breaking vacuum.

Our chamber design has the center of the pyramid MOT 7.25” above the surface

of the table. That atomic beam travels horizontally through the differential pump-

ing tube, which is vertically offset from the higher vacuum side of the chamber.

The centerline of the six-beam MOT, which corresponds to the axis of the Hellma

cell, is 7” above the surface of the table. We originally assumed the atomic beam

would accelerate until the atoms were shifted out of resonance of the pushing beam,

limiting the atoms to a speed corresponding to a Doppler shift of a few linewidths.

If we assume the atoms would be accelerated approximately 3 linewidths out of

resonance, then the beams would drop approximately 1/4” due to gravity between

the two MOTs. We can do a quick check of this to see our mistake. As discussed in

Section II.1, a laser beam exerts a force on an atom proportional to the scattering

rate. If we work in the limit where the atom is moving fast enough that the detuning

is the dominant term in Equation (II.1), then, since the detuning is proportional to

the speed v, the acceleration of the atom is roughly proportional to 1/v2. Writing

this as dv/dt ∝ v−2, we can take advantage of the chain rule to move differentials

around to arrive at v2 dv ∝ dt.2 Integrating yields v3 ∝ t, to within a constant, or

v ∝ t1/3. The important point here is that, because of the long polynomial tails in

the scattering rate, the velocity does not saturate after a few linewidths, but keeps

accelerating. When we solving the differential equations via the same methods, but

using the full scattering-rate equation, we see that the atoms would accelerate to a

detuning of 3 linewidths on the order of a few milliseconds, during which time they

would hardly have traveled a few centimeters, much less than our approximation.

It is likely that the beam travels much faster than we predicted, and so sinks very

2Without using differentials, that would be v2 dv/dt is equal to a constant. By the chain rule,
the time-derivative of v3/3 is the derivative with respect to v, multiplied by dv/dt, which is exactly
what we have. We then integrate both sides with respect to time, and get v3/3 on one side, and
t on the other (with a constant thrown in somewhere).
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little due to gravity.

We have found that our mistake is to our benefit. Having the six-beam MOT

below the atomic beam is useful because the atoms trapped in that MOT are not

hit by either the atomic beam or the light that accelerates that beam. By raising

the six-beam MOT temporarily during loading, using the magnetic fields, we can

get decent trapping rates and still be easily outside the main beam. Besides, if

the beam accelerated atoms over the entire length of the pumping tube, the beams

of the six-beam MOT would not have a long enough interaction time to slow the

atoms back down to trappable speeds. Catching the edges of the beam that are

likely accelerated less is probably to our benefit.

External Cavity Diode Lasers (ECDLs)

One of the reasons we use rubidium 87 is that certain diodes used in CDROM

drives are very near the resonance of the rubidium 87 D2 line, making diode lasers

for rubidium 87 cheap and easy to find. Semiconductor diode lasers are generally

relatively cheap and typically do not need maintenance or adjustments. The gain

medium, being a solid material, has a fairly broad emission range, which allows them

to be tuned over a relatively large spectrum (several nanometers, for our diodes).

That, coupled with the fact that they are small and so have a very short cavity,

means they tend to drift in frequency and can be very sensitive to back-reflections,

temperature, and other environmental factors. They are also quite susceptible to

static electricity and current surges.

In order to trap atoms, we need to be able to set the frequency of the lasers to

within about a linewidth (6 MHz for rubidium 87) of the atomic transition, and

have it be stable to well below that limit. This requires being able to tune the laser

to a particular frequency and lock it there, something that cannot be done with a

free-running laser diode.

To combat these problems, we built an enclosure with an extended cavity around

the diodes. This setup is typical for labs working with laser diodes, and has earned

the acronym ECDL, for external cavity diode laser [65–67]. The “cavity” for a
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stand-alone diode is typically the back of the diode, which reflects, and the front

of the diode, which transmits. Since the front of the diode is a weak reflector, as

it usually only reflects because the index of refraction does not match that of the

surrounding air, we can put a reflective surface in front of the diode to make an

extended cavity which overrides the front surface. While the front of the diode can

be anti-reflection coated to make an ECDL more stable, this is not required, and

we have not needed to do this.

We use a Littrow configuration for our lasers [67]. In this design, a diffraction

grating is used as a replacement for the front of the cavity. The grating is blazed

(meaning the individual surfaces are tilted) to enhance the first-order diffraction

back into the diode laser, while suppressing other diffractions. A straight reflection

is used as the exit port. To provide a tunable cavity, both the length of the cavity

and the angle of the grating must select the same wavelength. Assuming the grating

is set so that these conditions are satisfied at one point, it turns out that mounting

the grating on an arm where the pivot is in the plane of the diode (with the beam

as the normal) satisfies both of these conditions over a wide range of motion. This

allows us to tune the cavity with a piezo that bends the arm by small amounts.

The entire setup is enclosed to help reduce acoustic noise and to allow thermal

stabilization. Tuning the temperature and current through the laser helps select

the peak gain frequency of the laser. The actual diode lasers we have tend to lase

at 784 nm without a cavity. Through a combination of the laser cavity and keeping

the lasers at a temperature below room temperature (which tends to shorten their

emitting wavelength), we are able to get them to lase in resonance with the 780 nm

D2 line of rubidium 87. If a laser is set up well, we can sweep it over the 6.8 GHz

range of the rubidium 87 D2 hyperfine structure without mode hops. Since we

rarely need the full spectrum, and it usually takes a lot longer to find the right

combination of temperature, operating current, and grating alignment to get that

quality of behavior, our lasers usually cannot sweep through the entire spectrum

reliably without mode hops, but they are at least on that order.

The lasers are relatively stable against vibrations, but careful inspection of the

error signal when locked to the transitions of rubidium 87 show that they do pick
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up voices of people talking in the lab. They can typically stay locked to such a

transition for on the order of a day, but can be knocked off lock by dropping a

wrench on the optical table. A separate group in our lab has developed a superior

laser design that is more stable, much less susceptible to vibrations, and has a much

narrower inherent linewidth [68].

Finally, every laser on our table requires some extra optics, shown in Figure

3.1. The diodes output a linearly polarized beam, and we rotate the diodes so

the polarization is vertical, which helps prevent changing the polarization when the

beam reflects off of the grating. That beam exits the enclosure through a Brewster-

angle window to reduce reflective loss, and then reflects off of two steering mirrors.

These mirrors allow us to get a coarse re-alignment of the laser should we ever need

to replace it.3 The diode lasers emit an elliptical beam, which we pass through an

anamorphic prism pair which squeezes the beam into a more circular shape. We

then pass the beam through a half-wave plate to rotate the beam to 45◦ polarization,

so it can pass through an optical isolator (which rotates the beam by 45◦ to return

it to vertical polarization). The isolator insulates the laser against back-reflections

further down the optical path. It is also used as an injection port on the slave lasers,

described later in Section III.4. To differentiate these lasers from the slave lasers

used to amplify light, we refer to the ECDLs as the master lasers.

Saturation Absorption Spectroscopy (SAS)

In order to form a MOT, we need the lasers to be stable to less than a linewidth

(about 6 MHz). Since the base frequency corresponding to the wavelength of 780 nm

is about 380 THz, this requires a frequency stability of better than one part in 107,

preferably 108. Since we cannot depend on hitting that blindly, and the lasers are

not stable to that degree of precision, we actively lock our lasers to some rubidium

samples. However, room-temperature Doppler shifts are on the order of 1 GHz,

which is much larger than we can tolerate. Fortunately, there is a clever trick to

3Various irises throughout our optical table aid in this realignment, although if such a realign-
ment is ever necessary, we still need to fine-tune alignments throughout the full optical path.
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Figure 3.1. A schematic of the optics that are present on every one of our lasers.
The beam exits through a Brewster-angle window, reflects off of two steering mir-
rors, passes through an anamorphic prism pair, a half-wave plate, and an optical
isolator. We have irises placed before and after the isolator to help with beam
alignment.

cancel the Doppler shifts.

The clever trick is called saturated absorption spectroscopy (SAS) [66, 69–72].

While there are several ways to cancel out the thermal motion of the atoms [73–75],

we will describe the version we use in our lab. The general idea is we pass two beams

through a sample of rubidium, with the two beams traveling in opposite directions.

In the rest frame of any given atom, those two beams may or may not be of the

same frequency. If the beams are both resonant with a transition of that atom, the

atom will scatter light from both beams. Ordinarily, both beams would then be

attenuated by an amount proportional to the scattering rate, which is proportional

to the beam intensity. However, as can be seen in Equation (II.1), the atom can

saturate. If one beam is much stronger than the saturation intensity, it pumps the

atom hard enough that half of the time the atom will be in the excited state at any

given time. This means that the second beam will experience less scattering than

if the stronger beam were not there.

The setup, then, has three beams. Two of the beams, called probe beams, are

below the saturation intensity, and pass through equal amounts of rubidium vapor.

If they are of the same frequency and intensity, the rubidium will scatter the same
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amount from each beam. Subtracting the two beams will then give a constant signal

as a function of frequency. A third beam, called the pump beam, is above (or near)

the saturation intensity, and crosses one (but not both) of the probe beams, in the

opposite direction. The pump beam should not be too far above the saturation

intensity, as that broadens the effective linewidth of the atom, which would smear

the resulting spectrum a little. Now, for any atom in the sample where the probe

beams are not on resonance, the pump beams do not scatter light, and so experience

no attenuation. Therefore, the subtraction will show no signal. The same happens

for any atoms for which the probe beam is resonant, but not the pump, as the pump

is effectively not there. However, atoms that see both the pump and probe beams

as resonant are pumped to saturation by the pump beam, and so scatter the probe

beam less than they would in the absence of the pump. In these cases, one probe

experiences less scattering than the other, and the subtraction of the two probe

beams yields a signal. This happens when all beams are resonant with a transition

of the atoms. In that case, the atoms that happen to have no motions along the

beam axes will see all beams as resonant, and so the subtraction will yield a non-

zero signal. Atoms that are moving, though, will only see one beam on resonance,

and so will not contribute to the effect. Having an effect that only selects the atoms

that are not moving cancels out the Doppler shifts, and the result is a Doppler-free

spectrum.

There are a few caveats that should be mentioned. Rubidium atoms have mul-

tiple transitions available. While the different ground states have transition fre-

quencies further apart than room-temperature Doppler shifts, the transitions from

a single ground state to the various excited states are within that range. Therefore,

if the pump and probe beams are tuned midway between two of these transitions,

there is a set of atoms that are moving with just the right velocity along the beam

axes such that the probe is resonant with one transition, and the pump is resonant

with the other. The pump saturates its resonant transition, reducing the number of

ground-state atoms that can absorb probe light on the probe’s resonant transition.

Thus, even if the pump and probe beams are not resonant with a transition, but

are midway between two transitions (that are within the Doppler-broadened ab-
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sorption spectrum), the subtraction of the two probe beams will show a difference.

These extra peaks are called crossover peaks, and tend to be larger than the actual

on-resonance peaks in the difference spectrum [66].

A further note on this setup is that the pump and probe beams do not need to be

on the same frequency. If they are not, then we can transfer to a moving reference

frame where they are of the same frequency. As long as the difference between the

two frequencies is small compared to the room-temperature Doppler shifts, there

will be atoms at rest in that frame which will see both beams on resonance at

the same time. As a result of this, if the pump and probe beams are not at the

same frequency, the difference spectrum will look as though the pump and probe

were both at their average frequency. We typically lock to a peak in the spectrum

so we know what frequency we are at; we usually use a crossover peak, because

the signal is stronger. Elsewhere in the optical setup, we will use acousto-optic

modulators to shift the frequency to the frequency we desire. In order to detect a

peak, though, we need to dither the frequency by a small amount. If the difference

spectrum changes as we shift the frequency, then we must not be at the peak, and

we use that difference to feed back to the laser and shift it back towards resonance.

For some of our beams, we simply dither the laser frequency. For the further-

detuned barrier beam we used in our experiment, the dithering is small compared

to the detuning and so has little effect. For the pumping barrier beam and the

repumping MOT beam, which are supposed to be resonant, these small changes

do not shift far enough from resonance to significantly decrease the pumping rate,

which is all that matters. However, the MOT trapping beam, which is also used

for absorption imaging, needs to be more stable. For absorption imaging, the beam

needs to be right on resonance without dithering. If we dithered the laser, then

because the absorption-imaging pulse is short compared to the our dither period,

the images we take would each be at a random frequency within the dither range,

which is undesireable. Furthermore, during MOT loading, the optimum cooling

frequency is half a linewidth away from resonance. Shifting the frequency enough

to detect the slope of the SAS spectrum requires a dither that is small but not

insignificantly small compared to the linewidth. This dither would therefore be
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enough to reduce the trapping effectiveness of the MOT. For these reasons, instead

of dithering the frequency of the whole MOT master laser, we use an acousto-

optic modulator (discussed in Section III.9) to shift just the pump beam. To avoid

shifting the location of the beam passing through the modulator, we use a double-

pass configuration.

The actual setup we use is shown in Figure 3.2. A single beam is picked off

from the main laser beam and attenuated. The two probe beams are picked off by

a slide of uncoated glass (weak reflections off of the front and back surfaces), and

pass through a glass cell with a dilute vapor of rubidium. The rest of the beam is

brought around to the other side of the cell. If we are not dithering the entire laser,

we double-pass the beam through an acousto-optic modulator, to avoid positional

shifts of the beam as we change the frequency. That beam is then sent through

rubidium vapor cell in the opposite direction of the probe beams. We can use the

mirrors to align it such that it is quite close to one of the probe beams. By missing

the probe beam by opposite (but small) amounts on either side of the cell, we can be

reasonably certain that the two beams overlap for most of the cell. The two probe

beams are then focused onto two photodetectors, and subtracted electronically to

create the difference signal. The electronics allow for different gains for each beam,

to account for slight intensity differences of the probe beams and slightly different

detector sensitivities.

Slave Lasers

Each MOT we run requires only a few milliwatts of repumping beam power, at

a maximum, but they require on the order of tens of milliwatts of trapping beam

power. After accounting for various losses in the beam paths (and coupling into

single-mode fibers), the master lasers do not produce enough power. Rather than

have multiple master lasers operating at the same frequency, we chose to amplify

them with slave lasers instead.

The slave lasers are simplified versions of the master lasers. They contain the

same type of diode, but without a cavity. The diode is enclosed in a similar fashion
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Figure 3.2. The basic schematic for saturation absorption spectroscopy. Two
probe beams are picked off and pass through a cell of room-temperature rubidium
vapor. The majority of the beam is used as the pump, and is passed through the
cell in the reverse direction, crossing one of the probe beams. The two probes are
focused onto a differential photodetector. Also shown is the optional double-passed
acousto-optic modulator that we use to dither a beam if we do not want to dither
the entire laser beam. In the setups without the double-passed modulator, the
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) is replaced with a mirror, and the double-pass setup
to the right is left out.

(but smaller), with temperature stabilization, some vibration isolation, and static

protection. They also have the same series of optics in front of them, shown in

Figure 3.3. A free-running laser would drift too much, but if seeded with a beam

of a sufficient power, they will turn into optical amplifiers. This process is called

injection locking, and results in an amplified beam with the same polarization and

frequency as the seed, and a slightly larger linewidth, but that is not a limiting

factor for us [76–79].

The slave lasers are set up to emit vertically polarized light, with the same

anamorphic prism pairs to make the beam roughly circular. To ensure the best

mode-matching possible, we try our best to shine the seed beam back along the

exact same optical path, with the same polarization. To insert it into the path,
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we use the optical isolator. A beam shining backwards through the optical isolator

will be rejected, unless we send it in through a rejection port.4 Such a beam will

then pass through the same optics as the slave beam, in reverse, and hit the slave

with the same polarization that it would produce on its own. We can align the two

beams on top of each other by eye, with the slave turned on. By marking where

the slave beam exits the isolator, we can also try turning the slave off. Then, we

can try to get the master seed beam to reflect off of the back of the slave diode and

try to get the spot after the isolator to match up with where the slave beam was.

This is sufficient for a rough alignment. For fine-tuning, we turn the slave on and

shine it into a Fabry-Pérot cavity. By sweeping the master laser frequency a small

amount, we can watch if the slave frequency sweeps as well; if it does, then the slave

has locked to the master. We can then attenuate the seed beam until the slave loses

lock, and tweak the seed beam alignment to try and recover the lock. To aid in

this, the seed beam passes through an acousto-optic modulator to allow for easy

attenuation. Improving the alignment makes for a lower power threshold required

to lock the slave to the master; and lower that power threshold is, the stronger the

lock will be once we turn the power up. We can also adjust the temperature and

current of the slave lasers, although in practice we did not need to do as much of

this as with the masters. We simply try to get the slave temperatures close to what

the master laser temperatures are, and then run the slave lasers near the maximum

output power.

The locked slave lasers can output over 100 mW, which is more than sufficient to

run our trapping beams. The same master seeds two such lasers, one for each MOT.

These beams are passed through an acousto-optic modulator that acts as both an

optical switch and attenuator for the beam, and then coupled into a single mode

fiber for transport to the MOTs. For the pyramid MOT, we couple the repumping

and trapping beams into the same fiber, using a polarizing beam splitter to get

the two beams on the same path (with orthogonal polarizations). For the six-beam

MOT, the two beams are coupled into two separate fibers, which enter a two-to-

six beam fiber splitter, which takes two input fibers, and splits their light roughly

4This process is described in slightly more detail in Section III.9.
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Figure 3.3. A schematic of the slave laser optics. The slaves have the same initial
optics as the master laser shown in Figure 3.1. The only difference is we use a
rejection port on the isolator to insert light from a master laser into the beam path,
which seeds the slave.

equally across six output fibers. That gives us the six beams for the main MOT,

each with a small amount of repumping beam power.

Magnetic Coils

Each of the MOTs has five separate magnetic coils associated with it. Aside

from the anti-Helmholtz coils required to get the trap to work, we also have three

pairs of Helmholtz coils.5 The Helmholtz pairs are wired in series with each other,

and so act as a single coil with a large gap between turns.

The pyramid MOT, in order to quickly collect atoms, is larger than the six-beam

MOT. In order to operate, it also needs a large beam, which, in turn, requires larger

coils to allow the beam to pass through. In a pyramid MOT, the initial incoming

beam and the outgoing beam (after two reflections) have the opposite handedness

compared to the perpendicular beams; this requires the anti-Helmholtz coils to have

their axis aligned with the incoming beam, which itself is aligned with the atomic

beam. This means that one of the coils has to encircle the narrow tube through

5They are not in the perfect Helmholtz configuration, as space constraints around the vacuum
chamber prohibited this, but they are reasonably close.
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which the atomic beam passes from the higher-pressure side of the chamber to the

lower-pressure side of the chamber. As described in Section III.1, each side of the

chamber has very large vacuum pumps attached to it which cannot be removed once

we bake the chamber. Making the coils large enough to reach around the vacuum

pumps is infeasible, and so we made the coils bake-able. We then assembled the

chamber with one of the two anti-Helmholtz coils in place, and baked it.

To make a bake-able coil, we started with an aluminum coil form, which also

aids in heat dissipation. We then wrapped the coil with 23 AWG copper magnet

wire from MWS Wire Industries. We chose an insulation (Polyimide-ML) capable

of being heated to 240◦C (our final bake was to about 200◦C). By mounting the

coils an a rotating mount, we were able to wind the wire directly from the spool

onto the coils, counting the turns as we went. To hold the wire in place, we added

a high-temperature epoxy to the coils as we wound them. The epoxy (part number

353ND from EpoTek) is rated for temperatures from −55◦C to 250◦C [80]. Finally,

to prevent the magnet wire from rubbing against the aluminum (which would even-

tually rub through the wire insulation), we made inserts out of Teflon where the

wire leaves the coil form.

The pyramid-MOT anti-Helmholtz coils were designed to be as small as possible

and still fit over the flanges to the vacuum chamber, so as to be able to get as close

to the center of the chamber as possible. This necessitated an inner diameter of

∼ 5.5 in, with a distance of 3.2 in between the coils. When the coils are further from

the center, more current (or turns of wire) is required to get the same magnetic-field

gradient at the center (the gradient determines the trap strength). We wound 400

turns around each coil. Given the quoted wire resistance of 20.4 (3) Ω per thousand

feet, we expect longitudinal field gradient of about 8.7 (8) G/cm with a power

dissipation of 12 (1) W at a current of 1 A. We got the first MOT operating before

assembling the Helmholtz coils, and so used different currents in the anti-Helmholtz

coils to shift the MOT near the center of the pyramid (compensating partly for

the Earth’s magnetic field, and any fringe fields from the chamber itself). Once we

installed the Helmholtz coils, we continued to use the anti-Helmholtz coils for the

axial shift. One coil continuously operates at −1.21 A, while the other operates at
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0.98 A. In case the power dissipation would make the coils too hot, we machined

a water channel into them by cutting a groove parallel to the channel holding the

wires, and then welding a sleeve over it. The aluminum weld had a few leaks which

we plugged by attaching an aspirator pump to the water inlets, and using that to

suck the high-temperature epoxy into the few leaks. When the epoxy cured, the

water channels appeared to be leak-free.

As it turns out, we have not needed to run water through the pyramid anti-

Helmholtz coils. At their normal running currents of about 1 A, they run almost

hot to the touch (near 40◦C), but not hot enough to be a problem near the chamber.

We installed a temperature sensor in them to monitor their temperatures.

The coils for the six-beam MOT had much fewer requirements. They sit

outside of the Hellma cell, which has an outer dimension of 30 mm (as described in

Section III.1). The Hellma cell is at the end of the chamber, and easily accessible

for simple optical access. As such, the coils can easily be placed after the chamber

is fully assembled and baked, and can be placed much closer to the MOT than in

the primary MOT. This means they do not need to have nearly as many turns and

current, and so need to dissipate much less power. Our intention was to not have

eddy currents when we rapidly changed the current in the coils (mostly turning them

on or off). We chose to make the coils out of black Delrin, which is non-conductive

to reduce eddy currents, easily accessible, and easy to machine. As these coils do

not need to be baked and do not dissipate enough power to become hot, we did not

need to pick a high-temperature material. We used a similar mount for winding as

the pyramid coils, winding 216 turns on each coil, using the same magnet wire and

epoxy as the pyramid coils. At their typical operating current of 0.69 A, we expect

a longitudinal field gradient of 17 G/cm and a power dissipation of 0.86 W. The

coils do not get warm to the touch when operating.

The pyramid MOT coils are mounted to the table. We chose to mount the six-

beam MOT coils to the chamber. This way, the arms holding the coils run along

the edges of the Hellma cell. By not blocking part of a face of the Hellma cell, we

maintain as much optical access to the MOT as possible.

Anti-helmholtz coils are often connected in series, so that the current through
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them is always the same. That way, inevitable fluctuations in the current cancel

themselves at the trap center, and result in small fluctuations in the trapping force.

If the MOT is not centered, or the fluctuations in the two coils are different, then

the fluctuations cause small shifts in the zero-magnetic-field point. This shaking

can heat atoms, and is a problem for groups try to form Bose-Einstein condensates

(BEC). We do not intend to form a BEC in the near future, and do not plan to use a

magnetic trap regardless.6Fluctuations are less important in a MOT which is highly

dissipative anyways, and so we elected to have each coil in the anti-Helmholtz pairs

be driven separately.

We designed and assembled a modified version of the current supply circuits

that we use to power the diode lasers that could drive all of our coils. The circuits

can be operated in a slave mode where they follow the current setting of a master

circuit (with an adjustable scale factor); we use this to keep the two anti-Helmholtz

coils running at similar currents. Most of the circuits in our lab work off of a

±15 V internal power supply, which we wanted to keep for this circuit. However,

the resistance of the pyramid anti-Helmholtz coils requires they be driven with

about 15 V at their operating currents, without accounting for a larger resistance

as the coils heat up. We also wanted the circuit capable of using larger voltages

to overcome the coil inductance and hence turn the coils on (or off) faster. To

accomplish this, the output stage of the circuits has two op-amps in a push-pull

setup that run off a separate 40 V power supply.7 This allows them to drive current

to the full power supply voltage in either direction. However, it also means we

cannot directly sense the current, since the voltage of any sense element might be

higher than the power supply of the rest of the circuit. The sensing is handled by

measuring the voltage across a 1 Ω sense resistor in series with the current output.

To prevent a voltage overload, the voltage at either side is divided three with a

6Completely by accident, we found that our setup could magnetically trap rubidium 87.

7The chips get quite hot, even with the large heat sink and fans that we use with them, and so
we usually run the power supplies at 30 V. As an additional precaution, the output op-amps will
shut down automatically if they overheat. The main circuit detects this and shuts down as well,
either when the op-amps overheat, or if the coils overheat, provided we hook up a temperature
sensor.
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paired resistor bridge. The sense resistor is supposedly quite stable to changes in

temperature, but the voltage dividers are not. Since the signal is small (due to a

small sense resistor value), small changes in the values of these resistors change the

calibration of the circuit; that is probably the biggest problem with the circuit.

We use our coil-driver circuits to drive all the Helmholtz and anti-Helmholtz

coils. The resistor and capacitor values of the PID feedback loop in each circuit

were individually tweaked to be able to shut the coils on and off rapidly with minimal

ringing.

In addition to getting the MOTs operational, we also need to be able to shift

the MOT locations around. An easy way to do this is to use additional coils in a

(approximately) Helmholtz configuration. Applying a small constant magnetic field

to the anti-Helmholtz coil fields shifts the zero-point around, which allows us to shift

the MOT position. The same coils can also be used to cancel the Earth’s magnetic

field. Because we do not need really sensitive corrections over a wide area, and are

mostly interested in shifting the MOT, we took a simple approach to the coils. The

coils are made of a few turns of 8-conductor ribbon cable, connected together so that

all the conductors are in series. This effectively multiplies the number of turns by

8. The coils are wrapped around a polycarbonate rectangular parallelepiped frame

mounted on the table. This gives three pairs of coils. Each pair is hooked together

in series and driven by a single coil circuit, for effectively three coils that shift the

magnetic field at the origin in three orthogonal directions. In a true Helmholtz

configuration, the first and second derivatives of the magnetic field at the center

are zero; we only approximated that configuration, picking dimensions that could

easily fit around the chamber and the existing optics.

Because the magnetic field gradients from the anti-Helmholtz coils are on the

order of 10 G/cm, multi-millimeter shifts of the MOT require magnetic fields on

the order of a Gauss. If the shift we want happens to be axial, imbalancing the

anti-Helmholtz currents provides a much larger shift than we can easily achieve

with the Helmholtz coils, which is one advantge to having the anti-Helmholtz coils

independently driven, as opposed to connected in series. For this reason, and be-

cause we already knew the right settings before installing the Helmholtz coils, the
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pyramid MOT only uses the radial Helmholtz coils, and we use imbalanced cur-

rents in the anti-Helmholtz coils for the axial shift. For the main MOT, we keep

the anti-Helmholtz coils balanced when the MOT is in the center of the cell, and

use all three Helmholtz coils to keep it centered, and provide small shifts. For large

vertical shifts, along the axis of the coils, we imbalance the anti-Helmholtz coils.

We use such shifts when we load the MOT, as described in Section III.6. We used

such shifts when we moved the MOT towards the bottom of the cell for our cooling

experiments, which are discussed in the thesis of Elizabeth Schoene [37].

The MOT

Here we quickly overview our typical loading procedure for the MOT. For many

of our experiments, we require the MOT to be about the same size for each repe-

tition; therefore, it is important that the MOT loads for the same amount of time

with each repetition.8 To ensure this, we ensure all the atoms are dumped from

the MOT by starting with all the beams off, and the six-beam MOT magnetic field

coils off. We typically leave the pyramid MOT coils on. We then turn the six-beam

MOT coils on and both the repump and trapping beams for both MOTs, with high

intensities for better trapping. Normally, the six-beam MOT is below the atomic

beam from the pyramid MOT. We found we could load the six-beam MOT much

faster by imbalancing the anti-Helmholtz coils to shift it up more towards the atomic

beam. We typically load for a few seconds; the actual loading time depends on the

experiment and desired signal quality.

Once the loading is done, we move the MOT back to its normal location, and

shut the beams to the pyramid MOT off. This turns off the atomic beam, which

could introduce more background atoms to disrupt the six-beam MOT. After allow-

ing 10 ms for the atoms to settle into their new location, we start the cooling phase.

As described in Section II.2, polarization-gradient cooling works best at lower in-

8Alternatively, we could let it load long enough to reach steady-state. We elect not to do this
because then individual repetitions would take too long to amass a data set with many repetitions.
If repetitions and number of atoms are not important, we might not dump the MOT at all, and
simply move it around.
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tensities and larger detunings [56]. Therefore, we detune the MOT trapping beams

by about 60 MHz, and cut the intensity of the beams by about a factor of four.

We typically allow 20 ms for cooling, which cools the MOT from about 100 µK to

about 30 µK.

Dipole Trap

A MOT is a very useful trap in itself, but the constant scattering of light required

for its operation would destroy the types of experiments we wish to pursue, both ones

that require very little interaction, and ones trying to demonstrate a non-Doppler

method of cooling. We wanted to avoid using magnetic traps because they typically

require large power supplies, the coils are usually hard to move, and we would need

to be very careful of stray magnetic fields and nearby magnetic materials. Instead,

we elected to use an optical dipole trap [6, 42, 57, 61].

The setup of our optical dipole trap is simple. We have a beam that exits a fiber,

which is collimated, and then passed through a plano-convex lens with a 200 mm

focal length. This focuses the beam down to a point near the MOT, which is all

that is needed for the trap.

Initially, we attempted to use one of our master lasers tuned to about 784 nm

for a dipole trap. This was passed through a tapered amplifier to achieve several

hundred milliwatts of power, which we focused onto the MOT. This dipole trap

performed miserably. We eventually guessed that the problem was the spontaneous

emission background of the tapered amplifier. The spectrum of the background

spans several nanometers, and so would include light resonant with rubidium 87.

Having even a small amount of resonant and near-resonant light, focused tightly

on confined atoms, would rapidly heat the atoms out of the trap. With that in

mind, we triple-passed the beam through a cell of rubidium vapor heated to 80◦C

before coupling the light into the fiber. The rubidium in the cell would absorb (or,

more accurately, scatter) resonant and near-resonant light. Heating the cell causes

a larger fraction of the atoms in the cell to exist as a vapor, increasing the amount

of absorption. This change took us from being unable to trap any atoms at all to
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being able to hold atoms for 100 ms, after which we could no longer detect any

trapped atoms.

We then switched to a Ytterbium-doped fiber laser. The output is already fiber

coupled, and terminates with a collimated beam. This outputs light at 1090 nm in

a collimated beam with a 5 mm 1/e2 intensity radius. While the power output can

range up to 20 W, for most of our trapping experiments we used 10 W. Coupled

with the focusing lens for a dipole trap, this produces a trapping beam with a

beam waist of about 30.9 (5) µm, and a Rayleigh length of 2.7 (5) mm. A detailed

calculation using far-off-resonant approximations (including counter-rotating terms)

and multiple transitions suggest that this beam should present a trap for rubidium

87 atoms with a depth of about kB × 0.93 mK, with a scattering rate on the order

of 3/s.

The fiber output is mounted on a pair of translation stage with micrometers

that let us shift the beam transverse to the beam direction. This entire setup

is mounted on an Aerotech ABL10100–LT precision air-bearing translation stage.

This stage is capable of positioning itself with sub-micron accuracy over a range of

100 mm. The micrometer translation stages are used only to align the beam onto

the MOT. Having the trap on a computer-controlled translation stage allows us to

move the atoms back and forth in the Hellma cell. The intent is once we are doing

our quantum measurement experiments, we may want to trap the atoms, and then

pull them back away from the MOT coil and optics for less encumbered optical

access. During the cooling experiment in which we cooled atoms with out one-way

barrier (described in Elizabeth Schoene’s thesis [37]), we used this cart to translate

the atoms. We selected this stage because another gro up found that a larger stage

in the same product line could be used to successfully translate a Bose-Einstein

condensate in a dipole trap [81]. While we do not need quite such precision, we

figured it would not hurt.

Aligning the beam on the MOT is not too difficult, with the right tricks. By

paying careful attention to where the beam entered and exited the cell, we could

linearly interpolate to get it close to where the MOT was. We then backed the

translation stage up so that we knew the focus was several Rayleigh lengths away
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from the MOT. This gave us a target that was much larger than the focus of the

beams. By turning the beam on and off with a period of one to two seconds, we

could watch the MOT on a real-time video camera. If the beam was hitting the

MOT, it would shift the position of the trapped atoms. Once we had the beam

overlapping the MOT, we started moving the focus closer to the MOT, using the

micrometer translation stages to keep the beam on the MOT. Eventually, we got

close enough that the beam waist was smaller than the trapped atom cloud. Since

the security camera was aligned so that it viewed the atom cloud more aligned with

the dipole trap beam than not, it could then see a hole in the atomic cloud where

the ac-Stark shift from the beam shifted atoms out of resonance. We could then

align this hole in the center of the MOT, and try to find the spot with the smallest

hole, or at least the center of the region where the hole was small.

Once aligned, the exact same setup that just barely worked with the tapered

amplifier at 784 nm worked great on the first try. The loading parameters took some

optimization, and we eventually settled on the following. Once the MOT was loaded

and cooled, we would turn the dipole trap beam on, overlapped with the MOT, and

load for 110 ms. This loading time was partially based on a paper studying dipole-

trap loading from Wieman’s group [61]. They found that dipole traps load well for

about 100 ms, but after that, interactions with the MOT beams caused excessive

losses that started depleting the number of trapped atoms faster than they could

load. We did a rough search, and found a similar optimum. During this loading,

we detuned the MOT trapping beam further, and decreased the intensity of both

the MOT trapping beams and the MOT repump beams, which we found loaded

more atoms. Our main imaging camera is located to the side of the dipole trap,

allowing it to image the full length of the dipole trap. We could then use that to

align the focus of the trap (the center of the trapped atom cloud) with where we

knew the MOT was from images of the MOT alone to further optimize alignment.

We measured the lifetime of atoms in this trap to exceed 20 seconds.

Every so often, we would load the MOT and strobe the dipole trap beam slowly,

to realign the beam with the MOT. Rather than shift the beam itself, we would

make small adjustments to the magnetic field coils to locate the MOT, which could
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be done via a simple script on the controlling computer much easier than shifting

the micrometer. As an additional benefit, not physically touching the setup made

it much harder to bump something, and much easier to fix if we accidentally moved

something too far.

The dipole trap beam can operate at up to 20 W, but even our normal operating

power of 10 W can heat a surface up. If we let that power dissipate in our vacuum

chamber, that could quite easily cause out-gassing where it heats the sides of the

chamber. To avoid that, we built the chamber with a pair of mirrors in it. These

mirrors deflect the dipole beam once it passes through the MOT, and redirect it

through a window to the outside of the chamber. There, we have placed a large beam

dump, which is essentially a heat sink with fins made of black anodized aluminum.

The beam enters a long hole with a cone inside to aid in the beam absorption. If

the dipole trap beam is on for long periods of time, this beam dump can get quite

warm.

Imaging the Atoms

We use both absorption imaging and fluorescence imaging, described in Section

II.4. Because it gets a stronger signal, we used fluorescence imaging for measure-

ments that do not require much spatial resolution, such as determining atom counts

and temperatures. For cases that do require spatial resolution, such as trying to

determine what fraction of atoms are on each side of the one-way barrier, or finding

the center of the atoms cloud in the dipole trap, we used absorption imaging.

In both cases, we use the same data camera, a MicroLine from Finger Lakes

Instrumentation (FLI).9 The cameras produced by FLI are intended for amateur

astronomers, but we judged they would be a good starter camera for a cold atoms

laboratory, since they are sensitive, easy to use, and cheap when compared to the

data cameras often in use. We are quite happy with the MicroLine, although we

9This camera worked well for our barrier experiments, but we need a more sensitive camera
for our next experiments. We are switching to a superior (and much more expensive) camera, as
described in Chapter V.
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wore out several of the shutter components years ago. The shutter inside the camera

has four thin steel blades, each with two small ball-bearings spot-welded to it. One

ball-bearing sits in a hole and acts as a pivot. The other, on the opposite side of

the blade, fits in a groove on the shutter drive. The shutter drive is made out of a

rather soft non-metallic compound, and was wearing down over time. For a period,

we often needed to open the camera up and clean residue from the drive off of the

shutter blades, which caused them to stick. Eventually, the ball-bearings started

breaking off of the shutter blades. We welded them back in place, only to have

them break off again. Eventually, we machined some some small rods of similar

dimensions that fit in the holes where the ball-bearings had been, and welded those

in place. They have not broken off again, and we have not needed to clean the

shutter since.

Our MicroLine camera has a Kodak KAF-0402ME charge-coupled device (CCD)

sensor, with a quantum efficiency of about 70% for 780 nm light. This is reduced

slightly by a piece of Schott glass we installed in front of the sensor to reduce the

signal from other light, such as the room lights. We previously had a laser-line filter

in there as well, but took that out as it caused a strong etalon effect (interference

fringes) with absorption imaging. With the lens we use for imaging (approximately

two-to-one, with a one-to-one attachment that we do not use), a single pixel of the

camera represents a square about 24.4 µm in the focal plane. The camera views

the atoms in the dipole trap close to perpendicular to the dipole-trap axis.

For fluorescence imaging, we simply turn on the MOT beams (trapping and

repumping beams) as if we were operating the MOT. The mechanical shutter on

the camera is fairly repeatable, but only within a several milliseconds, and is highly

dependent on how sticky the blades are. Since we often used a pulse of around

20 ms for fluorescence imaging, this could produce a huge fluctuation in the actual

exposure time. Furthermore, the shutter took several milliseconds to open and

close, so that different parts of the image had different exposure times. We solved

this problem by leaving the beams off until we knew the shutter is fully open, and

then strobed the MOT beams. While this a few milliseconds of dead time between

the end of an experiment and the actual image, it gave us a well-defined imaging
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time that was consistent across the entire image.

The absorption imaging is a little more complicated. We use the same laser light

used for the MOT trapping beam, with the frequency shifted to be on resonance.

An acousto-optic modulator is used to shutter the beam, and to keep the intensity

quite low. This beam is reflected off of the front surface of a 2◦ wedge of glass,

through an anamorphic prism pair, and then through the Hellma cell directly into

the camera. The wedge acts as a beam splitter and an attenuator; we chose a

wedge because etalon effects caused large interference fringes in the images, and so

we were trying to reduce interference everywhere we could. We also tried to make

the absorption imaging beam slightly off-normal to the Hellma cell, and shifted it

around so that the worst fringes, seen by the camera, did not overlap the area of

interest in the image. The anamorphic prism pair spread the beam horizontally,

so that it covered the entire extent of atoms trapped in the dipole trap (several

millimeters) with enough intensity for a decent absorption image. The illumination

was not very uniform (we show some sample images when we discuss our image

processing in Figure 4.10), but as described in Section II.4, uniformity is not that

important. We will cover the reason for a beam splitter shortly.

The imaging process was then to turn the repumping MOT beams on for about

0.1 ms, to ensure all the atoms were in the F = 2 ground state so that the absorption

beam would be resonant. The time was judged short enough that atoms would not

move much in that time. We would then flash the absorption beam for about

12 µs, while keeping the repumping MOT beams on. The camera would image

this, with a faint shadow from the atoms. By repeating this without the atoms, we

could subtract the two images and normalize to the image without atoms to see a

snapshot of the atoms.

In order for this to work, it is imperative that the two images have the same

intensity of illumination. One of our largest problems were the fringes in the image,

which tended to change slowly over time. We were able to move most of the fringes

from the Hellma cell away from our region of interest by making small changes

to the angle of the camera and absorption imaging beam. There still remained a

large circular fringe that would slowly change over time. After some investigation,
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we decided that fringe was most likely due to interference in the lens system, and

shifted slightly as the temperature of the camera changed. Our best defense against

this was to take take the repetitions fairly quickly, before the fringes could shift

substantially. We also took many repetitions, which helped to average the effect

out.

Our other main problem was that the intensity of the absorption beam varied

from shot to shot. We eventually tracked this down to the AOM that shuttered the

absorption beam. The AOM was driven with a low-intensity signal so as to produce

a very weak first-order beam for imaging. At this low intensity, the AOM was quite

sensitive to temperature. If simply turned on and left on, the first-order intensity

would fluctuate, and eventually settle down. However, from shot to shot, the initial

intensity varied too much for decent imaging. Our solution was that if we could

not easily fix the intensity, we could fix the flux of the absorption beam, which is

the important quantity. This why we have a beam splitter in the setup. The first

reflection produces the imaging beam, while the transmission enters a photodiode.

This photodiode is hooked up to a simple integrator circuit. We trigger the absorp-

tion beam AOM through this circuit, which integrates the intensity until it reaches

a certain level, and then shuts the beam off. This resulted in very consistent images

by varying the pulse length to counter the intensity changes. Over time, as the fiber

coupling of the beam became worse, the pulse length would become much longer

than the approximately 12 µs, which could be fixed by simply re-coupling the beam

into the fiber again. Other than that, the setup does not require much effort.

Extra Hardware

In this section, we will briefly describe some of the non-standard hardware we

use in our lab, as well as quickly cover the ways in which we use some standard

hardware.

We start with acousto-optic modulators, a fairly standard piece of equipment

in a physics laboratory. These are basically a crystal attached to a high-frequency

piezo actuator. The piezo is driven with a strong signal at a high frequency, setting
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up a sound wave in the crystal. This sound wave manifests as a time-dependent

density wave, which in seen by a laser beam passing through the crystal as a time-

dependent index of refraction. The period of the wave is short enough to diffract

the beam; the time-dependence modulates the beam as well, causing a shift in

frequency. The result is that part of the beam passes through the crystal (the zero-

order beam), while other parts get diffracted a small amount to the side (the ±1
first-order diffractions). The +1 diffraction frequency is up-shifted by the frequency

of the piezo signal, while the −1 diffraction beam is down-shifted. There are higher-

order diffractions as well, but we typically only use one of the first-order beams.

By fine tuning the angle at which the beam hits the crystal small amounts away

from normal, we can actually emphasize the +1 first-order diffraction peak over any

other.

Because the piezo operates at such a high frequency, we can easily turn the signal

to the piezo on and off with sub-microsecond timing. This, in turn, allows us to turn

the first-order beam on and off with the same timing. Furthermore, by adjusting

the amplitude and frequency of the piezo signal, we can adjust the amplitude and

frequency of the first-order beam. This allows us to use acousto-optic modulators as

very fast optical switches, attenuators, and frequency shifters. We use the first-order

beam for the AOMs, which is typically shifted up by 80 MHz (the frequency we use

for the opctical-switch AOMs), because the zero-order is never attenuated very well,

while the first-order is completely extinguished when the AOM is turned off. The

only catch is shifting the frequency of the piezo changes the period of the diffraction

grating, which shifts the angle of the first-order beam. In cases where this shift is

problematic, we double-pass the beam through the modulator. To accomplish this,

the beam passes through a polarizing beam-splitter cube, and lens with a long focal

length. The modulator is placed at the focal point of the lens. The first-order

diffraction beam hits a curved mirror with a radius of curvature equal to the focal

length of the lens, such that the modulator is at the center of that curvature. This

way, the first-order beam, regardless of exit angle, is back-reflected through the

AOM a second time. The lens and mirror combination cancel focusing/spreading

effects of the other, and the result after passing the lens a second time is a collimated
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beam in the other direction. With the addition of a quarter-wave plate somewhere

in the beam path, the two passes make it effectively a half-wave plate, arranged

to rotate the polarization of the beam by 90◦. When the beam hits the polarizing

beam-splitter cube, having a different polarization means it takes a different path

from the original beam, and we have a second beam with a different frequency that

does not shift when we change the frequency.

Optical isolators are another standard piece of equipment. We briefly describe

them here to explain how we seed our slave lasers, as described in Section III.4. Or-

dinarily, Maxwell’s equations are invariant under time-reversal. The one exception

is magnetic fields, where a reversal of time reverses the currents that generates the

fields, and hence reverse the fields. By taking advantage of this asymmetry, isola-

tors use a crystal under a strong magnetic field to break time-reversal symmetry in

a beam. The result is a crystal that rotates a linear polarization in a right-handed

manner for a beam traveling in one direction, but a left-handed manner for a beam

traveling in the other. Put another way, for an observer looking down one axis, the

polarizations always rotate clockwise (or counterclockwise, if the observer switches

sides), regardless of beam direction. The isolators we use have a polarizing beam-

splitter cube at either end, one set to transmit a 45◦ polarization, and the other set

to transmit a vertical polarization. We send a beam in the 45◦ polarization side, and

the crystal rotates if 45◦ so that the outgoing polarization is vertical, which trans-

mits through the second beam-splitter. Any beam that gets back-reflected passes

through the vertical polarizing beam-splitter, and the polarization gets rotated in

the same direction, and the end result is a −45◦ polarization which is reflected by

the polarizing beam-splitter cube. This reflection is usually blocked.

To seed our slave lasers, the isolators are set up to output horizontally-polarized

light instead of horizontally-polarized light. We send a vertically-polarized beam

from a master laser into the side of the horizontally-passing beam-splitter cube.

If aligned properly, this beam reflects into the main beam path through the iso-

lator. As it heads backwards, the same rotation that would change a horizontal

polarizeation into a −45◦ polarization changes a vertical polarization into a +45◦

polarization, which transmits through the beam-splitter. This beam now back-
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propagates along the original beam path, with the same polarization. This is how

we seed our slave lasers.

We also developed a really cheap beam profiler to help us measure the beam

waists and locations of the beams in our one-way barrier. Beam profilers are essen-

tially just imaging detectors, often with specialized software. We basically took a

cheap webcam intended to use in the home for watching pets, called the PetCam

Network Camera, made by Panasonic. Cheap webcams such as this employ detec-

tors that are fairly sensitive in the visible and near infrared, which means they work

great for the wavelengths we use. Furthermore, the only software required to use

one is a web browser, which we already had. More specifically, they only require

software that can download an image via Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP);

as there are many scriptable programs and libraries that can do this, it was easy for

us to roll our own automated library to take images and curve-fit them. The pixels

of the sensor are 5.6 µm on a side, which allows for decent resolution. Naturally, the

webcam is intended to take images, and so has a lens. Removing the cover revealed

that the lens was mounted in a plastic holder directly over the sensor. We were

able to remove the lens with a razor, and then cut a hole in the front of the case to

glue a neutral density filter holder in place. This let us attenuate the laser beams

we were profiling, as even weak laser beams can quickly saturate these detectors.

With a browser, we can easily watch the beams in near real time while we

adjust beam intensities or location in search of a particular focus, and then run an

automated script to take data. The connection is over a relatively cheap Ethernet

cable, which can be purchased or assembled with little difficulty. As most of our

computer-controlled equipment is controlled via an Ethernet network, we already

had the materials and the network to operate the camera. The only downside is the

image is compressed in a fairly lossy fashion. We could mitigate this by averaging

over many images to get a decent image. Some sample images are shown in Section

IV.3, Figure 4.6.

We conclude with a quick discussion of some of the various mechanical shutters

we have used in our lab. We use acousto-optic modulators for the majority our

our shutters, but they do have some leakage when they are off, so it is handy to
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back them up with a mechanical shutter. Our first shutters were some electronic

relays, to which we glued a thin arm with part of a razor attached to the end

[82]. By triggering the relay, the arm would move, and the razor could be used

to shutter a beam. The downside to these relays is they are rather weak. Having

such a long arm tends to cause the arm to bounce when it hits the stop. When

we added a small amount of sorbothane to damp the bouncing, the arm tended to

stick a little. This, combined with a small deformation of the sorbothane, made

the shutters unreliable. If they were too weak, they might not shut at all; if they

were too strong, they tended to bounce. Either way, the time between the signal to

when the beam turned off had a little too much hysteresis.

The cheap shutter design that we do use on our table is a small speaker [83].

By cutting the paper cone off the speaker, we got direct access to the voice coil.

We simply cut a simple form out of aluminum that holds the magnetic assembly in

place, and keeps the voice coil from jumping out of the groove in which is slides.

This form also allows us to mount the speaker on the optical table. By gluing a

piece of black plastic or metal to the shutter, and placing it at the focal point of

a one-to-one telescope, we found we could completely block (or unblock) the beam

with sub-millisecond precision, which was quite adequate for our uses. The typical

delay between signal and actual blockage of the beam was a few milliseconds (with

a standard deviation of a few tenths of a millisecond), and the actual blocking time

was smaller still than that. Since these are speakers, the shutters can be cycled

rapidly. The only downside for these speakers is the copper braids attached to the

voice coil can wear out and break. However, after soldering them a few times, we

eventually got them to be stiff enough that they stopped wearing.

Our final attempts at a rapid shutter was to disassemble an old hard drive [84].

By replacing the read-write head, which is on a movable arm, with a piece of a razor

blade, we could make a shutter. The shutter can be controlled by wiring directly

into the actuator that moves the arm. Others have used this design, but by the

time we tried this, we already had our speaker shutters working, and so did not

work a great deal with these shutters. The large arm tended to make the shutters

much noisier than our speaker shutters.
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The Overall Setup

In this section, we show how our setup is arranged. The vacuum chamber was

described in Section III.1. Due to the need to bake the chamber, we tried to separate

the optics and the chamber as much as possible. To this end, we have a somewhat

minimal set of optics near the vacuum chamber, and all the light is brought to

the chamber through single-mode optical fibers. The setup for the barrier beams,

described in Section IV.3, was kept on a moveable breadboard. The MOT beams

come from fiber couplers with mounted quarter-waveplates. We placed a pair of

crossed rails on the table to help us align the beams for the MOT. By printing

cards with marks at the right height, we could place the cards on the rails and

shine the beams through the holes to line them up with the MOT. The holes in

the cards are slightly shifted to account for the shift as the beams pass through the

Hellma cell.

On the optics side of our table, we have four master lasers. One of the lasers

drives a tapered amplifier. We had intended to use this laser as a dipole trap,

but, as described in Section III.7, this failed. We may convert this setup into an

additional trapping laser, but for now, it is unused. The remaining three master

lasers provide the repumping light used in the MOTs and the one-way barrier (the

pumping beam), the MOT trapping light and imaging light, and the barrier beam

light.

The MOTs do not require a lot of repumping light, and we found a single master

laser was sufficient to provide all the light we use. The schematic of the light is

shown in Figure 3.4. Light from the master laser passes through the usual initial

optics, described in Figure 3.1. We then pick off two beams. One of the beams

goes to a saturated absorption spectroscopy setup, described in Section III.3 and

detailed in Figure 3.2, that we use to lock the laser to resonance. As the repump

beam may be shifted small amounts from resonance and still be able to pump atoms

adequately fast, we chose to dither the frequency of the main laser by modulating

the drive current as opposed to adding a double-passed AOM to the saturated

absorption spectroscopy setup. The other beam is coupled into an optical fiber as
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a spare beam, which we use as a wavemeter reference. The main part of the beam

passes through an acousto-optic modulator that we use to turn the repump beam

to the MOTs on and off (the same AOM controls the light to both MOTs). The

first-order diffraction is passed through a half-wave plate to rotate the polarization

to 45◦ and a one-to-one telescope. The telescope helps ensure the beam has the right

divergence to couple into the single-mode fibers. Having a 45◦ polarization allows

us to split it into two beam with a polarizing beam-splitter cube; the reflected beam

is coupled into a fiber for the pyramid MOT, and the transmitted beam is coupled

into a fiber for the six-beam MOT. The fiber for the pyramid MOT has a second

polarizing beam-splitter cube to allow us to couple the trapping light in as well; at

the end of the fiber, the light exits without a coupler, so that it spreads into a large

beam, passes through a quarter-waveplate, and then a large lens to collimate it and

form the pyramid MOT beam.

The zero-order in the repumping setup is coupled into another fiber. That fiber

exits onto another acousto-optic modulator; the zero-order there is dumped, and the

first-order is coupled back into a fiber that provides the pumping beam of the one-

way barrier. We never needed the pumping beam of the barrier and the repumping

beam of the MOTs to be on at the same time, so we used the second AOM to enable

the pumping beam (and control its intensity) when the repumping beams were off.

The MOT trapping is the most complicated of the laser setups because it needed

to be amplified for each MOT. A schematic is shown in Figure 3.5. Initially, the

beam passes through the usual set of optics, described in Figure 3.1. Part of the

beam is picked off for the saturated absorption spectroscopy, detailed in Figure 3.2.

In this case, we did not want to modulate the entire laser light, and so the pumping

beam has an extra double-passed acousto-optic modulator. This modulates the

pump beam only, which provides the dither that we use to lock the laser without

modulating the entire laser beam.

The main part of the beam not used for locking the laser passes through another

double-passed acousto-optic modulator, which we use to vary the frequency of the

MOT beam. This is then passed through a half-wave plate that rotates the polariza-

tion to 45◦, utilizing the same polarizing beam-splitter cube to do split the resulting
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Figure 3.4. A schematic of our MOT repumping beam. The standard initial optics
are shown in Figure 3.1, while the saturated absorption spectroscopy setup is shown
in Figure 3.2. The repump beam dithers the entire laser, and so does not use the
double-passed AOM in the saturated absorption spectroscopy setup. The one-way
barrier pumping beam fiber connects to the setup in the upper-right. That beam
passes through an AOM, and then couples into another fiber which connects to the
barrier beam table, shown later in Figure 4.4.

beam. Both the beams are aimed into the rejection ports of the isolators for slave

lasers; the reflected beam seeds the pyramid MOT slave, and the transmitted beam

seeds the six-beam MOT slave.

The pyramid MOT slave light that leaves the isolator passes through an acousto-

optic modulator. The zero-order beam is passed to a Fabry-Pérot cavity that allows

us to check that the slave is locked to the master laser. The first-order beam is passed

through a one-to-one mirror and coupled into the same pyramid MOT fiber used by

the repumping part of the beam. The two beams are combined using a polarizing

beam-splitter cube.
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Figure 3.5. A schematic of our MOT trapping beam. The standard initial optics
are shown in Figure 3.1, while the saturated absorption spectroscopy setup is shown
in Figure 3.2. We use the double-passed AOM shown in the saturated spectroscopy
setup for this laser. Both slave lasers are coupled into the same Fabry-Pérot cavity
(not shown). The pyramid slave beam is combined with the repump beam as shown
in Figure 3.4. The absorption beam is passed through an AOM in the same manner
as the AOMs on the slaves shown here, with the first-order beam coupled into a
fiber, which provides the beam we use for absorption imaging.

The six-beam MOT slave light leaves the isolator and also passes through an

acousto-optic modulator. We let the beams travel a longer distance than usual to

try and separate the two orders as much as possible. The zero-order is coupled

into the same Fabry-Pérot cavity used for the pyramid MOT slave. A mirror on a

flippable mount lets us select which beam we can see in the cavity. The first-order

beam passes through the usual one-to-one telescope and is coupled into a fiber for

the six-beam MOT.

Both of the MOT beams have a relay shutter (described in Section III.9) at the
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foci of their one-to-one telescopes. Initially we used those shutters to help block

the beams when we had them off. Eventually we decided they were not worth the

hassle, and those shutters are usually left open.

The two six-beam MOT fibers (repumping beam and trapping beam) enter a

two-to-six fiber splitter that combines the light from the two fibers and splits it

more-or-less evenly to six output fibers. The fiber outputs match to within about

10%. To prevent the variations from being a problem, we arranged the fibers so the

pairs that were the closest matched in power opposed one another in the six-beam

MOT. Each of the fiber outputs has a quarter-waveplate mounted on it to make the

beam polarization the proper handedness for the MOT.

The final master laser powers the main barrier beam in our one-way barrier

setup. This beam was the last one to be set up, and was already blocked in by the

MOT trapping beam setup and the tapered amplifier setup, and so the beam path

is relatively tightly wound, but the setup is the same. As with the other beams,

the laser light passes through the usual set of optics shown in Figure 3.1, and part

is picked off for the saturation absorption spectroscopy setup shown in Figure 3.2.

As with the repump beam, we dither the laser current for locking, as opposed to

having a double-passed AOM in the saturated absorption spectroscopy setup. The

main part of the beam passes through a one-to-one telescope and is coupled into a

fiber that takes the light to the barrier table shown in Figure 4.4. We installed a

speaker shutter (described in Section III.9) in the focus of the telescope, which we

used to turn the beam on and off.

We have described the basic beam paths used, and provided figures showing the

layout of the table, but have not described the particular part numbers or relative

powers at each part in the setup, nor certain alignment procedures. Those details

have been covered in previous theses by Elizabeth Schoene and Tao Li, and we have

omitted them here [36, 37].

Control Circuits

Our experiments require a large number of signals to be controlled with a high
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degree of precision. As a quick example, a typical experiment involving loading the

MOT, possibly for 10 s, and ending with absorption imaging which consists of a

4 µs pulse to trigger the circuit that controls the absorption pulse. This pulse must

also coincide with a pulse to trigger the repumping beam 0.1 ms before the pulse, to

make sure the atoms are in the correct state.10 That requires signals to be aligned

with a precision better than 0.1 ms out of 10 s, or one part in 105. Furthermore,

we need to be able to trigger the camera, two barrier beams, five coils, two sets of

MOT beams, not to mention various intensities and frequencies.

With the aid of Peter Gaskell, who worked with our lab for a few years, our lab

developed a precise but inexpensive laboratory control system [34, 35]. This system

is based in part on circuits developed by Todd Meyrath and Florian Schreck when

they were graduate students under Mark Raizen at the University of Texas, Austin

[85]. These circuits come in several types; we use one that has sixteen digital (on/off

TTL) outputs and another that has eight digital-to-analog converter channels, each

capable of being independently set between ±10 V with sub-millivolt precision. The

circuits can be daisy-chained together with a 50-pin ribbon cable, with several lines

dedicated to addressing particular boards of the set.

Peter Gaskell designed an interface board that stores commands from an embed-

ded Ethernet-enabled system called the Ethernut, and sends those commands over

the 50-pin bus to the output circuits. The Ethernut takes a series of compressed

commands over an Ethernet network, translates them to set commands for the out-

put boards, and streams them to the interface board, attempting to keep the buffers

on the interface board full. The interface board sends these commands to the out-

put boards on a clock signal. For our output clock, we use an old rubidium atomic

clock that we managed to acquire, making our clock perhaps more precise than

our electronics. Each Ethernut/interface combination drives two separate output

boards in our setup, although the hardware is flexible enough for other configura-

tions. As long as the same clock signals are sent to every set of boards, and they

all trigger off of the same quick pulse, the boards will all work in series to within

the precision of the atomic clock or the limits of the electronic components. Since

10This procedure is described in Section III.8.
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the system uses Ethernet cabling, with an Ethernet switch, we can easily connect

a great number of these systems to a single computer without any extra hardware

(assuming the computer has an Ethernet port). Ethernet networks are fast enough

that we can send sequences to the boards rapidly. We therefore have an easily ex-

pandable number of analog and digital outputs that are easily synchronized, with

every experimental procedure easily repeatable, to a high degree of accuracy.

To run the system from the computer side, we developed a library written in

Perl that takes a series of events, converts them to programs to send to the Ether-

nut/interface boards, and programs the boards in parallel. Since Perl is a readily

available cross-platform language, and the boards and equipment we use for the

circuits are relatively inexpensive compared to various commercial alternatives, we

believe that any laboratory could replicate our control system without much diffi-

culty or expense. We also consider our setup to be easily modifiable, so that others

may tailor the system for their own requirements.

We published a more extensive description of the system, along with some per-

formance reports, in Review of Scientific Instruments [34]. We also keep an official

web page where we store the schematics, drawings, and software [35]. As a final test

of the system, most of the experiments reported in this thesis were accomplished

using this system in some stage of its development. Not only that, but the system

is easy enough to use and script that most simple tasks, such as enabling the MOT,

or turning various beams on or off, are automated through this system rather than

toggle various hardware manually.
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CHAPTER IV

AN ALL-OPTICAL ONE-WAY BARRIER

Our first big experiment as a lab was the creation and testing of an all-optical

one-way barrier for neutral rubidium 87 atoms. The basic theory for our particular

experiment was worked out by Mark Raizen’s group [16], although there was a

similar proposal from Ruschhaupt and Muga [23]. We thought the one-way barrier

would be a simple way to test the laboratory equipment and setup we had just

recently finished developing and assembling. The technique turns out to have had

more difficulties hidden in the details than we had anticipated, and what had been

intended as a simple test turned into a rather involved, but successful, experiment

[18, 20, 21].

This chapter presents an overview of how we set up and tested our one-way

barrier, along with some computations and simulations concerning it. Two other

theses from our lab provide some complementary explanations and more details on

the robustness of the one-way barrier [36, 37].

Uses of a Barrier

An atomic-level one-way barrier can be thought of in terms of a more macro-

scopic one-way barrier. At the human scale, we can imagine several types of one-way

barriers. Some, such as the retractable spikes in some parking spaces intended to

keep cars from driving out the entrance, are true one-way barriers. Others, such as

a parking gate operated by a parking attendant, work on more of a decision-based

principle.

In the case of the retractable spikes, or any ratchet-based system, there really is

a physical asymmetry that makes the system uni-directional, even for systems that

work at the molecular level [86, 87]. Oddly enough, these sorts of systems require

some sort of underlying complexity to work. The rules that govern single atoms
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dictate the same motions going backwards in time as forwards, making it difficult

to create a system where an atom can pass a region going one direction, but not

the other. Such systems require some sort of dissipation, where atoms collide with

other objects, which in turn collide with yet others, until the effect is so spread out

that it is unlikely to ever come back to the atom. The more decision-based one-way

barriers, as we will discuss in Section IV.6, must reduce to this same sort of complex

system at some level.

We could imagine a rather simple one-way barrier that relies heavily on such

dissipation. Imagine containing atoms in a focused red-detuned laser beam, as

described in Section III.7. We could then illuminate these atoms with some sort of

near-resonant, red-detuned light, creating an optical molasses that slows the atoms

down. If we crossed the focus of the dipole trap with a sheet of near-resonant light

at an angle to the axis of the trap, that sheet would preferentially accelerate the

atoms to one side of the trap. If we set up the experimental parameters correctly,

the optical molasses would slow the atoms down enough that they could no longer

cross that beam going against the flow, and we would effectively have a one-way

barrier.

The intent of the barrier as we create it is to interact with the atoms as little as

possible, using effectively conservative potentials. Dissipation is required for such a

barrier to work, as described in Section IV.6, but dissipation requires some sort of

interaction. Our goal is to have a one-way barrier where dissipation is only required

when crossing the barrier, so that, once trapped by the barrier, essentially no further

interaction is required. This way, the electronic state of the atom would not be

constantly changing, and there could be some hope of having some sort of internal

coherence between atomic states.

One advantage of such a scheme is in the context of cooling atoms [16, 17, 21,

22, 26]. Optical molasses, as easy-to-implement as it is, has some deficiencies. For

instance, in most real-world atoms, there are states the atom could be pumped into

that would not be cooled by molasses, requiring extra “repump” lasers. As an atom

becomes more complicated, the number of repumping frequencies required increases,

and the problem quickly becomes more difficult than useful. Also, the cooling limit
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for optical molasses, the Doppler limit, exists because the constant scattering of

light off the atoms through which optical molasses works also heats the atoms.

The Doppler limit is the point where the cooling effect balances the heating effect,

optimized so that canceling occurs at the lowest possible temperature.

Any cooling scheme that involves less disruptive interactions with an atom or

other object could overcome these limitations of optical molasses. The one-way

barrier we demonstrated, along with similar realizations from the Raizen lab at

The University of Texas, could, in theory, be used to cool atoms and/or molecules

where the transitions are either too numerous or too inaccessible for optical mo-

lasses to be feasible [17, 19]. A similar scheme could also be used, theoretically,

to cool below the Doppler limit. As our experimental setup was designed around

our future experiments testing quantum measurement and quantum feedback, we

demonstrated that the barrier could cool atoms, did not attempt to optimize our

barrier for cooling. While the cooling project is not discussed in this thesis, the

results are published elsewhere [20, 21, 37]. The publications include a discussion

of how our method was limited by insufficient detunings and an apparent heating

effect, and proposals on how to circumvent the limitations.

Optical One-Way Barrier Theory

To describe our one-way barrier with very little dissipation, we use the parking-

gate attendant description. The gate is not inherently one-way; it is either open

or closed. When a car pulls up, the attendant first checks which side of the gate

the car is on. If the car is on one side, the attendant opens the gate to let the car

through, and if the car is on the other, the attendant keeps the gate closed, and the

car cannot pass. Even though the gate itself can let cars through in either direction,

with proper control it acts as a one-way barrier.

This sort of gate could work at the single-atom level as well, but there is another

problem. What if the cars (or atoms) were so dense, and the gate so big, that there

are always cars on both side of the gate, trying to pass through? In that scenario,

whenever the attendant opens the gate to let cars through, they will pass in both
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directions, and the gate will no longer be a one-way barrier. This is the case for

most cold-atom traps, where the number of atoms is often in the thousands or

millions. With such large numbers, one cannot wait for large imbalances of atoms

trying to pass the barrier, because, while such conditions are bound to happen, the

expected time required before such a condition would be likely becomes unfathomly

large with a large number of atoms, especially once there are fewer on the side from

which atoms are allowed to pass. This is further complicated by the fact that the

atoms are often in a very small volume, where it is very hard to count how many

atoms are on one side of the barrier versus the other.

The trick is to remove the gate attendant, and instead have each individual atom

be its own attendant. We can effect the same one-way behavior by encoding in each

atom whether they are allowed to pass through gate. If we then allow the atoms

on one side only to pass, but not the atoms on the other side, we have our one-way

barrier. We can avoid further interactions with the atoms by simply tagging the

atoms that pass through one direction as no longer being able to pass through the

gate.

We perform this encoding using the electronic state of the atoms. While a two-

level atom with a sufficiently long lifetime in either state is sufficient, we use a

three-level scheme [16]. Since the three-level atom theory is nearly identical to the

two-level atom version, we only describe the three-level atom theory here.

In our three-level atom, we assume there are two long-lived “ground states”1

coupled to a single excited state. In rubidium 87, we actually use manifolds (col-

lections of atomic states) instead of actual single states, but the idea is the same.

All that is needed is that the frequency difference between these two ground-to-

excited transitions be large compared to the linewidth of the transitions, so that

the frequency that excites one transition will not excite the other.

Figure 4.1 shows the energy levels and transitions we use for our barrier. Note

1Technically, only the lowest energy state should be called the ground state. However, in
rubidium 87, these two “ground states” have lifetimes much longer than a year. Since an atom
that decays into one of these two states is essentially done decaying, it is as though both are
lowest-energy states, even though one is technically a little lower than the other, so we call them
both ground states.
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how an atom would be affected by a beam of light tuned between the two transition

frequencies. If the atom is in lower of the two ground states, it requires a larger

energy to reach the excited state, and so the corresponding transition frequency

is higher, than if the atom is in the upper of the two ground states. Thus, an

atom in the lower of the two ground states sees the intermediate frequency as below

the transition frequency, or red-detuned, while an atom in the upper of the two

ground states sees the intermediate frequency as above the transition frequency, or

blue-detuned. If the detuning is large enough that it creates a quasi-conservative

potential for the atom in the same manner as an optical dipole trap, then a sheet

of light at this intermediate frequency will present an attractive well to atoms in

the lower ground state (because they see the light as red-detuned), and the same

sheet of light will present a repulsive barrier to atoms in the upper ground state

(because they see the light as blue-detuned). Atoms in the lower ground state

will be attracted into the well; however, in the absence of dissipation, they will gain

enough kinetic energy entering the well to come out the other side of the well, which

is essentially the definition of a conservative potential. Atoms in the upper ground

state will be repelled from the barrier. As long as the beam is intense enough that

the barrier height is greater than the kinetic energy of the atoms, this beam will

reflect atoms in the upper ground state, while atoms in the lower ground state will

pass through with their final kinetic energy unchanged. This intermediate frequency

produces the selective potential that is only a barrier on atoms in a certain state,

as shown in Figure 4.2.

We now have a way to encode in each individual atom whether the atom can pass

through the barrier made by this intermediately tuned sheet of light, by selecting

which ground state the atoms are in. We can now refer to the upper ground state

as the reflecting state, and the lower ground state as the transmitting state. We

also refer to this intermediately tuned sheet of light as the barrier, even though it

is only selectively a barrier.

The final step to changing a selective barrier into a one-way barrier is to place

the atoms in the reflecting state on only one side of the barrier, which we typically

show as the right-hand side of the barrier. We do this with a second sheet of light
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Figure 4.1. The frequencies we use for our one-way barrier. We show the ground-
state manifold and the two excited state manifolds, with the upper one correspond-
ing to the D2 transition. On this scale, the hyperfine structure cannot be seen, so
we magnify the upper excited-state manifold and the ground-state manifold by a
factor of 50, 000. Below the levels, we show the spectrum corresponding to these
levels. The set of peaks to the left correspond to the transitions from the reflecting
state, while the set of peaks to the right correspond to the transitions from the
transmitting state. As can be seen in this spectrum, the ground states are split
by much more than the excited states and the linewidths, which is why we can
approximate this as a three-level atom. We also show the frequencies for the barrier
beam and the pumping beam, on both the level diagram and the spectrum. The
pumping beam is resonant with a transition from the transmitting state, while the
barrier beam is tuned between the two transitions, so that it appears blue-detuned
to atoms in the reflecting state, and red-detuned to atoms in the transmitting state.
The asymmetric detuning is intentional, for we describe later.
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transmitting reflecting

Figure 4.2. A simple schematic of our one-way barrier for three-level atoms. The
atoms are all confined in a trapping potential, with the barrier beam in the center,
and a pumping beam to one side. Initially, all the atoms are in the transmitting
state, and so can pass through the barrier. Once they pass through the pumping
beam, they are pumped into the reflective state, and become trapped on that side
of the barrier. After that, they see the barrier beam as a strong repulsive potential
which traps them on the right-hand side of the barrier.

that is resonant with the transition from the transmitting state to the excited state,

as shown in Figure 4.1. This pumping beam will repeatedly excite atoms from

the transmitting state to the excited state and back. While in the excited state,

there is a chance the atom will decay into either of the two ground states. If it

decays into the transmitting state, the pumping beam will continue pumping the

atom. Eventually, it will decay into the reflecting state. Because the reflecting-

state transition is well-resolved from the transmitting state transition, the pumping

beam is too far off-resonance to excite the atom, and so the atom will remain in the

reflecting state.

Because the pumping beam is on resonance, it does not need a high intensity to

pump the atoms in the transmitting state. Once the atom is in the reflecting state,

the pumping beam is now a weak, far-off-resonant beam, which has little effect on

the atom, either as a pumping beam or as a conservative potential. Because its

contribution as a potential is so weak, we often ignore it, but we should point out

that, to atoms in the reflecting state, it is blue-detuned, and so any effect it does

have serves to supplement the barrier beam in repelling atoms in the reflecting state.

With this setup, shown in Figure 4.2, as long as the atoms all start in the
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transmitting state, they will remain in the transmitting state, and hence be able to

pass through the barrier, until they pass from the left-hand side to the right-hand

side. Atoms that approach the barrier from the right-hand side will be pumped to

the reflecting state before crossing the barrier, and so will not cross. Atoms that

approach the barrier from the left-hand side will cross and then be pumped to the

reflecting state, so the selective barrier, combined with the pumping, becomes a

one-way barrier.

The main catch is the idea of being detuned far enough to act as a conservative

potential. According to Equation (II.9) and Equation (II.10), the ratio of the dipole

potential to the scattering rate is proportional to the detuning ∆. Thus, if we

can make the detuning arbitrarily large compared to the transition linewidths, we

can make the scattering rate negligibly small while increasing the intensity to get

the potential barrier high enough. It should therefore be possible to have a large

potential barrier without scattering, if we can detune the beam arbitrarily. We have

a rubidium 87 trap in our lab, and limited ourselves to using the D2 line, which

fixes the three levels we will use. With those levels, the level splitting is about a

thousand linewidths, which we figured would be enough that we could ignore the

effects of scattering. This turned out not to be the case, as we will both discuss and

demonstrate in Section IV.4.

Optical One-Way Barrier Implementation

Our one-way barrier was implemented using rubidium 87. The energy levels for

the D2 line we used are shown in Figure 4.1, while the frequencies we used for the

actual barrier and pumping beams are shown in Figure 4.3. Note that the barrier

beam is not tuned symmetrically between the two ground-to-excited state transition

frequencies. This is intentional, and the reasons are explained when we discuss the

effects of off-resonant scattering in Section IV.4.

One important thing to note in Figure 4.1 is that the frequency difference be-

tween the two ground-to-excited state transitions is fixed at about 6.8 GHz.2 In

2The ground-state splitting is actually known to over 13 decimal digits of accuracy, starting out
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order for the one-way barrier to work as described, the barrier beam frequency is

constrained to be between the two transitions described, and hence must be at most

half of 6.8 GHz, or 3.4 GHz. The linewidth of the transitions is about 6.1 MHz, so

that the barrier detuning from both ground-to-excited state transitions is limited to

being at most about 560 linewidths. We had originally thought this to be sufficient

for avoiding scattering. As described in Section IV.4, this separation is not enough

for ideal operation, and we had to resort to some tricks to deal with scattering.

Since we already had a MOT and several rubidium vapor cell saturated absorp-

tion spectroscopy setups, adding the barrier and pumping beams for the one-way

barrier was not difficult. The pumping beam, as shown in Figure 4.1, happens to

be resonant with the F = 1 ←→ F ′ = 2 transition. The purpose is to pump from

the transmitting to reflecting states of the atom, which happen to also be the dark

and trapping states in our MOT. Thus, the optimal pumping beam transition and

frequency is the exact same as the repumping beam for our MOT. Thus, we already

had an ideal pumping beam; all we needed to do was pick off part of the repumping

beam and direct it to the barrier beams. This pickoff is shown in Figure 3.4. In

that setup, there is an AOM that we use as a rapid shutter for the repump beams.

We use the first-order beam from that AOM for the repump beams in the MOT,

and we pick off the zero-order beam for the pumping beam in the barrier. This

way we do not decrease the repumping beam power in the MOTs, and since the

AOM is off (all the MOT beams are off) while we run experiments with the barrier,

all the beam power is in the zero-order and hence available for the pumping beam.

The first-order beam from the shuttering AOM of the repump setup is the correct

as 6.834 . . . GHz (it rounds to 6.835 GHz) [51, 88]. However, the transition frequencies depend on
the excited-state splittings too. The transition frequencies from the two ground-state manifolds
to a specific excited state are split by 6.835 GHz, but the spread of available transitions from
either ground state to the various excited states covers at least 200 MHz, so the actual difference
between transitions varies from about 6.3 GHz to 7.0 GHz. Thus, while the ground-state splitting,
is well known, that only makes the transition between actual states well known. Here, the ground
“states” and excited “state” are actually multi-state manifolds, and while 6.8 GHz is a decent value
to quote for the difference between those frequencies, there is a decent case for saying even that
has too many significant figures, and it certainly is misleading to quote more. We will continue
to quote 6.8 GHz in this section, but keep in mind the relatively large effective error bars on that
number.
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Figure 4.3. A simulated rubidium D2 spectrum from a saturated absorption spec-
troscopy setup. The two ground-to-excited transitions that we use are the left-most
and right-most clusters of lines, but note the two extra clusters. These are the equiv-
alent D2 transitions in the second common isotope of rubidium in our vapor cells,
rubidium 85. Marked on the spectrum is the ideal, approximately midway barrier
transition point (the “far-detuned” marked). Due to the convenient proximity of
this point to the F = 2 rubidium 85 transitions, we used this rubidium 85 transi-
tion as our initial barrier frequency (the middle detuning). When we found that did
not work, and figured out why, we decided we needed the barrier frequency to be
closer to the reflecting-state transition frequency, and the other (F = 3) rubidium
85 transitions were helpfully at about the right frequency, and we ended up using
the F = 3←→ F ′ = 3, 4 crossover peak as our barrier frequency for the majority of
our experiment (the typical detuning, marked “canonical”). When testing various
detunings, we also tried a detuning that was closer to the reflecting-state transition
(the near detuning).
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frequency, which means the zero-order is not, but this allowed us to add a second

shuttering AOM for the pumping barrier beam. This AOM is the same model of

AOM (IntraAction) as the shuttering AOM in the repump beam setup. We use

the first-order beam from that second AOM, which is the correct frequency, which

allows us to control the intensity of the beam and rapidly shutter the pumping bar-

rier beam without having to toggle the repump beams (which would not work well

since the zero-order is not even close to completely distinguished when the AOM is

on).

The barrier beam required its own master laser, but with a fairly minimal setup.

The laser started with the standard optical setup shown in Figure 3.1, with a

saturated-absorption-spectroscopy setup as shown in Figure 3.2. As with the re-

pump laser, we dithered the laser current, and so did not have the double-passed

AOM shown in the saturated absorption spectroscopy schematic. The beam, which

we usually locked to one of the rubidium 85 transitions, was then coupled into a fiber

with a one-to-one telescope. The fiber guided the laser beam over to the vacuum

chamber, where we had another optical setup (shown in Figure 4.4) to focus the

beams into the vacuum chamber. We use a mechanical speaker shutter (described

in Section III.9) in the one-to-one telescope before the fiber to turn the beam on

and off. This turned out to be sufficiently reliable that we could turn the beams off

and image the atoms in the chamber without catching the barrier beams illuminat-

ing the vacuum chamber cell walls, without needing to wait so long that the atoms

moved.

The barrier and pumping beams were carried by fiber to a small breadboard

table with an optical setup shown in Figure 4.4 that combined and focused the

beams into sheets. The two beams were combined on a 50/50 beamsplitter, with

one output port blocked by a beam block.3 The beams exiting the other output

port were passed through an anamorphic prism pair that expanded the beams by

3Originally, we started with a polarizing beam splitter, and had the barrier and pumping beams
linearly polarized but orthogonal to one another, so that the two beams would combine and come
out mostly one port of the polarizing beam splitter. We switched to a 50/50 beamsplitter while
we were still working out the details of getting the barrier to work well, so that we would not be
restricted to having the polarization fixed by the polarizing beam splitter.
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Figure 4.4. A schematic of the barrier-table optics that focused and aligned the
barrier and pumping beams. The two beams are brought over by single-mode fiber,
and are combined on a 50/50 beamsplitter (the extra beam is blocked). These two
beams pass through an anamorphic prism pair to horizontally spread the beams by
a factor of 6, so that the lens would focus them tighter in the horizontal direction
than the vertical direction. After the prism pair, the beams pass through a lens
and then a final steering mirror which allowed us to aim the beams directly at the
focus of the dipole trap in the chamber. The barrier beam was reflected off of one
mirror that allowed us to change the angle of the barrier beam by small amounts,
which translates to a separation of the foci of the beams after the lens. The beams
are not normal to the cell because we also wanted the absorption imaging beam to
be able to image the atoms without having the barrier optics getting in the way,
and without the barrier beams shining into the camera lens.
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a factor of 6 in the horizontal direction. This expanded beam was reflected off a

mirror, passed through a 250 mm focal length planoconvex lens, and then off a

final mirror. The final mirror gave us steering capabilities to makes sure two beams

crossed through the focus of the dipole trap. The second-to-last mirror simply

helped keep everything on the table.

The barrier beam used a steering mirror to before the beamsplitter to let us

fine-tune the angle of the beam separately from the pumping beam. Beams passing

through a lens focus to a location that depends more on the angle of the beam than

the physical offset of the beam from the axis of the lens. Having slightly different

angles for the two beams let us adjust the separation of foci of the barrier and

pumping beams separately. While we did develop ways of measuring the separation

of the two beams with surprisingly good accuracy, which we will describe later, the

methods took some time. Because of this slow-ish measurement, we performed a

rough calibration of the steering mirror, so we would know about how far to rotate

the adjustment knob on the mirror mount to change the separation by a desired

amount. Thus, by measuring the separation once, we could then adjust the steering

mirror by an appropriate amount, and get quite close to our desired separation,

usually with only two measurements, once before and once after the change.

The rotations required for the separation adjustments were quite small, some-

times on the order of 1◦. To facilitate such small rotations, we devised a simple

system. As shown in Figure 4.5, the adjustment knob on the steering mirror has

small grooves, presumably for grip. There are about 80 grooves around the knob,

so each groove represents about 4◦ of rotation. We mounted a very sharp pin on the

mirror mount, such that it pointed at these grooves. Using a thin stick and the ink

from some pens we had in the lab, we painted one groove red, left the grooves to

either side blank, and then painted the next groove to either side blue. By inspec-

tion, we could count how many grooves were between the needle and the red groove,

and thus get the position of the knob to about 4◦. Using a jeweler’s glass, we could

determine where the needle was within the groove to approximately 1/4 groove, for

an accuracy of about 1◦. Our rule of thumb was one groove (about 4◦) resulted in

an 8 µm change in separation between the barrier beam and the pumping beam at
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STM tip

Knob

Figure 4.5. A schematic of the horizontal adjustment knob for the barrier beam
steering mirror on the barrier table. The knob has grooves in it to provide a better
grip, which we used to estimate beam separation. By marking several of the grooves
with colors, and using a very sharp needle as a pointer, we were able to measure
knob rotations of about 1/4 of the turn from one groove to the next, or about 1/320
of a rotation.

the barrier beam focus. With the jeweler’s glass, knowing the current beam sepa-

ration, we could then change the separation to any value we used to within about

2 µm, which was almost our measurement accuracy, and close enough for most of

the separations we wished to attain.

We had to deal with some difficulties for the barrier and pumping beams. To

reduce scattering, and to use beam power most efficiently, we wanted the barrier

beam as narrow as possible where it crossed the focus of the dipole trap. We wanted

the pumping beam as close to the barrier as possible, but without extending through

the barrier, and without much, if any, overlap, as changing the state while the beams

were crossing the barrier could be a problem. One way to do this is to focus that

beam to a very narrow sheet as well. We also wanted the two beams very close to

each other. If they were far apart, some atoms could oscillate around the focus of

the dipole trap with a small amplitude, and never reach the pumping beam. As
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it turns out, for reasons we will discuss in Section IV.4, we actually wanted a tiny

amount of overlap between the two beams. The simple reason is the barrier beam

had a slight tendency to pump atoms to the transmitting state while they reflected

off of it, ruining the barrier. A small amount of overlap with the pumping beam

countered this, at the expense of a little extra heating.

The net result is we wanted the beams to be on the order of 10 µm wide along

the axis of the dipole trap, more than 30 µm tall to cover the whole focus of the

dipole trap, and separated by about 30 µm. Obviously, the optics need to be outside

the cell of our vacuum chamber, which is about 30 mm wide, so we need to be at

least 15 mm away from the atoms. In order to get a tighter focus, and to keep

the optics far enough away that they did not block either the MOT beams (for

fluorescence imaging) or the absorption imaging beam the illumination beams (for

trapping and imaging), we used a 250 mm focal-length lens, so the optics needed

to be about 250 mm away from the dipole-trap focus, where the atoms would be..

From Gaussian beam optics, we can compute the Rayleigh length of the beams with

this focus (and wavelength 780 nm), with the result that, in order to get a good

focus, the lens needs to be placed at exactly the focal length away from the focus of

the dipole trap, plus or minus about a quarter of a millimeter. The target area is

the focus of the dipole trap, which, as described in Section III.7, is about 30.9 µm

high (plus or minus the height of the focused barrier beam and pumping beam,

which gives us a little more leeway). Along the axis of the beam, we want to be in

the center, accurate to much less than the Rayleigh length of about 2.8 mm, say to

within about a third of a millimeter. For comparison, imagine we are shining the

lasers the long way across a football field instead of the 250 mm focal length. In

that case, we are shining two beams onto a target that is about 10 cm by 1 cm,

100 m away. That is about the size of a candy bar, across the long dimension of

a football field. Not only that, but the beams need to each be focused down to a

width of about half a centimeter, and separated by about a centimeter. These are

impressive, but since we are building on something as solid as an optical table, that

kind of stability and precision is not all that difficult.

The difficulty is that we need to hit the candy bar, get our distance to the candy
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bar to within a fraction of a centimeter, and get the beams about a centimeter apart

on the candy bar, without being able to see the candy bar. The focus of the dipole

trap is inside the vacuum chamber, and we cannot place any optics in there to mark

it, and obviously the barrier and pumping beams do not interact with the focus of

the dipole trap.4 We used two separate tricks to align the barrier and pumping

beams. The first trick was to check the width of the beams at their focus, and their

separation at their focus, outside the chamber. Once the focus and separation is

to our satisfaction, we can the use the final mirror to hit our target. The second

trick was to tell where the target was by trapping atoms in the dipole trap, because

the atoms, unlike the dipole trap itself, do interact with the barrier and pumping

beams. Unfortunately, they cannot be contained to a very small region, so it is like

trying to hit the candy bar across the football field, but with blurry vision.

To do this, we needed a way to measure the beams away from the vacuum

chamber, in order to check their widths at the focus and set their separation. Once

in place, we would also need to change the distance of the barrier optics, so that the

focus of the barrier and pumping beams would be where the two beams crossed the

dipole trap focus. By placing all the barrier beam optics on a separate, portable

table that we could bolt on our optics table, we allowed ourselves a way to move the

barrier optics away from the chamber and check the beam widths and separation

accurately right at their focus. The light for the two beams came out of fiber

couplers, so we could move the table without needing to realign any beams.

Initially, we would bolt the table down somewhere with few obstructions on our

optical table, and place a borrowed beam profiler near the focus of the barrier and

pumping beams. We would then use that to measure the beam waists at the focus,

and the beam separations. Our initial table layout was simpler than that shown

in Figure 4.4, but we quickly found out that the beams were too wide, with 1/e2

intensity radii on the order of 100 µm. Later on, we found that our adjustable,

movable fiber mounts tended to be susceptible to small bumps, which would shift

4The vacuum chamber is very heavy, has a lot of parts, has some optics and coils around it that
get in the way, and even a small bump of the Hellma cell could break it, setting us back months,
so moving the chamber was not an option.
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them just enough to change the beam separation significantly. To combat these two

problems, we redesigned the barrier table to what is shown in Figure 4.4. The fiber

couplers were mounted solidly to the table, and did not have adjustable mounts.

We found that we could get the two beams close enough to parallel by moving

the mounts around by hand, and then clamping them to the barrier table. We

would then adjust the separation with the one mirror, and double-check that the

beams were still close enough to parallel. Since we needed to be within less than a

millimeter of the focus of the beams, we only needed them to be parallel enough that

the separation did not change much over a millimeter or two, and a few iterations

of making the beams parallel, clamping the mounts to the barrier table, setting the

separation to around 20 µm to 30 µm, and then making sure the beams did not cross

within about a half inch of the focus was usually sufficient. To get a tighter focus, we

added an anamorphic prism pair to the table. This expands the beams horizontally

by about a factor of 6 before they enter the lens. Even when not diffraction limited,

lenses have a tendency to follow the same rule as the diffraction limit, where the

larger your iris size, the smaller the spot you can resolve. Having a wider beam

enter the lens helped it to focus tighter. That, plus using larger optics to prevent

clipping of the beams and using better collimators so that the beams were closer

to collimated, allowed us to get the beam waist 1/e2 radii down to 11.5 (5) µm for

the barrier beam and 13 (2) µm for the pumping beam. However, since the prism

pair only expanded the beam horizontally, the beams did not focus nearly as well

vertically, with vertical 1/e2 radii of 80 (7) µm for the barrier beam and 60 (7) µm

for the pumping beam.

The anamorphic prism pair was custom-built by mounting a pair of Edmund

Optics 30◦–60◦–90◦ uncoated prisms (NT43–648 and NT43–649). We calculated

the appropriate mounting angles for the prisms, and machined some grooves on a

block of aluminum at those angles. We then placed the prisms in those grooves,

pressed up against the edges, epoxied them in place, and mounted the aluminum

block on a standard optics mount.

Measuring the beam waists and separation evolved as we got the beam waists

narrower and tried to get the beam separation as stable as possible. At first, the
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beams were large enough that we could measure their waists directly with a bor-

rowed beam profiler. We would move the barrier table away from the vacuum

chamber, so that the region where the beam foci were was accessible, and place the

beam profiler sensor there. We mounted the beam profiler sensor on a micrometer

stage, so we could move it known amounts away from and towards the barrier table,

enabling us to locate the focus, and measure the change in beam separation as a

function of distance. The software that came with the beam profiler quoted beam

waists and positions, which we recorded by hand, giving us waist and separation

measurements. The micrometer position that gave the smallest waists was where

the foci were. However, the small waist sizes we achieved with the anamorphic

prism pair were on the order of the pixel size of the beam profiler, so we needed a

more accurate measurement.

After we could no longer reliably use the beam profiler, we settled on an advanced

version of the razor method of measuring beam waists. This version entails sweeping

a razor blade edge across the beam, with a power meter measuring the amount of

the beam that passes the edge. Because a narrow beam diffracts quite a bit off a

razor’s edge, the power meter needs to be quite close to the razor. The simplest

version of this method is to assume a Gaussian profile, and measure the razor

positions where the razor blocks 10% and 90% of the light (or 20% and 80%, or

some other value). As the razor sweeps across a Gaussian profile, the amount of

light blocked is the integral of the Gaussian profile, or an error function. Using this,

we can compute a scaling factor that, when multiplied by the distance between

the 10% and 90% points, gives the 1/e2 intensity radius. For the 10% and 90%

measurements, multiplying the separation by 0.780 gives the 1/e2 intensity radius

(1.188 for 20% and 80%). This method can be improved upon by taking a few extra

points. Indeed, with enough points, a one-dimensional integrated intensity profile

can be measured.

In our case, we placed the razor blade on our computer-controlled air cart,

allowing us to automate taking many points to recreate a one-dimensional beam

profile. The blade was also mounted on a micrometer, so we could shift towards

and away from the barrier table, allowing us to find the focus of the beams, and
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measure how rapidly the separation changed as we moved away from the foci. In

fact, we found that the air cart was capable of traveling smoothly at a fixed velocity,

so by using an oscilloscope to measure the output of the power meter as the air cart

swept the razor through the beam, we could get a one-dimensional beam profile

in one quick sweep. We could then get the beam waist by fitting a curve to that

profile. Repeating the measurements with different sweep speeds, and comparing

with the method where we stopped the cart at each point, we found this method

repeatably gave the same beam waist down to the sub-micron level.5 Since the

air cart is supposedly accurate down to that level as well, we believe that is an

absolute accuracy. The only thing we needed to watch was that the sweep was slow

enough that the power meter could keep up with the rapidly changing power (the

smaller the beam, the faster the razor cuts the power off). We could not get beam

positions with this method, as we did not know exactly where the cart was at a given

time as measured by the oscilloscope, so instead we implemented a binary search

algorithm with the air cart. We would measure the beam power with the beam fully

blocked and fully un-blocked, and then bisect that interval in half, until we found

the point where the exactly half the power was blocked by the razor. This position

is relative to an arbitrary reference point, but as long as we found the centers of

both the barrier beam and the pumping beam without moving that reference, we

could accurately find the center Our estimated error comes from repeating the same

measurements with different intervals for the bisections, and seems to be well under

a micron (for small beam waists).

At first, we thought this method was working well. We would carefully measure

the beam waists, and adjust the separation to something reasonable, and then move

the barrier table back near the vacuum chamber, and align the beams on the atoms,

a tedious process which we will describe shortly. We would then see if the barrier

worked, and typically, it did not. We would then pull the table back away from the

chamber, and re-measure the waists and beam separations in preparation to set the

5This is how we measure horizontal waists. Because the air cart only sweeps one direction, and
we did not want to rotate our setup, we used a beam profiler to measure the vertical waists. The
beam profiler did not have sufficient resolution to measure the horizontal waists, but worked well
for the vertical waists.
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separations to a different value. The beam waists were consistently the same, to

within a small error, but the separation was almost always different.

Initially, we thought we had bumped something to misalign the beams when

moving the table. We checked that all the optics were solidly mounted and resistant

to gentle nudges. The schematic in Figure 4.4 shows the final revision; prior versions

with different layouts also used less-study mounts. Eventually, after several moves,

we ran out of things that could be the problem, and decided that we needed a

way to measure the beam separations with the table in situ. While preparing this

method, we noticed that the very act of clamping and unclamping the barrier table

to the optical table flexed it enough to shift the beam separations. This meant that

we could not pull the table away from the vacuum chamber to measure beam waists

and beam separation.

We knew from all the times we had moved the table that the beam waists were

quite stable, so we really just needed a way to check the beam separations, and

we settled on a cheap beam profiler, described in Section III.9. We basically had

a cheap webcam called the PetCam where we removed the lens and added strong

neutral density filters to it. This let us shine beams directly on the sensor of the

camera, imaging the beam directly. Sensors from cameras such as this are typically

small, with pixels of about 5.6 µm on a side, which makes them surprisingly good

at profiling rather small laser beams. The camera itself is rather noisy, and images

taken from it use a rather lossy JPEG compression, but by subtracting an averaged

background and averaging multiple images of the beam, we can produce a decent-

quality image, certainly good enough to find the beam size and center. The powers

of the barrier and pumping beams were also quite different when operating the one-

way barrier; we changed some ND filters at the input of the barrier beam fiber and

used the AOM that adjusts the pumping beam power to roughly match the two

beam powers, and to help them image nicely on the camera.

We mounted the camera on the micrometer translation stage with a magnetic

mount, so we could quickly and repeatedly insert and remove the camera. By

checking how the beams appeared to move on the camera as we translated the

camera in various directions, we were able to verify that the pixel size was indeed
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5.6 µm on a side, and that we had the camera mounted pretty close to parallel

to the table, so that our separation measurements would be a good approximation

to the actual separation seen along the dipole-trap axis. We could insert a small

mirror between the barrier table and the Hellma cell, and reflect the beams out

approximately parallel to the Hellma cell. The camera was small enough to fit in

there approximately where these reflected beams focused, allowing us to measure

the beam separation as though the camera were at the focus of the dipole trap.

This camera allowed us to do both fine and rough alignments. By watching

the near-real-time webcam feed, we could easily find the approximate location of

the beam foci by scanning the camera along the beam axis and looking for the

narrowest beams. As shown in Figure 4.6, we could easily see the two beams with

their asymmetric profile, allowing us to quickly align them vertically to each other,

and get the horizontal separation about right. We could then do a more refined

measurement. We would check one beam at a time (by physically blocking either

the barrier or the pumping beam), and take images of the beam as we scanned the

camera through the focus of the beams. An automated script would then crop the

images, do column and row sums to create one-dimensional profiles, and curve-fit

the results, giving beam centers and waists as a function of distance from the barrier

table (up to some unknown overall constant). We could then plot the horizontal

positions and beam waists of both beams together on the same plots, as functions of

camera location. One such data set is shown in Figure 4.7, where we can see that the

camera could not reliably resolve the horizontal beam waist very well near the foci

of the beams; the camera could resolve the vertical beam waists well enough that

we used the camera for our quoted vertical waist measurements. Gaussian optics

tells us that the waist as a function of distance from the focus should be hyperbolic,

which means the waists are asymptotically linear with respect to distance, and those

linear curves intersect at the focus, with a waist of zero. By fitting lines to the outer

regions of the waist versus position curves, and looking at their intersections, we can

infer, reasonably accurately, where the focus of the beams are. Then, by looking

at the beam centers versus camera position, we can read off the beam separation

at the focus, along with how rapidly that separation changes with camera position.
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Naturally, before installing this system near the vacuum chamber, we tested it out

in the open, where we could compare results with the razor mounted on the air cart,

and the agreement was typically within a micron, probably limited to the resolution

of the camera. This agreement was good enough for our purposes.

Interestingly enough, the camera did have enough resolution to measure the

vertical waists of the beam, which were much larger. Thus, we could actually check

the vertical size of the beams, which we could not do an air cart that could only

move horizontally.

With this camera, we could measure (and set) the beam separation at the foci

of the barrier and pumping beams, and every so often, we would pull the table out

and double-check that the beam waists had not changed. Then, when we placed

the table back, we would need to align the beams to the dipole trap and set and

check the separation again.

We will now outline the alignment procedure, which was rather tedious. We

clamped a bar to the optical table parallel to the approximate path what we wanted

the barrier and pumping beam to take. This bar was placed so that we could press

the barrier table legs up against it. By sliding the barrier table along this guide, we

could move the focus of the barrier and pumping beams in and out of the Hellma

cell. We could then control the direction of the beams with the last mirror on the

barrier table, and the distance from the focus of the dipole trap by sliding the table.

By comparing where the beams entered and exited the Hellma cell, we could get a

rough alignment. We would then turn on the MOT, and center it on the focus of

the dipole trap, as described in Section II.3. With the dipole beam off, we would

then tune the barrier beam to the rubidium 87 MOT transition, and sweep the

frequency through the transition. Because the barrier beam, at resonance, strongly

affects the MOT, we did not need a high intensity, so, as with aligning the dipole

trap, we could move the table back far enough that the barrier beam would be out

of focus where it crossed the dipole trap. This gave us a reasonably large beam to

try and hit the MOT. Actually hitting the MOT was then not too difficult, and we

could easily see the MOT flicker (as the barrier beam swept through resonance) in

the security camera that was trained on the MOT.
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Figure 4.6. Viewing beam profiles with the PetCam. The raw image shows the
two beams as they would be seen viewing the PetCam images with a web browser.
The image quality is greatly improved after averaging multiple images together and
subtracting the background. Ordinarily we viewed both beams when performing
coarse alignment, which allowed us to align them vertically and set the horizontal
separation to the rough value we might want. When taking data for measuring
beam separation, we always blocked one beam so we could measure one beam at a
time. We did not save or average images for the coarse alignments, so most of our
data images show only one beam. Here, we have combined images of the two beams
that were taken separately to simulate the sort of image we would get if neither
beam were blocked. The asymmetry of the beams is a result of the anamorphic
prism pair shown in Figure 4.4. The wider axis of the beam focuses to a narrower
waist, creating the vertical sheets of light we wanted to cross the dipole trap. Below
the images, we show a single beam (where we have physically blocked the other
beam), and the corresponding one-dimensional profiles, summed over the region
where the beam is. We fit Gaussians to these profiles to determine the beam waists
(vertical only) and center location (horizontal and vertical).
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Figure 4.7. Finding the beam separation from the PetCam profiler. Using a
series of curve fits, such as is shown in Figure 4.6, we can plot beam waist and
beam position (on the camera sensor) as a function of camera position along the
beam axis. Here, we show some data from both the barrier and pumping beams
plotted on the same axes. The beam waists near the foci are actually between
11 µm and 14 µm as measured by the razor mounted on the air cart, but the
camera cannot resolve such a narrow beam due to its limited resolution. Because
the vertical waists are larger, we were able to use similar data for the vertical waists
as measurements of that length. However, by looking at the asymptotic parts of
the waist measurements, we can infer the location of the focus, and measure the
beam separation there. Since it is the barrier beam that really needs to be narrow,
we try to align to that focus in the experiment, so we measure the separation at
that point here. We note that the separation is not much different at the pumping
beam focus. The slopes of the waist fits are not symmetric about the focus, which
we assume is related to the beams not being perfectly Gaussian.
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We would then stop the ramping the frequency of the barrier beam, and set it to

a little off of resonance, and begin iterating. We would first sweep the beam directly

through the MOT, and see how much the atoms were displaced by the beam. Then

we would shift the table one way or the other, and see if we could affect the MOT

more. As we got the focus of the barrier beam closer to the MOT each time, the

beam would be more intense, and hence affect the MOT more. When it completely

destroyed the MOT, we would tune the beam a little further from resonance to

reduce its effects, and continue with the process.

Eventually, we would reach the point where the beam was so well focused at

the MOT that it would not affect the MOT very much. We would try to find this

point on each side of the focus, and read the table position off a rule clamped on

the table guide. After that, we would place the table at the midpoint of the two

positions, and begin centering on the focus of the dipole trap itself.

This part was more difficult, because we cannot image atoms in the dipole trap

without disrupting them (and the dipole trap tunes them out of resonance anyways,

making imaging more difficult). The basic process is we would tune the barrier beam

to the rubidium 87 repump line, test it’s effectiveness as a barrier. At this frequency,

any atoms in the lower ground state are pumped by this frequency to the upper

ground state, just like how the repump beam is used in the MOT. Once in the upper

ground state, the beam acts as a roughly conservative, repelling potential. This is

not a one-way barrier, but a barrier nonetheless.

The general procedure was to load the MOT into one side of the dipole trap and

release them with the barrier beam on and crossing the dipole trap. After roughly a

quarter to a half a period, we would turn the dipole trap and barrier beams off and

image the atoms. If the barrier beam were not crossing the dipole trap, the atoms

would be seen on the far side of the dipole trap. If the barrier beam were crossing

the dipole trap, at least some of the atoms would have reflected and be seen on the

same side of the dipole trap as we had loaded the atoms. The limiting factor in our

alignment was our ability to place the table and point the beams, so we did not

need a really accurate measurement of how many atoms reflected. As such, since we

needed many iterations for this alignment, we just repeated the experiment twice
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for each of two times between about a quarter of a period and a half of a period

(and again for dark frames to subtract images). Some sample images are shown in

Figure 4.8, where we can clearly see the barrier. Looking at the images, we could

first adjust the beam location horizontally, to try and get it roughly in the center

of the dipole-trap location, repeating the imaging after each adjustment. We would

then adjust vertically, repeating the imaging after each adjustment, looking for the

location that gave us the best reflection. As an example of the sort of comparison

we needed to make, the two sets shown in Figure 4.8 shows what we could see with

a near-optimum position, versus one where the barrier beam mirror was tweaked

just about the smallest amount we could, twice.

Note that not all the atoms reflect off of the barrier in Figure 4.8. This is

because the kinetic energy of the atoms is comparable to the height of the barrier.

The more energetic atoms can cross the barrier; the less energetic atoms reflect.6

The higher the intensity of the barrier beam, the higher the potential (which is

proportional to intensity) it presents, and the larger fraction of the atoms it repels.

The barrier beam, near the focus, is roughly a vertical sheet (as seen in the beam-

profile shown in Figure 4.6). If the center beam passes above or below the dipole

trap, the maximum intensity of the barrier beam seen by atoms in the dipole trap

is lower than if the barrier beam passes right through the center of the dipole trap,

so comparing how many atoms reflect indicates which beam location is closer to

optimum. Likewise, if the beam is more out of focus, the power is more spread out,

and the maximum intensity is lower, so fewer atoms reflect.

Once we got the best reflection possible, passing through the region once while

moving the barrier beam one direction, and returning to it going the other, we would

shift the barrier table a small amount either towards or away from the Hellma cell,

and repeat. If we could find a better reflection at that table position, we would

6Actually, the motion of the atoms perpendicular to the trap axis also matters. As described
in Section IV.5, when we tried to simulate the motion of the atoms in the trap, we found out that
atoms rapidly orbiting the dipole-trap axis see a different effective potential, which helps to repel
them from the focus. Thus, atoms with higher angular momentum are more likely to reflect than
atoms with lower angular momentum, even if their initial speed along the dipole-trap axis is the
same.
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Figure 4.8. Sample images used for aligning the barrier beams vertically onto
the focus of the dipole trap. The left column shows two images, 14 ms and 16 ms
after releasing the MOT atoms in the dipole trap, where the barrier beam, tuned
to the rubidium 87 transition, is near optimally aligned. To help with alignment,
the beam is attenuated, as a higher power beam would reflect everything whether
the alignment was optimum or not. The right column shows a similar set, where
the barrier beam was not as well aligned. We can clearly see the atoms just after
the process of passing through the barrier, with some being reflected. The better-
aligned the barrier is, the more atoms get reflected. Each of these images is the
average of two repetitions, with frames without atoms subtracted.

move it further in that direction; otherwise, we would change directions. We would

repeat process until we passed through an optimum. Sometimes, we would reach a

point where all the atoms were reflected. When this happens, we would add some

neutral density filters to attenuate the barrier beam. Once all the atoms reflect, we

cannot detect a better alignment, so it was in our best interest to keep some, but

not all, atoms reflecting. If we were just starting, or if we got lost, we could always

increase the power, so that we could get some reflection even if we were not closely

aligned. For our dipole trap and barrier beam size, we found that a barrier beam

power of a little under 1 mW would reflect most of the atoms when aligned as best

as we could get it.

As previously mentioned, the Rayleigh length of the barrier beam and pumping

beam is on the order of a quarter of a millimeter, so we want to get the table in the

optimum location, to within a quarter of a millimeter. Typically, we would move

the barrier table in increments of half a millimeter, and once we found the best

location, we would clamp it there. If we found two locations where we could not

determine which was better, we would try to clamp the table at the quarter mil-

limeter increment between the two locations, giving us roughly quarter-millimeter

precision.

After aligning vertically and longitudinally, we still needed to align horizontally.
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This test was relatively simple. We would load the dipole trap for a while and let

the atoms oscillate a little before imaging. We would repeat this measurement both

with and without the barrier beam on, and compare the images, as shown in Figure

4.9. The barrier beam would produce a sharp cut in the profile of the atoms, which

we would make sure was near the center of the profile of atoms in the full trap.

We were careful to load the trap and let the atoms sit long enough that the atomic

distribution had settled into something symmetric about the dipole trap focus, so

the center of the distribution should correspond to the dipole-trap focus. If the

alignment was close enough, we would take it. If not, we would use the mirror on

the barrier table to try and center the beam, repeating this measurement with each

adjustment. Once we were done with the adjustment, we would go back and check

the vertical alignment. The horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal adjustments were

only weakly coupled to each other, and adjusting one rarely required much change

in any other.

This alignment procedure was tedious, but, once complete, checking for optimum

alignment was not too terrible, as we were already near the optimum location. Even

when we did pull the table out, if we put some stops up against the table legs before

moving it, we could usually place it back close enough that re-aligning it was not

too difficult.

We finish this section by mentioning that for the vast majority of the data we

took once we got the barrier working, the main barrier beam was linearly polarized

parallel to the axis of the dipole-trap beam, and the pumping barrier beam was

linearly polarized perpendicular to the axis of the dipole-trap beam.7 We started

with these polarizations because we were originally combining the two barrier beams

with a polarizing beam splitter. As seen in the barrier table schematic (Figure

4.4), the main barrier beam needed to transmit through the beam splitter while the

7Note that these polarizations are reported incorrectly in one of our publications [20]. That
paper reports that the main barrier beam was normally perpendicular to the dipole-trap axis (it
was parallel, or horizontal), and the pumping barrier beam was normally parallel to the dipole-trap
axis (it was perpendicular, or vertical). We also mention that we briefly tried having both beams
polarized parallel to the dipole-trap axis, when we actually tried having both beams perpendicular
to the dipole-trap axis.
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Figure 4.9. Sample images used for aligning the barrier beams horizontally onto
the focus of the dipole trap. These images show a dipole trap loaded with atoms,
where the loading time and relaxation time were long enough to let the atoms
equilibrate. In one image, the barrier beam was off, and in the other, it was on. By
integrating the images vertically, we could produce the profiles shown in the graph.
The barrier clearly shows up as a dip in one graph, and we would make sure that
dip occurred in the center of the profile from the full dipole trap. These images are
the result of 5 repetitions, with dark frames subtracted.

pumping barrier beam needed to reflect. With such a setup, a horizontally polarized

beam would transmit better, while a vertically polarized beam would reflect better;

this is why we made the main barrier beam horizontally polarized and the pumping

barrier beam vertically polarized. When we replaced the polarizing beam splitter

with the 50/50 beam splitter that we used to take the data shown in this thesis, we

recalibrated the beam powers, but left the polarizations as they were.

Experimental Demonstration of an Optical One-Way Barrier

We will now discuss the actual settings used for the barrier, and show results
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[18, 20]. We start with approximately 2× 105 atoms in the MOT, cooled to around

30 µK. The dipole trap beam, running at a typical power of around 10 W, should

have a power of about 9.3 (5) W inside the chamber. Focused to a 1/e2 intensity

radius of about 30.9 (5) µm waist, at the quoted wavelength of 1090 (5) nm, that

should produce a conservative potential with a depth of kB × 0.9 mK, as described

in Section III.7. We load the atoms into the dipole trap, let them move around in

the trap, and then later image them to see how the barrier affected them.

The one-way barrier beams cross the dipole trap at an angle of about 12 (3)◦.

As described in Figure 4.4, this is just to keep the barrier beams from being in the

same path as the absorption-imaging beams, both so the optics are separate and

so the beams do not shine into the camera. The main barrier beam is focused to a

horizontal waist of 11.5 (5) µm and a vertical waist of 80 (7) µm, 1/e2 intensity radii.

The pumping barrier beam is focused to 13 (2) µm and 60 (7) µm, respectively. We

typically had the pumping beam focused 34 (1) µm to the right (as seen from the

camera) of the main barrier beam. The main barrier beam typically had a power

of about 40 (4) µW inside the cell, locked to the rubidium 85 F = 3←→ F ′ = 3, 4

crossover peak (shown in Figure 4.3), while the pumping beam had a typical power

of 0.36 (4) µW inside the cell (locked to the rubidium 87 repumping transition).

The peak intensities of the two beams are 2800 mW/cm2 for the barrier beam

and 29 mW/cm2 for the pumping beam. In other terms, the barrier beam should

represent a potential barrier of about kB×0.22 mK for atoms in the reflecting state,

and a potential well of about kB ×−0.045 mK for atoms in the transmitting state,

while the pumping beam is on the order or 10 times the saturation intensity of the

rubidium 87 D2 line.8

We would load the MOT for 5 s, and cool for 20 ms, as described in Section II.2.

At the beginning of the cooling stage, we would shift currents in the Helmholtz coils

to move the MOT from the optimum loading location to the spot where we wished

8We assumed the beam was resonant with the atom here, and only used an order of magnitude
for the saturation intensity. In reality, the dipole-trap beam shifts the resonances of the atoms, so
the pumping beam is effectively detuned by varying amounts depending on how far the atom is
from the trap axis, but this saturation intensity ratio still demonstrates that the pumping beam
easily saturates the atoms and should therefore pump the atoms near the maximum possible rate.
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to load the dipole trap. Once the MOT is loaded and cooled, we turn on the dipole

trap beam and let the MOT load into the dipole trap. For data where we wished

to watch the atoms travel back and forth, we would only load for 5 ms, with the

Helmholtz coils set so that the loading took place 0.95 (5) mm to one side of the

dipole-trap focus. During longer loading times, atoms in the dipole beam would be

Stark-shifted out of resonance with the MOT beams, and so would move about in

the dipole beam without being held in place by the MOT beams. Thus, they would

start oscillating back and forth about the focus of the dipole trap, smearing out

the atomic distribution. For these short loads, we were unable to open the camera

shutter quickly enough to catch the start of the oscillation without catching part of

the MOT loading into the dipole trap, and the atoms which were not loaded drifting

away. As these were unwanted additions to our data, we typically waited for the

atoms to oscillate half a period (about 22 ms, not counting the 5 ms spent loading

the dipole trap), and then turned the barrier beams on to start the experiment.

During this half-oscillation, the atoms moved to the opposite side of the dipole

trap, and dephasing due to angular momentum and anharmonicitiy reduced the

amplitude of the oscillation. As a result, even though we typically pulled the atoms

back 0.95 (5) mm, the initial position of the atoms in our first data frame appears

to be 0.58 (8) mm on the opposite side.

We would also use this extra time while the MOT atoms fell away to pump

the atoms into the correct state, either by leaving the MOT trapping beams (or

MOT repump beams) on a little longer than the other MOT beam, or by pulsing

one of the two sets of beams as the atoms passed through the center of the dipole

trap. We verified that we could successfully pump the atoms into either state in this

manner by taking absorption images of the atoms with and without the repumping

beams. If all the atoms were in the transmitting state, which is not resonant with

the absorption beam, then the image without the repumping beams (which pumps

atoms in the resonant reflecting state) would show no atoms. If all the atoms were

in the reflecting state, then the with-repump and without-repump beams should

look the same.

In cases where we either wanted the atoms evenly distributed about the dipole-
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trap focus, or where it did not matter if the atoms distributed themselves around,

we loaded for 110 ms, which loaded more atoms. Often, we loaded the same distance

off to one side of the focus as if we were going to watch the atoms traverse from side

to side, as that resulted in a wider distribution of atoms. We would also wait longer

before turning the barrier beams on or taking images, giving more time for the atoms

to settle into a relatively static distribution. To distinguish these cases from the

cases where we use a short (5 ms) loading time to have a local initial distribution,

we usually refer to this longer 110 ms load with a longer waiting period a full load.

Our raw data from an experiment is in the form of images. Figure 4.10 shows how

we process raw images into something we can either publish or use as a measurement.

We start with images of the absorption beam, which we tweaked to try and get it

to uniformly cover the field of view.

Each image with atoms is immediately followed by a repeat of the experimental

procedure, but without the MOT coils on, so there are no atoms.9 As explained in

Section II.4, the atoms scatter light out of the absorption beam, creating a shadow.

By subtracting the two images, we remove the main beam, and show just that

shadow. Each atom scatters a fixed proportion of the illuminated light, but if one

atom scatters some light, there is less for the next atom to scatter. This causes the

amount of light scattered, and therefore the depth of the shadow, to decay exponen-

tially with the density of atoms. Technically, the number of atoms is proportional

to the logarithm of the fraction of light scattered, ln(with atoms / without atoms).

As can be seen by the raw images in Figure 4.10, the shadow cast is a small fraction

of the light. This allows us to make a linear approximation. We computed the

9We found that, with our camera, the subtraction did not work well if we took a second image
immediately afterwards. The time between images needed to be similar in order for a few camera
artifacts to cancel out. As long as we needed some time between images, we figured we might as
well duplicate the experiment as closely as possible. That way, any oddities in the illumination
(such as the camera shutter opening early enough to catch a reflection from a beam that was off
during the illumination pulse) would be the same, and thus would subtract. To speed things up
a little, we reduced the MOT load times to 2 s, too, which we found did not alter the images.
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atomic density as proportional to:

ln

(
total light− light scattered by atoms

total light

)
= ln

(
1− light scattered by atoms

total light

)

≈ − light scattered by atoms

total light
. (IV.1)

This let us simply take the difference between the two images, normalized to the

amount of light available.

To reduce noise, we would then repeat this pair of procedures many times and

average the results together. For simple tests, we would only average two or so

sets of images, while for publication-quality data, we would sometimes average over

50 sets of images; the exact amount was chosen based on how clean the images

were. Noise in the images resulted from several causes. Sometimes the camera

shutter stuck, resulting in either no light in an image at all, or, if it merely delayed

the shutter, causes part of the image to be blocked, or large fringes to cover the

image. Sometimes a dust particle would be in the absorption imaging beam path

during the imaging pulse, producing strong circular fringes. There were also some

circular fringes from the camera imaging system that seemed to vary slowly over

time, possibly due to small temperature fluctuations. Usually, these subtracted

out decently, but when they were changing rapidly enough, they caused some bad

frames. There were several other sources of fringes that were mostly static, and

may be from the lenses or the walls of the Hellma cell itself. Some of the fringes

seemed to come and go as well. Since we were looking at a small signal in a bright

light, relatively small changes in the light could have devastating effects on the final

image. We corrected that by selectively culling pairs of images that significantly

deviated from the average image. We would cull the same number of images from

every frame in a data set so that every averaged image used in a given data set

was averaged over the same number of images. The number we culled was selected

so that there were no obviously bad frames in any of the averaged images, which

we checked by visual inspection. This culling was largely for removing image pairs

where the camera shutter did not activate properly, and so the number culled was

largely dependent on how well the camera shutter was working.
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Figure 4.10. Processing one-way barrier images. We start with raw absorption
images, which we subtract and normalize to remove the illumination and end up
with something proportional to density of atoms. The result clearly shows atoms,
but is noisy. We then average together many such subtracted images to reduce
the noise. The excess high-frequency fringes are removed by taking the Fourier
transform of the image, and forcing high-frequency contributions to zero, and then
inverting the Fourier transform. The lower-frequency fringes are removed by doing
a per-column background subtraction, using a wide mask to clip out the atoms.
After applying a narrower mask to help remove the background further, the atoms
are nicely shown. All the images here have had the contrast enhanced to cover the
range from black to white; otherwise, the atoms would not be visible at a scale that
showed the initial illumination pulse.
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Once we removed images that were bad due to a misfired camera shutter, or

particularly bad fringes, there were a few final processing steps to help remove

fringes. First, to remove the near-vertical high-frequency fringes, we performed a

Fourier transform to each row of the image, removed the high frequency components,

and then transformed back. This process is shown in Figure 4.10. Using an image

where there was no barrier, we would form a one-dimensional Gaussian mask around

the atoms. For consistency, we used the same mask across every data set, until we

moved either the camera or the dipole trap. The non-varying axis of this fit was

oriented along the axis of the dipole trap (and was used to find the tilt of the dipole

trap), so this mask only crops light away from the axis of the dipole trap. We would

then use the inverse of a wider version of the mask to select out parts of the image

that were definitely background. We then subtracted the average background value

for each column from the averaged image. This tended to remove the larger fringes

across the image, producing the final result shown in Figure 4.10.

Once we had a satisfactory image, we needed to perform just a few more steps

to actually compute data from the image. We first apply the same mask used to

differentiate background from the dipole trap region (but more narrowly restricted

to the atoms). Usually, we used fluorescence imaging for determining the number of

atoms in the trap, as the signal tended to be higher, but if we were using absorption

imaging to count atoms, we would make sure the mask were large enough to not

clip any atoms (or not use a mask at all). After applying the mask, we summed over

the vertical dimension of the image (because it was close enough to perpendicular

to the dipole trap axis), giving us a one-dimensional atomic density along the axis

of the dipole trap. As we usually only wanted the number of atoms relative to the

total, we did typically did not compare the fraction of light scattered by the atoms

and compare with the scattering rate of non-saturated atoms to get absolute atomic

numbers. These atomic density functions were the basis for a lot of the data we

analyzed. The next most common step was to sum up the density function. If we

summed the entire function, we could use the resulting number (proportional to

the number of atoms in the trap) as a function of time to estimate trap lifetimes.

However, since we know where the barrier beam is from aligning the barrier beams
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(you can see it in Figure 4.9), we can also sum up just the atoms on one side or the

other of the barrier. This let us determine whether atoms were moving from one

side of the barrier to the other. Pretty much all of the data we collected was in one

of these forms.

We now present our main one-way barrier data in Figure 4.11, shown as one-

dimensional atomics density plots as a function of time. The data is still a little

noisy, so for this figure, we applied a 7-point second-degree Savitzky-Golay smooth-

ing filter.10

Figure 4.11 has several columns, each showing a separate experiment. The “no

barrier” column shows what happens when we load to one side for 5 ms and release,

without turning on the barrier beams. Although the atoms appear to have been

released on the left, we technically released them on the right and waited half a

period for them to end up on the left, during which we made sure all atoms were

in the transmitting state. The atoms oscillate about the focus of the dipole trap

(the center of each column), slowly dephasing. As we will discuss in Section IV.5,

this dephasing happens partly due to the anharmonicity of the potential, and partly

as an effect of angular momentum. In contrast with the “no barrier” column, we

present the “barrier” column, which shows the exact same experiment, except we

turn the one-way barrier beams on around the time of the first image. At this point,

atoms are on what we want to be the transmitting side. As we desired, the atoms

transmitted through the barrier, but were unable to return, being trapped by the

one-way barrier.

To differentiate our barrier from a single-pass barrier, we repeated the experi-

ment, but started the atoms on the reflecting side (loading them on the left, waiting

10Savitzky-Golay is a rather simple way to smooth data that can preserve features (like widths
of peaks) better than running averages. Essentially you fit a low-degree polynomial to a series of
data points, and use the value of that polynomial at a given data point in place of the data point
value. Fitting polynomials can be phrased as a linear algebra problem by projecting onto the basis
of 1, x, x2, etc. When phrased like this, if the x values (relative to the point you are replacing)
are always the same, such as is the case for evenly spaced data, the projection becomes a matrix
multiplication, where the matrix is the same for every data point (all that changes is the y values).
Finding the value of polynomial then reduces to a running dot product with constant coefficients.
In the limit of a 0-degree polynomial, this becomes a running average with equal weights, but for
higher-order polynomials, this tends to better preserve peak widths.
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Figure 4.11. The distribution of atoms in the dipole trap as a function of time, showing the effects of the one-way
barrier. The “no barrier” column shows what happens when we load atoms to one side of the dipole trap without the
barrier. The “barrier” column shows the dynamics with the barrier beams on. In the “other side” and “wrong state”
columns, the atoms start on the other side of the barrier in the former and in the reflecting state in the latter. In the
“both sides” column, we let the atoms spread to fill the trap before turning the barrier beams on.



half a period until they were on the right), but still starting in the transmitting state.

This is shown in the “other side” column in Figure 4.11. Here, the atoms never cross

the barrier because they pass through the pumping beam of the barrier first, which

puts them in the reflecting state. Then, when they hit the main barrier beam, they

reflect instead of transmit. We can combine the effects of both the “barrier” and

“other side” columns by performing a long load and letting the atoms equilibrate

(the 110 ms load described above), and then turning the one-way barrier beams on.

This has an extra benefit that we have more atoms from such a long load, and so

the signal-to-noise ratio is higher. As shown in the “both sides” column of Figure

4.11, the atoms start with a distribution that is roughly symmetrical about the

focus of the dipole trap. As shown in Figure 4.2, the atoms on the transmitting

side can pass through the barrier. Atoms on the reflecting side, whether they start

there or get there by passing through the barrier from the transmitting side, reflect

off the barrier, and are trapped. The end result is nearly all the atoms end up on

the reflecting side of the barrier, which makes a very visual demonstration of the

one-way nature of this barrier. When we sum up the relative number of atoms on

each side of the barrier, we get the time-series shown in Figure 4.12. We can see

that the barrier is not perfect; there seem to be some atoms on the transmitting

side of the barrier at the end of the experiment. Furthermore, there seems to be

a slight decrease in the total number of atoms, much faster than we would expect

from the lifetime of the dipole trap itself (which has a decay time on the order of

10 s, not 100 ms). Our simulations in Section IV.5 suggest that some of these atoms

have not yet reached the barrier (as a result of having a large angular momentum),

but that is not a full explanation. We believe these imperfections are the result of

scattering events, which we will discuss more later.

One peculiarity of the one-way barrier is shown in the “wrong state” column of

Figure 4.11. This column depicts what happens when we follow the same experi-

mental procedure as the “barrier” column, but prepare the atoms into the reflecting

state instead of the transmitting state. Since the atoms are in the reflecting state,

we would expect the to bounce off of the one-way barrier. While some atoms do re-

flect on the first interaction with the barrier, as many atoms transmit. Of the atoms
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that bounce on the first interaction, almost all of them transmit on the second. The

net result is all the atoms end up on the reflecting side again, although it takes a

little longer than in the “barrier” column. As we pointed out in Figure 4.1, the

main barrier beam is not equally detuned from the two ground states; it is much

closer to resonance with the reflecting state. We will discuss this in more detail

later, but essentially, this is because the maximum detuning from the ground states

the barrier beam can have is not large enough to prevent an occasional interaction

with a photon of light, altering the state of the atom. Later on, we will show some

data reminiscent of when we were first trying the one-way barrier, while we were

still locked to the rubidium 85 transition that was almost halfway in between the

two rubidium transitions shown in Figure 4.3. The barrier simply does not work in

that case, because there is just enough optical pumping to randomize the state of

each atom as it crosses through the barrier. It only takes one absorption event to

excite the atom, which will then decay into one or the other ground state, which is

why even a very low scattering rate can have this effect.

While we will discuss ways to reduce this scattering effect later, we chose to

keep our simple three-level atom version, with the same atomic levels, and pick

the barrier detuning to reduce the effects of the scattering instead. By picking the

asymmetric detuning shown in Figure 4.1, the main barrier beam actually scatters

more light off of atoms in the reflecting state than the transmitting state, causing

it to preferentially pump atoms into the transmitting state. This is probably why

the so many atoms in the “wrong state” column of Figure 4.11 pass through on the

first interaction with the main barrier beam. It also makes it quite likely that the

atoms that do reflect are pumped into the transmitting state as they either leaving

the main barrier beam after reflection, or as they enter it the second time, which

explains why so many transmit on the second pass. Atoms on the reflecting side

of the barrier do not transmit (often) because we intentionally placed the pumping

barrier beam very close to the main barrier beam, so that as atoms reflect on that

side, the pumping beam pumps atoms to the reflecting state faster than the main

barrier beam pumps to the transmitting state. There is extra heating due to the

extra scattering by having these two competing effects, but it allows the one-way
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Figure 4.12. Populations on either side of the one-way barrier starting from a full
load. We plot the estimated populations on either side of the barrier starting from
a full 110 ms load, normalized to the approximate total population. The “both
sides” column of Figure 4.11 shows the same data as position distributions of the
atoms. Here, we see how the population on either side of the barrier start out
approximately equal, but quickly skews to having all the atoms on the reflecting
side as atoms pass from the transmitting side to the reflecting side, but the reverse
process is blocked. We can also see a slight decay in the total number of atoms.

barrier to function. If this scattering is undesirable, there are other ways that might

allow one to avoid these effects; however, as a rather unexpected benefit of this extra

scattering, the one-way barrier now works even if you start the atom in the wrong

(reflecting, as opposed to transmitting) state from the original idea.

Figure 4.13 illustrates how barrier-beam overlap helps the one-way barrier. Our

usual separation of 34 (1) µm is marked on the plot, which shows the final, roughly

steady-state population on either side of the barrier after 100 ms as a function of

beam separation. The perfect one-way barrier would have all the population that

had had the opportunity to cross the barrier on the reflecting side of the barrier. A

very small fraction of the atoms may not make it to the barrier during the 100 ms,

but that is rather negligible here. A barrier that leaks or reflects some atoms on

the transmitting side will have some nonzero number of atoms on the transmitting

side. Since a barrier might also simply eject atoms from the trap, things to look for

are whetter the population on the transmitting side is small, and whether the total
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Figure 4.13. The effect of altering the separation of the barrier beams. Rather
than showing an entire time-series such as in Figure 4.11 or Figure 4.12, we simply
show the populations normalized to the initial number of atoms after 100 ms, when
the populations have settled to roughly static values. This is equivalent to the last
data points in Figure 4.12. Our typical barrier separation of 34 (1) µm is shown
as the vertical gray column on the plots. The plots in the upper row show results
if we start the atoms in the reflecting state, while the plots on the bottom show
results for starting the atoms in the transmitting state. The plots on the left (right)
show what happens when the atoms start on the left (right) side of the barrier when
the barrier beams are turned on. We can see that making the beam separation
much smaller drastically reduces the effectiveness of the barrier, while increasing
the beam separation eventually reduces the effectiveness by a lesser amount.

population is unity (the number of atoms initially loaded). We see an optimum

around 30 µm to 40 µm beam separation.

At our usual separation of 34 (1) µm, with beam waists on the order of 10 µm

to 12 µm, the actual overlap is quite small, but apparently sufficient. As a rough

approximation, we assume the pumping beam is resonant with a transition (which

it would be if the dipole-trap beam did not Stark-shift the atoms out of resonance
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a little), with a peak intensity that is about 10 times the saturation intensity for

rubidium. With a beam separation of about 3 1/e2 intensity radii, at the peak of

the main barrier beam, the pumping beam intensity is reduced by a factor of about

e−6 to about 2% of the saturation intensity of rubidium. The main barrier beam

is detuned by over 100 linewidths, and has a peak intensity of about 100 times

that of the pumping beam, or about 1000 times the saturation intensity. For a far

off-resonant beam, the scattering rate is proportional to intensity (divided by the

saturation intensity) divided by 4 times the squared detuning (in linewidths), so

the effective resonant intensity of this beam is about 3% of the saturation intensity.

Those, to a rough approximation, the pumping beam can pump almost as fast as the

main barrier beam even at the peak of the barrier beam, and is definitely dominant

on the reflecting side, and not on the transmitting side.

So, according to this arguments, at significantly smaller separations than about

30 µm, the pumping beam will pump atoms to the reflecting state faster than the

barrier beam pumps to the transmitting state over part of the transmitting side

of the barrier. This will cause atoms to reflect off of the transmitting side of the

barrier (and merely improve reflection off the reflecting side). According to this

theory, at smaller separations we should expect to see the barrier become a strict

barrier, keeping atoms on whichever side they start. We see this effect in Figure 4.13

where, at separations from a little over 20 µm and below, the populations on either

side are highly skewed to whichever side the atoms started on. There also appears

to be a large amount of loss when the atoms were initially on the transmitting side.

This is probably because, at that separation, the pumping and main barrier beams

compete at pumping the atoms to opposite states at the approximate turning point

for many of the atoms. If the two beams compete in optical pumping, there will be

more scattering, and if it happens near the turnaround point where the atoms spend

a relatively large amount of time, this can result in significant heating, and hence

possibly loss. There is also a separate loss mechanism, where, during a scattering

event, atoms can temporarily combine into a molecule and gain a lot of kinetic

energy in becoming bound, which ejects them from the trap. Since this mechanism,

which we will discuss in Section IV.5, depends on the atoms being in the excited
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state, would also be greatly enhanced when there is more scattering of light.

We have mentioned that we want some overlap between the beams, because

the main barrier beam slightly pumps atoms into the transmitting state. This

is intended to help atoms transmit through the barrier, while the pumping beam

helps them to reflect once they are on that side. If this overlap is necessary, we

would expect to see the barrier start to leak as the beams get further apart and

the overlap decreases. We do see a weak leakage in Figure 4.13 where, for large

separation, regardless of which side of the barrier the atoms start out on, the final

state has atoms on the supposedly transmitting side, although the effect is weak.

In addition to the beam separation, we also investigated the effects of the kinetic

energy of the atoms hitting the barrier. By varying how far from the dipole trap

center the atoms were loaded into the dipole trap, we could vary the kinetic energy

the atoms would have when they fell onto the barrier. We stayed close enough to

the harmonic region of the trap that the longitudinal oscillation period of atoms

was always within a few milliseconds from 50 ms; as such, we did not need to alter

the length of the half-period delay. As shown in Figure 4.14, changing the initial

kinetic energy did not make much difference to the performance of the barrier.

For an ideal, non-scattering barrier, the time-scale of the reflection is set by the

ratio of the incoming kinetic energy to the barrier height, but the other dynamics

are unaffected. Thus, altering the kinetic energy of atoms hitting the barrier is

equivalent to varying the intensity of the main barrier beam. As we will describe

later in this section when we estimate the number of scattering events, changing

the intensity of the main barrier beam does have a weak effect on the number of

scattering events, so this is close to, but not exactly, equivalent to changing the

barrier height.

While we could have actually varied the main barrier beam power by changing

neutral density filters at the barrier fiber input, we found it easier, and nearly equiv-

alent, to change the initial loading position of the atoms. Changing the pumping

beam power, however, was as simple as changing the control voltage of the AOM

that controlled that beam power. We would expect that as we increased the power

of the pumping barrier beam, the tail of the beam on the transmitting side of the
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Figure 4.14. The effect on one-way barrier efficiency from altering the release
point of atoms. As in Figure 4.13, we show the roughly steady-state value of the
populations on either side of the barrier after 100 ms, except here this is shown as a
function of initial loading position. The atoms are technically loaded into the dipole
trap on the other side of the focus (and further back), and the location recorded here
is where the center of mass of the atoms appear to be half an oscillation later, when
we turn the barrier beams on. The usual effective starting locations are marked
with vertical gray columns in the figure. As described before, this gives the other
atoms from the MOT time to disperse, and allows us to pump the atoms into the
proper state.

barrier would become strong enough to change the state of atoms to the reflecting

state. In that event, the one-way barrier would become just a barrier that reflected

all atoms. Were we to increase the pumping beam power even further, that beam

would become a barrier in itself, without needing the main barrier beam. If we were

to decrease the pumping beam power, we would eventually see it become too weak

to reliably pump atoms into the reflecting state. In this case, we would see more

atoms leaking through that barrier, since they were left in the transmitting state.

Because the main barrier beam slowly pumps atoms to the transmitting state, with

a very weak pumping beam, we would see no barrier effect at all.

We see effects like these in Figure 4.15. In this figure, we have plotted the

final populations after 100 ms for a range of pumping beam powers that spans

almost four orders of magnitude. Our usual pumping beam power is marked with a

vertical bar. As we increase the beam power, we see the barrier continues to reflect
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Figure 4.15. The effect on one-way barrier efficiency from altering the pumping
beam power. As in Figure 4.13, we show the roughly steady-state value of the
populations on either side of the barrier after 100 ms, except here this is shown as a
function of pumping beam power. Our usual beam powers are marked with vertical
gray columns. For comparison, the horizontal colored bars show the results of the
same experiment without barrier beams. Without barrier beams, the asymmetry
is simply a function of where the atoms were in there oscillation after 100 ms. For
all the pumping beam powers shown here, there was enough of a barrier effect that
any asymmetry shown is a result of the one-way barrier, and the populations were
roughly steady-state. The decrease in asymmetry results in significant leakage of
the barrier, but with enough damping to prevent significant continuing oscillation
of the center of mass.

atoms that start on the reflecting side just as well as ever, but when the atoms are

released on the transmitting side, we see the one-way barrier starts keeping more

and more atoms on the supposedly transmitting side. We also see increased loss

as the pumping beam power is increased, suggesting that competitive scattering

between the main barrier and pumping beams is heating atoms. As we decrease

the pumping beam power, we see the one-way barrier efficiency decreasing without

atom loss, regardless of which side of the barrier the atoms start out on. This is

probably because the atoms are less and less kept in the reflecting state, and so can

pass through the barrier.

The final barrier parameter we varied is the detuning of the main barrier beam,

with some results shown in Figure 4.16. The detunings we used are shown in

Figure 4.3 and listed in Table 4.1. The typical detuning is the one we used for

almost all the data we took, as the barrier functioned well with that frequency
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and it was easy to lock our lasers to that frequency, since there happened to be

a rubidium 85 transition there. The middle detuning is the one we first tried,

as it is nearly symmetrically detuned from transitions in either the reflecting or

transmitting state, and also is convenient to lock to, as there is a rubidium 85

transition there as well. The rubidium 85 transitions are too close together to

easily resolve, resulting in one effective transition to which we locked our lasers.

We believe this is close to the rubidium 85 F = 2 ←→ F ′ = 2 transition, but

we will report it as the F = 2 ←→ F ′ transition. Counter-intuitively, the middle

detuning worked poorly, as demonstrated in Figure 4.16. Since we checked to the

red of the typical detuning, we also checked to the blue. Nothing in our rubidium

vapor cells has any transitions between the typical detuning and the reflecting-

state transitions, save more of the same rubidium 85 F = 3 ←→ F ′ peaks used

for the typical detuning, but these were too close. As such, as opposed to locking

to main barrier beam to a particular frequency, we let it drift. To make sure the

laser neither drifted too far from the frequency nor mode-hopped to a different

frequency, we monitored its spectrum with a Fabry-Pérot cavity. We would first

manually detune it just a little to the blue of the reflecting-state transitions, as

seen by the saturated absorption spectroscopy setup that we used to lock to the

rubidium 85 lines. Then we would watch the spectrum of the Fabry-Pérot cavity

which had pickoffs of both the MOT trapping laser and the main barrier beams

coupled into it. By tuning the barrier beam to appear halfway between two MOT

beam peaks in the Fabry-Pérot spectrum, we made sure it was about 0.75 (5) GHz

(half the free spectral range of the cavity) detuned from the main MOT trapping

line (which happens to be the closest reflecting-state transition). While taking data,

we would frequently monitor this spectrum, recording it with an oscilloscope, so we

would know when the laser drifted too far from our intended detuning and could

retake that data. By fitting two sets of evenly spaced Lorentzians to the spectrums

(one for the MOT laser and one for the barrier laser), and using the known free

spectral range as a calibration, we could determine the relative detuning of the two

lasers relatively accurately, modulo the free spectral range. While taking data, we

allowed the detuning to drift by about 0.05 GHz, which is where our assumed error
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Detuning from
reflecting state:

Detuning from
transmitting

state:
Lock method:

typical 1.05 (5) GHz −5.29 (5) GHz 85Rb F = 3←→ F ′ = 3, 4

middle 3.97 (7) GHz −2.37 (7) GHz 85Rb F = 2←→ F ′

near 0.75 (5) GHz −5.59 (5) GHz Fabry-Pérot

Table 4.1. The various detunings we used when varying the detuning of the main
barrier beam. All values are blue of the reflecting-state transitions and red of
the transmitting-state transitions, and multiple excited states are listed because we
technically detuned to the crossover peak midway between the two given transitions.
Detunings are given relative to the closest (highest frequency) of the reflecting-
state transitions (F = 2 ←→ F ′ = 3) and the closest (lowest frequency) of the
transmitting-state transitions (F = 1 ←→ F ′ = 0). These detunings are shown
graphically in Figure 4.3.

comes from. The chances of a mode hop which changed the frequency by an even

multiple of the free spectral range are small. Since such a hop should would either

make the barrier perfectly reflecting (blue-detuned for both ground states), near the

transmitting state transitions, very far detuned from all states, or put the detuning

somewhere near the middle detuning, we assume we would notice the effects of

such a hop, as all make noticeable difference in the evolution (the middle detuning

difference can be seen in Figure 4.16).

Using the three detunings described above, and in all cases varying the intensity

of the main barrier beam so that the height of the reflecting barrier should be

similar in all three cases, we turned the barrier beams on when the atoms were on

the reflecting side of the barrier, and observed the populations on either side of the

barrier for 500 ms (5 times longer than many of our data sets). The results are

plotted in Figure 4.16. All the detunings appear to keep atoms from penetrating

the barrier to the transmitting side. We see that, while none of the detunings are

perfect, the loss rate at the middle detuning is much higher than either the near or

typical detunings.

The results in Figure 4.16 suggest something about the deficiencies of this one-
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Figure 4.16. The effect on one-way barrier efficiency from altering the main-
barrier-beam detuning. Here we show the populations on either side of the barrier
as a function of time, over a longer period of time (500 ms) than we show in several
other figures (100 ms). The detunings are shown in Figure 4.3, with values given
in Table 4.1. This plot shows the lifetimes of the of atoms on the reflecting side of
the barrier, for each of these detunings. For the near and typical detunings, which
tend to pump atoms into the transmitting state, the curves are similar. The middle
detuning demonstrates a much shorter lifetime.

way barrier. Since the barrier height should be similar in all three cases, there is no

reason to suspect that the conservative effects of the light beam are at play here.

That leaves the non-conservative effects of the light on the atoms; that is, scattering.

Each scattering event gives a small momentum kick to the atom, effectively heating

up the atoms. A scattering event also effectively randomizes the state of the atom.

The heating effect is a bit of an issue, but if it were the main issue, the near detuning

would have the largest scattering rate. The fact that the majority of the atoms stay

on the reflecting side of the barrier suggests that the atoms spend most of their

time in the reflecting state, perhaps helped by the pumping barrier beam, so the

near-detuned main barrier beam should scatter more light off atoms than any other

detuning. Since the near detuning does not have substantially more loss than the

other detuning, we conclude that the heating effect directly from scattering light

is a small effect here. The remaining effect is the resulting state from the atoms.

The typical detuning and the near detuning should tend to pump atoms into the
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transmitting state, but not the other direction. However, the middle detuning,

being roughly equally detuned from the reflecting states as the transmitting states,

is about as likely to pump from the reflecting states to the transmitting states.

We believe this difference in relative pumping rates is the reason the middle

detuning works poorly here. The middle detuning is on the order of twice as far

detuned from the transmitting-state resonances as the typical detuning. To have the

same barrier height, since barrier height is proportional to intensity and inversely

proportional to detuning (Equation (II.9)). Since scattering rate is proportional

to intensity, and inversely proportional to detuning squared (Equation (II.10)), the

scattering rate is only about half as much for the middle detuning as for the typical

detuning. Thus, if the typical detuning tends to flip the state of atoms as they

are leaving the barrier approximately 10% of the time, and does nothing to them

afterwards (since they are the too far out of resonance), there is something like

a 5% chance that the middle detuning will flip the state of the atom. Squaring

that gives a not-insignificant chance that the atom will be This would not matter

if the middle detuning were far enough detuned to prevent any scattering at all,

but, in the presence of sufficient scattering, a preference to pump only one direction

(reflecting to transmitting) works better.

We also tried a variant of the polarizations of the beam. Normally, the main

barrier beam was linearly polarized parallel to the surface of the optical table and

the axis of the dipole-trap beam, while the pumping barrier beam was linearly

polarized and perpendicular to the dipole-trap beam (vertically polarized). We

wanted to change the polarization in the easiest way possible, and we had several

options. We could have rotated the outputs of the barrier-beam fibers, but we would

then need to find the MOT with the beams again, as the beams do not exit the fiber

couples exactly on axis; we could have rotated the inputs of the barrier-beam fibers,

but we would then need to recouple the fibers; or we could have inserted a waveplate

somewhere in the beam path, which would probably require some realignment. We

elected to rotate the main barrier beam fiber input by 90◦, and re-couple that

fiber. We did not want to change the pumping beam polarization, as we had spent

quite a bit of time figuring out the mapping between AOM control voltages and
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pumping beam power within the cell, which was difficult because the relationship is

nonlinear, and the powers we used were low enough that we needed to measure them

very carefully. While we could have inferred the correct AOM control voltage once

we recalibrated the transmission through the prism pair, we would still have wanted

to verify it, which would require a few sensitive power measurements. Compared to

re-calibrating the pumping beam power, or possibly having to find the MOT with

the barrier beams again, coupling a fiber input seemed quite simple, so we elected

for that option, as there were no waveplates readily available. Re-calibrating the

power would not have been too complicated, but definitely more complicated than

recoupling a fiber input. We ended up rotating the main barrier beam fiber input

coupler, so that both barrier beams were linearly and vertically polarized.11 Once

we recalibrated the main barrier beam power, which just took a few transmission

measurements through the prism pair, we took enough data with these polarizations

to verify that the behavior of the barrier did not change in a very noticeable way.

We conclude that the barrier is probably not very sensitive to beam polarization.

In summary, we have demonstrated that our optical one-way barrier works un-

der a rather wide range of conditions. Scattering is an important effect, and our

particular choice of transitions prohibits us from reducing that scattering to a neg-

ligible level. We do not consider this to be a fundamental limitation. Scattering

could be greatly reduced by choosing atomic states and transitions that do not share

a common excited state. This could be done, for example, by using polarization-

sensitive transitions and magnetic sublevels. Another alternative is to use more

than just three levels of the atom, particularly utilizing long-lived metastable states

and exciting transitions available only to those states for the barrier [20].

11As mentioned previously, these polarizations were reported incorrectly in one of our publica-
tions [20]. In that paper, horizontal (parallel to the dipole-trap axis) and vertical (perpendicular
to the dipole-trap axis) polarizations were all switched. The pumping barrier beam was always
vertically polarized (not horizontal, as reported in the Physical Review A article), the main barrier
beam was usually horizontally polarized (not vertically), and we rotated to to match the horizontal
pumping barrier beam (not vertical).
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Simulating our Optical One-Way Barrier

Using a rather simple semi-classical simulation, we were able to successfully

model the behavior of our one-way barrier. The atoms were assumed to be non-

interacting, moving within the main trapping laser, and affected by the two barrier

beams. The atoms themselves are modeled as being in one of two states, trapped

(corresponding to the F = 2 ground state of rubidium) and untrapped (the F =

1 ground state). Quantum-mechanical coherences are not explicitly used by the

simulation, but are used to compute the magnitude of effects the lasers have on

the atoms. All the laser beams are treated as affecting the atoms in two ways.

First, they produce conservative potentials in which the atoms move. Second, they

scatter light of the atom. Each scattering event is random, and imparts a two-part

momentum kick to the atom, as well as a random chance of changing the state of

the atom. Both the scattering probability and the potential seen by the atoms are

dependent on the state the atom is in. We will discuss each of these parts in greater

detail.

The simulations break real time into very small time steps. There are three

time-scales in the simulation. The main trapping beam gives a very weak confin-

ing potential along the beam axis, which results in a rather slow motion of the

atoms along the length of the trap. Motion along this direction takes place on

the time-scale of milliseconds, with a single oscillation happening on the order of

fifty milliseconds. The radial direction, along with the narrow waists of the barrier

beams, present very steep potentials, which can impart strong forces on the atom.

Since the relevant length scales of these potentials are tens of microns, as opposed to

the millimeter-scale Rayleigh length of the main trapping beam, the time-scales for

crossing these beams is on the order of tens of microseconds. Also, while within the

barrier beams, the atoms may experience scattering effects which have maximum

rates on the order of tens of megahertz. These events therefore take place on the

tens of nanosecond time-scales. Outside of the barrier beams, the only effect on the

atoms is from the main trapping beam, which is radially symmetric. By conserving

radial angular momentum, we can reduce the problem from three dimensions to
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two, with millisecond time-scales. Only within the barrier beams do we need to

worry about shorter time-scales, with the fastest time-scales only an issue when the

atoms are in states that are likely to scatter. This setup would have been a great

one to develop an adaptive time step, but because computational resources were

more readily available to us (even a standard desktop was sufficient) than our time,

we chose to use fixed time steps on the order of nanoseconds (5ns), which is fairly

fast compared to even the fastest time-scales of the system.

To integrate the motion of the atoms through the conservative potentials, we

used fourth-order Runge-Kutta. The Runge-Kutta methods are quite standard,

and one can find them in many references on numerical analysis and methods or

differential equations [89–91]. The basic idea is to find a function knowing only

its derivative. This is common in classical physics, where we have position and

momentum. The derivative of the position is the momentum (scaled by the mass),

and the derivative of the momentum is given by the potential. Basically, the idea is

to assume the answer is a rather smooth curve, and approximate the derivatives of

that curve to develop a Taylor expansion of the polynomial. That Taylor expansion

is used to get the next point on the curve, and the process is repeated.

The cleverness behind the Runge-Kutta methods is that instead of actually hav-

ing to evaluate higher-order derivatives of the function directly, they are approxi-

mated by evaluating the first derivative at multiple points. The simplest version,

known as the Euler method, involves simply adding the first derivative (multiplied

by a time step) to the state with every iteration. This fails in the case of a circular

orbit, because the first derivative always points towards the outside of the circle,

and so no matter how small the time step is, the computed orbit always diverges. A

simple way to fix this is to try to evaluate the derivative after half a time step, which

gets closer to the right answer. That is the basis behind higher-order Runge-Kutta

methods.

The standard (but certainly not unique) fourth-order Runge-Kutta method we

use is as follows. We have a state vector −→x (t), and wish to approximate −→x (t+∆t).

We take the first derivative (
−→
k1) and use that to approximate the state after half a

time step, where we evaluate the first derivative again (
−→
k2). Using

−→
k2 , we re-evaluate
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the half-time-step state, and compute another derivative (
−→
k3). Finally, using

−→
k3 , we

compute an approximate of the full time step state, and compute our last derivative

there (
−→
k4). We then use a weighted sum of the four derivatives we computed to

approximate the state after a full time step. The weights are chosen to cancel as

many terms of the Taylor expansion as possible.12 Here is the formula, suppressing

the time-dependence of the state (−→x means −→x (t)):

−→
k1 =

−→
F (−→x , t) Current derivative

−→
k2 =

−→
F

(
−→x +

−→
k1

∆t

2
, t+

∆t

2

)
Derivative at first estimate

−→
k3 =

−→
F

(
−→x +

−→
k2

∆t

2
, t+

∆t

2

)
Derivative at second estimate

−→
k4 =

−→
F
(−→x +

−→
k3∆t, t

)
Derivative at third estimate

−→x (t+∆t) ≈ −→x +
∆t

6

(−→
k1 + 2

−→
k2 + 2

−→
k3 +

−→
k4

)
. (IV.2)

In our simulation, we assume all the beams may be approximated as far-off-

resonance beams interacting with two-level atoms. This results in conservative

potentials proportional to the local beam intensity, and inversely proportional to

the detuning of the beam from the atom, as given by Equation (II.9). The potentials

from different beams simply add. In reality, the beams are not all that far from

the atomic resonances, and so we also add a scattering effect between time steps of

the simulation. The scattering effect is computed separately for each beam, with

a scattering probability (the rate multiplied by the time step) proportional to the

local beam intensity and inversely proportional to the beam detuning, as given by

Equation (II.10).

Since the atoms are not two-level atoms, we invoke a separation of time-scales

argument to avoid performing quantum mechanical computations with each time

step. The atomic energy levels are separated by at least megahertz, if not hundreds

of megahertz or gigahertz (multiplied by Planck’s constant), so atomic coherences

evolve on the microsecond to nanosecond ranges. The atomic excited states have

12Demonstrating this is rather straightforward, but requires simplifying many terms, and so we
omit a discussion of that.
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lifetimes on the order of tens of nanoseconds. These time-scales are much faster

than any other time-scale in the problem, so we make the approximation that the

quantum state of each atom is continually in a steady state for the given beam

intensity. Furthermore, since the beams are not phase locked with each other, and

do not have large overlaps, we ignore the possibility of any interference between

beams or their effects on the atoms.

This approximation allows us to simply keep track of which ground state the

atom is in (representing a collapse to a known state after a scattering event). Given

that, we can account for the multiple levels in the atom by computing an effective

detuning taking into account interference effects and the fact that different levels

have different couplings to the laser beam. This gives us a state-dependent effective

detuning for both the conservative potential and the scattering rate. The same

computation also gives us the probability of a change to the other ground state when

the atom does scatter a photon. The results of the computation are summarized

in Table 4.2. Because the potential and scattering rates have different detuning

dependencies, the effective detunings for the two effects are different.13 Furthermore,

due to the different couplings of the states, the differences in detunings for the two

ground states do not add up to the frequency splitting of the two ground states.

Neither of these discrepancies are particularly significant. We note that the pumping

beam is intended to be on resonance with a transition for the F = 1 ground state.

However, the trapping beam shifts the atoms out of resonance, an effect mentioned

in Section II.3. The exact value is position dependent, so the values quoted for

detunings in Table 4.2 are a decent approximation of the total detuning that we

used in our simulations. The pumping beam produces a very high scattering rate

for much of its width, even with the detuning, and so the exact value is not too

important as the atoms are quickly pumped to the reflecting state with or without

a detuning. The detuning is small enough that there is no potential effect for atoms

in the F = 1 ground state (scattering dominates). Since the pumping beam is weak

and far-detuned for atoms in the F = 2 ground state, we found that the potential

13The detunings are close enough that we used a single value for both scattering-rate and
potential computations in our simulations.
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Barrier beam

Transmitting state F = 1 Reflecting state F = 2

Potential detuning ∆f = −5.413 GHz ∆f = 1.123 GHz

Scattering detuning
∆f = −5.412 GHz

P =
5

18

∆f = 1.117 GHz

P =
1

6

Pumping beam

Transmitting state F = 1 Reflecting state F = 2

Potential detuning ∆f = −16 MHz ∆f = 6.637 GHz

Scattering detuning
∆f = −16 MHz

P =
1

2

∆f = 6.636 GHz

P =
1

2

Table 4.2. The effective detunings used in the barrier simulations. Detunings both
for computing dipole potentials and scattering rates, for atoms in either states, are
shown. Also included are the probabilities for changing state when the atom scatters
light.

was negligible for those atoms as well, and so we simply disabled the computation

of the pumping-beam potential in our simulation. The shift in resonant frequency

due to the trapping beam was relatively small compared to the other detunings,

and so we ignored the effect for those.

The intensity profiles of the beam are computed assuming a standard Gaussian

beam shape, commonly derived in standard optics textbooks [92]. If the beam is

assumed to propagate along the z-axis with a focus at z = 0 and an integrated
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power of P , then the intensity I is given by:

I(x, y, z) =
2P

πwx0wy0

e−2( x
wx(z))

2

e
−2
(

y

wy(z)

)2

1−
(

z
z0

)2 (IV.3)

wx,y(z) = wx0,y0

√

1−
(

z

z0

)2

(IV.4)

z0 :=
πwx0wy0

λ
. (IV.5)

This is normally written with the two waists (1/e2 intensity radii) at the focus

(wx0 and wy0) equal, but our barrier beams are asymmetric, and so we need the

two waists to be separate. The Rayleigh length, z0, is the length scale of the focal

region, and λ is the wavelength of the light.

Our simulation consists of three beams. The main trapping beam defines the

z-axis, with the focus at the origin, with the propagation being in the +z direction.

Gravity (which is included in the simulations) defines the +y direction, and the

barrier beams are assumed to propagate in the +x direction.14 In our simulations,

the main trapping beam typically had a power of 9.34 W (in some, we simply used

10 W), which we calculated to be the approximate power of the trapping beam that

actually transmitted into the vacuum chamber. The maximum scattering rate of

this beam is on the order of 3 s−1, and so we ignore scattering off of the trapping

beam. The simulated trapping beam is symmetric, with a beam waist of 30.9 µm,

and operating wavelength of 1090 nm. With these numbers, the Rayleigh length

works out to be 2.8 mm and the trap depth works out to be kB × 0.9 mK. The

barrier and pumping beam are assumed to cross the trapping beam perpendicular

to the axis, a distance of 17 µm to each side of the focus (for a separation of

34 µm). The main barrier beam has a beam waist of 11.5 µm along the trapping

beam axis, and 80 µm perpendicular to that, with a total power of 40 µW. The

pumping barrier beam has a beam waist of 13 µm along the trapping beam axis,

and 60 µm perpendicular to that, with a total power of 0.36 µW. The detunings of

14In more complicated simulations, we also allowed for the fact that the barrier beams do not
propagate perfectly perpendicular to the dipole trap beam, but the effect of this was small, and
the results we discuss in this section do not include that effect.
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these beams are given in Table 4.2. With these parameters, the barrier beam has a

peak potential of kB × 0.22 mK (kB ×−0.05 mK× kB) and a maximum scattering

rate of 1.5× 105 s−1 (6.6× 103 s−1) for atoms in the reflecting (transmitting) state.

As mentioned, we disable the pumping beam potential. The maximum scattering

rates for the pumping beam are 47 s−1 (5.6 × 106 s−1) for atoms in the reflecting

state (transmitting) state.

For each time step of the simulation, we compute the force on each atom using

an analytic formula for the gradient of the potentials from the three laser beams

(according to the state of the atom), and iterate forwards in time using fourth-

order Runge-Kutta. We then pick a random number for each atom and each beam

and use it to determine if that atoms scatters a photon from that beam, using the

state-dependent local scattering rate multiplied by the time step as the probability

of a scattering event. If the atom scatters a photon, we add one photon-recoil of

momentum to the atom in the beam direction to simulate the kick from absorption

of the beam (we pretend the beam is has no spread in propagation direction for

this). We then add in a randomly directed photon-recoil of momentum, with a

dipole-radiation pattern, to simulate spontaneous emission of the atom excited by

linearly polarized light. Using the probability of a state change given in Table 4.2,

we then randomly change the state of the atom to simulate a possible decay into

the other ground state. After this, we proceed to the next time step.

We can now try to match our simulation with our experiments. The atoms are

initialized to a close approximation of the initial conditions of the atoms in the

experiments. They start with a Gaussian distribution 0.9 mm from the focus of

the trapping beam, with a position-independent thermal momentum distribution

corresponding to 100 µK. The longitudinal width of the positional distribution

corresponds to the approximate measured size of the atom cloud in our MOT, while

the radial directions are compressed slightly, to reduce the number of atoms in the

simulation that simply fall out of the trap. In the actual experiment, atoms load

from the MOT into the dipole trap continuously through the loading time, although

probably not at a constant rate. Since the dipole trap shifts atoms out of resonance

with the MOT trapping beams, the atoms that enter the trap earlier start their
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oscillations earlier. We approximate this effect by freezing the atoms initially and

releasing them at random times during the MOT loading period in the simulation.

Each atom is started in the same ground state to which we attempted to initialize

the atoms in the experiment. We then let the atoms evolve in the simulation for

27 ms before enabling the barrier and pumping beams in the simulation, which

includes a 5 ms loading time and another 22 ms for the atoms to travel to the other

side of the trap.

While we have also compared position distributions from both the simulation

and experiment, we found it simpler to compare the relative numbers of atoms on

each side of the barrier, as a function of time. The position distributions are a

decent match, as might be inferred from the comparison of numbers to each side of

the barrier, shown in Figure 4.17. We feel the simulations closely match the results

of the experiment.

Comparisons of simulations and experiment demonstrated two effects which we

had not expected. We knew that the period of atoms in the trap (about 50 ms)

were longer than the period we would expect from the harmonic center of the trap

(about 42 ms), and dephased within a few oscillations. We thought these were

largely effects of the anharmonicity of the trap, as the atoms are on the order of a

Rayleigh length away from the trap focus, where the potential is noticeably non-

harmonic. However, comparisons of our experiment with our simulation that, while

this effect did contribute, there was another contribution. The results shows in

Figure 4.18 shows a similar comparison as in Figure 4.17, but without the barrier

beams enabled. There are two simulations. In the simulation given by the solid

curve, the initial conditions are set up to match our experimental conditions. In

the dashed curve, the initial conditions are the same, except we set all the radial

positions and momenta to zero.

As seen in Figure 4.18, this change in initial conditions had a drastic effect on

the result. Since both setups had the same longitudinal spread, to lowest order

they should match on the anharmonicity of the trap. We see that anharmonicity

does have an effect, as the trap period is still larger than what we would expect

from the harmonic part of the trap. However, the initial condition with radial
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Figure 4.17. A comparison of simulation to typical experiments. Rather than
attempt a full comparison of atomic distribution (which matched relatively well), we
typically compared only the relative numbers of atoms on each side of the barrier.
The individual points represent data from the experiment, while the line is the
simulated data. The green points and curve show the total number of atoms still
in the trapping region, while the red and blue data represent the number of atoms
on the left and right sides of the barrier, respectively. Data for atoms starting on
both sides of the barrier are used.

motion has a larger period still, which suggests a coupling between radial motion

and longitudinal motion. Since the potential does not decouple into the product of

radial and longitudinal factors, some coupling is inevitable. However, the potential

is radially symmetric allowing us to invoke conservation of angular momentum to

reduce the equations of motion to a radial and a longitudinal component, as opposed

to the full three dimensions. With these equations, which we discuss later, we see

that angular momentum effectively flattens out the trap, and can even make the

central focus of the laser effectively repulsive (although this requires a rather large
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Figure 4.18. A comparison of simulations with different initial conditions. Here we
compare various simulations with data taken from an experiment without the barrier
beam turned on (the “no barrier” column in Figure 4.11). The points represent data
from the experiment (relative numbers of atoms to each side of where the barrier
would be). The solid curve shows the simulation results using our typical initial
conditions. The fainter, dashed curve shows the results if all the atoms are confined
to the axis of the main trap, while the faintest, dot-dashed curve shows the results
if the atoms are confined to the plane defined by the axis of the trap and gravity.
The green points and curves show the total number of atoms, while the red and
blue data show the numbers to the right and left of where the barrier would be (the
focus of the main trapping beam), respectively.
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initial kinetic energy compared to the average kinetic energy of atoms in our trap).

This is because the confinement of the focus requires atoms with angular momentum

to make a tighter, faster spiral near the focus of the trap. If the angular momentum

is large enough, the kinetic energy required to pass through the focus can be larger

than the depth of the trap, effectively preventing trapped atoms from entering the

focus.

Anharmonicity results in dephasing because, unlike in a harmonic trap, atoms

with different starting conditions have different periods of oscillation.15 This angular

momentum effect amplifies this, as not only do atoms have different velocities and

initial positions, they also have differing values of angular momentum, which causes

them to see different effective longitudinal potentials. Differing potentials results

in different periods for the atoms as well, increasing the rate of dephasing as the

atoms oscillate back and forth.

The second effect we noticed showed up when we attempted to use the simula-

tions to check the lifetimes of atoms within the trap. Over the typical 100 ms, the

effect is not very noticeable, but, as shown in Figure 4.19, over the second time-scale

the effect is dominant. The simulations, as we have described them so far, cannot

predict even the magnitude of the lifetime of atoms in the trap. As the lifetime of

atoms in the trapping beam without the barrier beam and pumping beam can be

much longer, whatever was missing in our simulations obviously depended on the

barrier beams. However, we had accounted for every single-beam, single-atom effect

we knew of, and something else was clearly ejecting atoms from the trap. Multi-

beam effects seemed unlikely to us, as those usually require the sum frequencies of

the beams to nearly match some transition of the atoms, but the beam frequencies

we had do not match any of the transitions in rubidium. We did know of vari-

ous multi-atom effects, which are discussed in many papers [93, 94]. In particular,

we referenced a paper from Carl Wieman’s group, which discussed these effects in

rubidium 85 atoms in a dipole trap, with a setup very similar to ours [61].

15Technically, due to the three dimensions coupling in this potential, the orbit of an atom is
not periodic. However, the atoms do tend to reach a similar point along the axis of the trapping
beam, and the time it takes for that is what we mean by the “period” of an orbit.
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Figure 4.19. A comparison of simulation lifetimes to experiment. For these plots,
the atoms start on the reflecting side of the barrier, and we carry the experiment out
over a longer-than-usual period of time to measure the lifetime of the atoms with the
barrier. The points represent data from the experiment (relative numbers of atoms
to each side of where the barrier would be). The solid curve shows the simulation
results including the light-assisted collision mechanism. The dashed curve shows
the results without that mechanism. The green points and curves show the total
number of atoms, while the red and blue data show the numbers to the right and left
of where the barrier would be (the focus of the main trapping beam), respectively.

There are several multi-atom effects we could consider. Pairs of rubidium atoms

could temporarily combine into a molecule (aided by light from the trapping beam)

with different transitions, and thus could simply fall out of the trap (or be repelled

by it, depending on the transition frequencies), a process called photoassociation

[61]. Or, a collision between atoms could swap which ground state one of the atoms

was in. In this process, known as hyperfine changing collisions, the energy difference

between ground states is converted to kinetic energy [94]. For rubidium, the ground-
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state splitting is on the order of a few gigahertz (times Planck’s constant). Dividing

by Boltzmann’s constant to convert to a temperature, we find this corresponds to

the scale of a Kelvin to a tenth of a Kelvin, far larger than the millikelvin depth of

our trap.

Those two processes tend to dominate when the atoms are exposed only to

far off-resonant light, such as the trapping beam. Another pair of processes tend

to dominate when the atoms are exposed to near-resonant light. One of these

processes, called fine structure changing collisions, involves the atom being excited

by the beam, and then changing to the other excited state by a collision, with some

of the energy difference being converted to sufficient kinetic energy to eject the atom

from the trap. In the other process, which is known as radiative escape and tends

to be the dominant loss mechanism in conditions somewhat similar to our one-way

barrier, the beam excites one atom, increasing the atom-atom attraction [61, 93].

Under this different interaction, the atoms accelerate towards one another. Should

the atom decay back to the ground state, the atoms return to a more non-interacting

state, but keep the extra kinetic energy, which is also (typically) sufficient to eject

the atoms from the trap.

While we suspect that radiative escape is the dominant loss mechanism in our

one-way barrier, we note that, for our purposes, it does not matter. All these loss

rates tend to be proportional to the probability of exciting an atom while there is

another atom nearby, and so they tend to be collectively labeled light-assisted colli-

sions, or a subset of what are known as density-dependent losses (loss mechanisms

where the probability of losing an atom depends on the local density of atoms). As

such, the effects can be mitigated by choosing a one-way barrier mechanism that

does not involve beams that can excite atoms as easily. Our experimental setup

was designed to focus more on trapping and performing position measurements on

small numbers of atoms, and is not particularly well set up for either a detailed

investigation of different implementations of optical one-way barriers and their loss

mechanisms.

Rather than attempt an in-depth exploration of the particular type of loss and

ways of mitigating it, we simply satisfied ourselves that a generic density-dependent
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loss rate could explain our shorter lifetimes, as that strongly suggests a way to

increase the lifetimes by avoiding methods that atomic excitation as common as it

is in our setup. We satisfied ourselves of this by simulating a density-dependent loss

rate that is proportional to the likelihood of exciting an atom in the trap, which is

a generic approach that encompasses all of the loss mechanisms described above.

We implemented the light-assisted collisions in post-processing, after the simu-

lation was run. One argument for this is that the we had the simulation running

with very small time steps, while the light-assisted collision losses, as can be seen

by the lifetime in Figure 4.19, happened on a much larger time-scale (but there is

no reason we could not have had the simulation only do the light-assisted collisions

every N > 1 time steps). The simulation output contains a record of the position

and velocity of every atom in the simulation, but with only one update for a large

number of time steps. With each update, it also recorded the number of time steps

each atom spent in each state. This allowed us to go back in post-processing and

calculate what fraction of the time each atom spent in the excited state, which is

a function both of what fraction of the time the atoms spent in each state and

where in each beam the atom was. We then estimated the local density of atoms

by counting the number of atoms in several small regions near the beams, and used

linear interpolation to get a density as a function of position. Using that, and the

fraction each atom had spent in each state, along with the known profiles of the

beams, we were able to integrate a loss probability for each output time step. With

a final pass, we marked atoms in the simulation as having been ejected from the

trap, using the computed ejection probability, and then simply skipped those atoms

when counting the number of atoms on each side of the barrier.

Modeling light-assisted collisions using our method has only one free parameter.

Once we have estimated the local density of atoms and what fraction of time the

atoms spent in the excited state, there is a scaling parameter that multiplies by

those factors to give the actual probability of a loss. This parameter could be

thought of as the range of the interaction between atoms, and determines what it

means for a density to be high enough to start causing losses. In our case, we fit this

parameter to the experimental data shown in Figure 4.19. We then compared our
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value to one measured by the Wieman group [61]. The coefficient they reported,

K = 1.1 (5)×10−10 cm5mW−1s−1, includes the squared detuning (resulting from the

probability of exciting the atom in the far-detuned limit), and so, once we include

that factor into our parameter, we get a value of 2×10−9 cm5mW−1s−1. The actual

density of atoms in our simulation is low enough that we really cannot approximate

the loss rate very well using our post-processing method, especially since the density

of atoms in the simulation is different from that in the experiment. Given our rather

crude method of modeling light-assisted collisions, we consider matching a measured

value to within an order of magnitude to be quite good.

We will finish this section on simulations with a more thorough discussion of

how angular momentum appears to affect atoms in our trap, pointing out some odd

limits in which the atoms behave quite oddly. For this discussion, we will discuss

only the single trapping beam, without the barrier beam and repumping beam,

and ignoring the effects of gravity to preserve cylindrical symmetry (some of the

amusing limiting cases are sensitive to gravity). We will assume the beam produces

a perfectly Gaussian and conservative potential (with no scattering). This lets us

write the potential (which is proportional to the intensity given by Equation (IV.3))

in cylindrical coordinates about the beam axis:

V (z, r) = −V0
e−q2

1 +
(

z
z0

)2 (IV.6)

q2 :=
2r2

w2

[
1 +

(
z
z0

)2] .

Here, z is the distance along the beam axis, with z = 0 being the trap focus, z0

being the Rayleigh length of the trap, r is the radial distance from the beam axis,

and w is the 1/e2 intensity radius of the trap at the focus. The abbreviation q

represents the radial coordinate, scaled by the width of the trap at that z value,

and will occur several times in the following discussion. The potential is assumed

to be attractive, and so we state that V0 > 0.

The equation of motions are simply derived from Equation (IV.6), and so we
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will simply show the result.16 As in the orbital mechanics (or central potential)

problems common in classical mechanics textbooks, the potential is independent of

one of the coordinates (the azimuthal coordinate) [95, 96]. The equation of motion

for that coordinate yields a conservation of angular momentum about the trap axis:

J := mr2
d

dt
φ. (IV.7)

where φ is the azimuthal coordinate, andm is the particle mass. The three equations

of motion work out to be:

d2z

dt2
= − 2V0

mz20
z
(
1− q2

) e−q2

[
1 +

(
z
z0

)2]2 (IV.8)

d2r

dt2
=

1

m2w4r3

[
J2 −mw2V0q

4e−q2
]

(IV.9)

d

dt
J = 0. (IV.10)

Inspecting this, we can see that for small r, with no angular momentum, there

is a linear restoring force in the radial direction (q2 is proportional to r2, and so

the q4 divided by the r3 in the denominator leave a linear factor). As we might

expect, though, for larger angular momentum, the radial equation allows for stable

circular orbits about the trap axis (assuming z is held fixed, which it is not). The

longitudinal equation also shows a linear restoring force, but that restoring force

is reduced by the (1− q2) factor. In fact, for large enough r, it actually becomes

a repelling force. This is because, far enough from the axis, the beam intensity

actually gets brighter away from the focal plane because the widening of the beam

leaving the focal plane becomes a stronger effect than the fading due to the wider

A particle with large r but no angular momentum will oscillate through the trap

16They are easy to derive using the Lagrangian formulation. Trying to derive them directly using
Newtonian mechanics is trickier, but quite possible. This is because the direction of increasing
radius (or azimuthal angle) is dependent on where a particle is, which is not true in Cartesian
coordinates. As an example, consider a free particle moving at constant speed s parallel to the
x-axis, with y = 1 (so x = st and y = 1). The acceleration is zero, but this is not obvious from the

cylindrical coordinate representation where the radius is equal to

√
1 + (st)

2
. Using Newtonian

mechanics, we must account for the shift to non-Cartesian coordinates by explicitly accounting
for the change in directions as well as the change in coordinates. This conversion is built-in to the
Lagrangian formulation (it could even be considered the motivation for their derivation).
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axis, and so see a mix of attractive and repelling forces along the z-axis, but one

with sufficient angular momentum will see a reduced attractive, and perhaps even

a repelling force. This extra change in apparent longitudinal force accounts for the

extra dephasing and longer period we see in the trap.

We finish with a quick observation. Our simulations can reproduce to fairly high

accuracy a circular orbit about the trap axis that with a fixed, non-zero z value.

We do this by noting that q2 = 1 sets the longitudinal “force” (Equation (IV.8))

to zero, which we can do for arbitrary z by picking r appropriately. We can then

pick a azimuthal velocity (which determines J) to force the radial “force” (Equation

(IV.9)) to zero. This orbit, however, is unstable. The kinetic energy of the orbit is

entirely in the azimuthal motion, which works out to be J2/2mr2. Since J is picked

so that the term in brackets in Equation (IV.9) is zero, we can use the definition

of q (and the fact that q2 = 1 for this orbit) to solve for the kinetic energy. The

result exactly cancels the potential energy, so that the total energy is zero. This

means that the particle is technically not trapped. Furthermore, because there is a

continuum of (r, z) pairs that satisfy q2 = 1, and J is conserved, the equations allow

for a particle with small deviations from that orbit to drift along that continuum.

Our simulations show that the orbit is not particularly stable to deviations. If q2

is not exactly unity, then this tends to be treated as a perturbation in r, which

tends to have a stiffer radial force, and the r value oscillates rapidly about a value

that does have q2 = 0. This samples a range of restoring forces in the z direction,

and tends to cause the particle to drift away from the focus. If J is perturbed to

be slightly larger instead, then the total energy of the particle is positive, and the

particle is not bound. In this case, it drifts away from the focus, traveling along the

q2 = 0 manifold, never to return. If J is slightly less (keeping a circular orbit, which

means we break from q2 = 1), the particle starts a slow oscillation about the focus of

the trap. As a final killer preventing this particular orbit from being seen, because

this orbit is rather unstable, we suspect that gravity would disturb the symmetry

enough to make this orbit hard to see. Despite the unlikelihood of observing a

repelling focus, several atoms in the simulations shown in Figure 4.17 were effected

strongly enough by this effect that they never managed to cross through the focus,
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even with the 100 ms experiment time plus the initial half-period before the barrier

beams were enabled. At least one atom in the simulation seemed to reflect off of

the focus of the trap.

Accounting for the Entropy Changes in an Optical One-Way Barrier

Our one-way barrier is a simple modification of the classic Maxwell’s Demon.

James Maxwell, in his Theory of Heat, described a theoretical being (now referred

to as Maxwell’s Demon, although not called that in Maxwell’s book) who knew the

location of every molecule of gas in a divided container [97]. By operating a little

trap door in the divider of the container, the demon could allow warmer molecules

to pass from left to right, and colder molecules to pass from right to left, but not

the other way around. In doing so, this demon could separate hot atoms from cold

atoms. In theory, once that separation is made, the temperature difference could

be used to run some sort of engine, and the process could be repeated ad infinitum,

allowing one to extract thermal energy from something that is initially at a constant

temperature.

Such a device is considered to be impossible by invoking the Second Law of

Thermodynamics, which states that the entropy of a closed system cannot decrease.

Thermal equilibrium is the highest-entropy state of a closed system, so the demon,

without expending energy, is decreasing the entropy of the system by sorting the

molecules into hot and cold, which is not thermal equilibrium. Our one-way barrier

also decreases the entropy of the system, but by decreasing the volume occupied

by the atoms rather than sorting by temperature. This decrease in entropy can

also be used to run an engine off of a constant-temperature reservoir, as shown in

Figure 4.20. We begin by inserting a one-way barrier into a container of atoms.

Through its normal motion, each atom will eventually end up on the reflecting side

of the barrier, where it will remain. Eventually, all the atoms will be trapped on

the reflecting side. The force of atoms reflecting off of the barrier exerts a pressure

on the barrier. Initially, with atoms on both sides, there was a pressure on both

sides resulting in no net force, but there is now a strong force attempting to expand
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the container. In the case of our optical one-way barrier, we could then insert

something solid for the atoms to push, but here we pretend the barrier itself is

something physical. By letting the atoms press the barrier, we can extract work

from the atoms in the container. The atoms, reflecting off a receding wall, reflect

with less kinetic energy than they had, cooling the atoms. Thus, after expansion,

the atoms are cooled and their thermal energy has been transferred into pushing

the barrier. At this point, we have extracted work from a system that was initially

at thermal equilibrium. Often, the explanation goes that the chamber is in some

thermal bath, which heats the atoms back to their original temperature, and is then

in the exact same state as at the beginning of the process. Either way, this shows

a method of converting thermal energy into useful mechanical work in a system at

a single temperature.

To show why such a system violates the second law of thermodynamics, we will

give an explanation of what entropy is, and then use that to show why the above

systems cannot work without either:

1. adding more energy to the system than the system produces, or

2. having access to something that is at a lower temperature than the system,

in which case the work comes from heat flowing from a high temperature to

a low temperature, which is not a violation of the second law.17

Interestingly, while Maxwell himself realized the demon he described in 1871 ap-

peared to be a problem with the laws of thermodynamics, this problem was not

resolved until the 1980s, when the presence of computers brought forth information

theory [98, 99]. We will describe this resolution, and then then explicitly show

how a system like our optical one-way barrier does not violate the second law of

thermodynamics.

Entropy is often described as a measure of disorder; more formally, it is a measure

of probability, likelihood, or missing information. When you have a system that

17Since the system does not really involve a transfer of energy, we do not really need a temper-
ature imbalance as simply a way of transferring entropy that causes a larger increase in entropy
in the reservoir than the corresponding decrease in the system. In our case, this involves a low-
entropy reservoir where it is very easy to increase the entropy.
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Figure 4.20. A simple apparently-perpetual-motion engine one could build using a
one-way barrier. The one-way barrier divides the container, and eventually all atoms
end up on one side. This creates a pressure difference, which could be used to operate
a small piston. After expansion, the atoms we be cooler, having transferred kinetic
energy into the piston. If the atoms could then be warmed up to some environmental
temperature, the process could be repeated. This warming process injects the same
amount of energy as was exerted on the piston, so energy is conserved. However,
useful work is performed without increasing entropy, which essentially violates the
second law of thermodynamics. We argue in the text that the entropy of the one-
way barrier must somehow increase to compensate, and explicitly show how in the
case of our one-way barrier.

could be in any of N states, with a probability Pi of being in a particular state i,

then the entropy, S, is given as:

S = −
N∑

i=1

Piln(Pi). (IV.11)

This definition of entropy may be found in many textbooks, although it is sometimes

treated as a derived formula [100]. Our treatment of entropy as it pertains to our

barrier is our own.

One example to show how Equation (IV.11) is a measure of disorder, likelihood,

or information, is to work with a particle in a box. In classical mechanics, a particle

is completely described by its position and momentum at a given time (assuming no
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internal degrees of freedom). Given that, the available states for the particle are the

set of all possible positions and momenta for the particle, as long as the position is

inside the container (the one thing we know about the system). This is actually an

uncountable set, so it is not obvious how to apply Equation (IV.11) to compute the

entropy. The solution is to coarse-grain the system, and divide the physical space

inside the container into N equally sized volumes. We can likewise divide the set of

all momentum vectors into some three-dimensional grid, and compute the entropy

using Equation (IV.11):

S = −
N∑

i=1

∑

p

Pi,pln(Pi,p).

where the i sum covers the different volumes, the p sum covers the different mo-

mentum values (a three-dimensional sum), and Pi,p is the probability of the particle

being at position i (in subvolume i) with momentum p. Note that we could also

consider having a sum over all space, instead of just subvolumes of the container,

but since the probability of the particle occupying positions outside the container

is zero (that is what we know about the system), we can always restrict the sum to

a volume within the container.

Since we know nothing more about the particle other than some restriction on

its location in space (it is in the container), we assume that the probability of the

particle being in a particular one of the N subvolumes is independent of which

subvolume, or what the momentum is.18 The particle has been bouncing around

in there a while, and probably spent some time in every corner of the container,

so, without further information, we do not know where it is, or where it is more

likely to be, so we must assign constant probabilities to everything.19 As described

18This is a variant of what is known as the ergodic hypothesis in physics [100]. Once you reach
the limits of your knowledge of the system, you assume the system is equally likely to be in any of
the states allowed by what you know about the system. This assumption can typically be justified
by assuming the distribution of initial conditions is finely spread among the possible states, or that
the evolution of the system allows it to sample enough of the available states that the probability
of being in any of them (or near any of them) is roughly constant.

19We could imagine a container with a large open volume and a very small, long tube that twists
and turns in some fantastically complex manner, such that the probability of a particle successfully
navigating the tube are much less than the odds of defeating a Star Destroyer in the Millennium
Falcon. In such a case, if we know the particle started in the main region of the container, we
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in Appendix B, independent probabilities multiply (Pi,p = PiPp), so the entropy

reduces to:

S = −
N∑

i=1

∑

p

PiPpln(PiPp)

S = −
N∑

i=1

∑

p

PiPp (ln(Pi) + ln(Pp))

S = −
N∑

i=1

∑

p

PiPpln(Pi)−
N∑

i=1

∑

p

PiPpln(Pp)

S = −
N∑

i=1

Piln(Pi)
∑

p

Pp −
N∑

i=1

Pi

∑

p

Ppln(Pp)

S = −
N∑

i=1

Piln(Pi)−
∑

p

Ppln(Pp).

where we have used the fact that the sum of all the probabilities for a given distribu-

tion is unity. This result shows that, for our independent probability distributions

over position and momentum, the entropy breaks up into the sum of a position-only

entropy (using a sum over the subvolumes and the probabilities of being in those)

and a momentum-only entropy. Now, if we let Pi = 1/N , since all N subvolumes

are equally likely, the first term reduces further:

S = −
N∑

i=1

1

N
ln

(
1

N

)
−
∑

p

Ppln(Pp) = ln(N)
N∑

i=1

1

N
−
∑

p

Ppln(Pp)

= ln(N)−
∑

p

Ppln(Pp). (IV.12)

So far, our entropy of a particle-in-a-box, Equation (IV.12), has two essential prob-

lems, solved by a common solution. First, the volume term ln(N) is dependent

on the size or number of subvolumes into which we split the container, and ap-

proaches infinity as the number of subvolumes tends to infinity. Second, no matter

could assign a lesser probability to the particle being in the tip of the tube than to an equivalent
volume in the main part, since the probability of the particle making its way down the tube is so
small. However, if we do not know anything about the starting conditions, then it is possible the
particle started in the tube, or at least started so long ago that it could have made its way down
the tube. In this case, we must assign equal probabilities.
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how coarsely we split the available momentum values, the number of momentum

“subvolumes” is infinite, and so the equivalent ln(N) term is already infinite. One

possible solution is to invoke a little more knowledge about the system. For exam-

ple, the energy is not infinite, so it is reasonable to expect that the momentum is,

in fact, bounded.20 Also, if we look at combined position and momentum states

in phase space, as opposed to separating them as we did here, quantum mechanics

and the Heisenberg uncertainty relation suggest a natural phase-space volume to

use. These two effects give a finite entropy, but if they seem rather arbitrary, that

is fine. Entropy is most useful in comparing systems (or states of the same system).

If the momenta distributions of two systems are the same, then any method we use

to make the momentum term of the entropy finite, as long as we are consistent,

will make that term of the entropy of each system the same. Thus, in comparing

entropies, if the momenta distributions are the same, those terms cancel. If the mo-

menta distributions are different, then we care only about the difference in entropies

of the resulting entropies, and the problems with infinity tend to disappear.

So, with that in mind, we will define some arbitrary subvolume of the container

with size v, and some arbitrary subvolume of momentum space with size p, with

some total volume Vp. As used above, N is the number of subvolumes in the

container, which now becomes V/v. Likewise, the same derivation of ln(N) for

the position space works on the momentum term, and we arrive at this version of

entropy for a particle in a box:

S = ln(V/v) + ln(Vp/p) = ln(V Vp)− ln(vp).

With one final modification, we will have derived the entropy of a particle in a box.

The term ln(vp) depends on our arbitrary choice in subvolume size, which we will

presumably use everywhere we compute entropy. Thus, it is a constant term which

will be applied to every entropy, and we can therefore drop it. Our final entropy

for a particle in a box is therefore:

S = ln(Ω). (IV.13)

20Another assumption is to drop the strict ergodic hypothesis and assume that the probability of
having really high momenta goes to zero smoothly as the magnitude of the momentum increases.
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Here, we have replaced the product V Vp by Ω. The product V Vp resulted from our

earlier decision to handle positions and momentums separately. Had we treated the

problem with those degrees of freedom combined, we would have found ourselves

splitting the entire available phase space into subvolumes, with equal probability

distributed among them, and ended up with some entropy equal to the logarithm of

the available phase space volume (minus the logarithm of some constant subvolume

in phase space, which we would have dropped). This is a slightly more general

version of the product of volumes given here.

The derivation of Equation (IV.13) can be generalized to any system of non-

interacting particles in some bounded region of phase space (the combination of all

possible positions and momenta of every particle). The entropy of the entire system

is the logarithm of the volume of the available phase space, where the volume

includes the positions and momenta of every particle in the system. Equation

(IV.13) is how entropy is often defined in thermodynamics. For any system with

some number (or continuum) of states each with a constant probability, our original

definition of entropy (Equation (IV.11)) reduces to the logarithm of the number (or

volume) of states available, plus or minus some constant. If state A contains more

substates or phase space volume than state B, then the entropy associated with

state A is larger than the entropy associated with state B. If we have no other

reason to assume state A is more or less likely than state B, we could assume

the underlying substates were all equally likely, in which case the state with more

substates is the most likely. In other words, the state with the highest entropy is

the most likely.

For example, let us pick two states. State A is where the particle is in the left

half of the box, and state B is where the particle is in the left-most quarter of the

box. Knowing only that the particle is somewhere in the box, we do not know the

particle is in either state A or state B. However, the probability that the particle

is in the left half is larger than the probability that the particle is in some smaller

region, so we state that state A is more likely than state B. This is the sense that

entropy is a measure of likelihood, or probability. State A, having a larger volume,

also has a larger entropy, since, in this case, entropy is essentially the logarithm of
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the volume. The most likely state is the one with the highest entropy.21 This is

why Equation (IV.13) is the definition of entropy often supplied in textbooks, as it

is simpler to use, and makes the connection between entropy and likelihood more

transparent.22 We note, though, that when a system has a set of states where some

states are more likely than others, this definition fails. Sometimes we can cheat and

define the “volume” of each state as some measure proportional to the likelihood

of each state, but it is often safer to simply resort to using the original definition,

Equation (IV.11), which we will do shortly.

We are now prepared to describe why we also refer to entropy as missing infor-

mation. We start with a set of states describing a system. Any one state completely

describes the system; if we know the system is in one particular state, we consider

the system fully described. We then compute the entropy based on how many states

the system could be in (and the probability of being in each state). The resulting

value is something like the logarithm of the number of states the system could be

in. If we know exactly which state the system is in, the entropy is ln(1) = 0. The

more states the system could be in, the larger the entropy is. In this sense, a larger

entropy means we know less about the system, or that there is more we could learn

about a system. A system with an entropy of ln(2) essentially has two states it could

be in. A system with the much larger entropy of ln(1000000) has a million states

it could be in. The latter system, with the larger entropy, is much less determined

than the former, which means there is much more we could learn from it than the

21Note that this analogy is not perfect without some qualifications. For example, say state A
was the particle being somewhere within the box, and state B is the particle being in some larger
volume that includes the box. Since we know the particle is in the box, both states are equally
likely with probability 1, even though the entropy for state B is larger since it refers to a larger
volume. Technically speaking, this example is invalid. If we know the particle is in the box, then
not all the volume covered by state B is equally likely to be occupied, so we cannot use S = ln(Ω)
for computing entropy. Done correctly, we would find both states have the same entropy.

22As we will briefly cover, entropy in thermodynamics is often associated with energy and
temperature, so, to aid in conversion, entropy is often defined as S = kBln(Ω) instead of just ln(Ω),
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. In this form, ST is the energy required to transfer an amount
of entropy S into a reservoir at constant temperature T . However, since this section mostly deals
with entropy as a measure of information, we choose not to include kB in the definition. Texts
sometimes skirt the issue by measuring temperature in units of Boltzmann’s constant; in such
units, kB = 1.
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first, where we can only learn one more piece of information (which state it is in).

This is also why entropy is considered a measure of disorder, although this is

a poor measure of entropy as the concept of disorder can be non-intuitive. As an

example, we consider an ice cube. In our overly simplistic model, each molecule of

water in the ice cube is perfectly placed in a crystal lattice. Once the orientation

and location of the cube is set, the locations of all the molecules are set. If we knew

exactly where all the molecules are, then the entropy of the ice cube is zero. Now,

if we drop the ice cube and it breaks all over the floor, we have many smaller ice

cubes. In order to specify the location of the all the molecules, we need to describe

the location, orientations, and shapes of all the pieces of ice. Now, there is much

more information that needs to be given to determine the location of all the water

molecules. If we specify all that, the entropy is once again zero, but if we simply

know that the cube broke into many pieces, there are many ways the cube could

have broken, and so the entropy is now much larger. The more pieces of ice there

are, the larger the entropy. If we knew the ice pieces would all be the same shape

and size, and would align themselves on some grid pattern, that is a very small

subset of all the possible ways the pieces could end up. Worded another way, the

number of ways the ice could break that appear “ordered” to the human mind is a

very small subset of the total number of ways the ice could break. Therefore, the

entropy of an “ordered” breakage is much lower than a “random” breakage. This

concept breaks down for most people in the limit where the number of pieces is the

number of molecules. This is essentially water, which has a much higher entropy

than broken ice cubes, since we now need to specify individual locations for every

molecule as opposed to clusters of them. However, since this “disorder” is well

below what we humans can detect, we mostly see water with a smooth surface,

which looks “ordered” even though it has a much higher entropy.

With these descriptions of entropy, the second law of thermodynamics is almost

self-evident. Say we start with two boxes of the same size, one empty and the other

with a known number number of particles with a certain total kinetic energy. If we

connect the two boxes so that particles may travel between the two, eventually the

particles will spread out to fill the two boxes. Assuming that each particle occupies
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one of the boxes with probability 1/2, independent of any other particle, we can

compute the probabilities of the particles being in one box or the other. These

probabilities are plotted in Figure 4.21 for varying numbers of particles. Note

how sharply peaked the distribution becomes about the case where the particles

are nearly evenly split. For a small number of particles, it is quite possible that

all the particles will be in one box or the other (for N = 1, it is a certainty).

For a large number of particles, though, it is effectively an absolute certainty that

the particles will be split approximately evenly between the two boxes. This is a

binomial distribution, which, as described in Section B.5, has a standard deviation

of
√
N/2 (for a probability of 1/2), and is nearly Gaussian for large N . For a

Gaussian, approximately 99.7% of the distribution is contained within 3 standard

deviations of the mean.23 Therefore, with better than 99% certainty, we can expect

half the particles, plus or minus 3
√
N/2, to be in one box. For a thousand particles,

that deviation is about 47, or about 5%. For one million particles, that deviation

is less than 0.2%.

The second law of thermodynamics states that entropy of a closed system never

decreases. Technically, this is not true. In our two-box example, the highest entropy

case is where the number of particles is exactly split between the two boxes (or as

close as is possible for an odd number of particles). All the time, particles can change

side. Unless pairs always swap sides together, there will be deviations from that

perfect state, and those changes must decrease the entropy. However, for a large

number of particles, the probability of a substantial deviation from the maximum

entropy state is so tiny as to be ignorable. Considering that the initial state was

one where all the particles were in one box, which we are calling an entropy of 0,

it is fair to say that, in this case, the entropy has risen and will never decrease

(noticeably) again without some external influence.

The second law presents a distinction we will use later. A reversible process

must not increase entropy. If a process can just as easily go one direction as another,

23The integral of the Gaussian, called the error function, is well-tabulated and most numerical
software has some way to compute it. However, it is handy to remember that approximately 68%
of the area of a Gaussian is within one standard deviation of the mean, and 95% and 99.7% are
within 2 and 3 standard deviations, respectively.
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Figure 4.21. The probabilities of particles being in one of two boxes. We plot the
probability of having a certain fraction of N particles in one of two equally likely
connected boxes, for various value of N . For a single particle, the probability is
1/2 that the particle is in the box (all the particles are in the box) and 1/2 the
particle is not in the box (none of the particles are in the box). For larger values
of N , the distribution becomes very sharply peaked about 1/2, where the particles
are split evenly between the two boxes. The horizontal scales have been adjusted
so that all are on a scale from “none” to “all” particles being in the box. The
vertical scales were adjusted according to the approximate width of the distribution
to compensate.
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then that process must not increase entropy, for it would need to decrease entropy

to reverse itself. A ball rolling down a hill in an ideal frictionless environment is a

reversible situation. We could just as easily imagine the ball bouncing off a lossless

spring at the bottom and then rolling back up the hill. This is a reversible process,

and so must not involve an increase in entropy. An irreversible process, on the

other hand, must increase entropy. Otherwise, the final collection of states is just

as likely as the initial. This means that, at some point in the future, the system

is just as likely to be back in the initial state, and so the process was, in fact,

reversible. Therefore, for a process to be irreversible, the final state must have a

higher entropy than the initial.

We will now quickly demonstrate some uses of entropy in preparation of our

calculation of the one-way barrier entropy. If we have two systems A and B and

allow energy to transfer between them (but not in or out of the pair of systems),

then the second law states that energy will flow between the two systems until

the total entropy is maximized, in analogy with our particle case given above.

We represent the total energy as E, and the energy in each system EA and EB,

with EA + EB = E. Likewise, the entropies of the two systems are SA(EA) and

SB(EB). The entropies could easily be functions of other variables, such as number

of particles, so we will use partial derivatives in our definitions, but only explicitly

show energy dependence. The main caveats are that E is constant, and the systems

are distinguishable, allowing us to say SA is not a function of EB, and vice versa.

We now ask what the equilibrium energy of each system is. The two system case

is the simplest. We can use the conservation of energy (E is constant) to eliminate

all but one variable, so that we are trying to maximize:

SA(EA) + SB(EB) = SA(EA) + SB(E − EA).

Assuming the functions are differentiable, the maximum occurs when the derivative

of this quantity with respect to EA is zero.24 Thus, we arrive at this relation for

24The other possibility is that the maximum occurs at some boundary value of EA, such as 0 or
E if we are disallowing negative values of energy. These endpoints require that the energy of one
of the systems reaches the lowest possible value for that system. In practice, entropy functions
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the final state of the two systems:

∂

∂EA

SA(EA) +
∂

∂EA

SB(E − EA) = 0.

Using the chain rule to substitute back to EB, the final result is:

∂

∂EA

SA(EA) =
∂

∂EB

SB(EB).

In fact, for the general case of multiple systems, the equilibrium solution is where

this relation is satisfied:

∂

∂EA

SA(EA) =
∂

∂EB

SB(EB) =
∂

∂EC

SC(EC) = · · · .

This is because if the derivatives are not equal, we can always increase the total

energy by shifting a small amount of energy from a system with a smaller derivative

to a system with a larger derivative.

When we connect these systems, energy tends to flow from the systems with the

smaller derivatives to the systems with the larger derivatives, until all the derivatives

are equal, simply because there are so many more states where that is approximately

true than not. This is what we observe to be true about temperature (albeit in the

wrong direction). In thermodynamics, temperature is often defined in terms of these

entropy derivatives. However, the usual definition is that energy flows from high

temperature to low temperature, which is backwards from the derivatives, so the

usual definition for the temperature T of a system flips that:

1

T
:=

∂

∂E
S(E). (IV.14)

In other words, the temperature of a system is reciprocal of the partial derivative of

the entropy as a function of energy. If we can invert S(E) and write the energy of a

system as a function of the entropy (E(S)), then by the chain rule, the temperature

is also:

T =
∂

∂S
E(S).

typically have infinite positive slopes at the lowest possible energy. This is the essence of the third
law of thermodynamics, which is outside the scope of this discussion. What it means here is that
these boundary values are not maxima, as the entropy increases infinitely fast when a little energy
is added to the system and more than compensates for the corresponding decrease in entropy for
the systems from which the energy comes.
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Note that, as we have defined entropy to be unit-less, temperature has units of

energy. This is not how we usually define temperature, and so a scale factor called

Boltzmann’s constant is often introduced as a conversion between energy and tem-

perature. This factor is often included in the definition of entropy, which makes

Equation (IV.14) correct. The definition of temperature with an explicit Boltz-

mann’s constant is
1

kBT
:=

∂

∂E
S(E),

where we use the unit-less entropy we have been using.

We can quickly show that these definitions are related to the physical world.

One typical case is there is a single system of interest connected to a much larger

system, called a thermal bath, or a reservoir. The important feature of the reservoir

is that it is so much larger than the system that even if we dump all the energy of

the system into the reservoir, the reservoir will not be greatly affected. As a simple

example, we could take a single molecule of water (the system of interest) in a

swimming pool (the reservoir). Clearly, to a very good approximation, transferring

energy from the molecule of water to the rest of the pool and back, is not going

to noticeably change the total energy of the pool. We assume the total energy of

the system is a constant ET . The system of interest (the water molecule in our

example) has energy E and entropy S(E). Because the reservoir (the pool in our

example) is so much larger than the system, we assume the energy and entropy of

the reservoir change little as energy transfers between the reservoir and the system,

so we can write the system entropy as a first-order expansion in E:

SR(ET − E) ≈ SR(ET )−
∂SR

∂E
E.

The derivative is just the reciprocal of the temperature of the reservoir. By not

including higher-order terms in our expansion, we are essentially assuming that the

temperature is roughly constant as energy transfers back and forth between the

system and reservoir, as stated by the second law of thermodynamics. Since the

fluctuations about equal temperature get smaller as the system gets larger, this is

particularly true for the reservoir, but not necessarily the system of interest. Making
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this identification, we have:25

SR(ET − E) ≈ SR(ET )−
1

kBTR

E.

Assuming the various states of the system of interest combined with the reservoir

are equally likely, the likelihood that the system has energy E1 is proportional to

the number of states in which the system has energy E1, a phase-space volume we

will call Ω1. We can use this along with Equation (IV.13) to evaluate the relative

likelihoods of the system having two different energies E1 and E2:

PE1

PE2

=
Ω1

Ω2

=
eS1

eS2

= exp(S1 − S2).

We now apply our approximation that the reservoir is much larger than the system

of interest, allowing us to use our above approximation for the reservoir entropy and

to ignore the entropy contribution of the system of interest. The constant entropies

cancel, leaving us with:
PE1

PE2

=
e−E1/kBTR

e−E2/kBTR
.

Our approximations get better as the reservoir gets larger (assuming we can wait

long enough for it to reach thermal equilibrium). It therefore makes sense to assign

relative probabilities to a system of interest in a much larger thermal bath having

a certain energy E:

PE ∝ e−E/kBT . (IV.15)

Here, we have derived the famous Boltzmann factor. In our example of a molecule

in a swimming pool, it can be used to give the kinetic energy distribution of the

molecule. In a chemical reaction, it gives the relative proportions of the various

chemical products; in the atmosphere, it gives a decent approximation of the density

of air with altitude, although that is an approximation because the atmosphere is

25Note that we can drop the subscripts and write TkB∆S = −∆E. As mentioned, Boltzmann’s
constant is typically included in the entropy, and we see that in these constant-temperature cases,
∆ST is the amount of energy we must transfer into the constant-temperature reservoir to increase
its entropy by an amount ∆S.
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not at thermal equilibrium and is not a closed system as sunlight heats it and

it radiates energy into space. In the altitude example, the potential energy of a

particle with mass m in a constant gravitation acceleration g at a height h is mgh,

and so, in a limited region of the atmosphere, the probability of a molecule of air

being at height h would scale as exp(−mgh/kBT ). Since air molecules are relatively

non-interacting, this gives the height-dependence of the density of air.

Our atmospheric density example fails for our swimming pool example because

the particles in a liquid are interacting particles. For water, the probability of a

molecule of water being at the bottom of the pool is not independent of the positions

of other molecules, since if the bottom of the pool if filled, our molecule cannot

occupy that space.26 We can, however, assume the velocity is rather independent

of other particles (this is even more true in a gas). In that case, we can average

over the possible kinetic energies of the particle, either in a pool or the atmosphere,

where the probability of having that kinetic energy is exp(−E/kBT ). If we assume

all kinetic energies have similar phase spaces, then the average kinetic energy is kBT .

More precisely, though, the equally likely states typically correspond to individual

velocities. In three-dimensions, a particular energy corresponds to the surface of a

three-dimensional sphere of velocities, with radius proportional to
√
E. The total

sphere volume is therefore proportional to E3/2, meaning the volume of a thin shell

around that (the part having energy E) is proportional to E1/2 dE. Thus, the

probability of having a kinetic energy E is proportional to that volume times the

Boltzmann factor, E1/2exp(−E/kBT ) dE. Taking the average kinetic energy with

that yields 3kBT/2, the average motional (we did not include rotational energy)

kinetic energy of a molecule in a gas at temperature T . While the energy-volume

prefactor differs from system to system, because the Boltzmann factor scales energy

with the temperature, the end result will nearly always be that the average energy

of the system is in some way proportional to the temperature. Thus, this odd

definition of temperature in terms of entropy coincides with our usual intuition

that temperature corresponds to the amount of heat (or energy) in a system.

26Back in air, there is enough of a gap between molecules that there is still plenty of room for
another particle.
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Now we see that a substantial decrease in entropy is, almost by definition, an ex-

tremely unlikely event. Therefore, the entropy of a system cannot decrease without

the entropy of some other system increasing by a larger amount, for a net increase.27

We can use this to describe why the engine described in Figure 4.20 cannot be used

as a perpetual-motion machine. There is a system (the atoms in the container),

and we use a one-way barrier to decrease the entropy of the system (or, in the case

presented by Maxwell’s demon, the decrease in entropy is a separation of hot and

cold). That entropy change is used to produce useful energy. The system then

re-absorbs that energy back from the reservoir, in order to repeat.

In the entropy-decreasing step, in order for that process to be spontaneous, the

entropy of some other system (which we will call the memory, for reasons we will

discuss shortly) must increase by an amount at least as large as the decrease. Then,

in order for re-absorbing energy from the reservoir to occur, the entropy of the

reservoir must decrease less than the increase in entropy of the system. If we ever

need to return the memory to its original state, and we will argue that we will need

to do just that, then we need to decrease the entropy of the memory. One option

is to add more steps, but eventually, we will need to return that entropy to the

reservoir. So, in summary, the system entropy decreases (we will call the change

−S), but the memory entropy increases more. Restoring the memory requires an

even larger increase in the reservoir entropy (which is true regardless of how many

extra steps we need to insert), so the reservoir entropy increases by more than S.

Restoring the system requires an increase of the system entropy of S, which means

the reservoir entropy must decrease, but the change must be larger than −S. The

important point is that the decrease in reservoir entropy is more than −S, and the

increase is more than S, so the net change is positive. The system and memory are

assumed to be restored to their original states, for a net entropy change of zero.

Since the reservoir is at constant temperature, we can use the definition of

temperature in Equation (IV.14) to state that the energy transferred to/from the

reservoir is the product of the temperature multiplied by the entropy change. This

is because a constant temperature implies the derivative of energy with respect

27This is not guaranteed, but a safe bet.
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to entropy is constant, so integrating that yields the result that energy change

is proportional to entropy change. Therefore, the net energy transferred into the

reservoir is the temperature times he net entropy change of the reservoir, which

we just argued needs to be positive. This means that the energy the system can

produce must be less than the energy we need to dump into the reservoir to get the

system to work. In other words, the perpetual energy scheme fails, as it takes more

work to operate the scheme than it produces.

We now discuss what we call the memory. In our case, that memory is the

pumping beam, but in the more general description of Maxwell’s demon, that is

usually described as the memory of the demon, which needs to know the location

and other properties of the atoms in order to separate them. Note that this memory

must initially be in a known state (and so has a very low entropy), so that recording

the position of atoms into it changes its entropy to one similar to the entropy of the

atoms (which is a higher entropy), which is an increase of entropy. Otherwise, the

process of writing to the memory must be irreversible. For example, any process

that records a value of 1 into a section of memory with an unknown value (say either

0 or 1, for simplicity) is, by definition, irreversible. After all, once the 1 is written,

if we were to try to reverse that write, there are two possible states (the 0 or 1 that

the write process overwrote). As we cannot know which state the system was in

based on the outcome, the process must have been irreversible, with an associated

increase in entropy. This is equivalent to first erasing the memory and then writing

to it, so we will just assume the memory must be erased first.

As long as we have erased “memory” to write into, we can continue the heat-

engine cycle in Figure 4.20, and extract energy from our constant temperature

reservoir.28 However, if the memory is finite, we must eventually erase that memory

and return it to a low-entropy state to start over again. That requires an entropy

increase somewhere, and the only place left is the reservoir. If we can only transfer

entropy to the reservoir through an energy transfer, then that requires the amount

of energy described earlier. Note that we can bypass this energy requirement and

28Note, though, that by the following argument, it probably took an infinite amount of energy
to create that erased memory in the first place.
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achieve perpetual motion in two ways. We can either have a prepared supply of

erased memory (which has an important energy cost), or we can have some way of

transferring entropy to the reservoir that is not through energy (particle transfer,

for example). Either way, we can only use the memory for “perpetual” motion until

some supply of either memory, energy, or whatever vessel is used to transfer entropy

to the reservoir, is exhausted. At that point, the “free” energy is done, and we are

back to requiring energy (or something) to continue to get the process to work.

Since the coupling to the reservoir at some point is usually energy, we state that a

system like this can only work if we provide more energy that it produces, or we

have a low-temperature reservoir we can dump into (essentially pumping heat from

a high-temperature reservoir to a low-temperature reservoir), or we have an infinite

memory (which is basically a low-entropy source).

We are now ready to show a computation of the entropy of atoms in our one-way

barrier, and demonstrate that the second law of thermodynamics is upheld. In doing

so, we will describe how we cannot extract work from such a system without a low-

temperature source. In order to make the math easier, we make several assumptions.

Each assumption either decreases the change in total entropy we compute, or we

can show it retains a good approximation of the entropy. We then show that this

decreased change of entropy is positive; therefore, the actual change in entropy is a

net increase as well.

There are two components to our barrier: the atoms and the light fields used to

trap them. The laser beams scatter light off the atoms, giving random momentum

kicks which heat the atoms (increasing their entropy) and increase the entropy of

the laser beam (which changes from a single beam to a spread). Even when acting

as a conservative potential (which cannot decrease the entropy of the atoms), the

atoms shift the phase of the laser beam. Since the ideal laser beam has a well-defined

phase, any shifts from the atom should increase the entropy of the laser beams. The

actual trapping potentials are, ideally, conservative, and could in theory be made

arbitrarily close to that. The pumping beam that pumps from one state to the

other requires scattering; however, with the use of cavities, we could theorize that

it is possible to reduce the effects of the random kicks of scattering. These effects
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are not necessary to the operation of the barrier, and so we will ignore them. By

showing that the entropy increases without these effects, we will automatically be

showing that the entropy increases with them.

The one essential element of the atom–light interaction is that the pumping

beam changes the internal states of the atoms. Our barrier cannot work without

somehow changing the atoms; otherwise, the barrier beam cannot present a different

potential to the untrapped atoms as the trapped atoms. Therefore, while we could

theorize ways of removing the other effects of the interactions (and, in doing so,

reduce the overall change in entropy), we must keep this one element. Furthermore,

we need this transition to be irreversible. The pumping beam must be able to

change untrapped atoms to the trapped state, but not the reverse (or, at least, the

pumping beam must trap atoms more easily than it untraps them). Otherwise, the

net effect of the barrier would not be to trap atoms in a smaller volume, and so

would not really be a one-way barrier. Since the atoms end up in a smaller volume

than they started with, we would expect the entropy of the atoms themselves to

decrease. The only way the second law could hold is if some other component of

the system had a larger increase in entropy. Because this change in atomic state

is irreversible, it must be associated with some increase in entropy. This change is

required for the operation of the one-way barrier, and so cannot be ignored. We will

show that this process results in a net increase of the entropy of the pumping beam,

and that that increase exceeds the decrease in entropy of the atoms, resulting in a

net increase in entropy as predicted by the second law of thermodynamics.

We will assume that we initially have N atoms confined to a box of equal poten-

tial and volume V , so that each atom is equally likely to be in any given section of

the box. Once trapped, the atoms will be confined to a fraction r of this box, where

r is a real number between 0 and 1 (the trapping volume should be smaller than

the initial volume). Furthermore, we allow that not all atoms will be trapped, and

designate f as the fraction of the total number of atoms N that are trapped in the

final state. Naturally, f is also bounded by 0 and 1, as we cannot trap a negative

number of atoms, nor can we trap more atoms than there are available. Technically,

f is limited to rational numbers such that fN is an integer, but our argument will
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not require that restriction. Certainly, if our expression for the change in entropy

increases for all f , then it also increases for that subset which make fN an integer.

Table 4.3 summarizes these variables.

In the case where the potential is non-uniform, and atoms are more likely to

be found in certain regions, then we could think of this in an alternative space in

which regions where atoms are more likely to be found are assigned more “volume”

than they actually have, to make the probabilities work out right. We could also

pull a similar trick to account for region-dependent velocity distributions. Regions

of higher potential will have particles with less kinetic energy, so we would assign

smaller “volumes” to those regions than regions with lower kinetic energies. The

main point is that while we could create a more accurate model than our equal-

potential model, the only use of volume in our model is some measure of likelihood of

finding atoms there, so we only need to interpret V as proportional to the probability

that an atom is in the entire trap (1), and rV as proportional to the probability

that an atom is in the trapping region (r).

All of the atoms in our trap are assumed to be non-interacting. For cold rubidium

at the densities in our trap, atom–atom interactions are very rare occurrences (see

the discussion of that in Section IV.5), so this should be a good approximation.

We are considering the kinetic energy of the atoms to be constant throughout

this process (or at least to occupy a fixed volume in momentum space), and so

the only factors that affect the entropy of the atoms is the confinement volume,

and the number of atoms. For a single atom, we can use our particle-in-a-box

example in Equation (IV.13). The volume distribution is uniform and assumed

to be independent of other factors, such as the kinetic energy distribution, so our

single-particle entropy is:

Sa = S0 + ln(V ).

where we lump all the non-volume-related terms to the entropy in S0.

We also assume that all the atoms are non-interacting and independent of one

another, such that the entropy (and all distributions) of each atom is the same as

for any other in the same state (trapped or untrapped). If we have 3 states for one
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Variable Range Description

N Whole numbers
Number of atoms, assumed to be

large

V Positive real numbers
Volume in which atoms are

confined

f 0 ≤ f ≤ 1
Fraction of atoms that get

trapped

r 0 ≤ r ≤ 1
Fraction of volume in which

atoms are trapped

Table 4.3. A summary of the variables used to describe the entropy of the atoms
in the one-way barrier.

atom, and 3 states for another, the number of states for n atoms is 3n. Adding

multiple particles exponentiates the number of states. Since the entropy is the

logarithm of the number of states, our entropy for N non-interacting atoms is

Sa = NS0 +N ln(V ),

which is just N times the entropy for a single atom.

Finally, we throw in a term to account for the quantum mechanical indistin-

guishability of atoms.29 Multi-particle states in quantum mechanics are typically

symmetrized in such a way that swapping any particles does not change the state.

For N atoms, there are N ! ways to reorder the atoms, and we count all of those as

a single state.30 Reducing the number of states by N ! means we subtract the loga-

rithm of that from the entropy. Ordinarily, we would simplify by applying Stirling’s

29We might also choose to treat all the atoms as distinguishable. We will point out later that
the distinguishable case leads to a larger entropy increase, and so, since this case turns out to be
a non-negative change, the distinguishable case must as well.

30We do not need to invoke quantum mechanics to get these terms. Shortly, we will have atoms
in either the trapped or untrapped states, two different states, and we will be concerned simply
with how many atoms are in one state or the other. There is only one configuration where all the
atoms are in a particular state, but if we have fN in one state, and N − fN in the other, then
the total number of states within this collection of states is

(
N
fN

)
. Since we assume each of these

states is equally likely, the effect on the entropy is to just add in the logarithm of the number of
states, which works out to be ln(N !)− ln(fN !)− ln(N − fN !). The first term is constant and will
eventually subtract out; the remaining two terms are exactly the terms we get from assuming the
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approximation:

N ! ≈
√
2πN

(
N

e

)N

. (IV.16)

This approximation is surprisingly accurate for larger N , with the error being a mul-

tiplying factor of approximately exp(1/12N). Thus, to a very good approximation,

the logarithm of N ! can be written as:

ln(N !) ≈ N ln(N)−N +
1

2
ln(N) +

1

12N
+

1

2
ln(2π). (IV.17)

We typically deal with over 1000 atoms, and so we would normally keep only the

first two terms of this expansion, as the remaining terms make up less than 1% of

the total. However, in this particular case, we found that the arithmetic works out

to be much simpler if we use the exact factor rather than using this approximation.

It is also more accurate, as shortly we will be computing bounds on an expression

derived from this in the limit of small atom numbers, where the approximation is

not accurate. These bounds would be particularly suspicious as we will allow for the

case of 0 or 1 atoms of a particular type. Note that keeping only the first two terms

of Equation (IV.17) results in ln(0!) ≈ 0, which is actually exact, but ln(1!) ≈ −1,
which is not only incorrect, but a decrease from 0!.

Including the term for the indistinguishability of atoms, we can write out the

entropy of atoms of a certain type in our one-way barrier (even though we made

some approximations and assumptions about the states of the atoms, we justified

that those approximations could be thought of as exact, and so choose to use an

equal sign):

Sa = NS0 +N ln(V )− ln(N !).

The only thing that remains is that we have two distinct types of atoms. The

atoms that are in the trapped state are distinguishable (optically, in our case, as

they absorb a slightly different frequency of light and interact differently with the

barrier beam) from the atoms that are not in the trapped state. We make a few

more approximations here, and assume that atoms are only pumped to the trapped

atoms are indistinguishable, either classically or quantum mechanically. We will also show that
when we do know exactly which atoms are in which state, the entropy change is larger.
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state within the trapping volume, and that once trapped, they remain within the

trapping volume, with equal probability throughout that volume. We will see later

that the entropy change is minimized by the largest possible ratio of untrapped

atoms to total number of atoms that see the pumping beam. As the pumping beam

decreases that ratio, this assumption is aiming us towards a lower bound for the

entropy change, which is our goal. So, we achieve our final entropy value by adding

together the individual entropies of the untrapped atoms in the entire volume, and

the trapped atoms in the trapping region. This amounts to two separate versions

of the above equation. For the untrapped atoms, we replace N with (1− f)N , and

for the trapped atoms, we replace N with fN and V with rV :

Sa = (1− f)NS0 + (1− f)N ln(V )− ln([(1− f)N ]!)

+fNS0 + fN ln(rV )− ln([fN ]!)

= NS0 +N ln(V )− ln([(1− f)N ]!)− ln([fN ]!) + fN ln(r). (IV.18)

We will only be interested in the change in entropy between two states with different

numbers of trapped atoms (different values of f). As such, when we take the

difference of those two entropy values, the terms that are independent of f will

cancel, including the S0 term representing all the factors that affect the entropy

that we do not need to worry about. There are three terms that depend on f . The

final term represents a decrease in entropy due to atoms being trapped in some

fraction r of the total volume. The first two terms represent an increase in entropy

due to having multiple types of atoms.31 This increase happens because there is

more entropy in a mixture of two types of particles than in the same number of

particles of the same type (this, with the second law of thermodynamics, is why

mixtures tend to mix).32

31These terms are actually negative, but larger than the −ln(N !) that they reduce to in the
case where there is only one type of atom (f = 0 or f = 1). To see this, try subtracting these
terms for f = 0 from the arbitrary f case. The result is the logarithm of the combinatoric factor
N !/ (fN)! (N − fN)!. This combinatoric factor can be shown to be larger than 1 whenever fN
is an integer larger than 0 and smaller than N by comparing the factors of the numerator with
the factors in the denominator. Since this factor is larger than 1, the logarithm is positive, and
therefore the entropy for 0 < f < 1 is larger than the entropy for f = 0 or f = 1.

32We note that without these mixing terms, the entropy can actually be found to decrease. This
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At this point, we can make a very quick approximation to show how the entropy

increases overall. The assumptions in this approximation are rather questionable,

but serve as a quick demonstration how the entropy increase in the pumping beam

can overcome the entropy decrease of the atoms. We will continue with our more

accurate demonstration after this quick version. The entropy change from having

no atoms trapped (f = 0) to all atoms trapped (f = 1), for the atoms alone, works

out to be N ln(r). We can compute that either from subtracting Equation (IV.18)

with f = 0 from the same equation with f = 1, or by remembering that the entropy,

in cases such as these, is related to the logarithm of the available volume (and, since

in the initial and final cases, the atoms are all in one state, there is no entropy from

having atoms in different states). This entropy change is obviously negative. We

can provide a very rough estimate of the pumping beam entropy as follows. For

any given atom, the probability of it being in the trapping volume is r. We might

thus näıvely expect the probability of trapping that atom to be r, and so assume

that it takes 1/r pumping beam photons to trap that atom. With N atoms, we

might expect it to take roughly N/r atoms to trap all N atoms.33 Therefore, the

final pumping beam might consist of N/r photons, of which N were in a state that

means they trapped an atom. The photons are ordered, representing the times at

which atoms became trapped, and the number of possible orderings is given by the

combinatoric choose function
(
N/r
N

)
= (N/r)!/N ! (N/r −N)!. The entropy of the

pumping beam is the logarithm of this, which we approximate using the first two

terms of the Stirling approximation in Equation (IV.17) for each of the factorials.

The non-logarithm terms cancel, and we are left with:

pumping beam entropy =
N

r
ln

(
N

r

)
−N ln(N)−

(
N

r
−N

)
ln

(
N

r
−N

)
.

is because we can take a limit where a single photon is nearly guaranteed to trap an atom (where
almost all the atoms are not trapped). In this limit, there is practically no entropy increase in
the pumping beam, while the atomic entropy still decreases because an atom was trapped. With
the mixing terms, the atomic entropy increase counters this. With distinguishable atoms, a term
very similar to these mixing terms comes in later that prevents a decrease in entropy. This also
provides and argument that distinguishable particles would tend to mix as well.

33This blatantly ignores the fact that, initially, it is much easier to trap atoms as there are many
untrapped atoms in the trapping volume, but the order of magnitude is about right.
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Factoring N out of the arguments of the logarithm, we find that the ln(N) terms

also cancel, and the rest reduces to:

pumping beam entropy = −N

r
ln(1− r) +N ln

(
1− r

r

)
.

Once we add in the atomic entropy N ln(r), this combines with the second term to

make it a ln(1− r) term, which combines with the first term to become:

total entropy = −N

r
(1− r) ln(1− r).

This is N/r multiplied by a factor of the form −xln(x), where x = 1−r is between 0

and 1, inclusive. Both of these factors are non-negative, and so in the total entropy,

the record of when the atoms became trapped in the pumping beam is enough of

an entropy increase to counter the decrease in the entropy of the atoms.

We now consider the interaction of the atoms with the pumping beam in a

more rigorous fashion. First, we assume the light is composed of discrete particles.

Quantum mechanically, we are referring to photons of light, but we can keep this

purely classical by referring to very small segments of the light beam, with just

enough energy to change the state of an atom (or a small enough amount of light

that the probability of changing the state of two atoms is negligible). We will use

the term photon for these particles or small chunks of light, with the reservation that

we only use it to refer to the smallest amount of light required to shift the state of

an atom, and not as a full quantum-mechanical quantization of the electromagnetic

field.

Just as the atoms have two possible states, the photon must also have two

possible states. In our case, the two states are different frequencies. In general, the

initial photon is capable of being absorbed by untrapped atoms, but not by trapped

atoms. If we simply state that the process is irreversible, then we are leaving out an

important entropy increase, and our result will not necessarily show a net increase

in entropy. We must be careful to include any possible increase in entropy by

reducing everything to reversible processes. When a photon changes an atom from

the untrapped state to the trapped state, the photon is actually absorbed and re-

emitted. Assuming all processes are reversible, that means the reversed process can
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also occur: A re-emitted photon is capable of untrapping a trapped atom. Since we

need a situation where the pumping photons cannot untrap atoms, we must have the

re-emitted photon be somehow different from the absorbed photon.34 The difference

could be in polarization, frequency, direction, or some other property (like mass, as

nothing in this description requires our “photons” to be actual light particles). Our

input beam of light consists entirely of identical photons in the state that can trap

atoms. For each atom trapped, the output beam will have one of those photons

replaced with a photon in the other state. The position of these replaced photons

gives a record of when atoms were trapped, and carries some information about the

initial distribution of atoms in the initial volume. The mixing of these two states

of photons increases the entropy of the pumping beam and, as we will show, when

added to the net change of the atomic entropy, results in a net increase (or no

change, in certain limits) in the total entropy. In other words, the reduction of the

entropy of the atoms (by trapping them in a smaller volume) is countered by an

increase in entropy of the pumping beam used to trap the atoms, as the pumping

beam carries away the extra position information of the atoms. This is essentially

dissipation, although here we are not necessarily carrying energy away, but we are

carrying information away.

Let us watch a single photon as it passes through the trapping volume, or some

subset of that region which we will call the interaction volume. Our trap is nar-

row, so we will assume the photon crosses the trap quickly enough that the number

of atoms within the interaction volume do not change during the passing. Fur-

34We note that there are reactions that utilize a catalyst to occur in only one direction, such
as manganese dioxide enhancing the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, or the CNO cycle in
stellar fusion. These are examples where a “photon” (the catalyst) causes an irreversible change
in the “particle” (the hydrogen peroxide, or the hydrogen that gets fused in our examples), but
the “photon” is the same as before the change. To be irreversible, they must have an entropy
increase associated with them. In these cases, the reactions release energy as a random kick to the
reactants. The reactions are technically reversible in that if, right after the reaction, we reversed
the directions of everything, they would recombine. However, that energy kick is quickly lost to
the environment as the particles collide, and after that, the particles no longer have the energy
necessary to recombine in the same way. That loss of energy to the environment (dissipation) is
the entropy increase that makes the reaction irreversible. In our atom–photon interactions, we
have already explicitly stated that we do not lose energy to the environment (and no random
kicks), and so we require some other mechanism to result in irreversibility.
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thermore, we will assume that the photon interacts with all the atoms within the

trapping volume at the same time as it passes through (as light travels at a very

high velocity, it tends to be hard to localize it in space). Really, our argument is

that the probability of interaction with an atom is a constant, and we will use that

to put a bound on the probability of an interaction. As we do not know exactly

which atoms the photon will encounter and in which order, we argue that the final

probability of an interaction occurring, once we account for any possible reversals

(after trapping an atom, the re-emitted photon can untrap an atom), is proportional

to the ratio of the number of trappable atom to the total number of atoms in the

interaction volume (plus one, as will be described shortly). We suspect that that

ratio is the upper limit for the probability of trapping an atom. We then average

over the expected number of atoms within the interaction volume and compute an

upper bound for the trapping probability. Our assumptions are one way to com-

pute an upper bound for the trapping probability, but we would argue that other

situations would present the same upper bound.

We can either pretend the photon is passing through the trap, or simply spending

time in the trap region, and compute the probability of trapping an atom from that.

We choose a spatial representation, and assign the coordinate z for how far through

the trap the photon has travelled (or what fraction of the length of the photon

has passed through the trap, since the trap is narrow). As we have argued, the

probability of an interaction is proportional to the number of atoms in the correct

state being within the interaction volume. The proportionality constant includes

such things as beam intensity, the size of the interaction volume, and other things,

but, most importantly, must be the same for trapping as untrapping an atom (after

all, the process should be reversible).

Using P(z) to denote the probability of the photon being in the state that

untraps atoms (meaning it has already trapped an atom), the probability of it

being in the other state is 1− P(z). The change in that probability as the photon

passes through some thin slice dz is the probability that the photon traps an atom

(times the probability that it was in the correct state for that, 1−P(z)), putting it

in the state that untraps atoms, minus the probability that it is already in that state
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(P(z)) and it untraps an atom, putting in the state that traps atoms. All of this

is also proportional to the thickness of this slice, dz. The only non-common factors

between those two processes are the number of untrapped atoms in the interaction

volume, which we call u, and the number of trapped atoms in the interaction volume,

which we call t. Note that if the photon has trapped an atom, and we are computing

the part where the photon might untrap an atom, the number of trapped atoms is

the number of previously trapped atoms plus the extra atom that was trapped:

dP(z) ∝ (u dz) (1− P(z))− ((t+ 1) dz)P(z).

We can absorb the proportionality constant into the scaling of z, and treat this

as an equation, rather than just a proportionality relation. This changes z into a

length-scale for optical interactions (the optical depth), which we can rewrite into

differential-equation form:

dP(z)
dz

= u (1− P(z))− (t+ 1)P(z) = u− (u+ t+ 1)P(z). (IV.19)

Keeping our assumption that u and t do not change while the photon passes through,

this equation is easy to solve:

dP(z)
dz

+ (u+ t+ 1)P(z) = u

dP(z)
dz

e(u+t+1)z + (u+ t+ 1)P(z)e(u+t+1)z = ue(u+t+1)z

d

dz

[
P(z)e(u+t+1)z

]
= ue(u+t+1)z

P(z)e(u+t+1)z =
u

u+ t+ 1
e(u+t+1)z + C

P(z) = u

u+ t+ 1
+ Ce−(u+t+1)z.

Our photon is initially in the state that traps atoms, so P(z = 0) = 0. We can

solve for the constant of integration and get a solution for the probability that the

photon has trapped an atom (net) at any point z:

P(z) = u

u+ t+ 1

(
1− e−(u+t+1)z

)
. (IV.20)

Note that P(z) starts at 0 and increases monotonically towards a maximum limit of

u/ (u+ t+ 1) as the optical density increases. Our final entropy value will decrease
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as P(z) increases, indicating that the entropy increase is minimized for a large

optical depth, and so we will use this maximum value for our lower bound on

entropy change. In any case where the probability of a transition is arbitrarily

weak, we can reduce this probability to zero. However, even if we change the

details of how this transition occurs, if the probability is large, a transition will

occur rapidly. Since the process must be inherently reversible, the reverse will also

occur rapidly. The transition will happen back and forth, and since we do not know

where it stops, the probability of a transition having occurred at that point is the

relative speed of the trapping transition to the speed of a full trap/untrap cycle

(proportional to the number of atoms, but counting one twice, as once an atom

is trapped, that one also counts as a trapped atom to increase the likelihood of

untrapping an atom). The only factor that changes the speed of the transitions is

the number of atoms available, which matches the value we have calculated for this

specific set of assumptions.

There is a subtlety here that we will elaborate upon. We have two parts to our

system (atoms and the photon). After the interaction, each system is in one of two

collections of states (whether or not another atom was trapped). However, the two

states are related, in that if an atom was trapped, the photon is in the corresponding

state, and vice versa. This means that the system entropy is increased by us not

knowing what happened, but that entropy increase is not specifically attached to

either the atoms or the photon. If the atoms and the photon were each independently

in one of two states (or collections of states), then we would just add entropies

associated with each one. However, once the collection of the atoms is determined,

the state of the photon is also determined, so instead of adding an entropy term

for the atoms as well as the photon, there is just a single addition. However, the

probabilities work out such that, as the process continues, the atoms eventually

end up in a known state (all trapped) with very high probability, for an apparent

entropy decrease. The stream of photons, however, keeps that entropy increase

associated with not knowing when that happens. That entropy increase is related

to when exactly the individual atoms passed through the trapping region, and so, in

a sense, is a partial record of where the atoms were in the trap initially. If the atom
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locations had been known in advance, the initial atom volume for each atom we

would have used for the entropy would need to be smaller than the trapping region,

and so the initial state would have the same (or less) volume than the final state,

and there is no entropy decrease. If we do not know the locations well enough in

advance, then even though we do after a sufficient period of time, the same amount

(or more) information about where the atoms were initially is transferred into the

photon stream, which more than compensates for the decrease in atomic entropy.

We now show that the entropy change decreases as P, the value of P(z) after

the photon exits the trapping region, increases. This essentially is a statement

that wasting photons so that it takes more of them, on average, to trap an atom,

increases the entropy. Before the interaction, the photon is in a known state (the

state that can trap an atom), and the atoms have the entropy given by Equation

(IV.18). After the interaction, with probability P, the number of trapped atoms

has increased by one (f has increased by 1/N), and with probability 1 − P, the
atomic entropy is unchanged.

To simplify, say the initial entropy before the interaction (given by Equation

(IV.18)) is S0. With probability 1−P, the entropy is the same, but with probability

P, the entropy is that given by Equation (IV.18) with a substitution f → f +1/N ,

which we will call Strap. The states associated with these two entropies are distinct,

with no overlap (as the number of trapped atoms is different for the two sets). We

can use this to compute an entropy for this case where we do not even know which

set of states the system is in, using the same method we used to derive Equation

(IV.13). The catch is that not all the states are equally likely (some have an extra

weighting factor of P, and some have 1 − P). The entropy is then computed from

the definition in Equation (IV.11):

S = −
N∑

i=1

Piln(Pi).

The sum is over the states for both S0 and Strap. When i refers to a state corre-

sponding to S0, Pi is the probability used in computing S0 multiplied by 1−P (the

probability of being in that set of states). For the remainder of the states (those
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corresponding to Strap), the probabilities are the same as those used in Strap, multi-

plied by the probability of being in that set of states (P). Therefore, we can break

the sum up into those two sets, and explicitly write the probabilities in terms of

the ones used to initially compute the entropies by adding the P and 1−P factors

(using the notation i ∈ {S0} to mean i sums over the states corresponding to S0):

S = −
∑

i∈{S0}

(1− P)Piln((1− P)Pi)−
∑

i∈{Strap}

PPiln(PPi)

= − (1− P)
∑

i∈{S0}

Pi {ln(1− P) + ln(Pi)} − P
∑

i∈{Strap}

Pi {ln(P) + ln(Pi)}

= − (1− P)
∑

i∈{S0}

Piln(1− P)− (1− P)
∑

i∈{S0}

Piln(Pi)

−P
∑

i∈{Strap}

Piln(P)− P
∑

i∈{Strap}

Piln(Pi)

= − (1− P) ln(1− P) + (1− P)S0 − Pln(P) + PStrap.

In the last equality, we used the facts that the sum of Pi over a given set of states

must be 1, and the sum of −Piln(Pi) over a given set is the entropy for that set.

We can therefore write the final entropy as:

S = (1− P)S0 + PStrap − (1− P) ln(1− P)− Pln(P). (IV.21)

This is simply a weighted average of the entropies, plus two extra entropy terms

(that are non-negative) related to the uncertainty in whether an atom was trapped

or not. While this excess entropy is shared between the atoms and the pumping

beam photon, we can think of this term as an increase in the entropy of the pumping

beam. While there is initially uncertainty in whether atoms are trapped or not, the

atoms eventually end up in the system where all the atoms are trapped. However,

the entropy is essentially “carried away” by the pumping beam.

Now, we need only compute the change in entropy, and show that it is never

negative. We do this by showing that the change in entropy for every photon

increases the entropy. Even though we might conceivably compute the entropy

relative to a different zero with each photon (since after each atom is trapped, we

might need to change our “volume” distribution), the fact that entropy does not
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decrease with each step means that the sum of all the entropy changes over many

photons also must not decrease. We start with the assumption that the atoms are

evenly spread out within the volume (or, at least, the probability distribution for the

atoms is evenly spread). We discussed earlier how the volume could be remapped

to satisfy this requirement. Furthermore, we would actually expect the entropy at a

beginning step to have an uncertain number of trapped atoms (up until we measure

the number that have been trapped). In a manner similar to the derivation of

Equation (IV.21), we would expect the entropy afterwards to be a weighted sum

of the entropies, plus some extra entropy for the extra states that entails. By

assuming we are starting with a known number of trapped atoms, we are actually

underestimating the entropy change. If we find that the net entropy change for

a well-known number of trapped atoms initially is non-negative, then the entropy

change for a spread of trapped-atom numbers should be larger, and therefore also

non-negative. Every time an atom is trapped, the distribution of atoms changes

some. We could simply wait long enough for the distribution to become even again.

We could also re-distribute our volume mapping, which changes the entropy for

the next step, but since we are only concerned with showing that each incremental

change is non-negative, this is not a problem. For this incremental step, we are using

S0 to represent the entropy before a photon passes through the atoms, and Strap to

represent the entropy afterwards if an extra atom gets trapped by the photon.

The net entropy after the interaction is given by Equation (IV.21), so the change

in entropy after this one photon passes through is simply S0 subtracted from that:

∆S = (1− P)S0 + PStrap − (1− P) ln((1− P))− Pln(P)− S0

= P (Strap − S0)− (1− P) ln(1− P)− Pln(P).

Now, we substitute for S0 (given by Equation (IV.18)) and Strap (same equation

with f increased by 1/N). As we mentioned earlier, we see that the change in

entropy depends only on the difference between two versions of Equation (IV.18)
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that differ only in the value of f , and so all the terms independent of f cancel.35

S0 = NS0 +N ln(V )− ln([(1− f)N ]!)− ln([fN ]!) + fN ln(r) (IV.22)

Strap = NS0 +N ln(V )

−ln
([(

1− f − 1

N

)
N

]
!

)
− ln

([(
f +

1

N

)
N

]
!

)

+

(
f +

1

N

)
N ln(r)

. (IV.23)

Subtracting these and combining terms yields:

Strap − S0 = NS0 +N ln(V )

−ln([(N − fN − 1)]!)− ln([(fN + 1)]!)

+ (fN + 1) ln(r)

−NS0 −N ln(V ) + ln([(N − fN)]!) + ln([fN ]!)− fN ln(r)

(IV.24)

= −ln([(N − fN − 1)]!) + ln([(N − fN)]!)

−ln([(fN + 1)]!) + ln([fN ]!)

+ln(r).

(IV.25)

The first two lines are of the form ln((n+ 1)!)− ln(n!), which is equal to the loga-

rithm of (n+ 1)!/n! = (n+ 1):

Strap − S0 = ln(N − fN)

−ln(fN + 1)

+ln(r).

(IV.26)

35If the atoms were distinguishable, then the factorial terms, which came from the indistin-
guishability of atoms, would be missing. In that case, the difference of the two entropies would
simply be fN ln(r). However, if we know exactly which atoms are in which state initially, we still
do not know which of the untrapped atoms got trapped (if one did get trapped), so there are
actually N − fN (the number of untrapped atoms) times as many states corresponding to Strap.
Therefore, we would need to add a ln(N − fN) term to Strap. Thus, we would get a very similar
difference to the indistinguishable case, but missing the −ln(fN + 1), which means this difference
is larger in the distinguishable atom case. As described previously, if we do not know which atoms
are in which state initially, then the resulting increases to the before and after entropies work out
to give the exact same result as the indistinguishable atom method.
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Substitute this difference back into our incremental entropy change for the entire

system:

∆S = P {ln(N − fN)− ln(fN + 1) + ln(r)}

− (1− P) ln(1− P)− Pln(P).

(IV.27)

As a quick note, this equation is only valid if there is at least one atom left to

trap, since we were combining terms where we either did or did not trap an atom.

Thus, fN , the number of trapped atoms before the interaction, is between zero

and N − 1, inclusive. The quantity N − fN , which represents the number of

untrapped atoms before the interaction, must be between one and N , inclusive.

From Equation (IV.20), we see that if there are no untrapped atoms (u = 0), then

P is zero. Substituting zero for P sets the entire entropy equation to zero, as can

be seen by direct substitution, with the exception of the last term. The last term

continuously approaches zero as P goes to zero.36 This makes sense because the

original definition of entropy is a sum of terms of that form, and the addition of

inaccessible states (states with probability 0) should not change the entropy.

Now we are left trying to show that Equation (IV.27) is non-negative. We will

treat P as a positive quantity, since we know the entropy does not change (and

therefore does not decrease) if P is zero. Now that we have ruled out the P = 0

case, we can factor P out without changing the sign of the quantity. We are now

trying to show that this new quantity is non-negative:

∆S

P = {ln(N − fN)− ln(fN + 1) + ln(r)}

−
(
1

P − 1

)
ln(1− P)− ln(P).

(IV.28)

We will be finding the minimum value of this quantity by showing that this function

decreases as P increases, and then we will show that this quantity is non-negative

even with the maximum possible P.
36This can be seen using l’Hôpital’s Rule on the quantity ln(P)/ (1/P), where both the numer-

ator and denominator approach infinity as P → 0. Taking the derivative of the numerator and
denominator simplifies to −P, which tends to 0 as P → 0.
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The first derivative of Equation (IV.28) with respect to P is:

First derivative =
1

P2
ln(1− P) +

(
1

P − 1

)
1

1− P −
1

P

=
1

P2

{
ln(1− P) + P (1− P) 1

1− P − P
}

=
ln(1− P)
P2

. (IV.29)

Since P is a probability, it is non-negative with an upper bound of one. This means

the first derivative of Equation (IV.28) is the logarithm of a non-negative number

of at most one, which is either negative or zero. Since we are trying to get the

minimum possible value, we therefore need to pick the largest allowed value for P.
This brings us back to our equation for P, Equation (IV.20) (where z is set to the

optical length of the pumping beam path through the trap), which has a maximum

value of u/ (u+ t+ 1). At the start of the photon interaction we are working with,

we stated that we were assigning volume such that the atoms were equally spread

throughout the volume. This is the case where the entropy associated with trapping

an extra atom has the largest decrease, since if the atoms are more localized, then

the effective volume that they are in is smaller. If the initial “volume” is smaller,

than the decrease in volume associated with trapping an atom is less significant.

We have an upper limit for the maximum value of P given that we know the

numbers atoms in each state in the trapping region of the beam. However, since our

interaction time is short, we take a snapshot of the current numbers of atoms within

the interaction volume, which can have fluctuations. We will then show that P is

maximized by the largest possible interaction volume, which makes sense because

by interacting with the most atoms, we minimize the chances of wasting photons.

This is easy to show in the long-interaction case, where we just simply insert average

values in for u and t in our limit for P, and take a derivative with respect to the

interaction volume. Furthermore, we will show that even with fluctuations, once

we are using the largest possible interaction volume, the entropy is bounded by the

case where we use the average number within the volume. That means our results

are also valid in the limit of long interaction time, where the photon effectively

interacts with the atoms many times, effectively scaling the number of atoms up by
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some large factor (but keeping the proportionalities). That, in turn, is why the case

with averages works, as having much larger numbers makes the fluctuations about

the averages negligible.

We know an upper bound for the interaction probability given a fixed number

of each type of atom within the interaction volume, u and t. If we knew the actual

probability, then the final probability would be that averaged over all realizations

of u and t. However, that average is just a weighted sum of probabilities (where

all terms are non-negative), and so if we take the same weighted sum of the upper

bounds, the result is an upper bound for the interaction probability taking into

account all fluctuations in u and t.

We call the interaction volume (divided by the total volume) t, the total num-

ber of untrapped atoms U , and the total number of trapped atoms T . Since the

probability of each atom being within the interaction volume is independent of the

number of atoms already in there, we can treat u and t as binomially distributed

random variables. The probability of a particular untrapped atom being in the in-

teraction volume is simply the ratio of the interaction volume to the total volume, t.

The probability of a particular trapped atom is that ratio of the interaction volume

to the trapped volume (the region that the trapped atom is confined in), which is

t/r. As discussed, our upper bound for trapping an atom, P, is then the average of

u/ (u+ t+ 1) over the two binomial distributions:

P =
U∑

u=0

T∑

t=0

(
U

u

)(
T

t

)
tu (1− t)U−u

(
t

r

)t(
1− t

r

)T−t
u

u+ t+ 1
. (IV.30)

Rather than compute this expectation value, we will be using various bounds on it.

Intuitively, we might expect that the interaction probability in Equation (IV.30)

is largest with the largest possible interaction volume (t→ r, since so do not want to

be “trapping” atoms outside the trap volume), where we interact with every atom

within the trapping region. Certainly, this maximizes the number of untrapped

atoms we have to interact with, which raises our bound on P, but it also increases

the number of trapped atoms, which decreases our bound on P. Since we interact

first with the untrapped atoms, we might expect maximizing u to be more important
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than minimizing t, and this does turn out to be the case. This greatly simplifies

finding bounds on P, because we can simply take the t → r limit, in which case

only the t = T term of the t sum is non-zero. In this limit, where the interaction

volume is the trapping volume, all the trapped atoms are within the interaction

volume, with unity probability, and so we can simply replace t with T , and only

worry about the u average.

Our proof that P is maximized by the largest trapping volume, however, is

unwieldy. Originally, we proved this for the slightly larger bound u/ (u+ t), before

we realized that we could count one particular atom twice.37 That version reduced

to a surprisingly simple form, which leads us to suspect that there is a cleaner

proof, but time pressures prevented us from playing with this further. We begin by

taking the derivative of Equation (IV.30) with respect to the interaction volume.

To simplify, we use the substitution d = 1− t/r for every occurrence of 1− t/r and

1/r (which comes from the derivative of d with respect to t). Our result is this:

d

dt
P =

U∑

u=0

T∑

t=0

(
U

u

)(
T

t

)
tu−1 (1− t)U−u−1

dT−t−1 (1− d)t

× [(u− tU + T − tT ) d− (1− t) (T − t)]
u

u+ t+ 1
.

(IV.31)

We note that we took a derivative of what is essentially a polynomial in t, and so

the apparent singularities at t = 1 (and u = U) or d = 0 (and t = T ) actually

disappear when the appropriate u or t substitution is made throughout, and the

result simplified.

Our next step is to re-write Equation (IV.31) as a polynomial in d. Essentially,

we expand the power of (1− d) using a binomial expansion, and then swap that

sum with the t sum. This involves a little trickery with the sum limits, and we find

it helps to sketch the region of values that the sums cover on a graph. The region

37The proof is almost identical to this one, with simply a replacement of the denominator.
However, since u/ (u+ t) has a singularity at u = t = 0, the proof required several special cases.
We handled these initially by excluding the u = 0 cases from the sum. This is justified because
the terms are all 0, trivially when t is non-zero, and because if u = t = 0, then there are no atoms
at all, and so the probability of a transition is 0. We will briefly footnote where that proof differed
from this one (once the sum limits and the denominator have been switched), but, since it was
more cumbersome, we will skip most of the details.
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is a right-triangle, and so we can pick either axis as our independent axis, and pick

the limits of the other variable as a function of that. Having the extra d in the

brackets requires splitting this into two sums, as the p limits end up with different

limits as a result:

d

dt
P =

T−1∑

p=0

U∑

u=1

T−1∑

t=T−p−1

(
U

u

)(
T

t

)(
t

p− T + t+ 1

)
tu−1 (1− t)U−u−1

× (−1)p−T+t [(1− t) (T − t)]
u

u+ t+ 1
dp

+
T∑

p=0

U∑

u=1

T∑

t=T−p

(
U

u

)(
T

t

)(
t

p− T + t

)
tu−1 (1− t)U−u−1

× (−1)p−T+t [(u− tU) + (1− t)T ]
u

u+ t+ 1
dp.

(IV.32)

While these two sums can be combined directly, we found the result is simpler if

we first employ a trick. In the first sum, if we shift the t summation variable to

t + 1 (replacing t + 1 with t), then the t sum has the same limits in each of the

sums. We can fix the denominator of the u/ (u+ t+ 1) by simultaneously shifting

the u summation variable to u − 1. Taking advantage of the fact that the terms

where u = 0 are all zero because of the u in the numerator of u/ (u+ t+ 1), we

can drop those terms to avoid having an u = −1 in the sum limits after shifting u.

After performing these shifts, we can then rearrange some factors in each sum, using

these identities which are easily verified by writing out the combinatoric factors as

fractions of factorials:
(

U

u+ 1

)
(u+ 1) =

(
U

u

)
(U − u)

(
T

t− 1

)(
t− 1

p− T + t

)
(T − t+ 1) =

(
T

p

)(
p

T − t

)
(T − p)

(
T

t

)(
t

p− T + t

)
=

(
T

p

)(
p

T − t

)
.
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The result of these manipulations is:

d

dt
P =

T−1∑

p=0

U−1∑

u=0

T∑

t=T−p

(
U

u

)(
T

p

)(
p

T − t

)
tu−1 (1− t)U−u−1

× (−1)p−T+t [−t (U − u) (T − p)]
1

u+ t+ 1
dp

+
T∑

p=0

U∑

u=0

T∑

t=T−p

(
U

u

)(
T

p

)(
p

T − t

)
tu−1 (1− t)U−u−1

× (−1)p−T+t [u (u− tU) + u (1− t)T ]
1

u+ t+ 1
dp.

(IV.33)

In this form, we can extend the p upper limit in the first sum to T (as the (T − p)

factor makes that term zero), and we can extend all the u limits to be from 0 to

U (the extra terms are all zero due to certain factors within the brackets).38 After

some algebraic manipulation, we arrive with this result,

d

dt
P =

T∑

p=0

U∑

u=0

T∑

t=T−p

(
U

u

)(
T

p

)(
p

T − t

)
tu−1 (1− t)U−u−1

× (−1)p−T+t [(u+ T ) (u− tU) + tp (U − u)]
1

u+ t+ 1
dp,

(IV.34)

which we will use in an induction argument.

For brevity and clarity, we define a shorthand notation for the coefficient of the

dp term in Equation (IV.34):39

C(T, p) :=
U∑

u=0

T∑

t=T−p

(
U

u

)(
T

p

)(
p

T − t

)
tu−1 (1− t)U−u−1

× (−1)p−T+t [(u+ T ) (u− tU) + tp (U − u)]
1

u+ t+ 1
.

(IV.35)

Technically, we are not showing the full functional dependence of the coefficient

(leaving off t, for example), but these extra dependencies will not matter for our

38In the similar proof using u/ (u+ t) instead of u/ (u+ t+ 1), the second sum had a lower limit
of u = 1 instead of u = 0, but the first sum, due to the shift, had a lower limit of u = 0. We chose
to pull out the p = T terms of the second sum, and deal with those separately. For the terms with
p < T , the limits on the t sum excluded t = 0, so we could add the u = 0 terms on without any
divide-by-zero problems arising (the numerator is zero for those terms).

39In the similar proof using u/ (u+ t) instead of u/ (u+ t+ 1), this was the coefficient for p < T
(except for the denominator being u+ t in that case), but the lower limit on the u sum was 1, not
0, when p = T .
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argument. We now plan to use an induction-like recursion relation on these coeffi-

cients, where we relate each coefficient to terms with smaller p values. To do so, we

start with a well-known relation for binomial coefficients (easily shown by breaking

the coefficients up into fractions of factorials):
(

p
T−t

)
=
(
p−1
T−t

)
+
(

p−1
T−t−1

)
. Using this

expansion, then, we can write the two binomial coefficients involving p in Equation

(IV.35) in terms of coefficients with smaller p, where we simply pulled a few factors

out from the other binomial coefficient (we will assume that p > 0 for this):

(
T

p

)(
p

T − t

)
=

T

p

(
T − 1

p− 1

)(
p− 1

T − 1− t

)
+
T − (p− 1)

p

(
T

p− 1

)(
p− 1

T − t

)
. (IV.36)

If we insert Equation (IV.36) into Equation (IV.35), and split certain other

occurrences of T and p into (T − 1) + 1 and (p− 1) + 1, respectively, we get the

following relation:

C(T, p) =
U∑

u=0

T−1∑

t=T−p

(
U

u

)
tu−1 (1− t)U−u−1 T

p

(
T − 1

p− 1

)(
p− 1

T − 1− t

)

× (−1)(p−1)−(T−1)+t [(u+ T − 1) (u− tU) + t (p− 1) (U − u)]
1

u+ t+ 1

+
U∑

u=0

T−1∑

t=T−p

(
U

u

)
tu−1 (1− t)U−u−1 T

p

(
T − 1

p− 1

)(
p− 1

T − 1− t

)

× (−1)(p−1)−(T−1)+t [(u− tU) + t (U − u)]
1

u+ t+ 1

−
U∑

u=0

T∑

t=T−p+1

(
U

u

)
tu−1 (1− t)U−u−1 T − (p− 1)

p

(
T

p− 1

)(
p− 1

T − t

)

× (−1)(p−1)−T+t [(u+ T ) (u− tU) + t (p− 1) (U − u)]
1

u+ t+ 1

−
U∑

u=0

T∑

t=T−p+1

(
U

u

)
tu−1 (1− t)U−u−1 T − (p− 1)

p

(
T

p− 1

)(
p− 1

T − t

)

× (−1)(p−1)−T+t [t (U − u)]
1

u+ t+ 1
.

(IV.37)

We modified the limits of the t sum to avoid the cases where the binomial coefficients

from Equation (IV.36) would be zero. The first and third sums in Equation (IV.37)

are proportional to C(T − 1, p− 1) and C(T, p− 1), respectively. The second and
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fourth sums actually cancel. To show this, first note that the factor in brackets in

the second sum reduces to u (1− t), which is zero when u = 0, so we drop that term

of the u sum (likewise, we can drop the u = U term of the fourth sum). We can

include the (1− t) in the brackets of the second sum with the (1− t)U−u−1 factor,

and combine the u with the binomial coefficients using this identity (easily shown by

expanding as factorials):
(
U
u

)
u =

(
U

u−1

)
(U − (u− 1)). After making these changes,

we then shift the summation variables of the second sum to u − 1 and t + 1, and

then this sum becomes term-for-term identical with the fourth sum except they are

negatives of each other.

The above argument proves the following recursion relation:40

C(T, p) =
T

p
C(T − 1, p− 1)− T − (p− 1)

p
C(T, p− 1). (IV.38)

This recursion relation is where the proof using u/ (u+ t+ 1) reduces to an im-

pressively simple result. For p = 0, the t sum has only one term, t = T . Making

those two substitutions in Equation (IV.35), the numerator is proportional to u+T ,

which cancels with the denominator (which is u + t in the other proof). What is

left is essentially a binomial average of u − tU , divided by t and (1− t). Since, as

mentioned before, we essentially took the derivative of a polynomial in t, these di-

visions should not actually create singularities. Indeed, if we check the terms where

we have either t−1 or (1− t)−1, we see that the u− tU cancels those factors in those

terms. Since the average of u is tU , this binomial average is identically zero. Here

is where it is important to have kept track of the problem where u = t = 0, as we

canceled the singularity where p = T = 0. Handled properly, the u sum in Equation

(IV.35) should have a lower limit of 1, not 0, when p = T . By the same argument

40This recursion relation also holds for the proof with u/ (u+ t) instead of u/ (u+ t+ 1), but
the proof is a little more awkward. If p < T , the formula in Equation (IV.37) is correct (once
the denominator is modified), and applies to all the coefficients in the recursion relation (since
p−1 < T −1 and p−1 < T ). The p = T case needs more finesse. There, the first sum in Equation
(IV.37) is proportional to C(T − 1, p− 1), but the third sum is not proportional to C(T, p− 1).
That is because, for p = T , the lower limits of the u sums are 1, which is correct for C(T − 1, p− 1)
(since p− 1 = T − 1), but needs to be 0 for C(T, p− 1). However, we can add the u = 0 terms to
both the third and fourth sums, and those two additions cancel (note that the limits of the t sum
prevent any terms where u = t = 0). The u = 0 terms are not needed in the second sum, and the
proof of the recursion relation then follows as with the p < T case.
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as above, though, the sum with a lower limit of 0, after the u + T cancellation, is

still 0, so the sum without that u = 0 term is simply the negative of the u = 0 term.

Since the recursion relation allows us to write any of the dp coefficients in terms

of coefficients of terms with smaller p, we can repeatedly apply it to prove that,

whenever p < T , the coefficient is a weighted sum of coefficients with p = 0 < T ,

which we have just shown is zero. Using that, when p = T , the recursion relation

shows that C(T, p = T ) = C(T = 0, p = 0), which can be evaluated as described

previously. That proves the following remarkably simple result:

d

dt

〈
u

u+ t

〉
= U (1− t)U−1

dT . (IV.39)

As a reminder, d = 1 − t/r is the fraction of the trap volume that is not part of

the interaction volume. In this form, we can trivially see that the expectation value

of this slightly larger bound of P increases with t, as the derivative is a product of

non-negative factors.

With the recursion relation in Equation (IV.38), we need only two simple cases

to derive a formula for all of the coefficients. First, we note that if T > 0 and

p = 0 in Equation (IV.35), then there is only one term in the t sum (t = T ).

Second, we lose the tp (U − u) term in the brackets, and the remainder is divisible

by (u+ T ), which cancels with the 1/ (u+ t) factor (since t = T > 0). After these

simplifications, we are left with the following sum:

C(T > 0, p = 0) =
U∑

u=0

(
U

u

)
tu−1 (1− t)U−u−1 [u− tU ] . (IV.40)

Recall that we originally arrived at this by taking a derivative of a polynomial, so

that the apparent singularities at t = 0 and t = 1 are not actually problems (the

terms where we might have a divide-by-zero also have a zero in the numerator),

and that we can safely recover the correct values by taking the limits t → 0 and

t → 1. With this in mind, we can pull out factors of 1/t and 1/ (1− t), and this

sum is essentially the mean value of (u− tU) over a binomial distribution of u with

mean tU . We could use the same techniques used to derive the mean of a binomial

distribution, or we could just jump straight to the answer and state that the mean of
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any variable minus its mean value is always zero, which proves C(T > 0, p = 0) = 0.

The second case we care about is C(T = 0, p = 0). The argument is identical to the

T > 0 case, except that, since p = T , the u sum starts with u = 1. We therefore end

up with the exact same sum in Equation (IV.40), except that the u sum starts at one,

not zero. In that form, though, there is no singularity for adding the u = 0 term,

and so if we do that (and subsequently subtract that), we see that the coefficient is

zero minus the u = 0 term, which proves that C(T = 0, p = 0) = U (1− t)U−1. Our

two special cases are therefore:

C(T = 0, p = 0) = U (1− t)U−1 (IV.41)

C(T > 0, p = 0) = 0. (IV.42)

A quick look at the recursion relation in Equation (IV.38) shows that, for any 0 <

p < T , we can reduce it down to a sum of coefficients with 0 ≤ p < T , for a smaller

value of p, and various values of T . Repeating this, we can reach a point where we

have the sum of coefficients with 0 = p < T for various values of T , which, according

to Equation (IV.42), is identically zero. Furthermore, if we start with 0 < p =

T , then the recursion relation states that C(T, p = T ) = C(T − 1, p− 1 = T − 1),

where we took advantage of our new knowledge that, since p−1 < T , C(T, p− 1) =

0. Continuing this process, we find that C(T, p = T ) = C(T = 0, p = 0), which is

given by Equation (IV.42). If we substitute these coefficients back into Equation

(IV.34), then we have proved the following formula:

d

dt
P =

T∑

p=0

C(T, p)dp = U (1− t)U−1
dT . (IV.43)

As a reminder, d = 1 − t/r is the fraction of the trap volume that is not part of

the interaction volume. With the formula in Equation (IV.43), it is clear that the

averaged P increases as we increase the interaction volume up to the full size of the

trapping region, reaching a local maximum as the derivative is 0 when t = r (and

d = 0). This concludes our proof that our actual upper bound for P occurs when our

interaction volume is the full trapping region. In this limit, the number of trapped

atoms in the interaction region is fixed, since they are all in the interaction region
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with unity probability, and the only random variable is the number of untrapped

atoms within the region. Since we will only be using upper bounds for P, we will

assume from here on that P is computed for the case where the interaction volume is

the entire trapping volume, so that all of the trapped atoms are in the interaction

volume, with probability unity. Therefore, we only need to average P over the

number of untrapped atoms that happen to be within the trapping volume.

To place a bound on P given that the only free variable is now the number

of untrapped atoms, we demonstrate a brief lemma. Given some function f(u)

that is concave down over its domain, where u is still a random variable with an

expectation value of 〈u〉, we can show that 〈f(u)〉 ≤ f(〈u〉). The proof is rather

simple. Since f is concave-down, the value of f(u) is always less than the value of

the tangent line.41 We can therefore take the tangent at the mean value of u, and

since this tangent is always at least as large as the actual curve, the expected value

of the tangent curve is at least as large as the expected value of the actual curve:

〈f(u)〉 ≤ 〈f(〈u〉) + f ′(〈u〉) (u− 〈u〉)〉

= 〈f(〈u〉)〉+ f ′(〈u〉) 〈u− 〈u〉〉

= f(〈u〉) + f ′(〈u〉) (〈u〉 − 〈u〉)

= f(〈u〉) + 0. (IV.44)

The remaining steps of the proof follow from the fact that the average is a linear

operator (and the average of a constant is the constant value).

We apply this lemma by noticing that u/ (u+ t+ 1) is concave down for all val-

ues of u (it is quite easy to take the second derivative, which is obviously negative).

Therefore, since t is fixed (all the trapped atoms are within the trapping region, so

41In general, for a concave-down function f(x), take the tangent line through x0: f(x0) +
f ′(x0) (x− x0). We want to show that f(x) is less than or equal to that value for all x. By sub-
tracting f(x0) from each side of the inequality, we wish to show that f(x)−f(x0) ≤ f ′(x0) (x− x0)
for all x in the domain. By the Mean Value Theorem, which states that the line between two
points of a differentiable curve is parallel to the tangent line at some point between the two points,
we know that f(x)− f(x0) is equal to f ′(x1) (x− x0) for some x1 between x0 and x. The inequal-
ity we are trying to prove then reduces to f ′(x1) (x− x0) ≤ f ′(x0) (x− x0). We can cancel the
common terms (flipping the inequality if x < x0), and the resulting inequality is shown to be true
by applying the Mean Value Theorem to the difference f ′(x1) − f ′(x0), given that f ′′(x) ≤ 0 for
all x, and that x1 − x0 has the same sign as x− x0.
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t = T ), we know that the average maximum value of P, 〈u/ (u+ t+ 1)〉, is bounded
above by the value of u/ (u+ t+ 1) when we replace u with the mean value, tU .

We have shown that t = r provides an upper bound over all sensible values of t,

and we can also insert the value of U = N − fN (from the definition of f) to get

〈u〉 = (N − fN) r. Because t = r, the value of t is still fixed at T = fN , so our

upper bound for P is:

P ≤ (N − fN) r

(N − fN) r + fN + 1
. (IV.45)

This is exactly what we would have used if we had not treated u as a random

variable, and just assumed a perfectly smooth density.42 Indeed, in the limit of

large atom numbers (or, as described earlier, long interaction time), the fluctuations

about the mean would be small enough to ignore, and this approaches the exact

value of the random variable case.

The upper bound for P in Equation (IV.45) is only approached when the optical

depth of the material is large (the large z limit), allowing for the greatest possible

interaction of the pumping beam with the atoms, which in turn is achieved with

the densest sample of atoms (note that in the limit of few atoms, this requires z to

approach infinity, which, being much larger than the size of the atoms in the trap,

and the trap itself, means this limit is infeasible in the small-atom limit). Density,

here, essentially refers to the number of atoms the light interacts with over a given

length of the beam, so it can be increased by increasing the cross-sectional area

of the pumping beam. This limit is essentially one of efficiency. If the pumping

beam is restricted to a very small volume, then the chances of it interacting with

an atom are very small. In this limit, it will take many photons before we trap a

single atom. Even if we know we trapped exactly one atom, the fact that it was

one photon out of a large number of them implies an entropy increase proportional

to the logarithm of the number of photons it took (because any of those could

have caused the trapping action). Naturally, to get the lowest possible entropy

increase, we can minimize that by using the fewest number of photons, which, in

turn, requires maximizing the likelihood of an interaction.

42The same argument applies if we had used the u/ (u+ t) upper bound for P instead. In that
case, our upper limit is the same as this, but without the extra 1 in the denominator.
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As an additional note, we note that if we use the pumping beam to trap some

atoms, then, before the atoms have a chance to redisperse, we have actually de-

creased the local untrapped atom density. This decreases the maximum possible

value of P, so even if we do not account for suspected changes in atomic density,

our value is still an upper bound for P, which will give us a lower bound for the

overall entropy change.

We now insert our limiting case for P, given by Equation (IV.45), into Equa-

tion (IV.28) giving us a lower bound for that entropy fraction. If this value is

non-negative, then the entropy change for a single photon interaction is also non-

negative, and we have proved that the system entropy does not decrease, even

though the entropy of the atoms does, eventually, decrease. To simplify, we also use

the abbreviations ∆ := (N − fN) r (note that ∆ ≥ 0) and x := fN + 1:

P → (N − fN) r

(N − fN) r + fN + 1
=

∆

∆+ x

∆S

P → {ln(N − fN)− ln(fN + 1) + ln(r)}

−
(
∆+ x

∆
− 1

)
ln

(
1− ∆

∆+ x

)
− ln(∆) + ln(∆ + x)

= −ln(fN + 1)

− x

∆
{ln(x)− ln(∆ + x)}+ ln(∆ + x)

= −ln(fN + 1)

+
(x+∆) ln(x+∆)− xln(x)

∆
.

(IV.46)

We took advantage of the fact that ln(∆) = ln(N − fN) + ln(r) to cancel some of

the other logarithms in the first simplification of the above expression. Note that

the second term is essentially the slope between two points on the xln(x) curve. We

know 0 ≤ x ≤ x + ∆. Since xln(x) (if we define it to be 0 at x = 0) is continuous

over [0,∞) and continuously differentiable over (0,∞), we can apply the Mean

Value Theorem. The Mean Value Theorem, roughly speaking, states that the slope

between two points of a continuous, differentiable function is equal to the derivative

of the function somewhere between those two points. Since the derivative of xln(x)

is ln(x)+ 1, that means the second term in the above equation is ln(c)+ 1 for some
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c ∈ (x, x+∆). Furthermore, the second derivative of xln(x) is 1/x, which is always

positive over the interval (0,∞), which means that the derivative is an increasing

function. Therefore, since c ≥ x, the second term, which is equal to ln(c) + 1, is

greater than or equal to ln(x) + 1. Substituting that in gives us a lower bound for

our entropy change:

∆S

P ≥ −ln(fN + 1) + ln(x) + 1 = 1 > 0. (IV.47)

The equality holds because x = fN + 1, and we see that the entropy change in

attempting to trap one more atom is positive.43

To sum up, we first made some assumptions that we divided the volume up into

small chunks over which the atoms were evenly distributed (and implied that could

always be done). We ignored many other effects (light scattering, atomic recoil, and

so on) that should serve to increase the entropy change of the system. We kept only

those effects that were absolutely necessary for the barrier to work in an asymmetric

(one-way) manner. This means that we should be computing a lower bound for

the actual entropy change. With these assumptions, we wrote up expressions for

the entropy of the atoms and the pumping beam through the interaction with the

atoms. We then computed bounds on these entropies assuming we shone just enough

pumping beam light to possibly trap one (but not two) atoms. We performed some

43If we were using the u/ (u+ t) upper bound for P, the result is the same, except with x = fN .
In this case, our lower bound simplifies to 1 − ln(1 + 1/x), which is nonnegative if x = fN ≥ 1
(at least one atom is already trapped), but becomes negative as x approaches 0 (the case where
no atoms are trapped). The problem is that in the limit where no atoms are trapped, our bound
for P becomes 1, meaning an atom will be trapped with certainty, and so there is no increase
in photon entropy to counter the decrease in entropy due to trapping an atom (unless the atoms
are distinguishable, in which case there is a countering term from which atom became trapped).
We dealt with this case by appealing to the discreteness of atoms, and stating that if fN < 1, it
had to be 0 (no trapped atoms). In the fast-interaction limit (the u/ (u+ t) limit is too weak to
work with the long-interaction limit) there is still a nonzero probability that there are no atoms in

the trapping volume, in which case no atoms can be trapped. That yields P ≤ 1− (1− r)
N−fN

.
With N = 2, fN = 1, this gives a negative lower bound for entropy change, but gives a non-
negative bound for the only case we need, f = 0. The bound may be written f(1)− f(1− r) with
f(x) = xN . By the Mean Value Theorem, that is rf ′(c) for some c ∈ (1− r, 1). f(1) − f(1− r),
where f(x) = xN . The Mean Value Theorem states that this is equal to rf ′(c), for some c
satisfying 1 − r < c < 1. Since f ′ is an increasing (or constant, if N = 0 or N = 1), we have
P ≤ f(1)f(1− r) ≤ rf ′(1) = rN . Substituting f = 0 and P → rN into Equation (IV.28), using
− (1− P) ln(1− P)/P ≥ 0 since 0 ≤ P ≤ 1 (it is a probability), and the other bound P ≤ rN for
the other P term, yields a non-negative bound for the entropy change.
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algebra on the expression, and reduced it to a quantity which has the same sign

as the overall entropy change, and then demonstrated that this term is always

non-negative. This proves that with each trapping opportunity, the entropy of the

system increases. Therefore, the overall change over many such events, even if we

need to remap the volumes in between, must be an overall increase. Even though

our one-way barrier appears to violate the second law of thermodynamics, we have

shown that when the entire system is accounted for, the pumping beam carries

away some information about the initial distribution of the atoms. Because the

trapping is not deterministic, the number of possible ways this information can be

represented in the pumping beam is larger than the number of distributions of the

atoms, and the net result is the entropy of the entire system increases, even though

the atoms alone end up in a state with less entropy than the initial configuration.

In the language we used to discuss why a one-way barrier such as this cannot be

used as a perpetual motion machine, we have a system (the atoms) where we can

decrease the entropy. The reason this can happen is that we have a low-entropy

memory, which is the pumping laser beam, consisting of photons that are all the

same. Since we have a low-entropy reservoir, we do not need to directly perform

work to reduce the entropy of the atoms by increasing the entropy of the pumping

beam. However, to produce the laser beam (or the erased memory) in the first

place, we must either have a different, lower-entropy source, or we must perform

work to “pump” entropy out of the beam we are creating into the high-entropy

environment. As a result, the resolution of our apparent Maxwell’s demon paradox

is either that we do need to do work somewhere to create a low-entropy beam, or

we can simply state that we start with a low-entropy beam. Since it takes very

little energy to increase the entropy of that beam (technically, because the photons

emitted when we trap an atom are of a lower frequency, we actually get energy out of

the process), the temperature of that beam, which is proportional to the derivative

of the energy as a function of entropy, is essentially zero. In this case, though, the

entropy is not really a function of the energy of the beam, or vice versa, so this

description involves a little hand-waving, but helps to get the point across. If we

choose to state that we start with a low-entropy beam, then we basically have a low-
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temperature reservoir into which we can dump entropy, and the paradox is resolved:

Entropy is not decreasing, we are just transferring it from a high-entropy source to

a low-entropy reservoir, rather like letting energy flow from a high temperature

system to a low temperature reservoir. If we were to try to sustain the process,

we would need to continue creating a low-entropy reservoir, which, at some point

in the process, requires more energy than we could possibly extract from our one-

way barrier scheme. Even without that requiring energy transfers, though, we have

explicitly shown that entropy cannot decrease in our one-way barrier, so the second

law of thermodynamics is upheld.
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CHAPTER V

ELECTRON-MULTIPLYING CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICES

We have finished what we planned to do with the one-way barrier experiment,

and are now moving on to what the experimental setup was intended to probe: The

transition between classical and quantum mechanics. By closing off the rubidium

source in the vacuum chamber and waiting for months, we have reduced the rubid-

ium pressure in the chamber so that the MOT loads very slowly. It is now feasible

to load a single atom into the dipole trap by loading the MOT for a very short

period of time before loading the dipole trap.

Current theories of quantum mechanics predict that classical mechanics emerges

from quantum mechanics through a coupling to an external environment, such as

via a measurement [29]. While quantum mechanics and classical mechanics can be

compared by comparing probability distributions, using a measurement provides

a measurement record that can be directly compared with classical trajectories.

Without going too deep into the theory of measurements, we can say that a mea-

surement tends to localize quantum mechanical wave packets. If the measurement

indicates that an atom is probably in a certain location, we can update our idea of

the atom’s wavefunction by localizing it in that location. In doing so, we prevent the

packet from spreading out through space, reflecting off the walls of some confining

potential, and interfering with itself. If the localization is strong enough, but not

strong enough to scatter the atom away, the wave function acts like a point particle

moving according to classical rules [28].

An atom in a dipole trap is ideal for probing such a transition. The atom is

neutral, and has a weak magnetic moment, and so couples very weakly to external

static electric and magnetic fields (and we can cancel magnetic fields with our

Helmholtz coils). The vacuum is clean enough that there is very little within the

chamber for the atom to interact with. Indeed, the only thing the atom interacts

strongly with is light that we provide. The dipole trap itself is far enough off-
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resonance that it should not disturb the atom other than create a conservative

potential in which the atom moves. We can then also illuminate the atom with

a weak pulse of resonant light, which will scatter off the atom and, if measured,

provide a position measurement of the atom. The strength of that field controls the

strength of the measurement. In the limit of no scattering, the atom should behave

according to the rules of quantum mechanics. As we increase the intensity of the

resonant light, we should be able to measure some statistics of the atom’s motion.

When the measurement becomes strong enough that we can localize the atom faster

than the wave packet spreads through the trap, we should see the atomic statistics

change to a more classical version [28].1 Current theories also allow for interesting

results strictly from the measurements themselves [30, 31].

The largest experimental barrier to this problem is the measurement. Seeing the

quantum-mechanical behavior requires collecting statistics at the near-single-photon

limit. In order to get some idea of the motion, we would need to image the atom

multiple times for each period within the trap. The trap period would probably be

on the order of tens to hundreds of milliseconds, so we would need to be able to

acquire images on the order of tens to hundreds of frames per second. Furthermore,

in order for the measurement to be weak enough, the resonant light would need to

be weak enough to only scatter a few photons during the trap period, so each frame

would only collect a few photons from the atom. While there are photon-detecting

devices that could detect the photons with the efficiencies we would need, they are

expensive, and using a large array of them for imaging would be difficult. However,

there is now a type of camera called an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device

(EMCCD) camera that is capable of the frame rate and spatial resolution we think

we would need, and these cameras have almost single-photon detection capabilities.

In particular, these cameras have pixels that are on the order of ten microns on a

1Quantum mechanics and classical mechanics actually predict the same statistics for free par-
ticles and particles in harmonic potentials. In order to see different statistics, we would need to
have a more complicated potential. The most interesting potentials would be those which have
chaotic classical trajectories, such as a driven double-well potential. By scanning off-resonant light
across the dipole trap and varying the potential in a position-dependent manner, we should be
able to “draw” arbitrary potentials in which to confine the atom.
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side, about 70% quantum efficiency at the near infrared wavelengths we use, and can

almost count single photons. We feel that EMCCD cameras could be used for such

an experiment, provided we develop a thorough understanding of how they work,

what their noises and inefficiencies are, and why we cannot quite count photons

with them.

This chapter presents the basic theory of how an electron-multiplying charge-

coupled device (EMCCD) works. We also present an in-depth description of the

noise statistics for EMCCDs, and show how single photons are pretty well differ-

entiated from no photons (although there is some overlap), but higher numbers of

photons overlap quite a bit.

Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) Operation

We do not intend for this to be a full description of how a charge-coupled device

(CCD) works. This is intended to be a short description of how CCDs function, to

allow us to develop a model of the noise sources in a CCD [38, 39].

There are several types of CCDs, including full-frame, frame-transfer, and inter-

line CCDs. These all work off the same principles, and differ only in their geometry.

A CCD is a semiconductor device that converts light to charge. Specifically, when

light hits the CCD, it promotes electrons to the conduction band of the semicon-

ductor. For the purposes of this chapter, we will assume that a single photon of

incident light energy promotes exactly one electron to the conduction band of the

semiconductor, with probability Qeff. Qeff is the quantum efficiency of the CCD,

and gives the fraction of incident photons that are converted to free charge in the

CCD:

Nel = QeffNph. (V.1)

where Nel is the number of electrons promoted to the conduction band, and Nph

is the number of incident photons. Attached to the light-sensitive region of the

CCD are an array of electrodes called the gate electrodes. Voltages applied to these

electrodes are used to create potential wells for the conduction electrons, restricting
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them to square cells on the CCD. These square cells form the pixels in the final

image taken with a CCD camera.

At the beginning of an exposure, all the electrons are ideally in the valence

band. During the exposure, light hits the various cells, promoting electrons to the

conduction band. These electrons are physically restricted to their cell of origin by

the electric potentials of the gate electrodes. At the end of the exposure, an image

is formed by counting the electrons in each cell. Each pixel of the image is given

an intensity (or color) based on the number of electrons found in the corresponding

cell on the CCD. Rather than actually count the electrons, CCDs use a readout

amplifier, which is essentially measures the voltage across a cell from the electrons

in the conduction band, and convert that voltage to a number. Since the voltage

is very closely proportional to the number of electrons, this voltage measurement

represents the number of electrons in the cell.

There is a type of image sensor, called a CMOS sensor, that has a readout

amplifier for each cell. CCDs employ a method for sharing a readout amplifier,

which is what allows for the extended amplification register used in EMCCDs. This

also allows for the CCD manufacturers to use a single (or perhaps just a few) very

sensitive and linear readout amplifier across a large segment of the image, reducing

artifacts from non-uniform amplifiers. The readout amplifier only reads one cell, and

the gate electrodes are used to move the charge to the readout amplifier. With

enough gate electrodes, the electrode voltages can be varied in such a way as to

smoothly move the cells across the CCD to carry the charge to the readout amplifier.

We show a simplified, one-dimensional version of this in Figure 5.1.

There are three common types of CCD that differ mainly in the path the charge

is moved through to get to the readout amplifier [38]:

1. The Full Frame CCD

2. The Frame Transfer CCD

3. The Interline CCD

The full frame CCD is the simplest, with the readout amplifier next to the lower-
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Bulk

Gate electrodes

Signal electrons

Figure 5.1. A simplified schematic of the clock cycle used to shift electrons around
a CCD. Electrons, excited into the conduction band of the bulk by illumination,
are restricted to cells by electric potentials applied to the gate electrodes. Shifting
the potentials applied to the electrodes in sequence moves the charge, and hence
the recorded light signal, around the chip. We show three such steps in sequence
from left to right. The electrodes are colored by whether or not they are activated.

right corner of the CCD cells (we’re using the location of the readout amplifier and

the rows and columns of cells to define a coordinate system). After the exposure

is complete, the cells of the bottom row are shifted to the right one cell. This puts

the charge that was in the lower-right-most cell of the CCD into the cell that the

readout amplifier reads. The readout amplifier measures the charge in the cell, and

the camera electronics record that value in the lower-right corner of the image. The

bottom row is then shifted to the right again, and the next cell’s charge is recorded,

and placed in the appropriate part of the image. Once an entire row is read by the

readout amplifier, the gate electrodes are used to shift each entire row of the CCD

down one full row. The bottom row will then contain the charge that was formerly

in the second to last row of the CCD, and the horizontal shifting and readout can

begin for that row.

The entire image in a full-frame CCD is read out this way, shown in Figure

5.2: The bottom row is shifted to the right, placing each cell from that row into

the readout cell, where it is read. Once an entire row is read, each row is shifted

down, so that the next row may be read. This method, while simple, has a flaw:

Readout amplifiers and cell shifting can only be done so quickly. The faster a

readout amplifier reads, the more noise it will produce. For the EMCCD cameras
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we tested in our lab, the read-rates for the readout amplifiers typically varied from

about 100 kHz to 10 MHz [101, 102]. For a CCD with a 512-by-512 array of cells,

that means that it would take approximately 25 ms to read out every cell in the

array, even at the fastest speed. If we were imaging even a moderately bright source

of light that could saturate a CCD cell in that period of time, then, as the cells

get shifted, that light would partially expose every row above the row the light was

originally incident on, creating a streak in the final image.

A frame-transfer CCD greatly reduces this smearing problem at the expense of

the CCD needing to be twice as large as it would otherwise be. In a frame-transfer

CCD, the lower half of the CCD is masked, meaning it is covered by something

that prevents any light from hitting it. At the end of the exposure, rather than

horizontally shifting the bottom row, the entire CCD is immediately shifted down,

row by row, so that the entire exposed region is shifted under the masked region. No

readout is done during this vertical shifting, which can be very fast. This, combined

with the fact the number of shifts needed is only the number of rows (instead of

the total number of cells), gives much less time for excess exposure. We show this

readout process in Figure 5.3. One camera we tested advertised a vertical shift rate

of 200 MHz, so that 512 rows can be shifted to the masked region in about 2.5 µs

[102]. An extension of the frame-transfer CCD is the interline CCD, where instead

of having the sensor split into an unmasked half and a masked half, every other

row is masked. This eliminates smear by only requiring one vertical shift to move

the charge under a mask. Once shifted, the individual rows may be shifted to a

readout register, and then read [38]. The downside to an interline CCD is that half

of the exposed sensor is masked, reducing the amount of light collected. This can

be reduced with microlenses, which are tiny lenses on the chip itself that focus light

onto the unmasked regions, but interline CCDs typically do not have the quantum

efficiency that frame-transfer CCDs have [38].

One more image artifact that happens with CCDs is called blooming. Blooming

is where one cell (or more) of the CCD collects its maximum amount of charge.

With sufficient charge, the repulsion of the electrons overcomes the potentials that

normally confine the electrons, and they leak into neighboring cells. Blooming tends
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Exposed rows of CCD

Readout row Readout cell

Image memory

Shift the CCD vertically

Shift the readout row horizontally, saving each value
measured in the readout cell to the image memory.

. . .

Shift the CCD vertically, read the next row, and repeat
until the whole CCD is read.

...

Reading the last row completes the image in memory.

. . .

Figure 5.2. A schematic representation of a full-frame CCD in operation. A region
of the CCD is exposed to light in the same way as a piece of film in a camera, forming
an image on the CCD. During the exposure, the CCD records the total amount of
incident light on each cell as the number of electrons in the conduction band of
that cell. The number of electrons stored in each cell is represented here by an
arbitrary color that serves to show the initial location of that charge. Through
a series of shifts, charge is moved to the readout cell, where it is measured and
recorded, building up an image in memory.
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Exposed rows of CCD

Masked rows of CCD

Readout row Readout cell

Image memory

Shift the exposed contents beneath the mask.

Read the masked region in the same way as a full-frame
CCD.

. . .

...

Figure 5.3. A schematic representation of a frame-transfer CCD in operation. The
process is the same as for the full-frame CCD shown in Figure 5.2, except between
exposure and readout, during which the charge in the entire frame is shifted down
to a masked region that is protected from external light.
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to occur along the image axes, creating a somewhat star-shaped pattern in a bright

region of the CCD.

Description of Noise Sources in Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs)

As with all sensitive devices, the readout of a CCD contains noise. The noise on a

CCD can be characterized by a probability distribution that gives the probability of

getting a certain output value for a given cell. In this chapter, that distribution will

be called a cell-charge distribution. The cell-charge distribution can be measured

by reading the exact same image out many times, and computing a histogram of

the values for a given cell. For the case of a dark frame, where the entire CCD

has not been exposed to any light, and ignoring any position-dependence to the

noise, the cell-charge distribution also gives the histogram for a single image, or a

conglomerate of images.

There are three main sources of noise in a CCD:

1. Thermal noise

2. Clock-induced charge

3. Readout noise

Thermal noise is also called dark current [38].

Thermal noise is the spontaneous excitation of valence electrons into the con-

duction band. The rate of this excitation is dependent on the temperature of the

CCD substrate, and is approximately constant, independent of the amount of charge

already excited in the cell [41]. As such, this produces a Poissonian cell-charge dis-

tribution, described in Section B.4. As the process happens at a constant rate, the

mean and variance of this distribution increase linearly in time. Thus, the thermal

noise is often quoted as a dark current on camera specification sheets, which gives

an order-of-magnitude for the rate at which the mean and variance of the thermal

noise increase over time [38, 101, 102].
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Thermal noise is commonly reduced by simply reducing the temperature of the

CCD substrate [41]. Scientific-imaging CCD cameras typically employ thermo-

electric coolers backed by air-cooled or water-cooled radiators to cool the CCD

down to below −50◦C. The cameras we had as demonstration units cooled down

to between −65◦C and −75◦C using room-temperature air-cooling only. At these

temperatures, the thermal noise (called dark current on many camera specification

sheets) is reduced to on the order of 0.01 to 0.001 e−/pixel/s (electrons per pixel

per second) [38, 101, 102]. For shorter exposures (less than a tenth of a second),

we will see that this value is typically small compared to the clock-induced charge,

and hence almost negligible.

Clock-induced charge (CIC) is the excitation of valence electrons into the con-

duction band by the voltages from the gate electrodes while moving charge from

one cell to another [38, 101, 102]. Supposedly, no charge is lost as it is moved from

one cell to another (or, at least, the loss is very small), but some excess charge is

gained. This excess charge is called the clock-induced charge [41]. The clock-induced

charge from a single shift is very small, and supposedly roughly independent from

the amount of charge in that cell. Thus, the cell-charge distribution for the CIC

from one shift is closely approximated by a Poissonian distribution, as described

in Section B.4. A second (and a third, and so on) shift adds another charge with

a Poissonian distribution, and the mean is independent of the amount of both the

charge in the cell and how much of that was from the previous shift. As demon-

strated in Section B.4, the sum of independent Poissonian distributions is another

Poissonian distribution, with the means adding. This means that the cell-charge

distribution for N identical shifts is a Poissonian distribution, with a mean of N

times the mean for a single shift.

Although one might expect the CIC to be larger in the upper rows of an image,

since they have to traverse more rows to get to a readout register, it is, in fact, almost

constant across an image. This is because the CCD is initially cleared by vertically

clocking the charge from the top to the bottom. Thus, while the upper row has to

be moved across the entire N rows on a CCD after the exposure, and the bottom

row only needs to be moved down one row to the readout row, before the exposure,
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the upper rows was clocked one row from the region above the exposed area, and

the bottom row was clocked N rows down from that same region. Thus, both rows

have experienced N +1 vertical shifts by the time they reach the readout row. CIC

happens mostly during the vertical shift, where the charge in each row is moved one

row down, as opposed to a horizontal shift, where charge is moved across a readout

row, and so little change in CIC is expected across a single row of an image [41]. For

the 512-row frame-transfer cameras we tested (since frame-transfer cameras have

twice as many rows as are available for exposure, that is 1024 rows plus a readout

row), the CIC specification was not always given. When it was given, the number

given was typically 0.001 to 0.01 e−/pixel [38, 102]. We mistakenly assumed that

this number was the mean value of the Poisson distribution for CIC, but this turned

out to be incorrect. We will defer what these numbers actually mean until Section

V.7, when we will have the formulas available to properly relate them to the actual

mean.

Readout noise refers to any added noise from the measurement of the amount of

charge in a cell and the conversion to a digital number. This is typically the sum of

many complicated electronic processes, with some independence, and so, by the Cen-

tral Limit Theorem discussed in Section B.3, we expect this to be well-approximated

by a (discrete) Gaussian distribution. Looking at actual histograms from images

confirms that this distribution is, to a very good approximation, Gaussian, with the

deviations out in the tails where the distribution is very small. Technically, this

is not a cell-charge distribution, as the noise is not actually present in the charge

distribution, but is added either during or after measuring the charge. However, it

can be modeled as a Gaussian noise added to the cell-charge distribution and then

measured in a noise-less fashion, and so we will treat it as an effective part of the

cell-charge distribution. The cameras we looked at quoted readout noises as the

standard deviation in the effective Gaussian cell-charge distribution. The values

were dependent on the readout speed, and were typically in the range of 2 to 50

electrons. Faster readout tend to have more noise, and various other tricks (like

having multiple readout cells) can effect it as well. As described in Section V.3,

for EMCCDs there is an effective readout noise that is less than the actual readout
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noise, and this number is sometimes quoted instead of the actual readout noise in

camera specifications [101, 102].

There are a few other parameters CCD manufacturers have to help with noise.

In particular, the exact waveform applied to the gate electrodes can be used to

reduce both thermal noise and clock-induced charge. Perhaps a better way to

state this is to say that a bad waveform will greatly increase these noise sources.

The clock waveforms are a pretty delicate science. For example, thermal noise

occurs anywhere within the bulk of the CCD, but clock-induced charge tends to

occur mostly on the surface of the CCD. The polarity of the clock waveform can

actually selectively inhibit either thermal noise or clock-induced charge. For short

exposures, thermal noise is often negligible next to clock-induced charge. For long

exposures, thermal noise is often dominant. Thus, EMCCD camera manufacturers

often use multiple waveforms, depending on the type of imaging being done. In the

cameras we investigated, the optimization is often chosen based on the readout rates

selected by the user. Faster readout rates are assumed to be coupled with shorter

exposures, where thermal noise is less important, and so they tend to optimize for

less clock-induced charge, and slightly more thermal noise. Slower readout rates are

assumed to be for longer exposures, and so they tend to optimize for less thermal

noise at the expense of slightly greater clock-induced charge [38].

We were searching for a very high quantum efficiency with low noise and high

gain, and all the candidates we looked at were back-illuminated frame-transfer EM-

CCDs. Thus, for the remainder of this chapter, we will deal only with this type of

EMCCD.

Electron-Multiplying Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) Operation

Electron-Multiplying Charge-Coupled Devices (EMCCDs) are very similar to

CCDs. The only difference is that they have an electron-multiplying stage in the

readout row to amplify the signal before it gets measured. This reduces the effect

of the readout noise [38]. To see how, assume a model where you have a signal

you want to measure, and you add thermal noise, and CIC, and the readout stage
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adds a Gaussian noise to the signal, which is then measured by an ideal noise-less

amplifier. The signal which reaches the amplifier is (in number of electrons):

final signal = signal + thermal noise + CIC + readout noise.

All the noise sources are independent of each other and the signal and have a fixed

mean, which can be subtracted away to reveal the signal. Thus, it is only the

deviation from the mean of the noise that matter. As mentioned in Section B.1,

the variances of the independent noise sources add. The total noise variance (in

number of electrons) is therefore:

var(noise) = Idarkt+ σCIC + σ2
r (V.2)

where Idarkt is the dark current times the exposure time (which, for Poisson noise,

is both the mean and variance in the number of electrons), and σCIC and σ2
r are the

CIC and readout noise variances, respectively. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is

the mean signal value divided by the deviation of the noise:

SNR =
signal√

Idarkt+ σCIC + σ2
r

(V.3)

Unless the exposure is very long, σ2
r is the only term in the denominator that is

larger than 1 electron squared, so it is the dominant term. EMCCDs make σ2
r

effectively smaller by amplifying everything before the readout stage by some gain

G. This process, as we will see later, introduces some extra noise, so the variances

get multiplied by fG2, where f is some extra noise factor that approaches
√
2 ≈ 1.4.

With this gain, the SNR becomes:

SNR =
G× signal√

fG2Idarkt+ fG2σCIC + σ2
r

=
signal√

fIdarkt+ fσCIC + σ2
r /G

2
(V.4)

This is essentially the same as Equation (V.3), but with an effective readout noise

variance of σ2
r /G

2. The deviation associated with this (σr/G) is the effective readout

noise sometimes quoted in camera specifications. Since σr is typically less than 100

electrons, and EMCCD gains typically have G ∼ 1000, the effective readout noise

is almost always less than 1.
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Note that Equation (V.4) has a reduced effective readout noise, but the thermal

and CIC noise values remain effectively unchanged. This is because thermal noise

and CIC result in electrons being escalated to the conduction band in the CCD, just

like signal. They are effectively indistinguishable from the signal, and get amplified

just like the signal.

The actual gain is produced in a manner similar to photomultipliers. Some extra

cells (∼ 500) are placed in the readout row, before the readout register, as shown

in Figure 5.4. As charge is horizontally shifted through these each of these extra

cells, there is a large voltage present from one cell to the next (large, for a CCD,

means ∼ 30 V). This voltage accelerates electrons as they pass from one cell to

the next, such that the electrons can collide with valence electrons and move them

to the conduction band as well, with some small probability g. Thus, with each

step, the number of electrons is increased by a fraction g of the current number of

electrons. This fraction is typically a few percent, but after N ∼ 100 cells, the total

gain G = (1 + g)N can be over a thousand [38].

Because the signal and noise are independent, we can write out the cell-charge

distribution entering the EM stage. The amount of charge in the cell is the sum of

two independent variables (the signal and noise), and so, as shown in Section B.2,

the cell-charge distribution is the convolution of the distributions of the signal and

the noise:

H = H{signal} ∗ H{noise} (before EM stage). (V.5)

The noise cell-charge distribution is the Poissonian distribution given in Equation

(B.23). The mean and variance of the charge in the cell before the EM stage is just

the sum and variance of the two distributions:

mean of cell charge = (mean of signal) + σCIC (V.6)

variance of cell charge = (variance of signal) + σCIC. (V.7)

Here, we have used the fact that the mean and variance of the noise are both σCIC.

As the charge in the cell passes through the EM stage, more charge is added

to the cell. This charge has the effect of multiplying the amount of charge in the
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Exposed rows of CCD

Masked rows of CCD

Readout row

Electron-multiplying
(EM) cells

Readout cell

Figure 5.4. A schematic representation of a frame-transfer EMCCD. It is basically
identical to a frame-transfer CCD, with an exposure area and a masked copy to store
the charge from the exposure during readout. The only difference is the readout
row has some extra cells which typically have larger voltages across them, which
multiply charges as they traverse this region before they reach the readout cell.

cell by some gain G, which means the charge is not independent of the amount of

charge already in the cell. Therefore, we cannot simply add means and variances

together, but we can compute the mean and variance of the charge in the cell after

the EM stage. We will do this shortly.

Once through the EM stage, the readout cell adds a small amount of Gaussian

noise to the charge in the cell. Although the noise should have zero mean, many

of the amplifiers add a constant offset to the signal before converting it to a digital

number. This is because they usually convert to a non-negative integer, which would

clip the readout-noise Gaussian for zero input charge, which would alter the average

signal of an image. Whether this offset is done by actually adding a voltage to the

signal or by just manipulating the digital number afterwards, it can be modeled by

assuming the readout-noise has a non-zero mean. In any case, the readout noise

is again independent of the amount of the charge in the cell, and so the final cell-

charge distribution is the convolution of the post-EM cell-charge distribution with

a Gaussian of some arbitrary mean and standard deviation σr. Likewise, the mean

and variance are the post-EM mean and variance added to the readout-noise mean

and variance (σ2
r ), respectively.
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Comparing EMCCD Dark-Frame Histograms

Naturally, we wish to have some way to quantitatively compare cameras, and,

for theoretical use, we would like some quantitative model of how EMCCDs work.

Since we intend to use these EMCCD cameras to image very faint objects, we want

to focus on the noise sources and quantum efficiency of EMCCDs. The easiest way

to measure intrinsic EMCCD noise is to take an image with no signal whatsoever, in

what is called a dark frame. Taking dark frames is easy. All the EMCCD cameras

we looked at came with a cap that blocked pretty much all light that could reach

the sensor (and some had an extra shutter or two as well). We simply turned

out the lights in the room to make it fairly dark, placed the cap on, closed any

available shutters, and tried taking images at the most sensitive setting. Typically,

the average pixel value of the images did not change significantly with the lights

on versus with the lights off, so we figure that with the lights off, the amount of

external light leaking onto the camera sensor was negligible.

To model the noise in the camera, we chose to look at camera histograms, which

are probability distributions of each possible value for the pixels. We start by

making some fairly justified assumptions. First, at full EM gain, the EM gain stage

typically has gains of about 1000, with readout noise greater than 10 e−, and the

CIC has a mean of less than 10%. Furthermore, the EM gain stage may have over

500 separate steps. These allow us to make assumptions that the EM gain and

readout noise are large compared to the CIC, and that the EM stage is essentially

continuous. In Appendix A, we justify these assumptions a little more, and use

them to derive a formula for what an EMCCD dark-frame histogram should look

like [38, 101, 102]. The formula we use to fit dark-frame histograms (and also work

for very low light levels) is Equation (A.56), which we reproduce here (with more
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variables defined):

H{final}(x) ≈





e
− x2

2σ2
r

√
2πσ2
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∗
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( x
G

)k−1

e−
x
GH{N0}(k)

}

H{N0}(k) =
σk
CIC

k!
e−σCIC

where the k = 0 term of the sum approaches a delta function in x as LG →
0. H{N0}(k) is the pre-EM stage histogram, giving the probability of having k

electrons in any given pixel before entering the EM stage. This is assumed to

be a Poissonian distribution with mean σCIC (shown above). We assume we will

be dealing with short exposures where the thermal noise is negligible, but since

the sum of independent Poissonian noises are also a Poissonian noise (as shown in

Section B.4), it is correct to just assume σCIC is the sum of the mean CIC noise, the

mean thermal noise, and the mean input photon value.2 H{final}(x) is the final

histogram, either in electrons or Analog Data Units (ADUs), which is the units

output by the camera, and are proportional to the number of electrons, but the

proportionality does not need to be known (often, there is an offset added on as

well, in which case x in this formula should be shifted by that offset). The other

parameters are:

1. σCIC, the combined CIC and thermal noise (and maybe low light levels), in

number of electrons

2. σr, the readout noise (in electrons or ADU)

3. G, the EM stage gain (in electrons or ADU)

4. LG, the EM leakage rate divided by the natural log of G

5. the offset applied by the readout stage (in ADU)

2This is zero for a dark frame, but since low-level light sources tend to have Poissonian statistics,
we can include that here as well.
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Naturally, if one parameter is in ADU, then all the parameters with that option

must be scaled to ADU as well. As mentioned, the readout stage offset is not

explicitly shown in the equation (we have effectively set it to zero, but it just

translates the histogram). The EM leakage is basically CIC noise that happens as

charge is moved through the EM stage. The EMCCD engineers we communicated

with did not seem to know of any such effect, but we will show shortly that this

model performs decently without the leakage term, and exceptionally well with the

leakage term.

We feel we should mention that our EMCCD model also applies to certain pho-

tomultiplier models where the electron multiplication can also be approximated as a

continuous random gain stage. To have our EMCCD model match these particular

photomultiplier models, we need to take into account that the electron cascade is

amplified enough that reaodut noise is negligible, and assume that the multiplica-

tion happens nearly instantaneously. The latter assumption means that we only

need to work out the distribution of a single input electron, and we can ignore leak-

age. Our distribution with these assumptions, for any number of input electrons, is

given by Equation (A.42). For the particular case of exactly one input electron, it

reproduces one of the standard output distributions for photomultipliers [103, 104].

Equation (A.56) (reproduced above) looks very complicated, but there are some

simplifications worth noting. These are all derived in Appendix A, so we will only

mention them here. The terms inside the sum reduce to Poisson distributions in

the LG → 0 limit. They represent the histogram that results when exactly k elec-

trons pass through the EM stage. We then weight this by a Poisson distribution

(H{N0}(k)) representing the probability of having k enter the EM stage, and sum

over that. Then, we convolve with a Gaussian to represent the addition of noise

in the readout stage. We used several approximations to get the form of the equa-

tion such that, as long as the readout noise and EM gain are both scaled by the

electrons/ADU conversion, it still gives (to a pretty high degree of precision) the

correct histogram even after the readout stage scaling (and the shift is simply a

translation in x). Because we can scale x without changing the equation in this

approximation, we can always scale x so that the readout noise is 1, removing one
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of the parameters. In this way, we see that the actual parameter is the ratio of

the EM gain G to the readout noise σr, which is independent of the readout stage

scaling.

Since H{N0}(k) is effectively bounded in a dark frame (we are assuming it is

a Poissonian distribution with a very low mean), the exponential in the sum in

Equation (A.56) dominates in the large-x limit, so having a non-zero CIC results

in an exponential-like tail. In a dark frame with low CIC, the dominant feature

is a delta-function-like peak corresponding to most of the pixels having 0 electrons

in them; once convolved with the Gaussian readout noise, this results in the entire

histogram looking like a large Gaussian with a near-exponential tail. In Appendix

A, we show this explicitly for the small-CIC and small-leakage limit by actually

computing the first two terms, which look like Equation (A.52), a Gaussian, plus

Equation (A.53), which, for x ≫ σr, is almost exactly exponential. See Figure 5.5

for a graphical demonstration of the parts of Equation (A.56), and to see how a real

histogram ends up resembling a Gaussian plus an exponential tail. In the figure, we

start with a Poissonian distribution representing a typical CIC value, although it

could also represent a low amount of either thermal noise or dim light sources. This

is given by H{N0}(k) in Equation (A.56). After passing through the EM stage,

cells with 0 electrons are unaffected (the near-delta-function behavior of the k = 0

term of the sum in Equation (A.56)), while cells with multiple electrons have those

electrons multiplied by roughly a thousand-fold (the Poisson-like distributions of

the k > 0 terms of the sum in Equation (A.56)). Finally, when passing through the

readout stage, the histograms are convolved with Gaussian readout noise, producing

a final histogram that resembles a large Gaussian (the 0-electron cells convolved

with a Gaussian) with an exponential tail (the result of CIC amplified by the EM

gain). We did not add in the scaling and offset from the readout stage. In a real

histogram, we would only be able to see the total histogram, shown by the black

curve. However, in our model, we can color-code the results to show which parts

of the histogram come from cells with certain initial numbers of electrons. We can

clearly see that the main peak is mostly from the cells with no initial electrons, while

the exponential tail is almost completely from the cells with only one. Contributions
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from higher electron counts are negligible.

The EM leakage changes the histograms so that the tails are no longer as close

to an exponential, but, for small leakage, the biggest effect is in the transition from

the Gaussian peak to the exponential tail. In the absence of EM leakage, this elbow

is pretty sharp. In the presence of EM leakage, though, the charge produced in the

EM stage gets amplified just like any other charge. Some of the charge is added

towards the beginning of the EM stage, and so gets the full EM gain amplification

added to it, which just adds to the apparent CIC tail. Some of the charge, though,

is added towards the end of the EM stage, and gets almost no amplification at all.

This charge adds a small steep tail to the histogram. The net effect of having EM

leakage is we start with a fairly sharp elbow, but, as we add charge that is created

further and further down the EM stage, we add steeper and steeper tails to the side

of the Gaussian peak. While this actually effects the entire tail, the most obvious

visual effect in the histograms is that is makes the elbow rounder. We will discuss

this further in Section V.5.

The above approximation of the histograms is a useful way to picture these

histograms: They are a Gaussian peak with a roughly exponential tail. Approxi-

mately, the width of the Gaussian peak gives the readout noise, the length of the

exponential tail gives the EM gain, and the area under the exponential tail gives the

CIC noise. Since the readout noise and EM gain are both scaled by some unknown

readout gain factor, we can scale the histograms so that the readout noise is unity,

which changes the decay rate of the exponential tail to the readout noise divided by

the EM gain (and the readout scaling cancels out). Plotting multiple histograms

this way allows us to compare the ratio of EM gain to readout noise, by looking at

which histogram has the longest tail. Alternatively, if we know that two histograms

should have identical readout stage scalings (such as, for example, histograms from

the same camera in the same readout mode), we can directly compare the widths

of the Gaussian peaks and the decay rates of the exponential tails, and look for

relative changes in them.

Figure 5.6 shows measured histograms, taken with some demo cameras we eval-

uated, including a Hamamatsu ImagEM C9100–13 and a Princeton Instruments
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Figure 5.5. The progression of a camera histogram as it passes through our model
of an EMCCD camera, approximated by Equation (A.56).
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ProEM:512BK eXcelon. The features are hard to discern, as the exponential tail

is so small compared to the main Gaussian peak, so we will present histograms on

a semi-log scale. Figure 5.7 shows the same histograms on a semi-log scale, where

the features are more obvious. We will use semi-log scales almost exclusively when

dealing with histograms.

To lend something slightly more physical to these histograms, we show two

actual dark frames take from a Hamamatsu ImagEM camera. Figure 5.8 shows a

dark frame with no EM gain, and Figure 5.9 shows a dark frame with maximal EM

gain. Both images have a Gaussian-noise background that represents the readout

noise. The EM image has some bright pixels that swamp that background noise.

These pixels make up the exponential tail in the histograms from the amplified

electrons. Images such as these can make one think that the amplified electrons

are completely distinguished from the Gaussian readout noise, and this is close, but

there is actually no fixed cutoff that separates the two, as seen in the histograms.

Before we invest too much time in discussing ways of using this model, we

should first verify that it actually works. While we have not explicitly discussed it,

this same model also gives us error bars on the histograms. The exact histogram

gives us the fraction of pixels that we expect to have a certain value in the final

image. Since we actually have a limited number of pixels, it is unlikely that a

real histogram will exactly follow the model. If we assume, though, that each of

N pixels has a probability distribution given by the model histogram, then the

actual number of pixels with a given output is the sum of N independent, random

variables that are 1 a certain fraction of the time (given by the histogram), and

0 the rest of the time. This describes a binomial distribution. As discussed in

Section B.5, since the mean value is fN , where f is the fraction given by the

histogram, the variance is approximately fN (since fN is usually small). If fN is

enough larger than 1, then the binomial distribution is, to a decent degree, Gaussian.

Thus, if we add error bars to our histogram (scaled to the full number of pixels N

instead of unity) with a length of two standard deviations, for the region where

the binomial distribution is enough like a Gaussian, that gives us a decent 95%

confidence interval. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show some sample fits of this
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Figure 5.6. Some sample histograms from different camera models in a few dif-
ferent imaging modes. Each histogram is computed from 128 consecutive images
taken with a single camera in a single imaging mode. We can clearly see the Gaus-
sian peaks, but in only one histogram is the tail we expect to see from an EMCCD
evident. Note that two histograms overlap each other almost completely in this
figure.

model to two actual histograms, one from a Hamamatsu ImagEM camera, and

another from a Princeton Instruments ProEM camera. Both fits are good; the

ImagEM fit is impressive. Even the estimated error bounds hit the mark quite

closely. Our model tended to produce fits of the quality shown in Figure 5.10 for

the ImagEM cameras we looked at, but typcial fits to ProEM data were usually not

as closely fit as the example shown in Figure 5.11. The histograms show a somewhat

non-Gaussian tail, which is where Gaussian approximations from the central limit

theorem are most likely to deviate. The largest problem is probably that the ProEM

readout noise is not very Gaussian, and so the model could probably be improved
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Figure 5.7. Some sample histograms from different camera models in a few differ-
ent imaging modes on a semi-log scale. This shows the same sample histograms as
Figure 5.6, except on a semi-log scale, which allows us to see the important features
even though they span several orders of magnitude. In particular, we can clearly
see how all the histograms have an upside-down parabola, (the Gaussian peak),
and how the histograms with large EM gains have long exponential tails from the
CIC noise multiplied by the EM gain. We can also make out a very non-Gaussian
feature on the left of the “ProEM no EM” curve, which we will discuss briefly in
Figure 5.14 and the referring text, and more thoroughly in Section V.8 and Section
V.11.
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Figure 5.8. A sample dark frame from an ImagEM, with the EM gain turned off.
It is dominated by the readout noise. The grayscale has been adjusted to the scale
of the fluctuations, which are really quite small compared to the dynamic range of
the camera, or even a faint light source.

by convolving with some not-quite-Gaussian function that more closely matches the

ProEM readout noise. Determining such a function, though, could be problematic,

since the actual function most likely changes with the imaging parameters. We

know, for example, that the standard deviation seems to increase with EM gain, as

shown in Section V.8, so it seems unlikely the function will be easily modeled.

Now we see that our EMCCD model, which was based off of mostly justified

assumptions on how EMCCDs work, predicts very well what an EMCCD histogram

should look like. In other sections, we will attempt to justify some of our other

assumptions further, such as the existence of the EM leakage term we added, which

we discuss in Section V.5. We will also make many quantitative measurements and
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Figure 5.9. A sample dark frame from an ImagEM, with the EM gain turned up
to the maximum value of 1200. The images on the left show the entire dark frame,
while the images on the right zoom in on the lower-left corner. The upper images
show the dark frame in grayscale, while the lower images show the dark frame using
a high-contrast color scheme.

comparisons of cameras in later sections, and, where there are discrepancies with

quoted values, we will attempt to explain the differences. For now, however, we will

take some time to use the intuition the model has given us to compare histograms

qualitatively.

One thing we learned from looking at histograms is they sometimes make certain

camera problems quite obvious. We have already seen one mentioned briefly in

Figure 5.7. One set of dark frames that we took with a Hamamatsu ImagEM

seemed to be the best yet; a sample image from that set is shown in Figure 5.12.

In these images, the background seemed nearly noiseless, and the occasional spike
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Figure 5.10. A comparison of our EMCCD noise model with an example histogram
taken from a Hamamatsu ImagEM EMCCD camera. The thickness of the fit at
each point represents an approximate 95% confidence interval that we expect the
actual histogram to fall within.
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Figure 5.11. A comparison of our EMCCD noise model with an example histogram
taken from a Princeton Instruments ProEM EMCCD camera. The thickness of the
fit at each point represents an approximate 95% confidence interval that we expect
the actual histogram to fall within.
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from the CIC seemed to be amplified well above the background. Back when we

saw these images, we still thought that an EMCCD would amplify a single electron

into a Gaussian peak well separated from the zero-electron Gaussian peak, and

these frames seemed to agree with that. In general, the histograms show that this

is not the case, as the CIC tail very clearly extends from within the readout noise

to well outside that range. However, we found some images that really seemed

to confirm our original thoughts. The histogram for one set of those is shown in

Figure 5.13, where we can clearly see that this is the result of a mistake, rather

than amazing performance. The CIC tail really stands out because the background

“readout noise” is almost exactly zero, but only because it is clipped off by an

incorrect readout stage offset value. Not all modes of the ImagEM seem to have

this problem. Normally, all the readout stage offsets seem to be fixed at 2000 ADU.

However, as the EM gain is increased, this offset seems to shift, with much greater

shifts at higher readout-stage gains than lower readout-stage gains. In the highest

readout-stage gain, the shift at full EM is so large that almost all of the main

Gaussian peak is clipped, as shown in Figure 5.13.

Thus, we see that just having a basic idea of what the histograms look like allows

one to catch certain problems with certain cameras or camera modes. We now look

more at comparing cameras based on this general idea of what the histograms look

like.

One way to compare histograms is to plot them on a common scale to try to

compare them. For instance, we can try to plot the histograms with the horizontal

scale being number of electrons instead of ADU (which is different from camera

to camera and between different readout modes), and shift them so that the zero-

electron peak is centered at zero-electrons. Each camera from Princeton Instruments

that we tried as a demo camera came with a spec sheet that gave the electrons

per ADU conversion factor for each readout mode of the camera, which allows us

to convert ADU to electrons for ProEM histograms. The ImagEM cameras from

Hamamatsu did not come with such a conversion, but we can infer the conversion if

we assume the gain is accurate. The ImagEM cameras claim a maximum EM gain

of 1200x; if we assume that is accurate, then we can fit our histogram model to the
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Figure 5.12. A sample dark frame from an ImagEM in a mode where the histogram
gets clipped (as shown in Figure 5.13). The images on the left show the entire dark
frame, while the images on the right zoom in on the lower-left corner. The upper
images show the dark frame in grayscale, while the lower images show the dark
frame using a high-contrast color scheme. Note how the images appear to have a
completely flat background with occasional spikes.

histogram, which gives us the EM gain divided by the readout stage scaling, which

we can divide into the actual EM gain to get the electron to ADU conversion. If we

further assume that the electron to ADU conversion is independent of the EM gain,

we can use the same scaling to plot histograms with low EM gain, but not non-

EM-gain modes, as those have different readout electronics and probably different

scalings. This same method for inferring the readout stage scaling on the ProEM

cameras often agreed with the given specification to within 10% percent (although

there were discrepancies), and it typically gives readout noises near the quoted
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Figure 5.13. A clipped dark-frame histogram from an ImagEM. The readout stage
applies a DC offset to the readout to shift the zero-electron Gaussian so that the
entire Gaussian can be seen. In this histogram, from a series of dark frames from a
certain mode of a Hamamatsu ImagEM, we see that the offset was not correctly set.
Here, we can clearly see that the Gaussian has been clipped, and a large number
of pixels have been put in the 0 ADU bin. The dark frames associated with this
histogram, shown in Figure 5.12, actually look great, as the CIC spikes seem very
clearly differentiated from a seemingly noise-less background. One might think that
the random spike was just amplified to well above the background noise, but here
we see the background is seemingly noiseless for a much more problematic reason.
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typical values, so we will treat this value as tentatively accurate, but not base any

important decisions on it. Figure 5.14 shows more histograms plotted with this new

scaling. We immediately see that the readout noise of the two ImagEM imaging

modes does not change as the EM is increased from its minimum value (where

we cannot see any amplified tail) to its maximum value. The ProEM, however,

shows large changes in the readout noise. The first change is when switching from

a no-EM mode to an EM-mode. The camera specifications state that the typical

readout noises for these two modes are different, and so we expect that [102]. There

is a large change in readout noise between the low-EM and high-EM histograms,

however. We suspect that this is due to a coupling between the readout stage and

the EM stage, and appears to be mostly an actual increase in readout noise, and

partly an increase in readout stage gain (which we do not account for here as we are

using the value given in the specification sheet). The ProEM has less readout noise

than the ImagEM, and so we would expect other noise sources to become more

apparent, but there is no increase of this magnitude in the ImagEM histogram. We

also see some large bumps to the left of some of the zero-count Gaussians in the

ProEM histograms. These appear to be due to an odd bug where the first image of

the 128 image sequence tends to have a different readout offset (and even a changing

readout offset) than the rest of the images; this bug is discussed in more detail in

Section V.8 and Section V.11.

As mentioned, we can use a different scaling of these histograms to aid in com-

paring them. Figure 5.15 shows two high EM gain histograms from two differ-

ent cameras, horizontally scaled so that the readout noise is unity. The vertical

scaling was adjusted to preserve the area under the two curves, which are both

512× 512× 128 pixels, since these were made from 128 images of 512× 512 pixels

each. With such a scale, we the slope of the tail tells us the EM gain divided by

the readout noise, which is a measure of how easily we can distinguish the tail from

the main Gaussian. The fraction of area under the tail tells us what fraction of the

pixels had CIC electrons in them, which is a measure of the CIC. The first ProEM

image of the sequence is included in the histogram, and was a little off (see Section

V.11 for more on this), so we did not use it when computing the scalings to apply
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Figure 5.14. A comparison of sample dark-frame histograms. These are the same
sample histograms used in Figure 5.6, but scaled back from ADU to electrons,
and shifted so that the peak of the Gaussian corresponds to zero electrons. The
readout stage scalings are inferred as described in the text. Here, we note that the
ImagEM camera readout noise appears not to change as we increase the EM gain
from the minimum value to the maximum value, as seen by how the width of the
Gaussian does not change (and just a EM-amplified CIC tail appears). The ProEM
histograms show other effects. First, two of the histograms have a side bump to
the left of the main one. These result from the first-in-sequence problem described
in Section V.8, where the first image of the sequence has a shifting offset or other
problem. We describe this problem in greater detail in Section V.8 and Section
V.11.
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to these histograms.

We can see a slight difference in the slopes of the tails in Figure 5.15. The

ProEM has a longer tail than the ImagEM, which implies it has a higher EM gain

after dividing by the readout noise. The ProEM actually has less EM gain overall

than the ImagEM, but the readout noise in the ProEM, even with the increase as

EM gain increases, is more than enough to compensate. Fitting the histograms

confirms this, but, as seen here, the difference is slight. We do, however, see a huge

difference in the relative tail areas. Ordinarily, this is a little difficult to compare,

but when the slopes of the tails are about the same as they are here, we can judge

it pretty well by eye. The ImagEM has approximately an order of magnitude less

CIC than the ProEM, and less EM leakage, which we can tell because the elbow is

much rounder on the ProEM histogram.

Fitting this histogram model to actual histograms gives us fairly reliable noise

information about the cameras, and allows us to compare the cameras in an effective

manner. We will mention our results from doing this throughout the rest of this

chapter.

Defending the Existence of Leakage in the EM Stage

We have shown that our model for an EMCCD histogram fits real histogram

remarkably well, and that the largest problem seems to be that the Princeton In-

struments readout amplifier produces non-Gaussian noise, but that the Gaussian

approximation is still decent. We have also demonstrated that the model allows us

to compute and compare camera specifications remarkably well, which we will do

in much greater depth later in this chapter. We can even, from intuition gathered

from the model, estimate and compare specifications of the cameras by eye, and

even detect some anomalies, all by simple inspection of the histogram of an EM-

CCD camera. While all of this suggests that our model of an EMCCD camera is a

good one, there remains one odd issue: EM stage leakage.

In discussing the model, we simply postulated that extra charge was produced

during the EM stage. The process and statistics were assumed to be just like CIC.
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Figure 5.15. A comparison of dark-frame histogram tails. These are the two
maximum EM gain histograms shown in Figure 5.6, but scaled so that the Gaus-
sian peaks have the same width (and vertically scaled to preserve areas unde the
histograms). The same oddity on the left side of the Gaussian peak of the ProEM
histogram discussed in Figure 5.14 can be seen here, but the image that creates
that bump was removed when computing the scaling to apply to the histogram.
In this view, we can easily compare the CIC noise and EM gain to readout noise
ratios. The EM gain to readout noise ratio, when the readout noise is scaled to
unity, determines the basic slope of the tail on a semi-log plot. Here, we can see
that the ProEM has a longer tail (less steep), implying a larger EM gain when
scaled down by the readout noise. The CIC noise is represented by the area under
the tail (as a fraction of the total area under the curve, which is the same for the
two histograms). The ImagEM has about an order of magnitude less CIC, and less
EM leakage, as seen by how much sharper the elbow between the Gaussian peak
and the exponential tail is on the ImagEM histogram than the ProEM histogram.
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CIC for the horizontal shifts is typically less than for the vertical shifts, and we

were told that this held in the EM stage as well [40, 41]. Nevertheless, we chose to

include a term like that for the EM stage in our model. We reconcile this with the

no-horizontal-CIC statement by assuming that it is not so much a clock-induced-

charge process as an amplification leakage process. There is a finite energy gap

between the valence and conduction bands of the semiconductor substrate of the

EMCCD, and so, since the temperature of the system is non-zero, there is a non-

zero probability that some charge will spontaneously be elevated to the conduction

band. Since the EM stage is a gain stage with larger voltages applied across it, and

these voltages accelerate electrons across the cell with enough energy to promote

other electrons to the conduction band, it seems reasonable to assume that this

spontaneous elevation would be greatly enhanced. In fact, this is very similar to

the spontaneous “dark counts” generated by standard photomultipliers, and seem

to be an amplification of the thermal noise that is regarded as a problem during

the exposure itself. However, we are still adding something to our model that does

not seem to be an accepted effect in the EMCCD community, so we feel some extra

justification of this effect is needed.

Our first attempt at a model actually did not include an EM leakage term. Figure

5.16 and Figure 5.17 show the same two histograms as Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11,

respectively, with fits of the same model to those histograms. The difference is that

the fits shown were forced to have no EM leakage, and show the sort of fits we were

getting with our first attempt at an EMCCD model. Note that the fits reproduce

the general form of the histograms, but really miss parts of them, with nowhere near

the accuracy as with the full model. In particular, the fits struggle to match the CIC

tail, particularly with the ProEM data in Figure 5.17. Without EM leakage, the

fits tend to produce an exponential tail with a rather sharp transition between the

Gaussian peak and that tail. The actual histograms have a transition that is a little

less sharp. When we do not include the EM leakage, our remaining parameters can

only change the vertical offset and the slope of the exponential tail, and so cannot

match the curved tail. We demonstrate this in Figure 5.16 by showing an extra fit,

where we emphasized trying to match the tail, but missed the transition as a result.
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For clarity, this fit is shown without the confidence interval.

We considered what effects we may have glossed over that could affect the his-

tograms. It is possible that the mathematical approximations we made in deriving

the formulas for the model were mistaken. However, for most of those approxi-

mations, we were able to show directly that the corrections were very small. As

for the rest, we compared our final formulas to numerical computations that did

not have those approximations, and found that they agreed with each other quite

closely. The problem did not seem to be a mathematical approximation or error,

which left how we were modeling the physical system, and the approximations we

were making of those physical elements.

We had already included all the physical parts of an EMCCD in the model,

and accounted for CIC, thermal noise, and readout noise. The large peak in the

histogram pretty much shows the readout noise shape, which was not deviant enough

from a Gaussian to explain the differences we saw. The CIC and thermal noise

might not be Poissonian, but that seemed unlikely. Any discrete random process

with such a low mean is almost guaranteed to be nearly Poissonian, simply because

such processes tend to produce either 0 or 1 as a count, with 0 being much more

common than 1, and that is a good approximation of a Poissonian distribution

with a low mean. Also, we see no reason to expect CIC and thermal noise to have

any sort of dependence on the number of electrons already in a cell, until the cell

approaches saturation, but even if there was a dependence, since the rates are low

enough that they should just be producing 0 or 1 electron the vast majority of the

time, there are not enough 2 events that the dependence should make a difference.

We came up with a list that was basically the mostly likely effect we were missing

at each stage of an EMCCD:

1. On the main CCD, something could change as a function of which cell of the

CCD was being read.

2. In the EM stage, the gain could be changing.

3. In the EM stage, extra electrons could be gained or lost, regardless of presence
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Figure 5.16. A comparison of our EMCCD noise model without EM leakage with
an example histogram taken from a Hamamatsu ImagEM EMCCD camera.
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Figure 5.17. A comparison of our EMCCD noise model without EM leakage with
an example histogram taken from a Princeton Instruments ProEM camera.
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of electrons already there.

4. The readout stage could be nonlinear.

Let us consider what would happen to the histogram if something changed during

the readout, perhaps as a function of what was being read. If the readout offset

changes, that is equivalent to adding a certain number of electrons to the readout,

which is what the readout noise is. Thus, this would effectively be a change in

readout noise.3 If it were the amount of CIC and thermal noise that was changing,

as long as those values remained small enough that 2 or more electrons is rare, the

pre-EM probability distribution would still be nearly Poissonian (since it is just

mostly zero electrons with a small one-electron probability), with a mean that is

just the average of the means of all the pixels. The readout stage gain could change

as a function of position, but this seemed unlikely based on the ImagEM histogram.

As seen in Figure 5.10, the main peak is very Gaussian. If the readout noise is very

Gaussian, then adding together Gaussians of different widths would tend to flatten

the sides of that peak in a non-Gaussian way. Also, to have a significant change

on the peak, the fluctuations have to be fairly large (on the order of 10% or more).

The peak is a decent representation of the function that we should convolve with to

represent the readout noise, so if the peak is not visibly affected, then the convolving

function (and hence the entire distribution) should not be greatly affected. While

it is possible that the readout noise was not Gaussian, but changed in such a way

that the aggregation was Gaussian, that seemed unlikely.

Pretty much the only parameter left to vary over the CCD is the gain, which

brings us to the second point. There are two ways the EM gain could change. The

net EM gain could vary from pixel to pixel (or slowly across the entire image), which

could be thought as as belonging to the first point as well, or the gain of each step

in the EM stage could vary. The second case is rather simple. In deriving the

formula for these histograms, we argue that there are so many stages to the EM

3This actually does happen. Shading is basically an example of this. When it happens reliably
as a function of position on the CCD, you can remove the effect by subtracting two images. If it
is not so reliable, it effectively just increases the readout noise.
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stage that it is very close to continuous.4 In particular, in Equation (A.25) we show

that in the continuous case, it is really only the average value of the gain in each

step (which determines the overall EM gain) that affects the final result, and not

the variations in the gain, especially if you are looking on a logarithmic scale as we

do. Therefore, when the EM gain changes within the stage, the effect only changes

the histogram through changing the total EM gain.

The EM gain could change from pixel to pixel. EM leakage is, in a sense, CIC

with variable gain (depending on where in the EM stage the leakage happened),

and since that fits well, we could expect a changing EM gain due to other reasons

might fit the histograms we see. One difference, though, is that EM leakage results

in an effective gain only for the charge additions that happen in the EM stage,

whereas a truly varying gain would affect all of the electrons. Another important

difference is that EM leakage covers the full range of EM gain, from none (the

charge is produced at the end of the EM gain stage, and so does not get amplified),

to full (the charge produced at the very beginning, and so traverses the entire EM

gain stage), while we would expect fluctuating or drifting electronics to alter the

gain in some small range about a fixed mean. Since dark frames do not have any

signal, that difference would show in the CIC. Figure 5.18 compares histograms

with no EM leakage and possibly some EM gain variations to an actual histogram

that the EM leakage model fit well (as shown in Figure 5.10). The model fits well,

but requires very large fluctuations in the EM gain. For the fit shown in the figure,

we assumed the EM gain fluctuations had a standard deviation of about 40% of the

mean gain value, which seems unbelievably large. We can make sense of this fit by

comparing it to EM leakage.

EM leakage, as we have shown, fits the histograms quite well. As we just men-

tioned, EM leakage is a little like having a small amount of CIC that gets amplified

by different amounts. Thus, you can imagine taking a series of no-leakage of his-

4We also numerically tested this for EM gains of around 1000, for around 500 steps, which is
about what these cameras should have. We found that the continuous-gain model was indeed very
close to the discrete version, even when the gain for each step oscillated by on the order of 10%.
Variations in the gain do make a difference in the discrete case, but we are close enough to the
continuous case that they are too small to concern us.
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Figure 5.18. The effect of varying gain on an EM histogram. This figure shows the
same data as Figure 5.16, with the same fit that assumes no EM leakage. For clarity,
we have left out the confidence intervals on the fit, showing just the centerline. We
have also included two other fits, where the parameters were tweaked by hand, but
with a spread in EM gain as described in the text. One of the two fits uses some
analytic approximations to determine what a histogram would look like with a range
of EM gains, and the other numerically combines the no-EM-leakage model for a
range of EM gains. The two methods of simulating a range of EM gain seem to
agree with each other well, and fit the data quite nicely. The only problem is to get
such a nice fit, we needed to assume the EM gain varied by about 40%.
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tograms, each one looking like a Gaussian with an exponential tail, but with a

range of EM gains. The low-gain ones will have a short tail that decays rapidly

(steep negative slope near the elbow), while the high-gain ones will have a long tail.

Adding these together results in rounding out the elbow, as seen, for instance, in

Figure 5.19, and seems to be precisely the sort of rounding we are looking for.

With this description of how EM leakage rounds out the tail, we can understand

how a hugely varying EM gain can fit the histogram in Figure 5.18 as well. A small

variation in EM gain can bend the tail a little, but to really round out the elbow, we

need some steeply sloped tails. EM leakage gets these tails by actually having some

electrons experience an effectively low EM gain. A varying EM gain can get these

tails by having large fluctuations, so that a small fraction of the pixels really do

see a very low EM gain. Because the varying gain also has a few pixels see a much

larger EM gain, the tip of the tail has a lower slope than the rest, which causes the

tail to look slightly bent upwards in the logarithmic scale used in Figure 5.18. The

EM leakage model has a cap on the EM gain, which results in a tail that is closer

to an exponential curve, which appears straight in Figure 5.18.

We investigated one more option for the cause of the curvature, which was

readout stage nonlinearity. Ordinarily, we assume that the output of the readout

stage is just some gain g times the number of electrons in the pixel, plus some offset

o:

ADU = g ∗ electrons + o.

If we assume that there is some nonlinearity, then that means the gain g would

change a little depending on the number of electrons. The lowest-order correction

would add some small electron-number dependent correction to g, such as this:

ADU = g (1 + ǫ ∗ electrons) ∗ electrons + o.

Figure 5.20 compares a fit of this equation to the same fit to a real histograms used

in Figure 5.16. The fit is almost as good as our full fit in Figure 5.10, which we have

not shown as they would nearly overlay each other. To get this fit, we used ǫ on

the order of 0.02%. Having ǫ > 0 means the gain is larger for larger electron values,

which tends to the stretch the downward-sloping CIC tail to the right, stretching
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Figure 5.19. The effect of EM leakage on histograms. This plot contains three
theoretical histograms with the same average CIC value, but with that value dis-
tributed between differently between pure CIC and EM stage leakage, which could
be thought of as CIC that happens during the EM stage. In one histogram, the CIC
tail is entirely from CIC. In another, the tail is entirely from EM leakage, and in
the third, there is a mix of the two. Comparing these, we see how the EM leakage
tends to round out the elbow between the main Gaussian peak and the exponential
CIC tail. Harder to see is that EM leakage also make the tail less exponential; in
the semi-log scale above, they have a slight curve to them.

the elbow out a little. Even though the fit is almost as good as the fit assuming EM

leakage, we do not feel readout nonlinearity is a decent explanation. Initially, we

thought we were on to something, since the specifications listed the nonlinearity as

being less than a percent or so, which agreed with our ǫ value. We soon realized this

was unlikely to be correct. Our fit has a nonlinearity of about 0.02% per electron,

instead of the range of the detector. The measured value, in ADU, for 10, 000

electrons would be (after subtracting the constant offset) about three times what it
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would be for 5, 000 electrons, instead the double value we would expect from a linear

detector. That is about a 50% error over a medium range for the detector (which

can handle on the order of 100, 000 electrons), which we believe is a strong violation

of the quoted nonlinearity of at most a percent [101, 102]. It is possible that there

are higher order corrections to the nonlinearity that make it more linear for higher

numbers of electrons, but it seems unlikely to us that a readout amplifier would

be more nonlinear at smaller values. Nonlinearity usually kicks in at high values,

where electronics are more nearly saturated. Also, while the nonlinearity rounds

out the elbow, the same effect bends the tail so that it curves slightly upwards.

As you can see in Figure 5.20, this curve is noticeably different from the actual

histogram tail, and it is unlikely that the nonlinearity stops right after the elbow.

Furthermore, in order to get the nonlinear fit in Figure 5.20, we had to decrease the

apparent EM gain value by almost a factor two. With the EM leakage fit, we can

pick a reasonable analog stage gain to convert ADU back to electrons, and find our

readout noise and EM gain very closely match the specified values for the ImagEM

camera we were using. With the nonlinear readout stage fit, our EM gain is off

by almost a factor of two, which seems unlikely. Thus, while readout nonlinearity

provides a decent fit to the dark-frame data, it requires a huge nonlinearity that

contradicts how well CCDs can measure larger signals and causes us to measure

values that are much worse than the specified values.

To summarize, we developed a model of how EMCCDs work using just the

standard descriptions of the EMCCD processes. Fits using these models, shown in

Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17, were unsatisfactory. We thought of several corrections

to our model, both in our mathematical approximations and physical approxima-

tions. We could only think of one correction that could provide a decent fit to real

histograms without assuming something obviously unphysical or somehow contra-

dictory to other results. That single correction produced impressive agreement with

the given histograms, and continued to give results consistent with our expectations

even used outside of simple dark frames (like the measurement of quantum efficiency

discussed in Section V.10, where the CIC measurement from the fits performed as

we expected it to). Not only that, but the addition to our model was simply an
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Figure 5.20. The effect of readout nonlinearity on histograms. This figure shows
the same data as Figure 5.16, with the same fit that assumes no EM leakage.
For clarity, we have left out the confidence intervals on the fit, showing just the
centerline. We have also included a second fit, where the parameters were tweaked
by hand, but with a readout nonlinearity term as described in the text. The fit is
surprisingly good, but requires a very large readout nonlinearity to fit well.

effect that is common in other photo-measurement devices with near-photon sensi-

tivity. Thus, we suspect that our addition to the model is reasonable and probably

a real effect; however, we allow that our guess as to the cause (enhanced thermal

excitation as opposed to horizontal CIC) may be incorrect.5

5As an aside, the thermal excitation idea could be tested by trying to measure the EM leakage
very carefully over a small range of temperatures, to see if it is more sensitive to temperature
than the other parameters of the model. The effect is probably also dependent on the amount
of EM gain, so a similar test varying the EM gain could also be instructive. The effect probably
disappears entirely at no gain, so an attempt to measure the leakage in the absence of gain, which
we use as a parameter, would almost certainly not agree with the values that give good fits at
high EM gain. One could also try to determine if the effect was real by somehow eliminating CIC
(or fitting CIC versus number of rows, and finding the zero-row intercept), perhaps by somehow
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Comparing EMCCD Cameras Using Specifications

Comparing the EMCCD cameras by their specifications is difficult. There are

not many manufacturers of EMCCD cameras that we could find at this writing,

and so there were not that many to choose from. Restricting the search to back-

illuminated back-thinned EMCCDs with high quantum efficiency at 780 nm (the

wavelength of light we are interested in) reduced it even further, and we eventually

ended up with five likely cameras:

1. The Hamamatsu ImagEM C9100–13 (ImagEM)

2. The Princeton Instruments ProEM:512B eXcelon (ProEM)

3. The Andor iXon3 DU–897–CS0 #BV (iXon)

4. The Photometrics Evolve:512 (Evolve:512)

5. The QImaging Rolera Thunder (Rolera).

Even though all the cameras have the same basic EMCCD chip inside (made by

E2V), the specification sheets made the cameras sound quite different [40, 101,

102, 105]. The chip itself has an exposed area consisting of a 512-by-512 array of

square pixels 16 µm on a side. It is a frame-transfer chip, so there are a total of

1024 rows, but only 512 of them are exposed. The quantum efficiency is always

given as a graph, as quantum efficiency is highly wavelength dependent, but all of

the specification sheets agree that the quantum efficiency is about 75% at 780 nm

wavelength, which is the wavelength we are using (perhaps a little higher for the

ProEM with the eXcelon coating).

Due to a few misunderstandings and a reluctance to try the Andor iXon due to

its Andor-specific PCI controller card, and the fact that we were unaware QImaging

and Photometrics made EMCCD cameras at the time of the majority of our testing,

we focused almost entirely on the ImagEM and the ProEM. While we did not try

dumping all charge right at the beginning of the EM stage, or building an EMCCD with just an
EM stage (no rows to clock over means no CIC). In such a case, any histogram tail could only be
an effect of EM leakage.
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any demonstration iXon, Evolve:512, or Rolera cameras ourselves, we did manage

to get some dark frames for analysis from representatives for Andor, Photometrics,

and QImaging, allowing us to present some measurements from these cameras, but

not to delve into whether the cameras had any anomalies or to investigate the few

we did find. The noise statistics from the images we analyzed suggest that the iXon

and Evolve:512 may qualify as the best camera, but we do not have the experience

with them to say whether they have any odd anomalies.

The ProEM communicates via an Ethernet protocol, has something called Ki-

netics mode where the camera can take a series of very fast exposures, and has a

special eXcelon coating designed to reduce interference fringes when imaging in the

infrared. The specification sheet lists five readout speeds, ranging from 100 kHz

to 10 MHz (but only 5 MHz and 10 MHz are available in EM mode). The quoted

readout noise values are very low, ranging from 3e− at 100 kHz to 10e− at 5 MHz

in non-EM mode, 25e− at 5 MHz with EM gain, and 50e− at 10 MHz. The quoted

CIC value is 0.005 e−/pixel/frame. The EM gain is variable from 1 to 1000 [102].

The ImagEM camera communicates via a protocol known as Camera Link, which

is not supported by most computers, and so requires extra hardware. The camera

works strictly in frame-transfer mode. The ImagEM boasted a lot of on-board image

processing, including image averaging, dark-frame subtraction, and special image

enhancement mode called Photon Imaging Mode which supposedly gives better

image quality at low light levels, and even increase signal intensity by 5, 13 or 21

times, based on the particular mode used. Only three readout speeds are available,

0.69 MHz, 2.75 MHz, and 11 MHz, with 11 MHz only available in EM mode. The

quoted readout noises seem very low, but is oddly dependent on the EM gain: 8e−

at 0.69 MHz in no-EM mode, 17e− at 2.75 MHz in no-EM mode, and 8e−, 20e−,

and 25e− at 0.69 MHz, 2.75 MHz, and 11 MHz respectively, with an EM gain of 4

(the lowest setting). The same sheet also quoted < 1e− readout noise for all readout

speeds with the maximum EM gain of 1200. No mention of a typical CIC value was

given in the data sheet for the camera, although a related technical note seemed to

give a value [38, 101].

The iXon communicates with a PCI/PCIe card developed by Andor, as opposed
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to the more standard protocols used by the other cameras. Like the others cam-

eras, this camera has several image-processing options, and, like the ProEM, the

maximum EM gain is 1000. The readout speeds are very similar to the ProEM, and

some, but not all, of the quoted readout noises are on par with those quoted by the

ProEM: 6 e− at 1 MHz (no EM), and ranging from 21 e− at 1 MHz (EM) to 49 e− at

10 MHz (EM), with intermediate speeds of 3 e− (32 e−) and 5 e− (42 e−). No noise

was given for the 3 MHz no-EM readout mode. While these numbers tend to be a

little higher than the equivalent for the ProEM, we found the iXon performance to

be much closer to these numbers than the ProEM performance was to its quoted

specifications. The quoted CIC value, like the ProEM, is 0.005 e−/pixel/frame.

The iXon is also the only camera of the ones mentioned here that has a 14-bit

digitization (16-bit only at 1 MHz readout speeds), while all the rest were 16-bit,

although we do not feel this is an important distinction given that all the cameras

have modes where the readout noise is larger than a single ADU [105].

The specifications for the Evolve:512 and the Rolera cameras are very similar

to those quoted for the ProEM, except the communication is over an IEEE-1394

interface instead of Ethernet. Both the Evolve:512 and Rolera readout speeds were

1.25 MHz and 5 MHz for non-EM modes, and 5 MHz and 10 MHz for EM modes.

For those speeds, the quoted Evolve:512 readout noises are 6 e−, 12 e−, 32 e−,

and 45 e−. The Rolera readout noises, in the same order, are 8 e−, 15 e−, 40 e−,

and 55 e−. The EM gains for both are variable with a maximum of 1000. The

Evolve:512 specifications also mention several image processing options, including

one which is claimed to almost completely remove the CIC, which was quoted at

being 0.0045 e−/pixel/frame, but this turned out to just be a spike removal which

would also remove actual photon detections [106]. We do not have a CIC specifica-

tion for the Rolera, but in communications with a representative for QImaging, we

were told that the Rolera operated at a higher temperature than the other cameras,

which should, we were told, allow it to have much lower CIC. We did not find this

to be the case, as we will show in Section V.9.

All cameras also mentioned thermal noise statistics. Normally, this would be

an issue, except all the cameras had on-board coolers. The ImagEM cooler nor-
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mally can keep the EMCCD cooled to −65◦C at room temperature (which is the

only value the software we tried would set). The ProEM software allowed a little

more variability, and we were able to barely achieve EMCCD temperatures around

−80◦C at room temperatures, although the software defaults to −70◦C, which is

what we used for many of the images we took. The iXon and Evolve:512 both

claimed to be able to cool to at least −85◦C, while the Rolera only cools to −25◦C.
At these temperatures, the quoted thermal noises are so low (typically less than

0.01 e−/pixel/second, and closer to 0.001 e−/pixel/second, but 0.5 e−/pixel/second

for the Rolera) that unless we were to take a multi-second exposure, the CIC would

be by far the dominant noise source (except for the Rolera) [105, 106]. Since we

plan for our exposures to be less than 50 ms or so, we figured we could safely ignore

the thermal noise, but see Section V.7 for a brief discussion of measuring that.

All the cameras (except possibly the Rolera) allowed for restricting the actual

readout of the EMCCD to a small region, which allows for a faster frame rate.

Reading a full frame at about 10 MHz is limited to about 30 to 40 frames per

second, but when restricted to a small region of the EMCCD, frame rates of several

hundred per second are achievable.

The cameras, since they all have the same EMCCD, at least had the same

quantum efficiency as a function of light wavelength, although the eXcelon coating

changed the curve at lower wavelengths on the ProEM than we were interested in.

The quantum efficiency for the cameras at 780 nm is between 70% and 80%. As

shown in Figure 5.21, the eXcelon coating does reduce fringing at our wavelength.

Other elements of our optical setup (including the fused silica cell on our vacuum

chamber where we trap atoms) cause etaloning effects, so we hope that a little extra

etalon effect from the camera will not be a problem.6 Furthermore, we will probably

be dealing with such low intensities that the presence of fringes will be the least of

our worries.
6An etalon is a transparent plate with reflecting surface. Here, a piece of glass or fused silica

acts as an etalon, since a small amount of light reflects off of each surface. This light interferes
with the light that did not reflect, and produces intensity fringes. The CCD itself, to some extent
acts like an etalon as well, and the eXcelon coating is a sort of anti-reflection coating that prevents
this from happening [102].
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ImagEM ProEM

Figure 5.21. The fringe-reducing effect of the eXcelon coating. Here, we were
shining a highly attenuated laser beam directly onto the EMCCD (this is the beam
we used to measure quantum efficiency, as described in Section V.10), and took an
image with it. The beam was attenuated enough that we could image it at full EM
gain with a short exposure, and the image was still noise-dominated (the images
shown here are actually the average of 128 sequential exposures, which greatly
reduces the noise). The intent was to have the beams illuminate approximately
half the EMCCD, so we could have an illuminated region and an unilluminated
region. There are three effects here. The round, nearly circular fringes are probably
from dust on previous optics. There are also many finely spaced parallel fringes
through both images, which we did not bother to track down. Lastly, there is a
large, rather splotchy set of fringes in the ImagEM image. We believe these are
due to etaloning within the EMCCD itself, and that it is the eXcelon coating on
the ProEM EMCCD that prevents them from showing up on that image. This
belief is based upon similar images of fringing in the ProEM specification sheet, as
we did not investigate the source of the fringes ourselves. The beams have different
perpendicular orientations in these images because the EMCCDs in the cameras are
rotated differently with respect to the mounting bracket of the camera.
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Up front, features such as the eXcelon coating are the most obvious differences

between the cameras. The Kinetics mode offered by the ProEM is a variation

of the frame transfer mode that both the ProEM and ImagEM use for taking an

exposure (see Figure 5.3). In this mode, more than half of the CCD is blocked off.

Some versions of the camera have the first two rows exposed, and the next 98 rows

masked off (and the user is free to block off the rest). After an exposure, the CCD

is vertically shifted so that the exposed area is moved under some mask. If we were

to expose 64 rows, and had the rest of the chip masked off, we could repeat this 16

times and get 16 exposures before needing to read the data off the EMCCD. Since

we do not need to read the EMCCD between exposures, we can have very rapid

exposures. The specification sheet states that this mode is capable of exceeding

one million exposures per second, but this is the limit of almost no exposure time

(where the entire time is spent shifting) if we are only exposing two rows. Since

the fastest vertical shift if just under half a microsecond, if we were exposing 64

rows, each exposure would need to be at least 32 µs, and, if we wanted to prevent

smearing, we would want the actual exposure to be longer than just the shift time

[102]. Even so, we could achieve a frame rate of about 100 kHz, which is quite

impressive, and a feature we might want in a camera.

The Photon Imaging Mode that the ImagEM has turned out to be less interest-

ing. Essentially, the mode is convolution of the image with a hard-edged circle. Put

another way, each pixel of the image, instead of being just a pixel, is represented by

a hard-edged circle of the same brightness, and these are summed up. The quoted

gains of 5, 13, and 21 just give the size of the circles, as 5 is the number of pixels

at most a distance of 1 away from a given pixel, 13 is the number of pixels at most

a distance of 2 away, and 21 is the number of pixels at most a distance of 2.5 away.

These shapes are illustrated in Figure 5.22. Thus, an apparent gain in brightness

comes from essentially averaging over a wider area of pixels, effectively getting 5,

13, or 21 times as much light, but at a cost of resolution. This may be useful to

some, but since we have plenty of time to post-process our images, and are quite

capable of performing this convolution (or any other that may be more useful to

us) ourselves, this feature is not that interesting to us. Some of the ImagEM
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Initial point
PIM 1
PIM 2
PIM 3

Figure 5.22. Photon Imaging Mode circles. These three circles have radii of 1,
2, and 2.5 pixels. The shaded pixels inside those circles represent the shapes that
are convolved with images in the three Photon Imaging Modes supported by the
Hamamatsu ImagEM cameras. Note that the number of pixels within the three
circles are 5, 13, and 21, respectively, which are the quoted gain numbers for the
three Photon Imaging Modes.

documentation have some sample images that show a huge improvement in clarity

when imaging a very faint object [38]. Figure 5.23 shows a simulation of viewing a

very faint pattern with an ImagEM camera using Photon Imaging Mode 2, which

illustrates how the convolution can produce a remarkable enhancement of visual

contrast. When generating this particular figure, however, we found that there

was a rather small window of contrast for which there was a marked improvement

(but we did manage to get this figure to be very similar to one involving actual

camera images distributed by Hamamatsu). If the image was much brighter, the

Photon Imaging Mode convolution just blurred the image, and if the image was

much dimmer, it was too dim to make out even with Photon Imaging Mode.

The Evolve:512 offered a CIC-removal processing mode called Background Event
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Figure 5.23. A simulation of Photon Imaging Mode. Here we show a pattern of
squares, and a simulation of what that pattern would look like if it were being imaged
by a Hamamatsu ImagEM camera with an average illumination of under one photon
per pixel per exposure. Under the specific conditions of this simulation, performing
the Photon Imaging Mode convolution greatly enhances the visual clarity of the
image. However, when generating these images, we have approximately matched
actual camera images distributed by Hamamatsu, and found that we had to fine-
tune the illumination to get that enhancement [38].

Reduction Technology (BERT) [106]. In this mode, every pixel is compared with the

surrounding pixels 9 pixels, and, if it was above the median by a certain threshold,

it was replaced with the median value. While this is a nice way to clean up the CIC

in an image, it irreversibly alters the image data and could cost us a single-photon

signal, and so we decided this feature would not be useful to us. If we felt we needed

this ability, we could always do it in post-processing.

A less-apparent difference between the cameras is in the way the specifications

are quoted. For example, the readout noise quoted for the ImagEM camera is gain
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dependent, whereas no such indication is given for the other cameras. The reason

is that the ProEM number is the actual readout noise, whereas the ImagEM is the

effective readout noise. Note that in any representation of the signal-to-noise ratio,

such as Equation (V.4), or the more formally derived versions, Equation (A.14) and

Equation (A.15), and in the histograms we are using (Equation (A.56), but also

shown earlier in this section), the parameter that matters is the ratio of the EM

gain to the readout noise. The readout noises shown for the ImagEM are therefore

the actual readout noises divided by the EM gain. For example, the actual typical

readout noise at 11 MHz is 100 e−. At the lowest EM gain for the C9100–13

(G = 4), the effective readout noise is 100 e−/4 = 25 e−, and at the maximum EM

gain G = 1200, the effective readout noise is 100 e−/1200 = 0.083̄ e− < 1 e−, which

is where the quoted values come from. Our own measurements for the readout

noise agree with this value, if we infer the readout stage scaling by assuming the

maximum EM gain is really 1200. So, if we really wish to compare the ProEM and

ImagEM readout noises, we must first multiply the ImagEM readout noises by the

EM gain used.

Over the course of the next few sections, we will discuss some of the values we

actually measured using our curve-fitting techniques. In particular, we will see that

the quoted noise values often needed adjusting in order to be properly compared

between cameras, justifying the work we did to measure the values ourselves.

Comparing EMCCD CIC and Thermal Noise Values

Our first attempts to measure CIC noise were to take a series of dark frames,

compute the variance of the frames, and use that to determine the CIC by using

Equation (V.2). We also tried several exposure lengths, and did a linear fit to the

variance, which should also give us the thermal noise, since thermal noise is just an

added contribution to variance that increases with time. We realized this method

was failing us when we found that, for several sets, the thermal noise appeared

negative. There were two basic reasons for this. First of all, variances are sensitive

to outlying points. In our case, some of the images have cosmic rays in them. Very
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few pixels have these rays, but those pixels often have large values, and so raise

the total variance by a noticeable amount. The second reason is that the CIC and

thermal noise are pretty small contributions to the variance. A large gain can make

the readout noise irrelevant to the total signal-to-noise ratio, but in a dark frame,

the signal is zero. For typical camera parameters where the CIC is on the order of

a percent, the gain is on the order of a thousand, and the readout noise is on the

order of ten to a hundred electrons, the CIC contribution to the variance is still of

the same order of magnitude as the readout noise. Cosmic rays were able to affect

the variance by enough of that ratio to mess up the fits.

We considered dealing with this problem by taking many more images, filtering

out the cosmic rays, and then using the same variance method. However, we realized

we could use the histogram fits that we now use instead. We chose the histogram

methods because it allows us to bypass the effects of cosmic rays (which tend to

appear as small unfittable spikes in the histograms), provides us with the ability

to model similar cameras would do under different imaging circumstances, and is a

little less sensitive to random variations (like cosmic rays, but also just deviations

between images). It also gave us some intuition on how to compare cameras by just

looking at their histograms.

Once we developed this method and applied it to the sample images we took

with demo cameras, we very quickly noticed a large difference in CIC values, both

between the ProEM and ImagEM cameras, and between our measured values for

the ProEM camera and the quoted value. At the time we were performing these

tests, we only had data from ImagEM and ProEM cameras. Typical best values

for the ImagEM cameras were on the order of a few percent, while the ProEM

measurements were, at best, over five percent, and often over ten percent, quite

different than the half-percent quoted in the specification sheet. The discrepancy

between cameras was quite noticeable in the histograms, too. As seen in Figure

5.6, the CIC tail is only visible in the ProEM histogram, and in the semi-log plots,

Figure 5.7, Figure 5.14, and Figure 5.15, the ProEM can be seen to have a much

larger vertical offset to the CIC tail than the ImagEM. These figures represent some

of the best CIC measurements for both camera models, and so are a good indication
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of the difference between the values.

We found out, through several communications with the manufacturers, that

the ProEM CIC values quoted are not the mean CIC value that we thought they

were. The quoted CIC value is defined as the fraction of pixels with values over

5 standard deviations from the mean value. This measure is apparently standard

in the industry [40], but seems quite strange to us. Using this method, we can

compute values close to the quoted CIC values for the ProEM camera, but we note

that this number is not the actual mean CIC value, and is often times almost an

order of magnitude smaller. In fact, it is not even a direct measurement of the mean

CIC value, as it depends on the particular EM gain and readout noise values. We

show this dependency in Figure 5.24, where we plot curves of this quoted CIC value

for a fixed CIC and readout noise typical of a ProEM camera, with a varying EM

gain. Here, we see that at the maximum gains of the cameras we were using, the

gain-dependence of this measure of CIC is fairly weak, so it is, in a sense, a measure

of CIC, but needs a correction to give the actual mean CIC value.

As an aside, we also made brief attempts to measure thermal noise. Thermal

noise, from a histogram standpoint, is indistinguishable from CIC noise, as both are

just Poissonian noise that gets added to the signal. As previously mentioned, they

tend to focus in different physical depths of the CCD, and actually can be marginally

distinguished by, for instance, the clocking methods, but, for our purposes, they are

indistinguishable. Basically, we can compute the CIC for various exposure lengths,

and perform a linear fit to that CIC as a function of exposure length. The time = 0

intercept is the true CIC value, and the slope with respect to time is the thermal

noise, in electrons per second.

We were only interested in short-exposure statistics, since we plan to take mostly

short exposures, so only rarely did we take exposures long enough to see ther-

mal effects. For one ImagEM camera, we found tentative values ranging between

0.002 e−/pixel/second to 0.007 e−/pixel/second, depending on the imaging mode.

Again, these typically had short exposure times (at most about 2.5 s, but typically

under a second), and so the increase in apparent CIC over the t = 0 value was

rather small compared to our estimated accuracy, which is why these values are
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Figure 5.24. Comparison of 5σ CIC measurements with mean CIC. We took one
ProEM data set and one ImagEM data set, and, using the noise parameters we
measured for them, used our model to generate histograms for a wide range of EM
gains. We then computed the 5σ CIC value for those histograms, and plotted the
results, using blue for the ProEM curves and red for the ImagEM curves. The
two vertical lines show the maximum EM gains of the cameras (which Princeton
Instruments uses for quoting a CIC value), and for which we have actual camera
histograms. We verified that at those gains, the values shown on the plot closely
match what we measured from the actual camera histograms (within about 10%).
The horizontal bands of color show our measured CIC value that we used to generate
the plots, and the horizontal line shows the value that Princeton Instruments quotes
for the ProEM cameras. We see that for the maximum EM gains, the 5σ value is
not strongly dependent on the actual EM gain, and so could be used to deduce
the mean CIC value, but the two values are nearly an order of magnitude different.
Although not shown here, we also note that the amount of EM leakage versus actual
CIC changes the shape of the curves as well.
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tentative. These values are slightly better than the quoted typical value for this

camera (0.01 e−/pixel/second at −60◦C) [101].
All the relatively long exposures we took with ProEM cameras were done with

the first ProEM demo camera we had. Unfortunately, this camera had large noise

problems, with an obvious shading problem that was different between images (and

hence did not subtract out well), and a few other repeatability problems.7 The result

was that we could not fit the histograms well with our model, and the results tended

to change a lot even for small changes (10 ms to 20 ms exposure times, for instance).

While we determined that the noise levels were abnormally large for this camera, the

oscillations within the noise measurements were too large to get a decent estimate

of the thermal noise. The ProEM specification sheet quotes a typical thermal noise

of 0.001 e−/pixel/second and a maximum thermal noise of 0.02 e−/pixel/second,

both at −70◦C, but we do not know how our measurement would compare with

these values, or whether these values are using the 5σ measurement method or are

actual mean values [102].

Comparing EMCCD Readout Noise Values

The curve-fitting method gives us a readout noise measured in ADU. More im-

portantly, it gives us the ratio of EM gain to readout noise, which is more important

to us than the actual readout noise. However, the actual readout noise matters in

the low-EM limit, and to anybody attempting to improve the performance of a

camera one noise-source at a time. That, plus a few odd anomalies we discovered,

warrants a quick discussion about readout noise.

In order to compare readout noises between cameras and even between different

modes of the camera, we need to veer away from measuring readout noise in ADU.

The ProEM cameras all came with a specification sheet that actually gave the ADU-

to-e− conversions for the different gain modes of the cameras, the ImagEM cameras

7Demo cameras should be treated as slightly suspect. They are shipped often and perhaps not
always treated with the best of care by people trying them out, and thus may not be in peak
condition. One camera we had as a demo actually had a loose screw rattling around within it.
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did not, and we were only able to get such conversions for some of the dark frame

sets we got for other cameras. However, all the cameras claimed to have calibrated

EM gains. If we assume those gains are accurate, we can use our measurement of

EM gain in ADU (as the average value of an amplified single electron in ADU),

and use the actual EM gain to infer the ADU-to-e− conversion. Doing this on the

ProEM camera, we typically found conversion factors within 5% of the values given

by Princeton Instruments. For the ImagEM cameras, this gave readout noises within

about 5% of the quoted typical readout noise (once we multiplied the quoted value

by the EM gain, as described above). This gives use reasonable cause to believe

we can accurately compare readout noises between camera models, and very strong

evidence that we can compare readout noises between different imaging settings on

the ProEM cameras.

For the ImagEM camera, we consistently found readout noises very close to the

quoted typical value [101]. For the ProEM cameras, though, we consistently found

readout noises almost twice the quoted value [102]. Princeton Instruments has put a

lot of effort into reducing their readout noise, and quote much lower readout noises,

on the order of a factor of two lower for comparable readout speeds, so it seemed

important that we be able to reproduce their quoted noise measurement.

After several discussions with people at Princeton Instruments, we found two

major discrepancies. The trick to finding these discrepancies lies in the different

methods we use to measure readout noise. We use our curve-fitting method, while

Princeton Instruments takes a series of images (with EM gain either off or at the

lowest setting), and then takes the standard deviation of the difference of the last

two images in the series. This deviation is then divided by the square root of two,

and that yields the quoted value [40]. Taking a series of images allows various

start-of-sequence effects to settle out before the measurement takes place, taking a

difference of two images removes any constant shading, and dividing by the square

root of two properly accounts for an effective doubling of the variance by adding two

independent noise sources (the two images). There is no reason why our curve-fits

should not work with images that have very little EM gain. The histogram then

should basically just be a convolution of readout noise with a zero-electron peak
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(plus a small amount of CIC), which our routine can fit. However, since there is no

CIC tail, the curve-fit cannot tell whether there is basically no EM gain or no CIC,

or both. Thus, fitting a histogram with very low (or no) EM gain typically fits the

curve decently, and gives good readout noise values, but tends to give bad CIC and

EM gain values. We found that we agreed reasonable closely when we used both

our methods on the same set of images (which required using low EM gain or no

EM gain).

The first reason for the discrepancy, we found, was that the readout noise was

highly dependent on the EM gain. The CIC tail, which is effectively non-existent

at low EM gain, increases the standard deviation of an image at high EM gain,

and so the image-difference method cannot be used to see this effect without some

other way to correct for the CIC tail. Our histogram method, however, shows the

problem quite clearly. In Figure 5.14, we can clearly see that the ProEM has less

readout noise than the ImagEM camera, by comparing the width of the 0-count

Gaussian bumps (which are scaled into electrons). The ImagEM has very nearly

the exact same readout noise from the lowest to the highest EM gain. Ignoring

the odd bumps on the side of the ProEM histograms for now, we clearly see three

different widths for the readout noise on the three ProEM histograms. The ProEM

has more readout noise in the EM modes than in the non-EM modes (as mentioned

in the specification sheet), so the difference between the no-EM and EM modes

for the ProEM are expected. However, the remaining two ProEM histograms were

taken in the exact same imaging mode, and only the EM gain was changed. Here, we

clearly see a large increase in readout noise that the ImagEM did not have. While

this increase does not raise the readout noise of the ProEM to the same amount as

the ImagEM, it certainly reduces the low-readout-noise advantage that the ProEM

has over the ImagEM without EM gain.

The second reason for the discrepancy has to do with how we took the images.

The way Princeton Instruments measured readout noise involved throwing out the

first few images of the series of images they took. In the camera we tried this on,

we found the first image tended to have slightly more image shading and larger

differences between adjacent columns (see Section V.11 for more on this). These
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settle down after the first image or so, but create an abnormally large readout noise

for that first image.8 Furthermore, we were initially taking images in such a way

that each of the 128 images we thought were a single sequence were, in fact, each

the first image of a sequence. The ProEM actually has two readout amplifiers, and

those two amplifiers tend to have a random relative offset compared to each other

[102]. As discussed in Section V.11, that relative offset normally shifts around by an

amount much smaller than the readout noise, and so the effect is negligible. In the

first image of a sequence, however, that offset (and the extra readout noise) could

be comparable to the readout noise, since it drifts by that much from first image to

first image, and adds to the apparent readout noise even more. The extra shading

also increase the readout noise, but this is usually (but not always) a lesser effect.

This effect can be seen in Figure 5.14. The data in this figure was taken from a

single series of images, and the strange bumps on the left side of two of the ProEM

histograms are solely from the first images of the series, which, in both these series,

had a different offset than the rest of the series. It is not so obvious from the

figure that the relative offsets of the columns are different, but it is obvious that the

average offset was definitely different. Also, note that the amount by which they

differed from the rest of their series is different between the two images.

We can also see the effect in Figure 5.25. In this figure, we take three series

of 128 images each, one from an ImagEM, one from a single series of images from

a ProEM, and one from the ProEM where each image was the first of a sequence.

All the readout noises are given in electrons, for comparison between cameras (and

computed as described in the text for Figure 5.14). The thick horizontal stripes

show the quoted typical readout noise values for the two cameras. The dashed lines

show the readout noise measured by curve-fitting the aggregate histogram from the

128 images. The solid lines show the readout noise measured using the standard

deviation of the difference of two sequential images. The ImagEM has the most

consistent readout noise, just a little below the quoted value. The corrected ProEM

8We refer to this effect as the first-of-sequence problem in this chapter. The increase in shading
appears to be from a slight vertical gradient on the images, probably from the readout amplifier
offsets slowly settling to their steady-state value during the image readout.
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series (where each image is from the same sequence) has slightly more variation, but

is right at the quoted value, and agrees with our curve-fitting method. Note that

the first and last point of that curve, which are the two that used the first image

of the sequence, seem to have a larger readout noise than the rest. The third curve

shows the sort of results we were originally getting, when each of the images was

the first of a sequence. It jumps around a very large amount, depending on what

the relative readout offsets happened to be for the corresponding pair of images,

and how much extra shading there was. Every now and then, the offsets happen to

be small (and, typically, the extra shading is also small), and the measured readout

noise is close to both the quoted value and the value we measured once we figured

out how to deal with the problem. More often, though, the readout noise seems

much larger when using first-of-sequence images.

Our general conclusion is that while the ProEM does have less readout noise

than the ImagEM, the difference is greatly reduced from the quoted specifications

if you turn the EM gain up high, and is reduced even more if you are not careful

about whether your images are the first of a sequence or not. While the latter effect

can be prevented with some extra work from the user, the former seems to be a

problem the user of the camera will have to live with.

Comparing EMCCDs Through Histograms

We now demonstrate our results from using our histogram model on many dif-

ferent settings on the several different ProEM or ImagEM EMCCD demo cameras

we tried. We performed curve-fits on many different camera modes, and ranked

the modes based on the CIC noise values in Figure 5.26 and the EM gain (relative

to the readout noise) in Figure 5.27. The points are color-coded and shape-coded

to help with point identification. Red, orange, and yellow refer to Hamamatsu

ImagEM cameras, with readout speeds of 11 MHz, 2.75 MHz, and 0.69 MHz, re-

spectively. Blue and green refer to Princeton Instruments ProEM cameras, with

readout speeds of 10 MHz and 5 MHz, respectively. Some of the sets include cam-

eras both with (the ProEM BK model) and without (the ProEM B model) Kinetics
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Figure 5.25. A comparison of readout noise measurements, in a low-EM-gain
mode. All the values were converted to electrons as described in the text corre-
sponding to Figure 5.14.

mode, which is why the legend has “BK/B” for some sets. Dark blue and dark

green are the ProEM same cameras (and speeds), but using some method to work

around the first-of-sequence problem described in Section V.8 and Section V.11.

The pink color refers to an Andor iXon camera, with a readout speed of 10 MHz.

The dark and light tan colors indicate Photometrics Evolve:512 cameras (10 MHz

and 5 MHz, respectively), while the light blue squares and light green squares rep-

resent the QImaging Rolera Thunder data sets. All images used EM modes, which

rules out the 1 MHz and 100 kHz readout speeds on the ProEM. Gray and black

refer to the first ProEM camera we had, which turned out to have very bad shading

problems and abnormally large noise values, which resulted in poor curve-fits and

poor performance, as can be seen here. The shapes of the points on the graph
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(circles, triangles, and squares) refer to which particular camera was used within a

color group. Hollow shapes refer to images taken with the fastest vertical clock shift

(450 ns) available for the ProEM, a mode which should have less CIC than other

speeds, although we did not see a strong difference. All other ProEM images were

taken at 600 ns vertical clock shift, with the exception of two points, which were

taken at 2000 ns and 5000 ns vertical shift times. The fourth- and eleventh-highest

CIC values in Figure 5.26 (third- and fourth-highest not counting the first ProEM

demo camera) used a workaround for the first-of-sequence problem that made the

images substantially worse. We have relatively few points for the iXon, Evolve:512,

and Rolera, as we were limited to the data sets we had for those cameras.

There are some interesting trends in these figures. First of all, both plots show

some sorting based on readout speed. According to Hamamatsu’s EMCCD technical

note, the fastest readout mode is optimized for CIC performance, while the other

two modes are optimized for low thermal noise [38]. We can easily see that in

Figure 5.26, where the fastest readout modes have much less CIC then the two

slower readout modes, but even the two slower readout modes seem to show a slight

difference in CIC. While the ProEM modes are supposedly also optimized for CIC

at faster speeds, and thermal noise at slower speeds, we do not see as much sorting

based on imaging mode here [40]. Of particular note, the 450 ns vertical shift mode,

represented on the graph by hollow points, was supposedly the most optimized for

CIC, and the 600 ns vertical shift mode, which is all but two of the solid ProEM

points, was supposedly more of a compromise between CIC and thermal noise, but

we see little obvious difference between these. The only obvious note is the two

highest-CIC modes are the only two points on here which were taken with the

long vertical shifts (2000 ns and 5000 ns). These two points were almost certainly

optimized more for thermal noise. The best ImagEM, iXon, and Evolve:512 modes

have almost an order of magnitude better CIC than the best of the ProEM modes,

and the Rolera does not fare well on this metric.

The sorting also occurs when looking at readout noise in Figure 5.27. The

ImagEM sets are again sorted by readout speed, with the slowest speeds having

the lowest noise (and thus the largest relative EM gain), as expected [38]. With an
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Figure 5.26. Our measured CIC values for various cameras in various imaging modes, ranked from lowest to highest.
We do not have error bars on this plot, but a decent estimate for errors may be found by comparing measured values
for modes that should have very similar CIC values. The color scheme and shape scheme is described in the text.
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Figure 5.27. Our measured values for EM gain divided by readout noise for various cameras in various imaging modes,
ranked from highest to lowest. We do not have error bars on this plot, but a decent estimate for errors may be found
by comparing measured values for modes that should have very similar values. The color scheme and shape scheme is
described in the text.



EM gain of 1200, the 11 MHz modes (typical readout noise of 100 e−) should be at

about 1200/100 = 12, the 2.75 MHz modes (typical readout noise of 80 e−) should

be at about 1200/80 = 15, and the 0.69 MHz modes (typical readout noise of 32 e−)

should be at about 1200/32 = 37.5. The 11 MHz modes hit this value quite closely,

while the slower modes seem to have more noise (or less EM gain, but the noise

seems more likely) than the quoted values [101]. There are also a few outlying points

(for both the ImagEM and the ProEM) with apparently much less relative EM gain

than the others; these actually were taken with approximately half the maximum

EM gain, and so the lower apparent EM gain is real but not useful in ranking the

cameras. The ProEMmodes are not quite as sorted as the ImagEMmodes, but there

is a trend for the slower readout speeds to perform better than the faster readout

speeds. From the specification sheet, with the EM gain set at 1000, we would expect

the 5 MHz modes (typical readout noise of 25 e−) to be at 1000/25 = 40 and the

10 MHz modes (typical readout noise of 50 e−) to be at 1000/50 = 20, but these

are quite a bit off [102]. The main reason for this discrepancy is that the readout

noise nearly doubles as the EM gain is increased. This problem is noted in Section

V.8. The other problem mentioned in that section, where the first image of a series

causes high readout noise measurements, is corrected for in some of the data points

in Figure 5.27, and seems not to have been too much of a problem in others (since

others seem to have slightly less noise than sets that had this problem corrected).

Again, the first ProEM demo is considered to have abnormally high noise and bad

curve-fits that make these measurements particularly suspect. Most of the ProEM

sets here are affected by the first-in-sequence problem described in Section V.8,

with the exceptions being the colors labeled “workaround” in the legend. While

correcting for this problem helped some data sets, they are bested by some other

data sets with the problem, where, presumably, the problem just happened to not

be much of an issue.

The clear winner in Figure 5.27 is the 10 MHz Evolve:512 point, which is odd,

because we would have thought the 5 MHz Evolve:512 point would have less readout

noise than the 10 MHz Evolve:512 point. However, there are several odd things

about this point, which we discuss in Section V.11. With the exception of the
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anomalous Evolve:512 point, the slowest ImagEM settings are a clear winner here,

but the readout speed of 0.69 MHz may be too slow for us. The next best is the

5 MHz readout speed of the ProEM cameras, which, despite being a faster readout

speed than the 2.75 MHz ImagEM modes, still has less readout noise. The ProEM

cameras have less EM gain (1000) than the ImagEM cameras (1200), so this is

entirely due to Princeton Instruments efforts to get a very low readout noise. The

iXon, Evolve:512 (5 MHz), and Rolera rank quite closely with the best ProEM

points.

The iXon specifications are very similar to the ProEM. For the 10 MHz readout

mode used in the figure, the typical readout noise is also about 50 e−, and the

maximum EM gain is 1000. Thus, we would expect a ranking of about 1000/50 = 20,

but instead we see it is closer to 15 (and the second point, with an EM gain of 500,

is about half that). We have electrons per ADU values for the iXon camera used in

the figure, given to us by an Andor representative. If we choose to trust those, then

the readout noise for the camera is quite close to the typical value, but the EM gain

used is closer to 820 than 1000. We do not know where the discrepancy really is,

but would like to point out that whatever it is, the iXon seems to be about tied for

the best EM gain to readout noise ratio of any camera mode with a readout rate of

1 MHz or more, with the possible exception of the first-ranking point.

The top-ranking point in Figure 5.27 ranks quite a bit better than any other

camera mode. This is a little odd, because that point is the Evolve:512 10 MHz

mode, and it substantially outranks the 5 MHz mode from the same camera. In the

other cameras, and in all the specification sheets, we see the readout noise increases

with readout speed, but we seem to see the opposite effect happening here. We

have a few data sets from this camera at low EM gains, and, comparing with these,

we suspect this mode has an anomalously high EM gain of over 2000. Since the

maximum gain of the camera is quoted as 1000, we suspect this is an EM gain

calibration error. We will discuss our thoughts on this point more in Section V.11.

Finally, we notice that the Rolera did not perform at all well on CIC measure-

ments in Figure 5.26. As mentioned earlier, the Rolera does not run at a very cool

temperature (−25◦C) compared to the other cameras. While this makes the ther-
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mal noise substantially higher, a representative for QImaging gave us an argument

that the higher temperature allowed the Rolera to achieve much lower CIC than

most cameras. Our CIC measurement actually detects the sum of CIC and thermal

noise, but we have been calling it a CIC measurement because in all cases, except

possibly this one, the low thermal noise of the cameras coupled with the short ex-

posure times used pretty much guaranteed that the measured quantity was almost

entirely CIC. However, we have a decent argument that the “CIC” noise seen in

Figure 5.26 for the Rolera is mostly CIC, and not high thermal noise. We did not

take the images ourselves; rather, a representative took them for us and sent us

the files for analysis. We instructed the representative to use the shortest possible

exposure time, and the camera settings that were sent along with the files suggest

that request was followed. The exposure time for the images appeared to be 0 ms.

Thus, we consider it reasonably likely that the only time for thermal noise to accu-

mulate is during the vertical clocking and readout time. The readout time with a

10 MHz readout rate should be approximately half the readout time with a 5 MHz

rate.9 Thus, if the majority of the measured noise were thermal noise, the 5 MHz

readout rate should show approximately twice the noise as the 10 MHz. This is not

the case. In fact, it is reversed, and the 5 MHz readout has slightly less noise than

the 10 MHz. This suggests to us that the noise we have measured is indeed mostly

CIC. As we have mentioned previously, the quoted thermal noise for the Rolera is

0.5 e−/pixel/second. At a readout speed of 5 MHz, reading out a 512-by-512 array

would take about 50 ms, plus a little for vertical shifts (including the initial wipe,

and shifting the exposed area under the mask). Even if the total exposure time

were on the order of 100 ms, we would expect the thermal noise to be on the order

of 0.05 e−. Our measured value is on the order of 0.3 e−, an order of magnitude

larger than what we would expect from the thermal noise. These two reasons are

why we think we have actually measured CIC and not thermal noise, but it is not

really relevant. Regardless of whether the noise is mostly CIC or thermal, it is a

9It would not be exact because the vertical shifts between reading out rows, and for wiping the
chip before the exposure, add some time to the exposure that does not necessarily scale inversely
with the readout speed, but the majority of the time would be spend reading cells.
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minimum which will only increase with exposure time, and so we can still think of

the measurement as a minimum CIC-like noise value.

From the CIC rankings in Figure 5.26, we see that the fast ImagEM modes have

some of the best rankings. From the EM gain (relative to readout noise) rankings

in Figure 5.27, we see that the slow ImagEM modes have some of the best rankings,

with several of the ProEM modes in second. The question we would then like to

ask is, which ranking is more important? Intuitively, we might expect, since the

CIC ranking shows an order-of-magnitude improvement in one type of noise, and

the EM gain ranking shows less than a factor of two improvement, that the CIC

difference might be more important. Furthermore, since the vast majority of the

camera modes have EM gains over 10 times the readout noise, we might expect that

having a mean value of 10 standard deviations outside a Gaussian is not a great deal

more distinguishable than having a mean value of 20 standard deviations outside

a Gaussian, since Gaussians have pretty much no overlap with anything that far

away from their centers. Also, since the CIC values mostly less than unity, and the

EM gains are large (compared to the readout noise), we might expect the CIC to be

most important whenever the expected number of received photons is on the order

of unity or less, since a change between 0 and 1 is already easily distinguishable

thanks to the large EM gain, but such a change is about as likely to be false (CIC) as

not (a photon). Likewise, we might expect that if the mean photon number is large

compared to the CIC, then having a lower readout noise or larger EM gain might

be more important because that would help lower the overlap between 10 photons

and 15 photons, whereas such a difference would be almost impossible from CIC

alone. We will now outline a way to quantitatively combine these rankings in a way

that is similar to our intuitions.

The basic idea is to assume we have taken an image, and wish to know the

amount of light that a given pixel has received. By looking at the image alone, we

cannot tell the difference between an electron from CIC noise and an electron from

a photon hitting the detector. Thus, a single image cannot tell us with certainty

how many photons hit the detector. However, knowing the relative likelihoods that

there was an electron, and the likelihood that any electron was actually from a
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photon, we can compute the probability that a photon was received. We are not

as interested in that probability as we are in the spread of the probability; if the

images from the camera tend to give sharply peaked probability distributions for

the number of photons received, then we have a good measurement of intensity,

but if the images tend to give broad probability distributions, then that is hardly

any better than random guessing. The entropy of a probability distribution is a

measure of the spread of the distribution. A large entropy value means a wide

range of options are all likely, whereas a small entropy value means only relatively

few options are likely. Thus, we can look at the probability distributions we would

expect from such a measurement, and the ones with the smallest entropies indicate

the best cameras.

More specifically, we first assume there is a known distribution of incident pho-

tons. Technically speaking, we should assume a known distribution of absorbed pho-

tons, which is different than the distribution of incident photons, since the quantum

efficiency of the EMCCDs is less than unity (not all photons are absorbed and pro-

duce an electron). Since all the cameras we tested should have the same quantum

efficiency (except for hopefully small camera-to-camera variations), we can safely

assume the same absorbed distribution for all the cameras. Furthermore, since in-

cident photons usually have a Poissonian distribution, and the random absorptions

of photons will result in another Poissonian distribution (as shown in Section B.4),

we will assume the electrons from absorbed photons have a Poissonian distribution

with a certain mean value (that is technically the product of the incident mean and

the quantum efficiency). For simplicity, we will refer to the number of photons per

pixel, but actually be referring to the mean value of the Poissonian distribution of

absorbed photons.

Once we know the distribution of incoming photons, we can convolve that with

a Poissonian distribution for the CIC (and maybe thermal noise). The mean value

of the CIC noise is taken from our histogram fits for a particular camera mode,

and then use our model to generate a theoretical histogram for that camera mode

(using the other parameters of the fit), using this new Poissonian distribution as
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the input.10

We now have a theoretical probability distribution for a pixel of an image taken

with a real camera using a particular setting. Since we can also generate histograms

for theoretical cases where we know exactly how many electrons started in the pixel,

we can use these to generate a reverse histogram that tells us, given a final pixel

value, what the probability distribution for the initial number of electrons is. Since

we also know the distributions for the number of photons and the CIC, we can then

compute the probability distribution for the number of absorbed photons for that

pixel. Finally, we compute some measure of entropy of that distribution (for a fixed

pixel value), and then average that entropy over all possible pixel values (weighted

by the probability of getting that pixel value).

Symbolically, we start with some random variable P representing the num-

ber of absorbed photons, with some (presumed known) probability distribution

P(P = n) = P (n). In practice, we assume P (n) is a Poissonian distribution. We

then have another random variable C that represents the number of extra elec-

trons added by CIC noise, with a Poissonian distribution P(C = n) = C(n). The

combination of these two gives the input value N0 for the EM stage, and the dis-

tribution for that is the convolution of the distributions of P and C, H{N0}(n) =
P(P + C = n) = (P (n) ∗ C(n))(n). The output of the EM and readout stages is

given by our model (for example, Equation (A.56)). Using our model, we can com-

pute a theoretical image histogram for such illumination, H{final}(n), which gives

the probability distribution for the image value I. Now we assume we have an

actual image, which yields a particular value of I. Given that, we can compute the

probability distribution of the number of absorbed photons using Bayes’s Theorem,

10Our model does not require that the starting histogram be Poissonian, but since it is in this
case, we can generate the histograms using the exact same formulas as for dark frames, and just
increase the CIC noise by the number of photons per pixel.
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Equation (B.11):

P(P = n | I = m) =
P(P = n, I = m)

P(I = m)

P(I = m) = H{final}(m)

P(P = n, I = m) = P(I = m | P = n)P(P = n)

P(I = m | P = n) =
∑

j

P(I = m,N0 = j | P = n)

=
∑

j

P(I = m | N0 = j, P = n)P(N0 = j | P = n).

The probability distribution P(I = m) for a given input N0 is something we can

compute with our model. N0 actually fully determines that histogram; the P = n

condition only matters in determining the probability P(N0 = j | P = n). Since

N0 = P + C, and P and C are assumed independent (the CIC and thermal noise

should be independent of the signal),

P(N0 = j | P = n) = P(C = j − n | P = n) = P(C = j − n) = C(j − n).

Putting all of this together, the probability distribution we are interested in is for

the number of absorbed photons given the pixel value in the image:

P(P = n | I = m) =

∑
j P(I = m | N0 = j, P = n)C(j − n)P(P = n)

H{final}(m)
.

As a check, if we then average over all possible P values, that is the same as

essentially ignoring any actual measurement, so we should recover the original dis-

tribution for P :

∑

m

P(P = n | I = m)P(I = m)

=
∑

m

∑
j P(I = m | N0 = j, P = n)C(j − n)P(P = n)

H{final}(m)
H{final}(m)

= P(P = n)
∑

m

∑

j

P(I = m | N0 = j, P = n)C(j − n)

= P(P = n)
∑

j

C(j − n)
∑

m

P(I = m | N0 = j, P = n)

= P(P = n).
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The last step follows because the m sum evaluates to 1 (the probability that I

equals some value is 1, no matter what N0 or P are), and then the j sum evaluates

to 1 for the same reason.

Now, to evaluate a camera, we want to know how well-defined our estimate of P

is given I, so we want to know some average measure of width of P(P = n | I = m).

Thus we pick some entropy-like measure of that probability distribution, and average

that over all possible m, weighted by the probability that we will get I = m. We

tried three different entropy-like measures:

1. The Shannon entropy, defined as −
∑

nP(P = n)ln(P(P = n)). In the limit

of P being perfectly well-defined (P(P = n) is 1 for exactly one value of n,

and 0 for all other n), this becomes 0, and in the limit of P being evenly

spread out over N different values (P(P = n) = 1/N), this becomes ln(N).

2. The p2 measure, which we define as −ln
(∑

n (P(P = n))2
)
. In the limit of

well-defined P , this becomes 0, and in the limit of an evenly spread P , this

becomes ln(N), just like the Shannon entropy.

3. The standard deviation. Unlike the other two measures, for a bimodal dis-

tribution, this measure gives a value depending on the different between the

two different values of P (the other two give ln 2). However, since none of the

noise added (including the EM stage) splits the distributions up, we do not

see bimodal distributions in this problem, so this, like the other two measures,

gives a similar idea of the spread of a distribution.

Using three different measures allows us to check that our results are general results

of the spread of the distributions, and not particular to the details of how we are

measuring width. If there are large differences in how well a camera can measure

an intensity, we expect all three of these measures to give the same rankings, but

with possibly different details in cases where the distributions are similar.

We ran simulations of the above entropy measures over a wide range of camera

parameters in the vicinity of the parameters we had actually measured in various

camera modes, and also produced rankings of the cameras modes we had measured.
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These simulations and rankings covered a range of average number of photons ab-

sorbed from 0.01 per pixel to 2. We limited the maximum number of photons

because we were interested photon-level detection performance, and made several

approximations in our formulas assuming the average number of excited electrons

before the EM stage was small compared to various other quantities, and we ex-

pected our results lose more accuracy for mean values greater than 1.11 As expected,

the various entropy-like measures do indeed give fairly similar results, mostly de-

pending on the CIC levels of the camera. Two such rankings are shown in Figure

5.28 and Figure 5.29. These two rankings were selected because they show how the

rankings are similar even for different exposures and entropy measures, as well as

some of the differences in ranking we expect from having different exposures, as

previously outlined. The low exposure figure (Figure 5.28) shows how the ImagEM

values were sorted by camera speed. In agreement with our earlier argument on how

cameras would rank for low exposures, this sorting mostly follows the CIC rankings

shown in Figure 5.26. For such low exposures, we expect either 0 or 1 photons

to hit, and the high amplification pretty much guarantees that these will be dis-

tinguishable. The difficulty is in trying to distinguish between actual photons and

CIC, and so CIC is the most important factor. The higher exposure figure (Figure

5.29) shows how that sorting starts mixing up, because, at higher exposures, the

CIC matters less, and the EM gain relative to readout noise matters more. Larger

photon numbers tend to make the CIC less important, and we would expect that,

if the input photon number were large enough, eventually the EM gain (relative to

the readout noise) would become the dominant parameter for the entropy rankings.

Since the EM gain sorts the ImagEM modes in the opposite order by speed (as

shown in Figure 5.27), the strong sorting of ImagEM modes by speed in Figure 5.28

is starting to switch has decreased in Figure 5.29. The abnormally high-ranking

(by EM gain and readout noise) Evolve:512 point has overtaken the best ImagEM

points. We note that one 11 MHz ImagEM point appears to rank quite poorly com-

pared to the other ImagEM points in the high-exposure rankings in Figure 5.29.

11We have formulas that do not make this small-excitation assumption in Appendix A. Should
the reader wish to do a more thorough computation, everything that is needed should be there.
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This point was taken at approximately half the full EM gain. This did not affect

the ranking of that point by CIC in Figure 5.26, but did in the ranking by EM

gain in Figure 5.27. That point shows us the same transition from CIC being most

important to EM gain, as it ranked better in the lower-exposure entropies used in

Figure 5.28 then in the higher-exposure entropies used in Figure 5.29.

The anomalous Evolve:512 point ranks as the best point in both Figure 5.28

and Figure 5.29. While it did not have the best CIC value, it was close enough that

its much better EM gain ranking was able to overcome that. However, since we

suspect the EM gain value was something of a fluke, as described in Section V.11,

we would not base any decisions on those point without more data.

Checking Quantum Efficiencies of EMCCDs

The large discrepancy between the best CIC measurements between the ProEM

and either the ImagEM, Evolve:512, or iXon seemed suspicious, especially since all

the manufacturers use the same EMCCD, and all had camera modes where they

optimized for CIC. In discussing possible causes for the discrepancy, it was brought

up that the Hamamatsu software we were using with the ImagEM had an option

for processing the image to lessen the effects of CIC in an image. We tracked that

option down, and verified that we were not using it. Still, the question remained,

could there be some image processing that artificially reduced the CIC?

To test this idea, we used our histogram fits to measure the quantum efficiency

of an EMCCD. As this testing is more complicated than just taking dark frames,

we only have data for some of the demo cameras that we actually had in the lab,

restricting this discussion to ProEM and ImagEM cameras.

Our model assumes that the EMCCD histogram, before entering the EMCCD,

is a Poissonian distribution resulting from CIC (and thermal noise, as appropriate).

However, a highly attenuated laser beam (near the single-photon limit) should also

produce Poissonian statistics. If we illuminate the EMCCD with a very faint pulse of

laser light, the distribution of the electrons in the cells as they enter the EM stage

will be from the sum of the absorbed photons with the CIC. Since an absorbed
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Figure 5.28. The expected Shannon entropy at 0.01 photons/pixel for various cameras in various imaging
modes, ranked from lowest to highest. We computed the expected entropies assuming an average illumination of
0.01 photons/pixel/exposure. The color scheme and shape scheme is described in the text under Figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.29. The expected p2 entropy at 0.5 photons/pixel for various cameras in various imaging modes, ranked from
lowest to highest. We computed the expected entropies assuming an average illumination of 0.5 photons/pixel/exposure.
The color scheme and shape scheme is described in the text under Figure 5.26.



photon excites a single electron, and random absorption of a Poissonian source

is also Poissonian,12 and the sum of two Poissonian variables is also a Poissonian

variable (as shown in Section B.4), the pre-EM histograms should still be Poissonian,

but with the mean being the sum of the CIC and the light signal times the fraction

actually absorbed (the quantum efficiency) and the CIC mean. Thus, if we use our

dark-frame histogram model to measure CIC from a series of images where there

was a constant low-intensity feature, the CIC value will actually be the sum of the

CIC and the mean value of absorbed photons per pixel. Thus, our measured “CIC”

value should increase linearly with the number of photons actually incident, with

the slope being te quantum efficiency.

What is more, if there was some processing going on that made an image look

like there were less CIC13 it should also decrease the effective CIC from the incident

light, and we should see a smaller quantum efficiency.14

We tried this experiment. We started with a relatively weak laser beam (around

20 µW) with a 1/e2 intensity radius of between 2 mm and 3 mm, and passed it

through a series of neutral density filters to decrease the power to about 26 pW.15

This corresponds to approximately 1 × 108 photons/second, with a peak intensity

on the order of 2× 104 photons/pixel/second, given that the pixel on the EMCCDs

we are dealing with are 16 µm on a side. Thus, by varying the pulse length from

tens of microseconds to a few milliseconds, I can cover a range from well under a

photon per pixel to several photons per pixel.

Before the filters, the beam passed thorough an iris with a diameter of about

12After all, it satisfies the requirements to be Poissonian, namely that there are a series of
random, independent events with a fixed probability of occurring in any given time interval.

13. . . and amazingly not change the shape of the histogram . . .

14If there were some processing, but somehow it only affected true CIC and not actual light
signals, and it affected the CIC in such a way that the histograms look just as if CIC were just
decreased, then that would not be a problem.

15We measured the power reduction of the filters at much higher beam powers, so that the
transmitted power was large enough to be well above the threshold of our power meter. We
verified that the transmittance was the same for a range of powers, and assumed that it would
also be the same for low incident powers, where the transmitted beam was too weak to measure
with our power meter.
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3.9 mm, which is small enough so that only the center, roughly constant-intensity

part of the Gaussian beam passed through. The whole assembly was then pressed

up very close to the window over the EMCCD on the camera, and the edges were

sealed so that no light could get into the camera save through the neutral density

filters. There were no lenses on the camera; light passed directly through the iris

and neutral density filters onto the EMCCD, giving us a roughly circular beam

profile of constant intensity. Figure 5.21 shows images of these beams, without the

irises. We used these images to determine the size of the beam, and to determine

what region we could use as a region of roughly constant intensity.

Next, we imaged the beam profile at maximum EM gain, with 50 ms exposures,

both with and without the iris, and used Gaussian fits with circular masks to

estimate the beam waists and iris size. These allowed us to infer which part of the

beam was passing through the iris, and verify that the selected part of the beam

was roughly constant intensity. Combining that with the known intensity of the

beam, we can convert that to the average number of photons hitting each pixel per

second.

The beam we used was the same one we used for absorption imaging of the atoms,

allowing us to make use of the pulse stability circuit in Section III.10. The beam

is shuttered with an AOM and passes into a fiber. The output of the fiber passes

through an uncoated 2◦ wedge and hits the photodetector of the pulse stabilizer

circuit, while the reflection off the first surface was redirected through the iris and

neutral density filters onto the EMCCD. While the range of pulse fluxes we wanted

was too large for the pulse stabilizer circuit, we were able to monitor the photodiode

output with an oscilloscope to measure the total flux of each pulse, which we could

then convert to an expected number of photons incident on each illuminated pixel

of the EMCCD.

Once this setup was in place, the rest was conceptually simple. With the room

lights off, we took images with a range of laser pulse lengths (verifying that all of

the pulses had very close to the same total flux). We then isolated two regions of the

EMCCD, one that was entirely in a nearly constant-intensity illuminated region,

and one that was outside of the illumination region, far from any fringes. For each
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region and each pulse length, we computed aggregate histograms in the same way

we did for dark frames, performed the dark-frame histogram fit, and looked for

correlations of the fit parameters with the expected number of incident photons per

pixel.

The data for the ImagEM EMCCD is shown in Figure 5.30, where we used

variations in the measured pulse flux to estimate the error in photons per pulse

(which is too small to see in the figure), and left off any error estimate in CIC (but

10% is probably a good starting point). The dark region remained dark, while the

light region showed the correct CIC value with no incident light, and showed an

increase in “CIC” of about 0.73 e−/incident photon. The quoted quantum efficiency

of the EMCCD at 780 nm is about 75% [101, 102]. Either we got very lucky and

possible errors in laser power, beam size, pulse flux, conversions to photons per pixel,

curve fits, and any errors introduced by some filtering of the camera all combined in

such a way as to mutually cancel and reproduce the quoted value for the EMCCD,

or, if we did everything correctly, we have found that any filtering done by the

camera does not affect our ability to count photons absorbed by the EMCCD.

As an aside, we also checked the other fit parameters to see if they changed with

incoming light. Readout noise increased in a fairly linear fashion by under half a

percent as the input light increased to about 1 photon. Above that, the increase

rate seemed to grow a lot. EM gain was difficult to measure well for these. EM

leakage also seemed to increase as flux increased (by about 70% of the flux value),

but dropped mostly to zero when for larger input fluxes. The illuminated region

did not have as many pixels as a full frame, and, since we took the same number

of images, the total number of pixels we used for the histogram was much smaller

than for the dark frames. Since relatively few pixels form the CIC tail in the darker

histograms, this made for a very noisy tail, making it hard to determine the EM gain

well. The EM leakage growth may have been a real effect, but the zero values were

probably not. The biggest effect of EM leakage on the histograms is to round out

the elbow between the CIC tail and the main Gaussian. At higher input values, the

Gaussian peak is not as dominant a feature, since fewer pixels enter the EM stage

with no electrons, and there is more spread among higher values of input electrons.
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Figure 5.30. A measurement of EMCCD quantum efficiency. The two sets of
points show the CIC from the curve-fits as functions of the estimated photons per
pixel, with the lines of best fit. The horizontal error bars are too small to see
on this plot, while the vertical error bars are left off, but should be of a similar
magnitude as described in the caption of Figure 5.26. One curve is from the non-
illuminated region of the EMCCD, and shows essentially no dependence on the
incident light level, which tells us that dark regions of the EMCCD are not affected
by other regions being illuminated (at low intensities). The second curve is from
the illuminated region, and shows the CIC increasing as a function of the incident
light. The y-intercept of the line agrees with both the dark-region CIC and a
full dark-frame CIC measurement for the camera. The slope of the curve tells us
how many electrons, on average, were excited by the light for each incident photon.
That slope is about 0.73 e−/photon, indicating that the quantum efficiency of the
EMCCD is about 73%. We note that the CIC dependence on input flux is no longer
linear past about 1 photon. We talk more about this in the main text, but this is
probably either an effect of some approximations we made in deriving our dark-
frame model where we assumed the CIC would be under 1 electron per frame, or a
result of variations in the intensity of the illuminated region.
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With no sharp elbow for EM gain to round out, there is not much to determine EM

leakage values that cannot be mostly fit by varying the CIC. Also, as we explain

shortly, there are other reasons not to trust the larger input flux points. As for the

lower values, we think it quite possible that running more current through the EM

stage could cause it to leak a little more, possibly through a mild heating. It is also

possible that the curve-fits have some trouble differentiating between EM leakage

and pre-EM CIC, and that part of the apparent CIC increase may be treated as

EM leakage. In any case, the leakage values alter the CIC.

The initial increase in readout noise may be real. For example, the hysteresis

mentioned in Figure 5.35 could explain it. If the readout amplifier is jumping around

more due to more input signal, the hysteresis could smear these values together,

which is effectively an increased readout noise. The larger increase at larger input

fluxes, however, we think is not real. Our explanation also explains why we do

not trust the curve-fits for the higher fluxes, even though the model seemed to fit

decently. First, we note that the illuminated region is not illuminated in a perfectly

constant manner. By taking a histogram over the entire region with a range of mean

exposure values, we are essentially averaging histograms with different CIC values

together. At lower mean values (smaller exposures), the post-EM histograms look

like exponential tails, and averaging several tails with different areas under them

(but the same length scale) results in a correct CIC value. For larger mean values

(larger exposures), the gap between the maximum and minimum exposure is larger.

Also, the Poissonian distributions look more like a Gaussian than an exponential,

and after the EM stage starts looking more like a peaked curve than an exponential

tail. Averaging over several mean values, each with a different peak, effectively

broadens that peak. The result of such an averaging would look like an increase in

readout noise, and may affect other parameters of the model as well. A second thing

to note is that, to aid in curve-fitting, we made a few extra approximations that

assume the mean CIC value (here, that includes electrons from the input photons)

is about 1 or less. At higher input photon numbers, these approximations become

less valid, and the curve-fitting routines may be altering the model parameters

incorrectly to compensate, apparently with some success. Thus, we think we can
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explain the extra increase in readout noise for larger input flux values, and why we

do not feel we can trust the curve-fits for these inputs. In particular, this probably

explains why the CIC values for larger fluxes in Figure 5.30 no longer follow a linear

relation.

We also did the same analysis with the one of the ProEM demo cameras we

had. However, that camera had strong shading problems (much larger than the

other cameras we had), along with a few other odd artifacts that showed up in

this measurement, including some odd horizontal stripes that did not show up in

the dark-frame measurements.16 These effects led to rather poor curve-fits, and

the plot corresponding to Figure 5.30 is a lot noisier and does not appear to be

as linear. As we mostly wanted to check that the curve-fit method could measure

quantum efficiency, and verify that the ImagEM was not artificially enhancing their

CIC value (in such a way that would prevent us from counting photons accurately),

we did not pursue the same measurement on newer ProEM cameras.

EMCCD Anomalies

We will close this chapter with a brief discussion of some of the anomalies we

found while learning about and modeling EMCCDs, and trying to compare cameras

in a meaningful, quantitative way. We present these problems in the hope of giving

somebody else an idea of things to watch out for when evaluating an EMCCD

camera.

Figure 5.13 shows an obviously clipped histogram from a Hamamatsu ImagEM

camera. While it makes the dark frames look nice, as seen in Figure 5.12, and is

really only a problem in very dark frames, it makes it difficult to determine the

readout noise of the camera, since the main Gaussian peak is the narrowest pre-

readout-stage feature we could hope for (even illumination would probably have

16These stripes may be related to the first-of-sequence problem mentioned in Section V.8 and
Section V.11, as we did not know about the problem at the time and so were not correcting for it.
This camera compared poorly even to the later ProEM demo cameras we had, including others
where we were not correcting for the same problem, so it may also have been a problem with this
particular camera.
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more spread). It would also make it slightly harder to differentiate between 0

electrons and 1 electrons, as many 0-counts, and a very small fraction of 1-counts

are combined into a clipped-off spike. However, since such a small fraction of the

tail is lost, the clipped peak is almost entirely 0-count, so we do not feel this is

much of a problem. Furthermore, we found it was only a problem with the higher

gain settings of the readout stage, at higher EM gains. At high EM gains, there

is not much incentive to use high readout gain settings, since those do not amplify

over the readout noise much (both signal and noise go up almost proportionally),

especially when compared to the effect of the EM gain. The main reason, we think,

to use the higher readout gain settings is a low EM gains, where this clipping does

not seem to occur. At low (or no) EM gains, a low readout gain can result in a

small signal being lost in the non-zero resolution of a single ADU, although this

effect is unlikely since even then the readout noise is larger than an ADU. At higher

EM gains, the amplification of the EM stage is so large compared to a single ADU

that there is no reason we know of to use the readout stage to amplify even more.

Another problem we mentioned earlier is a change in readout noise. As described

in Section V.8, we found our measured value for the readout noise in the Princeton

Instruments ProEM cameras increased dramatically as the EM gain was increased.

Since, if one really cares about reducing readout noise, one will probably use a higher

EM gain setting, it seems that the most useful readout noise is one at higher EM

gains (except for the modes with no EM gain at all). Since this is not the number

quoted, we do recommend anyone considering using an EMCCD make their own

readout noise measurement, in case the readout noise for the particular mode and

camera they might use depends on the EM gain. We also found this problem in the

iXon, Evolve:512, and Rolera cameras. The Hamamatsu ImagEM did not seem to

have this problem.

Yet another odd datum is the Photometrics Evolve:512 10 MHz point in Figure

5.27. Here, we see the EM gain divided by the readout noise for the 10 MHz

Evolve:512 data point is much larger than any other point, including the 5 MHz

data point for the same camera. This seems counterintuitive, because both points

should have the same EM gain of 1000, and the slower readout rate should a lower
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readout noise. Thus, the slower readout rate should have the higher ratio. As we did

not take these images ourselves, nor did we ever have access to the camera that took

them, we are restricted to the data we were given to guess what is happening here.

Fortunately, we do have a few extra data sets. One of these sets was supposedly

taken in the exact same mode, but with the EM gain turned down to near-unity.

This mode should have the exact same readout amplification, so we can compare the

readout noise in ADU for these two data sets. In ADU, the readout noise increases

as the EM gain is turned up from 1 to 1000, just like with so many of the other

cameras. If we assume that, like the other cameras, the quoted typical readout

noise is accurate for the low EM gain, then that allows us to get an ADU-to-e−

conversion for this mode. We can use that to infer the actual readout noise and EM

gain for the 10 MHz data point. We find that the 10 MHz data point appears to

have a readout noise of about 65 e− (about 1.4 times larger than the data set with

low EM gain), and an EM gain of slightly over 2100. The readout noise increase

seems in line with what we have seen for other cameras, which suggests it really is

the EM gain that is about 2.1 times larger than the maximum specification. Even

if we assume that the readout gain increased as the EM gain increased, by a factor

of 1.4 (so that the readout noise actually stayed constant), then the EM gain would

still be about 1500, which is still quite large. The ADU-per-e− we get from this

method is about the same as we get if we do the same with our two 5 MHz data

sets, one with EM gain near unity, and the other with an EM gain of 1000. If we

assume the 5 MHz EM gain is actually 1000, then the near-unity EM gain readout

noise is about 80% larger than the quoted value. If we make a similar assumption

for the 10 MHz data, then we need to decrease our ADU-per-e− value by about 1.8,

which would make the EM gain closer to 1200, which is a bit more realistic. Two

conclusions seem highly likely. First, the maximum EM gain for the 10 MHz mode

for this particular camera is more than for the 5 MHz mode, and probably more

than the quoted maximum of 1000. Second, either the readout noise or the EM

gain for both modes is pretty far from the specifications.

It appears at least one thing, and probably several, are rather unpredictable

with the Evolve:512 that was used to take the images we analyzed. Our request
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for comments on this effect from the representatives was not returned, so we are

left with our own speculations. On several of the cameras, we have found the

specifications often underquote the readout noises, so we suspect that effect may

be part of what is happening here, but we must also conclude that the EM gain

was not very well calibrated on this camera. The readout noises are probably larger

than the specification, and the EM gain is apparently at least capable of being

larger than the quoted maximum. That poses an interesting question: Why, if the

EM gain could be larger, do the camera manufacturers not run it at the maximum

value? We have a few speculations, but they are just our speculations, and nothing

more. First of all, new cameras tend to have higher EM gains. As they are used,

the EM gain drops, and eventually, the EM gain needs to be recalibrated. This

happens more rapidly at the beginning of the camera’s life than towards the end.17

It also happens more rapidly when the camera is run at a higher EM gain. Thus,

we assume that most cameras are actually run at less than their true maximum EM

gain. This way, as the camera ages, the EM gain does not decrease too rapidly. It

also allows for the EM gain to be re-calibrated. If the camera were running at the

true maximum EM gain, and the true EM gain dropped, no amount of calibration

could restore that maximum EM gain. If, however, the EM gain were never run

at the true maximum, then, as the EM gain dropped a little, the camera could be

re-calibrated, since there would be some freedom to still increase the EM gain a

little bit more. We thus speculate that EMCCD cameras are typically not run at

their true quoted maximum EM gain, because the camera manufacturers prefer to

have a camera where the quoted maximum EM gain can be maintained over the

lifetime of the camera, rather than a camera where the maximum EM gain, while

higher, does not last.

Perhaps the most startling problem we encountered is what we have been calling

the first-of-sequence problem. The problem itself is covered in Section V.8, so we

will focus mostly on how we discovered it here.

17For this reason, Hamamatsu “ages” new EMCCD cameras by taking many exposures with
the EM gain turned on [38]. This gets the cameras past the stage where the EM gain degrades
rapidly.
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Our first step towards finding this problem was when we tried to reconcile why

the ProEM EM gain (relative to readout noise) did not easily outperform the Im-

agEM in our EM gain rankings. As we mentioned when describing Figure 5.27,

the ImagEM 11 MHz modes should have had relative EM gains of about 12, which

they did, while the ProEM 10 MHz modes should have had a relative EM gain of

closer to 20, which they did not. Our fits gave us the EM gain in ADU, and the

ProEM cameras came with specification sheets that quoted ADU-to-electron con-

versions specific to each camera, so we were able to come up with actual EM gains

from the fits. We found the maximum gain was quite close to the quoted value of

1000, and so we figured the problem was in the readout noise. We then questioned

some contacts at Princeton Instruments about this, and learned their methods for

computing readout noise. As discussed in Section V.8, we tried to duplicate their

readout noise measurements.

Since the method Princeton Instruments uses to measure readout noise does not

work for large EM gains, we used low-EM gain and no-EM gain modes to compare

with our curve-fits. Since these modes do not produce CIC tails (with a gain of 1,

the tail is buried in the readout noise), our fits fail to produces useful values for

EM gain and CIC noise in these fits, but still fit a Gaussian to get decent values for

readout noise, so we can directly compare these. It was from these comparisons that

we noticed both that the readout noise for these modes was less than at the high

EM gain modes, as measured by our curve-fitting method. We initially had trouble

getting our values to agree with the values quoted by Princeton Instruments, until

we plotted many such measurements, such as in Figure 5.25. Then, we realized

that the quoted value seemed to be the minimum of a rather large range of possible

readout noises, depending on exactly which two images we subtracted.

This lead to us contacting Princeton Instruments again, mentioning the large

spread in readout noises (in particular, how much larger that spread was than the

for the ImagEM), and how their quoted values seemed to be the minimum rather

than the average value. We sent them some of our data so they could confirm our

results, and from that, they were able to diagnose our problem.

When we took image sets, we used software options that took the images with
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slight delays (typically one second) between the images, so any odd correlations

between images would have a chance to disappear before we took the next image.

This seemed reasonable, since in our experiments, there is typically a long wait (on

the order of tens of seconds—“long” is relative to the maximum frame rate of the

camera). We are mildly amused, therefore, that in doing so we caused the opposite

problem. The software provided with the ProEM implements the delay by starting

and stopping the camera, so that each image is effectively the first in a sequence.

On the ProEM, the first image of a sequence is apparently taken before the readout

electronics have fully settled, resulting in excessive readout noise and a larger offset

between the two readout amplifiers (we will discuss these later in this section), and

stronger shading. The effect varies with each first image, and so results in highly

varying results, as seen in Figure 5.25.

Our Princeton Instruments contacts offered two solutions. The first was to set

up the cameras to take all the images from a single sequence. The second was to

alter the settings that determined how the CCD was cleaned while waiting to take

an exposure. The first solution worked, in that the first image had the problems we

had been seeing, but the rest seemed to be fine. The second solution did not work.

We did not check if the first-of-sequence problem was solved by the second method,

as that method caused the images to appear as though the center of the image was

somehow exposed to a little bit of light, which was not acceptable to us. Naturally,

we took images at full EM gains with the original clean settings, and there was no

light evident. Furthermore, as we were already in a dark room with the lens cap on

the camera, we put the camera in a dark box in the dark room, and the exposure

effect was still there, unchanged, whenever the cleaning settings were altered. As a

result of this, we did not use the second solution, and only looked at results from

the first, with the results we have been using in this chapter. Typically, we would

throw out the first image, but in some of the histograms (like Figure 5.14), we left

it in to show the effects of the problem.

We did not investigate enough to determine whether this would have been a

major problem for us, as even with the fix, the improved readout noise of the

ProEM was not enough to compensate for the much-improved CIC of the ImagEM.
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However, we admit that there is a possibility that the first-of-sequence problem

would not occur in our normal experiments. It is possible that the first image was

only bad if the exposure happened immediately after the start of the sequence. If

that were the case, if we were to start an image sequence to take an exposure upon

a trigger at the start of each repetition of an experiment, but the actual trigger and

exposure happened several seconds later, the problem would not occur. Since that

is the way most of our experiments work, the problem might not manifest itself in

our normal experiments. If that is not the case, we could probably work around it

by always taking pairs of triggered images, with a fake trigger to take a junk image

at the beginning of the experiment repetition, and a second trigger to take the data

image later, and maybe a third dark image afterwards. It is likely that we could

have found a suitable workaround. No such workaround seemed necessary for the

ImagEM, as it did not seem to have this problem. Also, the correlations images are

scaled badly, and are all black.

The first ProEM demo camera we acquired seemed to have abnormally large

shading compared to the other ProEM demo cameras. The magnitude of this shad-

ing issue can be seen in Figure 5.31, which shows a sample dark frame, and how

the shading the very noticeable over the readout noise. Since this shading did not

subtract out, as it was not constant from image to image, this resulted in our curve-

fits reporting large readout noises for this camera, and making it difficult to fit our

model to the image histograms in certain cases. This camera also had large CIC

noise, which accounts for the exceptionally bad rankings of this camera in Figure

5.27 and Figure 5.26. While these effects were quite a bit worse than we saw in later

demo cameras, we note that we did not know about this first-in-sequence problem

while we had possession of that camera. It is likely that had we corrected for that

first-in-sequence problem, a large part of the extra noise would have disappeared,

and it is possible that the camera would have then performed closer to the level of

the later demo cameras.

Another problem we noticed with the one of the demo ProEM cameras was

when we attempted to measure the quantum efficiency of the camera, as described

in Section V.10. As we did not repeat this measurement with other demo cameras,
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Figure 5.31. A dark frame with strong shading. This dark frame shows the
readout noise and strong shading on the first ProEM camera we had as a demo.
The grayscale has been adjusted to the scale of the fluctuations which, while small
compared to the dynamic range of the camera of the signal from a fairly faint source
of light, are large compared with the readout noise. This image was taken with a
low EM gain, as otherwise the multiplied CIC alters the scale, and so should be
compared with the much less shading in the no-EM ImagEM image in Figure 5.8.

we do not know whether the problem was specific to this camera, related to the

unusually large noise of this camera, or if it could have been fixed by correcting for

the first-of-sequence problem. We do not know the cause, and so will simply point

it out as something to look for if one is evaluating an EMCCD camera.

We only noticed the problem when we were taking cropped images of the very

faint laser pulses which we used to determine quantum efficiency. Figure 5.32 shows

an example of this. We see what is essentially a dark frame, with a roughly circular

region of very faint, nearly constant intensity illumination from the clipped laser
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pulse. Superimposed on the image is what appears to be a region where the readout

stage had a temporary, abrupt shift in offset, resulting in a horizontal rectangular

region. These regions did not occur in every image, nor in the same place when

they did occur. We also did not see this effect in uncropped dark frames. In theory,

we could have detected these shifts and corrected for them, but, as mentioned in

Section V.10, we were mostly interested in the results for the ImagEM, and did not

consider it worth our time. Thus, images such as these messed up the curve-fits,

and prevented us from getting a good measure of the quantum efficiency of the

ProEM cameras. Even with these problems, however, we still got a very rough

measurement of about 96%, with enough noise that we still consider this consistent

with the expected value of around 70–80%.

We will end this section with what we consider to be the most interesting

anomaly. Rather than being a problem, this is actually more of a useful diagnos-

tic, which actually revealed something about the ProEM camera that we had not

originally known. When inspecting some ProEM dark frames using high-contrast

colors, we noticed that the pixel-columns seemed to alternate between a brighter

value and a darker value. Figure 5.33 includes a zoom of such an image, but not

one of the more obvious ones. It was as though the readout electronics alternated

between two slightly different readout offsets as the pixels were read out. The effect

did not seem to be in all images. To investigate, we made some correlation im-

ages. We first started with an image, either a raw dark frame, an average of many

dark frames, or the subtraction of two dark frames. We then subtracted out the

mean value of that image, and computed the correlation image. Let I(i, j) be the

value of the mean-subtracted image at row i and column j, and let C(n,m) be the

value of the correlation image at row n and column m. Then, C(n,m) is simply

I(i, j)I(i+ n, j +m) averaged over every pixel of the mean-subtracted image. Any

time a coordinate exceed the dimensions of the image, it is assumed to wrap back

around to the other side.18 Note that C(0, 0) is just the variance of the image. In

18Note that this computation, as described, is O
(
N4
)
for an N -by-N image (O

(
N2
)
for a single

pixel of the correlation image, and another factor of N2 to compute every pixel of the correlation
image, if you chose to compute the entire correlation image). The correlation image is just a
convolution of the mean-subtracted image with itself inverted through the origin, so we can apply
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Figure 5.32. A dark frame with horizontal bars. This shows two images taken
while we were trying to measure the quantum efficiency of a ProEM camera. The
left side shows a normal image, both in grayscale and using a high-contrast color
scheme. The right side shows an image with odd horizontal bars across it, in both
grayscale and using a high-contrast color scheme. The bars do not really show up
in the grayscale image, but the color scheme really brings them out. The bars
appear to be regions where the background offset had suddenly shifted, and not the
same between the two readout amplifiers, resulting in different levels of the column
effect shown in Figure 5.33. This effect happened many times during the quantum
efficiency measurement.

order to help comparisons between images, we normalize the correlation image to

this variance, so that C(0, 0) is 1. In the absence of EM gain, the standard deviation

of the image (in the absence of any shading) is the readout noise. In the presence

of EM gain, with non-zero CIC, the standard deviation is still on the order of the

readout noise, so, in these normalized images, the square root of the magnitude of

the Convolution Theorem. Here, that means the Fourier Transform of the correlation image is the
squared-magnitude of the Fourier Transform of the mean-subtracted image. Using a Fast Fourier
Transform algorithm, we can compute the Fourier Transform (and the inverse transform) of the
main image as aO

(
N2ln(N)

)
operation, while the squared-magnitude is aO

(
N2
)
operation. Thus,

by working in Fourier space, we can reduce computing the correlation image to a O
(
N2ln(N)

)

operation. If we were to choose to compute the correlation image for the entire image Since
N = 512 for us, if we were to compute a large fraction of the correlation image, this trick speeds
up the computation by well over a factor of a thousand.
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Figure 5.33. A dark frame with vertical columns, from a ProEM camera. The left
images show the entire dark frame, while the right images show the same image,
zoomed in to the lower-left corner. The upper images are in grayscale, while the
lower images are the same two images using a high-contrast color scheme. Note
the slight shading in the entire image, and the column effect which dominates the
readout noise along the left edge. The column effect can be seen throughout the
image, but is strongest along the left edge in this image.

any pixel gives a rough comparison of how strong the (anti-)correlation is compared

to the readout noise.

Figure 5.34 shows the correlation image associated with the dark frame in Figure

5.33. In the original image, columns of the dark frame alternate being slightly above

or below the mean value of the image. Thus, in the mean-subtracted image, they

alternate between slightly negative and slightly positive. Thanks to the readout

noise, this is hard to notice in the original image. In the correlation image, since

we average over the whole image, the readout noise is suppressed, but since the
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anti-correlation between columns is constant, it becomes the dominant feature of

the correlation image, showing up as alternating vertical stripes in the image.

The column effect shown in Figure 5.34 is very weak; note that the square

root of the magnitude is about 1% of the standard deviation from the readout

noise. Thus, it is not a significant contribution to readout noise. In fact, it turns

out it is an artifact of something that actually reduces the readout noise. Through

correspondence with contacts at Princeton Instruments, we learned that the ProEM

actually has two readout amplifiers, allowing them to read two pixels at a time

[40, 102]. Thus, for example, with a readout rate of 10 MHz, they actually run

at 5 MHz, clocking horizontally twice with each time step, and reading two values

simultaneously, so that the average rate of reading is 10 MHz. In general, the longer

a readout has to average a measurement, the lower the noise tends to be (note that

all the cameras specify less readout noise at slower readout rates). Since with two

readout amplifiers, they get to get to spend twice as much time reading each pixel

as a single amplifier would at the same readout rate, having two readout amplifiers

can reduce readout noise. The column effect shown so well in Figure 5.34 is a

very sensitive measurement of a very slight relative offset between the two readout

amplifiers.

We learned that the effect was much more pronounced in first-of-sequence im-

ages, as the relative offset is apparently one of the things that needs to settle. In

fact, the offset is large enough that it is actually comparable to the readout noise

in the first images. That, combined with the fact that the offsets drifts from first

image to first image (and thus does not subtract out), is why this effect was strong

enough for us to notice while looking at the dark frames, and why it seemed to

come and go.

There is one more effect of interest in Figure 5.34. Note the streak of slightly

positive correlations that runs horizontally through the center (and, to a much

lesser extent, vertically). We believe this streak represents a slight hysteresis in the

readout amplifiers. This indicates that if a readout amplifier reads a certain value,

the next pixel is slightly biased to the same value. This could be due to any number

of effects (like a small amount of charge being left over from a readout), and seems
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Figure 5.34. Correlations in a ProEM dark frame. This correlation image was
computed from the dark frame shown in Figure 5.33, and is normalized to the
variance in the image, which is approximately the variance associated with the
readout noise. The center pixel is the average correlation of every pixel with itself,
which is the variance and hence normalized to 1, but we scale our color scheme
to show the rest of the correlations. The pixel m columns over and n columns
down from the center is the average correlation of every pixel with the pixel m
columns over and n columns down from itself (and so this image is symmetric
about the origin). We show both a large-scale correlation image, which shows
correlations over about a quarter of the image, and a zoomed-in correlation image,
showing individual columns. The correlation image greatly amplifies the column
effect shown in Figure 5.33, as the readout noise variations average out, while,
since every column is slightly anti-correlated with the adjacent columns, that effect
remains. On the large scale, we can see wide, not-very-tall region through the origin
shows a slightly more positive correlation than the rest of the image. We interpret
this as showing slight hysteresis in the readout electronics. In the zoomed image, the
positive columns have a larger absolute value than the negative columns. Ordinarily,
they have the same absolute magnitude. However, the strongest shading in the
image, which can be seen in Figure 5.33, is mostly a slightly dimmer band across
the top of the image. This causes every row to be somewhat partially correlated
with nearby rows, adding a slight positive offset to a band of rows through the
center of the correlation image. We can see this in the larger correlation image, and
this offset causes the asymmetric columns in the zoomed image.
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Figure 5.35. Correlations in an ImagEM dark frame. This correlation image was
computed from the dark frame shown in Figure 5.9, computed in the same way as
the one in Figure 5.34. Note that there is very little correlation in this image, and
specifically almost no column (anti-)correlations. Even the hysteresis stripe is very
suppressed.

reasonable to expect something like that. Here, we see that the effect, while small,

is measurable over almost the entire width of the image.19

For comparison, we also show Figure 5.35, the correlation image for a dark

frame from a Hamamatsu ImagEM EMCCD camera. We see that there is almost

no correlation across the image here, even compared to the ProEM. We also note

that the hysteresis streak is much smaller in size, but still present.

19Note that the hysteresis correlation extends both left and right from the origin. This means
that each pixel is slightly correlated with both the previous pixels read and the pixels that have
yet to be read. It is tempting to think that this implies the readout amplifier can somehow be
affected by the values that it will read some small amount of time in the future. Sadly, this is not
a way to see into the future which we could use to make a bundle of money fighting crime before it
happens. It is simply a result of the symmetry inherent in correlation functions. If the second pixel
the amplifier reads is skewed slightly towards the value of the first, then the two are correlated.
The first pixel value affected the second (and not the reverse), but the correlation function, just
being the product of the two values, simply says that the two are correlated, regardless of whether
one pixel affected the other, or vice versa.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

We have successfully demonstrated an all-optical one-way barrier [18, 20, 21].

There were some unexpected obstacles that we encountered, which we worked

around, and for which we developed ideas to avoid for future experimenters. We

also demonstrated that the barrier can be modeled with a rather simplistic com-

puter simulation, and explicitly calculated that barriers of this sort do not violate

the second law of thermodynamics.

We also developed what we believe is a novel model of the noise present on

electron-multiplying charge-coupled device cameras (EMCCD cameras). While the

underlying assumptions were standard, we carried the assumptions through to a

model that accurately predicts the histograms of these cameras. In one limit, our

model is essentially identical to some photomultiplier models, and produces the

same exponential formula for the output statistics [103, 104]. Our model provides

what we believe to be a more accurate method to test certain noise measurements

of these types of cameras than any of the methods currently in use today. We then

used our model to investigate and compare several of the EMCCD cameras on the

market today [101, 102]. As a result of this comparison, we were able to select

what we believe to be the best of these cameras for our future experiments probing

theories of quantum measurements.
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APPENDIX A

A BASIC THEORY OF ELECTRON-MULTIPLYING

CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICES

This chapter starts with the basic model of an electron-multiplying charge-

coupled device (EMCCD), as described in Section V.1 and Section V.3. We then

use that model to develop an in-depth description of the noise statistics of an EM-

CCD. In our model, electrons are multiplied in a random fashion as they are shifted

through the multiplying stage, similar to how they are multiplied within a photo-

multiplier. As a result, in one limit, our formula reproduces one form of the output

distribution for photomultipliers [103, 104].

A Brief Overview of EMCCD Operation

In this appendix we will compute actual noise statistics and model histograms

for EMCCDs. To do so, we will adopt the following model on how an EMCCD

works, outlined by Figure A.1, based on generally-available descriptions of how

EMCCDs work [38, 40]. The model is that the signal, thermal noise, and CIC

produce some cell-charge distribution that enters the EM stage of an EMCCD. The

EMCCD amplifies the distribution by stretching is out, resulting in a net gain but

with much overlap, and finally the readout electronics add some Gaussian noise to

the signal, before the signal is read out by noise-less electronics.

We first deal with a single cell on a CCD. Before the exposure begins, the charge

in a cell is the sum of a small amount of thermal noise, and CIC from the row being

shifted around. During the exposure, the cell gains a certain amount of charge from

more thermal noise, and, independently, a signal from the amount of light shining

on the cell. After the exposure, more CIC is added due to more row-shifting, and

a tiny amount of thermal noise is added. The CIC and thermal signals are both

independent, Poissonian variables, and so, as mentioned in Section B.4, their sum
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Figure A.1. An example of how the EMCCD histogram changes through the steps
of our EMCCD model. The black curve shows the actual total histogram, while
the colors demonstrate how individual numbers of electrons are transformed. This
parameters for this figure were chosen to illustrate the progression; see Figure 5.5
for a similar figure with parameters chosen to match the cameras we investigated.
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is also a Poissonian variable, with a mean and variance that’s the sum of the means

and variances of the individual variables. Thus, the charge in the cell as it enters

the EM stage is given by:

charge = signal + Poissonian noise

The cell-charge distribution for the signal is determined by the signal. For a faint

light source, it is also Poissonian, but we will not be using that yet. The cell-

charge distribution for the noise is a Poissonian with a mean and variance of σCIC.

Technically speaking, σCIC is the sum of the variances of the thermal noise (which

is proportional to the total time of the exposure plus the time it took to move the

charge around) and the CIC noise, which is proportional to the number of rows on

the CCD. However, only the combined quantity σCIC matters, and since the CIC

will be the dominant component for the short exposures we plan to use, we will just

use the symbol σCIC, and include any thermal contributions in it. Although the

amount of CIC on a given cell should be position independent, there may be some

position dependence. Ideally, every cell on a CCD undergoes the same number

of vertical shifts before readout. The nth row of an N -row CCD accumulates n

vertical shifts of CIC before the exposure begins, as the CCD is cleared of charge by

performing vertical shifts. After the exposure, the nth row of the CCD accumulates

another N−n vertical shifts of CIC. Since each vertical shift basically adds another

independent Poissonian distribution, the result is the same as adding N vertical

shifts of CIC to every cell on the CCD. However, there may be deviations to this.

For example, if the clock signal is not perfectly evenly distributed across the CCD,

or the horizontal shifts do contribute to CIC, there will be position dependence to

σCIC. This can be modeled by assuming that σCIC is dependent on the cell position,

but as that effect tends to be small, and we will ignore it.

The charge from the cell is eventually shifted to the EM stage, where the number

of electrons is randomly multiplied. As described in Section V.3, with each step,

there is a small probability that any given electron will be doubled as it travels to

the next step. This is repeated many times (however many cells are in the EM

stage).
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After the EM stage, the charges pass through the readout amplifier, which ef-

fectively adds a small amount of Gaussian noise to the cell before being converted

to a number in memory. We will attempt to describe this process mathematically.

Effect of the EM Stage on the Mean and Variance of the Number of Electrons in a
Cell

Let Ni be the number of electrons in the ith cell of the EM stage, and let Pi(N)

be the probability distribution for that number. Assume that as the charges are

moved from the ith cell to the (i+ 1)th cell, each charge has a small probability g to

excite a valence electron to the conduction band. g is small, so we can safely assume

the electrons will not generate a second electron (indeed, they may not have the

energy to excite a second electron). We further assume that each possible excitation

is independent of others. Under these assumptions, the excited electrons will have

a binomial distribution, where each of the Ni electrons has a probability of g of

producing a new electron. This allows us to write:

Ni+1 = Ni +∆Ni (A.1)

Given Ni, ∆Ni has a binomial distribution for Ni events, each with a probability of

g, so, by Equation (B.30) and Equation (B.31):

mean(∆Ni) = gNi

var(∆Ni) = kNi

k := g (1− g)

In the limit of very small g, the binomial distribution becomes well-approximated by

a Poissonian distribution, as mentioned in Section B.5. Furthermore, if we assume

electrons can excite multiple electrons, we might assume that ∆Ni has a Poissonian

distribution with mean gNi. In either case, the above equations hold if we just

replace k with g instead of g (1− g).

We have stated that there is negligible CIC contribution in a horizontal clock.

However, this is a gain stage where higher voltages are present to help excite extra
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electrons, and so it is possible that extra electrons will be generated, possibly from

thermal excitation enhanced by the voltages. This would be more analogous to

the dark current in a photomultiplier than the normal CIC. Thus, we will add

a Poissonian random variable with mean l (and therefore variance l) to ∆Ni, to

represent this extra leakage (Section V.5 discusses why we include this term and

what it represents in greater detail). We choose to add this quantity after the

gain. If we choose to add this quantity before the gain, it will affect the amount of

amplification because it increases the mean number of electrons. In reality, the two

effects probably intertwine, but in the limit of many steps, each with small amounts

of gain and leakage, the alternation of gain and leakage should model reality well. In

fact, as we will see in Equation (A.25), the order of these operations does not matter

as the number of steps in the EM stage becomes large. This addition does not help

in solving the equations for the mean and variance of the distribution; indeed, the

equations for the l = 0 case are much easier to derive if we start without the l terms,

but we will do the derivation with them. Since the l term is independent, it just

adds to the mean and variance, so we can write the mean and variance of ∆Ni for

a given Ni:

mean(∆Ni) = gNi + l (A.2)

var(∆Ni) = kNi + l (A.3)

k := g (1− g)

Once again, if we would rather assume a Poissonian distribution for the electron-

multiplication, we can replace k with g. In fact, in a continuous limit, where g → 0

and the number of steps goes to ∞, the binomial distribution becomes Poissonian,

and k equals the Poissonian value of g to first order in g.

Our next step is to write the mean and variance of Ni+1 = Ni+∆Ni. The means

just add (Equation (B.4)), but the variances do not just add, because ∆Ni is not

independent ofNi (the mean of ∆Ni, for instance, is dependent onNi), so we need to

use the full version of Equation (B.5). This requires the variances of Ni and ∆Ni, as

well as the covariance of Ni and ∆Ni. To compute these quantities, let ∆Ni = b+p,

where b is the multiplied electron gain term (with either a binomial distribution or
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a Poisson distribution), and p is the leakage term (with a Poisson distribution).

We already know that mean(b) = gNi, var(b) = kNi, and mean(p) = var(p) = l,

which agrees with Equation (A.2) and Equation (A.3). The problem is that the

expectation values in those equations assume a fixed Ni. If Ni is itself a variable

with some distribution, then that changes the expectation values. Here is how to

compute an expectation value if Ni is not a fixed value:

〈Ni∆Ni〉 = 〈bNi〉+ 〈pNi〉

p is independent of Ni, so we can write 〈pNi〉 = 〈p〉 〈Ni〉, and use 〈p〉 = l. However,

b and Ni are not independent, so we need to perform the weighted sum of bNi:

=
∑

b,Ni

P
(
b
⋂

Ni

)
bNi + l 〈Ni〉

We know the mean and variance of b for a givenNi, so we choose to rewrite P(b
⋂

Ni)

in terms of a conditional probability, using Equation (B.10):

=
∑

b,Ni

P(b | Ni)Pi(Ni)bNi + l 〈Ni〉

=
∑

Ni

Pi(Ni)Ni

(
∑

b

P(b | Ni)b

)
+ l 〈Ni〉

The sum in parentheses is the mean of b for a given Ni, which we know is gNi. With

that substitution, the remaining sum will become an average of N2
i .

=
∑

Ni

Pi(Ni)NigNi + l 〈Ni〉

= g
∑

Ni

Pi(Ni)N
2
i + l 〈Ni〉

= g
〈
N2

i

〉
+ l 〈Ni〉

The trick used to evaluate 〈bNi〉 was basically to evaluate the expectation over all

b for a given Ni, and then evaluate over all Ni. We can use this trick for the other
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expectation values we need (remember the p is independent of b and Ni):

〈∆Ni〉 = 〈b〉+ 〈p〉

=
∑

b,Ni

P
(
b
⋂

Ni

)
b+ l

=
∑

Ni

Pi(Ni)

(
∑

b

P(b | Ni)b

)
+ l

=
∑

Ni

Pi(Ni)gNi + l

= g 〈Ni〉+ l
〈
(∆Ni)

2〉 =
〈
b2 + 2bp+ p2

〉

=
〈
b2
〉
+ 2 〈b〉 〈p〉+

〈
p2
〉

=
∑

b,Ni

P
(
b
⋂

Ni

)
b2 + 2 〈p〉

∑

b,Ni

P
(
b
⋂

Ni

)
b+ var(p) + 〈p〉2

=
∑

Ni

Pi(Ni)

(
∑

b

P(b | Ni)b
2

)

+2l
∑

Ni

Pi(Ni)

(
∑

b

P(b | Ni)b

)
+ l + l2

=
∑

Ni

Pi(Ni)
(
var(b) + mean(b)2

)
+ 2 〈p〉

∑

Ni

Pi(Ni) (mean(b)) + l + l2

=
∑

Ni

Pi(Ni)
(
kNi + g2N2

i

)
+ 2l

∑

Ni

Pi(Ni) (gNi) + l + l2

=
∑

Ni

Pi(Ni)
(
kNi + g2N2

i

)
+ 2l

∑

Ni

Pi(Ni) (gNi) + l + l2

= k 〈Ni〉+ g2
〈
N2

i

〉
+ 2lg 〈Ni〉+ l + l2
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With these values, we can write out the mean and variance of Ni+1:

mean(Ni+1) = 〈Ni〉+ 〈∆Ni〉

= (mean(Ni)) + g (mean(Ni)) + l

= (1 + g) (mean(Ni)) + l (A.4)

var(Ni+1) =
〈
(Ni +∆Ni)

2〉− 〈(Ni +∆Ni)〉2

=
〈
N2

i

〉
+ 2 〈Ni∆Ni〉+

〈
(∆Ni)

2〉− 〈Ni〉2 − 2 〈Ni〉 〈∆Ni〉 − 〈∆Ni〉2

=
〈
N2

i

〉
+ 2

(
g
〈
N2

i

〉
+ l 〈Ni〉

)
+

k 〈Ni〉+ g2
〈
N2

i

〉
+ 2lg 〈Ni〉+ l + l2−

〈Ni〉2 − 2 〈Ni〉 (g 〈Ni〉+ l)− (g 〈Ni〉+ l)2

= (1 + g)2
(〈
N2

i

〉
− 〈Ni〉2

)
+ k 〈Ni〉+ l

= (1 + g)2 var(Ni) + kmean(Ni) + l (A.5)

Now we need only solve the recurrence relations in Equation (A.4) and Equation

(A.5). Equation (A.4) is simpler. Starting with mean(N0), and using Equation (A.4)

to write out mean(N1), mean(N2), and so on, we can very quickly see:

mean(Ni) = (1 + g)i (mean(N0)) + l

i−1∑

j=0

(1 + g)j

= (1 + g)i (mean(N0)) + l
(1 + g)i − 1

g
(A.6)

where the sum is assumed to be 0 when i = 0, and we explicitly solved it using

a formula for a geometric series. It is fairly simple to verify that either form of

Equation (A.6) satisfies both the base case mean(N0) = mean(N0) and the recursion

relation in Equation (A.4). The variance is trickier, but can be solved in a similar

manner. It is a little easier to use this form of Equation (A.6):

mean(Ni) = (1 + g)i
(
mean(N0) +

l

g

)
− l

g

Start with var(N0), and use Equation (A.5) to write out var(N1) in terms of

mean(N0) and var(N0) (use the above form of Equation (A.6) for mean(N0)). We

can then use Equation (A.5) (and the above form of Equation (A.6)) to write out
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var(N2) in terms of mean(N0) and var(N0). Continuing a few more terms, if we

always collect the terms into a var(N0) term, a k (mean(N0) + l/g) term, and a

l (1− k/g) term, we see that the var(N0) term is a geometric sequence, and all

the others are geometric series (or a geometric series times a geometric sequence).

Again, it is quite easy to show that this form solves both the var(N0) = var(N0)

base condition and the recurrence relation in Equation (A.5):

var(Ni) = (1 + g)2i var(N0)+

(1 + g)i−1 k

(
mean(N0) +

l

g

) i−1∑

j=0

(1 + g)j +

l

(
1− k

g

) i−1∑

j=0

(1 + g)2j

= (1 + g)2i var(N0)+

(1 + g)i−1 k

(
mean(N0) +

l

g

)
(1 + g)i − 1

g

l

(
1− k

g

)
(1 + g)2i − 1

g (2 + g)

(A.7)

where we substituted an analytic form for each of the geometric series again (and

simplified), and we state that all the sums (which includes the entire factor inside

the braces) are 0 at i = 0.

We can now bring everything together. Assume the actual signal has a mean

M and variance V , and the gain stage has n steps each with gain g. The charge

entering the EM stage is the sum of two presumably independent values, the signal

and the CIC noise (including thermal noise). Since the are independent, the means

and variances simply add:

mean(N0) = M + σCIC

var(N0) = V + σCIC
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Equation (A.6) and Equation (A.7) can propagate these through the EM stage:

mean(Nn) = (1 + g)n (M + σCIC) + l
(1 + g)n − 1

g

var(Nn) = (1 + g)2n (V + σCIC)+

(1 + g)n−1 k

(
M + σCIC +

l

g

)
+

(1 + g)n − 1

g

l

(
1− k

g

)
(1 + g)2n − 1

g (2 + g)

We realize that the signal is multiplied by the factor (1 + g)n, which we define as

the gain G of the EM stage. We also choose to replace l with L, where we define

L to be the expected mean value coming out of the gain stage with a gain of unity,

and no input. We find that by taking the limit of the l term in the above mean as

g → 0, which happens to be the same limit as the derivative of lxn at x = 1, which

is nl. Note that this is exactly what we should expect, since if there is no gain, and

we go through n cells which each add an independent amount of noise with mean

l, we would expect a total of nl, on average. Thus, we define the total leakage as:

L := nl (A.8)

Finally, the readout stage adds some Gaussian noise, with a mean mr and standard

deviation σr. Since it is independent of the signal, the means and variances add.

The result is the mean and variance of the distribution of the output of the EMCCD

for a given signal mean and variance, assuming a gain of G:

mean(output signal) = GM +GσCIC + (G− 1)
L

ng
+mr (A.9)

var(output signal) = G2 (V + σCIC)+

G (G− 1)

(1 + g)

k

g

(
M + σCIC +

L

ng

)
+

G2 − 1

(2 + g)

L

ng

(
1− k

g

)
+ σr

(A.10)

k :=




g for Poissonian EM gain

g (1− g) for binomial EM gain

g := G
1
n − 1
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Here, we have defined g in terms of the total gain G by solving G = (1 + g)n for g.

This equation can be simplified with some reasonable assumptions. We have

mentioned that EM gains (G) are typically around 1000, and the number of steps

(n) is typically around 500. With these two numbers, g is between 1% and 2%,

so it makes sense to try a small g approximation [38, 101, 102]. Taylor expanding

the definition of g used for Equation (A.9) in 1/n gives g ≈ ln(G)/n. We can

also arrive at this by taking the limit of ng as n → ∞. We used the trick of

writing ng =
(
G1/n − 1

)
/ (1/n), and then using l’Hôpital’s rule (presented in typical

differential calculus courses) for evaluating a limit of the form 0/0. For a maximum

EM gain of G . 1000, and at least n & 500 steps, we can approximate with g ≈ 0

and ng ≈ ln(G), with a maximum error on the order of 1%.

g =
ln(G)

n
as n→∞ (A.11)

Since the linearity of the readout amplifiers, according to several camera data sheets,

is at best around 1%, and the EM gain stage probably varies by about this much

from step to step, this amount of error is probably unavoidable [102]. Note that,

with such limits, k/g → 1, regardless of which version of k we used. This is because

a binomial distribution approaches a Poissonian distribution in the large n limit, as

mentioned in Section B.5. We now have a continuous approximation for the mean

and variance of the signal:

mean(output signal) = GM +GσCIC + (G− 1)LG +mr (A.12)

var(output signal) = G2 (V + σCIC)+

G (G− 1) (M + σCIC + LG) + σr

(A.13)

LG :=
L

ln(G)

We are now in a position to explain Equation (V.3) and Equation (V.4) more

fully. First, CCD manufacturers never quote a value for L or LG. In fact, in some

private communications with some employees of a company that makes EMCCD

cameras, we got the impression that EMCCD camera manufacturers are unaware

of this leakage effect, repeating that there is no significant clock-induced charge in
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any horizontal shift, including in the electron-multiplying stage. Presumably, the

value of L is strongly dependent on the gain (because l probably depends strongly

on the exact voltage used for each step in the EM gain stage), but we hope it is

rather small, so, for now, we will set LG = 0. The mean value given in Equation

(A.12) is presumably GM plus known constant values. Therefore, we can reliably

subtract off everything but the signal GM . The noise used in a signal-to-noise ratio

is typically the standard deviation, so we just take the square root of Equation

(A.13). The result, with these limits, is:

SNR =
GM√

G2 (V + σCIC) +G (G− 1) (M + σCIC) + σ2
r

=
M√

(V + σCIC) +
(
1− 1

G

)
(M + σCIC) + σ2

r /G
2

(A.14)

Constant intensity light has Poissonian statistics, which is a result of there being

a constant rate of photon detection. Thus, we can equate M = V , giving the

signal-to-noise ratio of:

SNR =
GM√

G2 (M + σCIC) +G (G− 1) (M + σCIC) + σ2
r

=
GM√

(2G2 −G) (M + σCIC) + σr

=
M√(

2− 1
G

)
(M + σCIC) + σ2

r /G
2

(A.15)

In this derivation, we included the dark noise in σCIC. Once we note that, we see that

this version reproduces Equation (V.4), with f = 2 − 1/G (so that f →
√
2 ≈ 1.4

for large G), and becomes Equation (V.3) in the G → 1 limit (no EM gain). This

explains how the EM stage adds extra noise. We also note how the EM gain also

effectively suppresses the standard readout noise by a factor of the EM gain, since

the only occurrence of σr in the signal-to-noise ratio is σr/G.

There is one final point we should make about Equation (A.12) and Equation

(A.13). We should expect theG→ 1 limit to be well-defined, as then these equations

should represent the addition of some extra clock-induced charge. In particular, L

was defined as the amount of extra clock-induced charge that should be produced
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in the G→ 1 limit. However, if we take G→ 1, then ln(G)→ 0, and LG = L/ln(G)

diverges, so the equations are singular in this limit. This singularity is removable,

though, because everywhere LG appears in those equations, it is multiplied by G−1,
and the limit as G → 1 of (G− 1)LG = (G− 1)L/ln(G) is L, as is easily verified

using l’Hôpital’s rule. In particular, if we let G = 1 + ǫ, and let ǫ→ 0, then

LG =
L

ǫ− ǫ2

2
+O(ǫ3)

=
L

ǫ

(
1 +

ǫ

2
+O

(
ǫ2
))

and Equation (A.12) and Equation (A.13) reduce to:

mean(output signal) = GM +GσCIC + (1 + ǫ− 1)
L

ǫ

(
1 +

ǫ

2
+O

(
ǫ2
))

+mr

= M (1 + ǫ) + σCIC (1 + ǫ) + L
(
1 +

ǫ

2

)
+mr +O

(
ǫ2
)

var(output signal) = G2 (V + σCIC)+

G (1 + ǫ− 1)

(
M + σCIC +

L

ǫ

(
1 +

ǫ

2
+O

(
ǫ2
)))

+ σr

= (V + σCIC) (1 + 2ǫ)+
(
ǫM + ǫσCIC + L

(
1 +

ǫ

2

))
(1 + ǫ) + σr +O

(
ǫ2
)

= V (1 + 2ǫ) + σCIC (1 + 3ǫ)+

L

(
1 +

3ǫ

2

)
+ σr +O

(
ǫ2
)

In this form, we can see that in the ǫ→ 0 limit (G→ 1), L does indeed just become

an addition to the CIC noise, but the first-order ǫ dependence is different than

that of the CIC noise. This is because the leakage gets amplified differently than

the CIC noise. All of the CIC noise experiences the same gain, whereas only the

leakage that occurs near the beginning of the electron-multiplying stage gets the

full gain. Leakage that occurs near the end of the EM stage experiences no gain.

In the low-gain limit, we see that the leakage experiences the average of those two

gain extremes, getting approximately half the increase in effect as that of the CIC

noise. At higher gains, where there is a significant probability of an electron being

multiplied more than once, the gain becomes nonlinear, and while the leakage and

CIC experience different gains, the ratio is no longer one-half.
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That leaves us only with the question as to why our formula has a singularity

in this limit.

Generating Histograms for EMCCDs

Using this EMCCD model, we can actually generate histograms for EMCCD

data, including all the noise sources. In some limits, we can even compute analytic

results. We will use the same model described in Section V.3, using the notation

introduced there and in Subsection A.2.

As already described, the cell-charge histogram before the EM stage (N0) results

from the sum of the signal and the combined CIC and thermal noise, which we

abbreviate as σCIC. As described in Section B.1, since the signal and noise are

independent, the cell-charge histogram is the convolution of the signal and noise

histograms:

H{N0} = H{signal} ∗ H{CIC} (A.16)

H{CIC} is a Poissonian distribution with mean σCIC.

The tricky part is generating the histogram for Ni+1 from the histogram for Ni,

since the distribution of added electrons in each step of the histogram is dependent

on the number of electrons already present. There is a tempting trick one could try

to use to infer what the histogram should look like: Look at the logarithm of the

number of electrons in each cell. We start with some number of electrons in the

first cell, N0. Subsequent cells have, on average, (1 + g) times as many electrons as

the initial cell, so we could write the number of electrons in cell n as

Nn = N0

n−1∏

i=0

(1 + gi)

where gi is some random variable with mean g. We will show shortly that that is

actually the correct mean. Now, if we take the logarithm of this, we find:

ln(Nn) = ln(N0) +
n−1∑

i=0

ln(1 + gi)
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If we treat ln(1 + gi) as independent random variables with identical distributions,

then we can immediately apply the central limit theorem and say that, in the limit

of large n, the distribution of ln(Nn) is Gaussian, and we can infer the mean and

standard deviation of that from the mean and standard deviation of each step.

Thus, if the above argument were correct, the distribution of Nn would be log-

normal, which is defined as the distribution of a variable whose logarithm has a

normal (Gaussian) distribution. These distributions occur when some random, in-

dependent multiplying factor is repeatedly applied to the initial quantity, in which

case, the above argument holds.

The above argument fails because the random multiplying factor is not indepen-

dent of the previous factors. More specifically, it is not independent of the current

number of electrons, which could be dependent on the initial number, or the previ-

ous multiplying factors applied. This happens because of our assumption that the

probability of adding extra electrons is independent of the presence of other elec-

trons. For each electron that passes through a cell, there is a certain distribution for

adding electrons, with some variance. Since each addition is independent, the sum

over Ni electrons gives a distribution with a variance that is Ni times that original

variance. This is reflected in Equation (A.2) and Equation (A.3) with l = 0, since

we are ignoring leakage for now. In those equations, k is the variance of ∆Ni for

a single electrons (the case where Ni = 1), and the variance of adding up Ni such

variables is Ni times k. Now, let us look at the multiplying factor (1 + gi) from our

above argument:

(1 + gi) :=
Ni+1

Ni

=
Ni +∆Ni

Ni

= 1 +
∆Ni

Ni

mean(1 + gi) = mean

(
1 +

∆Ni

Ni

)
= 1 +

gNi

Ni

= 1 + g

var(1 + gi) = var

(
1 +

∆Ni

Ni

)
= var

(
∆Ni

Ni

)
=

var(∆)Ni

N2
i

=
kNi

N2
i

=
k

Ni

Here, we have computed the means and variances assuming that Ni is fixed, and

only ∆Ni is a random variable, allowing us to use Equation (A.2) and Equation

(A.3) with l = 0. Here, we see that the mean of gi is indeed g, as claimed above,

but the variance of it is not constant. Thus, the distributions of the gi for each stage
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is dependent on what happened before, so the central limit theorem applied to the

sum of the logarithms is not fully applicable. However, as the number of electrons

becomes rather large, the variance computed above flattens out as 1/Ni, and so the

distributions do not change rapidly and the central limit theorem provides a very

rough approximation. Thus, the final histogram will have some resemblance to a

log-normal distribution.

We now begin a careful derivation of the final histogram given our assumptions

on how an EMCCD works, and will shortly make a further assumption that the

EM stage is continuous, where the number of stages is infinite, with each stage

individually adding almost no gain. We know the distribution for the number

of electrons in cell i + 1 (Ni+1) for a given number of electrons in cell i (Ni) is

binomial (or Poissonian) with mean (1 + g)Ni, plus an independent Poissonian

leakage which we will add shortly. The chances of getting n electrons in the (i+ 1)th

cell conditioned on there beginm electrons in the ith cell is the probability of gaining

n −m electrons given that there are already m electrons. The total probability of

getting n electrons in the (i+ 1)th cell is the conditioned probability multiplied

by the probability of having m electrons in the ith cell, summed over all possible

m. This is basically Equation (B.12) applied to the EM stage, and looks like a

convolution of the cell-charge histogram for Ni with the distribution for ∆Ni (but,

as in Equation (B.13), it is not exactly a convolution as one of the functions depends

on the m as well as n−m):

H{Ni+1}(n) =
n∑

m=0

H{Ni}(m)G(n−m | m) without leakage

Here, we have used G(n−m | m) as the probability of gaining n−m electrons from

one cell in the EM stage to the next given that the first cell had m electrons. The m

sum ends at n because we assume the EM stage does not lose electrons, so the only

way to get n electrons in the (i+ 1)th stage is if the ith stage had at most n electrons.

Depending on your assumptions on how the EM gain works, this would be approxi-

mately a binomial distribution or a near-Poissonian distribution with mean gm. We

will eventually assume the continuous limit again, where g → 0, and G(n−m | m)

becomes very nearly Poissonian, as discussed in Section B.4. Adding leakage is
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straightforward. As previously discussed, the amount of leakage is assumed to be

independent of the number of electrons in the cell, and has a Poissonian distribution

with mean l. In our model, we assume the leakage happens after the gain for any

given step, so the actual cell-charge histogram is a convolution of the no-leakage

cell-charge histogram above with the Poissonian leakage distribution L(n):

H{Ni+1}(n) =
n∑

m′=0

L(n−m′)

{
m′∑

m=0

H{Ni}(m)G(m′ −m | m)

}

=
∞∑

m=0

{
∞∑

m′=0

L(n−m′)G(m′ −m | m)

}
H{Ni}(m) (A.17)

Again, the sums terminate because we assume the EM stage does not lose electrons.

However, in re-ordering the sums, we take the upper limits to ∞, and incorporate

the upper limits in G and L by defining them to be zero if the argument is negative.

Note that Equation (A.17) is linear in H{Ni}, and is in the form of a matrix

multiplication. Since we are assuming that the EM stage does not lose electrons, we

can define G(n | m) and L(n) to be 0 whenever n < 0, and we need not even consider

them < 0 case, since we never have fewer then 0 electrons in a cell. We can therefore

define a gain transfer matrix G̃ that, when multiplied by a cell-charge histogram

for cell i, gives the cell-charge histogram for cell i+ 1 before we add leakage (or in

the l → 0 limit). We choose to represent G̃ as the usual two-dimensional matrix,

except we index both the rows and columns starting from 0 instead of the more

usual 1. This way, we can represent a cell-charge histogram H{N}(n) as a column

vector, where row n (starting from 0) is the probability of having n electrons, and

the element in row n, column m of the gain matrix G̃ is the probability of gaining

n electrons given that there are already m electrons:

G̃(n,m) =




0 n < m

G(n−m | m) n ≥ m
for n ≥ 0 and m ≥ 0 (A.18)

Again, G(n−m | m) is either a binomial or a near-Poissonian distribution with

mean gm, depending on which model of the EM stage is being used. For a binomial

distribution, each of them electrons has a g chance of being doubled, so the expected

number of new electrons is gm.
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Likewise, we define a leakage transfer matrix L̃ that, when multiplied by a cell-

charge distribution for cell i after being multiplied by the gain transfer matrix, gives

the cell-charge distribution for cell i+ 1. The elements of this matrix are:

L̃(n,m) =




0 n < m

L(n−m) n ≥ m
for n ≥ 0 and m ≥ 0 (A.19)

where L(n−m) is a Poissonian distribution with mean l. The probability of gaining

a certain number of electrons is a Poissonian distribution with a mean of gm. The

gain in electrons if the (i+ 1)th has n electrons and the ith cell had m electrons is

n−m. This gain is what has a Poissonian distribution, which is why the argument

of L(n−m) in Equation (A.19) is n−m.

With G̃ and L̃, we can now very easily write out the cell-charge histogram

at the end of the EM stage. Given a cell-charge distribution for cell i, we first

multiply by the G̃, and then by L̃ to get the cell-charge distribution for cell i + 1.

This is equivalent to Equation (A.17), which we rearranged to show that matrix

multiplication is associative, which means we can simply multiply the cell-charge

distribution for cell i by L̃G̃ to get the cell-charge distribution for cell i + 1. Since

L̃ and G̃ are constant (if we assume the leakage and gain are constant across the

entire EM stage), we can easily write out the last cell-charge distribution for the

EM stage:

H{Nn} =
(
L̃G̃
)n
H{N0}

=
(
L̃G̃
)n

(H{signal} ∗ H{CIC}) (A.20)

where we used Equation (A.16) for the histogram entering the EM stage. The final

output histogram is simply the convolution of this with the readout noise Gaussian.

The elements of G̃ and L̃ can be computed from Equation (A.18). Some elements
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are given here for reference:

G̃ =








1 0 0 0

0

(
1

0

)
(1− g) 0 0

0

(
1

1

)
g

(
2

0

)
(1− g)2 0 · · ·

0 0

(
2

1

)
g (1− g)

(
3

0

)
(1− g)3

...
. . .




for binomial

EM gain




1 0 0 0

0
(g)0

0!
e−g 0 0

0
(g)1

1!
e−g (2g)0

0!
e−2g 0 · · ·

0
(g)2

2!
e−g (2g)1

1!
e−2g (3g)0

0!
e−3g

...
. . .




for

Poissonian

EM gain

(A.21)

L̃ =




le−l 0 0 0

le−l le−l 0 0

l2

2!
e−l le−l le−l 0 · · ·

l3

3!
e−l l2

2!
e−l le−l le−l

...
. . .




(A.22)

We can actually reduce Equation (A.20) to a relatively simple analytic form in

the continuous limit. As before, g → 0 and l → 0, and it is only the terms ng and
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nl that remain nonzero. We can expand G̃ and L̃ in g and l and get:

G̃ = Ĩ+ g




0 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0

0 1 −2 0 · · ·
0 0 2 −3

...
. . .




+O
(
g2
)

(A.23)

L̃ = Ĩ+ l




−l 0 0 0

l −l 0 0

0 l −l 0 · · ·
0 0 l −l

...
. . .




+O
(
l2
)

(A.24)

where we have used Ĩ for the identity matrix. Here, we see that, to first order in g, it

does not matter whether G̃ uses a binomial distribution or a Poissonian distribution.

The two distributions become identical in this limit. Substituting these values into

the
(
L̃G̃
)n

from Equation (A.20) yields:

(
L̃G̃
)n

=
(
Ĩ+ gg̃ + ll̃ +O

(
g2, l2, gl

))n

Here, we are using g̃ and l̃ to represent the first-order-term matrices in Equation

(A.23) and Equation (A.24), respectively. If you arithmetically expand the right

hand side, you will find that the higher-order O(g2, l2, gl) terms always have higher

powers of g or l than n, regardless of whether the higher-order terms commute

(which they do not, in this case). Therefore, in the continuous limit, where g → 0

and l → 0 and only the terms composed of ng and nl remain, we can drop the

higher-order terms. We can them substitute that into Equation (A.20) to get:

H{Nn} =
(
Ĩ+ gg̃ + ll̃

)n
(H{signal} ∗ H{CIC}) (A.25)

n→∞

in the continuous limit. This result applies even if the order of L̃ and G̃ in the

original product were reversed, supporting our claim that, in the continuous limit,
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the leakage and the gain parts of each step combine into a single step.1

We can actually compute an analytic result for the continuous limit given in

Equation (A.25). To do so, we will first compute the eigenvectors of the matrix

power, and then demonstrate how to decompose arbitrary initial histograms into

these eigenvectors, and then sum them together after the matrix power. Observe

that the eigenvectors of gg̃ + ll̃ are also eigenvectors of Ĩ+ gg̃ + ll̃, and so therefore

eigenvectors of the matrix power. Therefore, we will start by finding the eigenvectors

of this matrix:

gg̃ + ll̃ =




−l 0 0 0

l −g − l 0 0

0 g + l −2g − l 0 · · ·
0 0 2g + l −3g − l

...
. . .




=: g̃

This is the sum of the two first-order matrices in Equation (A.25). g̃ is lower-

diagonal, with at most two non-zero elements in each row, and an enticing pattern.

The eigenvalues of a lower (or upper) diagonal matrix are the diagonal elements.

This is because the characteristic equation for such a matrix is just the product of the

diagonal elements (once λĨ is subtracted). We can therefore write the eigenvalues

1This result also implies that, in the continuous limit, variations in the gain and leakage rate
do not matter. The basic argument is to consider the quantity Q =

∏
i=1 n (1 + rn/n) as n→∞,

where rn is some random number with mean 0 (and with a magnitude small enough that it cannot
change the sign of the quantity). The logarithm of Q is ln(Q) =

∑
i=1 nln(1 + rn/n). As long as n

is large enough, we can approximate the logarithm as a power series ln(1 + ǫ) = ǫ− ǫ2/2+O
(
ǫ3
)
.

With that expansion, we find ln(Q) = 1
n

∑
i=1 nrn + 1

n2

∑
i=1 nr

2
n + O

(
1/n3

)
. In the large n

limit, since the magnitude of rn is bounded, the higher order terms disappear at least as fast as
n×1/n2, leaving just the average of rn, which we will call r. Thus, in the large n limit, ln(Q) = r,
so Q = exp(r), which means the result depends only on the average value of rn, and not on the
variations. This argument applies for Equation (A.25) with the matrices as well. We need to
be careful because the elements of this matrix are not bounded, but because the matrices are so
close to diagonal, with the size of elements growing farther away from the upper-left, as long as
we restrict ourselves to the upper-left corner (small electron numbers), this argument works. In
that case, in the continuum limit both gand lgo to zero as 1/n, and they take the place of rn/n in
the above argument. Variations will only affect the large-number side of the histogram, and are
the same order of correction as the other 1/n2 terms we have dropped. We will typically look at
histograms on a logarithmic scale, where all the corrections will be suppressed by a factor of 1/n
compared to the terms we keep, with n being on the order of several hundred.
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and associated eigenvectors as follows:

g̃
−→
e i = λi

−→
e i (A.26)

λi = − (ig + l) (A.27)

i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}

Furthermore, we can expand the matrix multiplication in Equation (A.26), and

exploit the fact the there are only two non-zero values in each row of g̃ to come up

with a simple recursion relation for the elements of −→e i. The j
th element of Equation

(A.26) is:

λiei,j =
[
g̃
−→
e i

]
j

=




−lei,j j = 0

((j − 1) g + l) ei,j−1 − (jg + l) ei,j j ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}
(A.28)

λi = − (ig + l) (A.29)

The two cases are simply whether or not there is an (j − 1)th column in the matrix.

There is if j > 0, and there is not for the first (j = 0) column. The “recursion” for

j = 0 is the same as the j > 0 case, but without the j−1 part: λiei,j = − (jg + l) ei,j .

When we substitute j = 0, this reduces to the j = 0 case in Equation (A.28).

At this point, we will briefly look at the solutions to two limiting cases of Equa-

tion (A.28). The simpler case is g = 0. From Equation (A.27), λi = −l, and the

recursion reduces to ei,0 = ei,0, ei,j = −ei,j−1 + ei,j . The first condition is trivial,

and the second requires ei,j−1 = 0. This means the only eigenvector of g̃ with g = 0

is the null vector. If we had not specified λi = −l, then we would be able to solve

the recurrence relation with eλ,j = (l + λ)−j, except the j = 0 case requires ei-

ther eλ,0 = 0 or l + λ = 0, which invalidates this solution. The reason for this is

simple: In the g = 0 case, the leakage effectively shifts part of the probability for

having j electrons to the j + 1-electron bin, by spontaneously adding an electron

with probability l. Thus, each histogram bin loses some probability to the next

bin up, but simultaneously gains some probability from the previous bin. You can

create a steady-state of this process if you have an infinitely long chain, but if your
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chain has a starting point (no fewer than 0 electrons), you have one element that

loses probability but does not gain electrons. This break in symmetry means that

the first element (probability for 0 electrons) decays to 0, and once it gets close

to 0, the probability for having 1 electron starts to decay (since it no longer has

any gain), eventually resulting in a steady state of just the 0 vector (all probability

gets spread out over an infinite number of elements). Since the g = 0 case has no

steady-state solutions (eigenvectors), we can expect our final solution to be singular

in the g = 0, l 6= 0 limit. It will turn out that the equations have a removable

singularity at this point, meaning that while the formula is technically undefined,

it will have a well-defined limit as g → 0 (G → 1). A similar effect can be seen in

Equation (A.12) and Equation (A.13), where if we let g → 0, which means G → 1

so that LG = L/ln(G) diverges, making the formulas singular. The singularities are

removable, however, as discussed in that section.

The second special case of the recurrence relation in Equation (A.28) that is

worth looking at is the l = 0 case. In this case, the recursion relation in Equation

(A.28) becomes −iei,0 = 0 and −iei,j = (j − 1) ei,j−1−jei,j (the g factors all cancel).

The second relation can be re-written as (j − i) ei,j = (j − 1) ei,j−1. This relation

is solvable. For the first eigenvector (i = 0), the first relation allows for the first

element j = 0 to be nonzero. The second relation forces the second element to be

zero times the first element, and every subsequent element to be a multiple of the

previous element (which is always zero). Thus, the i = 0 eigenvector is the first

column of the identity matrix. For i > 0, the first relation requires that ei,0 = 0.

Again, the second requires that each be a multiple of that, until j = i, at which

point the relation gives 0ei,j=i = (j − 1) 0, which allows this element to be non-zero.

Every subsequent element (j > i) will be a ratio of integers times the previous

element ((j − 1) / (j − i)×ei,j−1), so if we pick 0 for ei,j=i, we will just have a vector

of zeros. Since we can scale the eigenvector by an arbitrary constant and still have

an eigenvector, we can arbitrarily pick this nonzero value to be 1. The next element

will be i/1 times this, and the next will be (i+ 1) /2 times that element, and then
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(i+ 2) /3, etc. This ratio-of-integer progression produces a familiar pattern:

ei,j =

j−i∏

a=1

i+ a− 1

a
=

(j − 1)!

(i− 1)! (j − i)!

=:

(
j − 1

i− 1

)
for l = 0 (A.30)

[−→
e 0
−→
e 1
−→
e 2 · · ·

]
=




1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 1 1 0 · · ·
0 1 2 1

...
. . .




(−1
−1

)
:= 1

where we define the product to be 1 if the upper limit is a = j − i = 0 and 0 if the

upper limit is a = j − i < 0. Here, we see the matrix of eigenvectors reproduces

Pascal’s Triangle.

We can use this general method to solve the general recursion in Equation (A.28).

We write the recursion as:

(j − i) gei,j = ((j − 1) g + l) ei,j−1

ei,−1 := 0

Defining ei,−1 = 0 is just a trick to combine the two recursion relations into one

statement. Starting with that point (j = −1), we use the recursion relation to find

ei,j<i = 0. For j = i, though, the recursion relation gives 0 × ei,j=i = 0, which

lets us pick ei,j=i = 1. Then, we use the recursion relation again to show that each

subsequent element of the eigenvector is ((j − 1) g + l) / (j − i) g times the previous

element. While this is no longer a ratio of integers, it is easily represented in the

same product form used in Equation (A.30):

ei,j =

j−i∏

a=1

(i+ a− 1) g + l

ag
(A.31)

The l = 0 case shown in Equation (A.30) could be written using factorials, taking

advantage of the fact that we can write the product of sequential integers as the ratio
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of factorials. The denominator in Equation (A.31) is a factorial, but the numerator

is not. We can make the numerator a product of integer-separated numbers by

factoring g out of both the numerator and the denominator. That leaves us with

the ratio l/g. In the continuous limit, l = L/n, and g = ln(G)/n, so the ratio

l/g = L/ln(G), which is what we previously defined LG to be. With this, Equation

(A.31) becomes:

ei,j =

j−i∏

a=1

(i+ a− 1) + LG

a
(A.32)

Now the top is a product of integer-separated numbers, but they are not themselves

integers. We also note the appearance of LG, which introduces the same g = 0

singularity we had in Equation (A.12) and Equation (A.13), and which meshes

nicely with our difficulty finding eigenvectors for the g = 0 case of Equation (A.28).

There is a very common function that is often considered to be a continuous

version of a factorial, called the Gamma function:

Γ(n) :=

∫ ∞

0

xn−1e−x dx

The Gamma function is very commonly tabulated and routines for evaluating it are

included in most computational packages, and it will allow us to compute the values

in Equation (A.31) more easily than the product. Although the Gamma function

has many well-known properties we will only use the fact that it is defined for all

positive reals and this property (shown using integration by parts):2

Γ(n) =

∫ ∞

0

xn−1e−x dx

use integration by parts with u = xn−1, dv = e−x dx:

= − (n− 1) xn−2e−x
∣∣∞
0
+ (n− 1)

∫ ∞

0

xn−2e−x dx

assume n > 1, so that the boundary term evaluates to 0− 0 = 0:

= (n− 1) Γ(n− 1) for n > 1

2The Gamma function can actually be defined for all complex numbers except zero and the
negative real integers.
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It is easy enough to directly to the integral to show Γ(1) = 1, which, combined with

the above property, can be used to show that Γ(n) = (n− 1)!, for positive integer n.

However, this relation is not restricted to integer arguments, and we can generalize

it to show:

Γ(x) = (x− 1) Γ(x− 1)

= (x− 1) (x− 2) Γ(x− 2)

= (x− 1) (x− 2) (x− 3) Γ(x− 3)

= . . .

which can be turned into

Γ(x)

Γ(x− n)
=

n∏

a=1

(x− n− a− 1)

for a positive integer n, as long as x − n > 0. This is exactly the sort of product

that appears in the numerator of our Equation (A.32), which we can now write as:

ei,j =

j−i∏

a=1

(i+ a− 1) + LG

a
=

Γ(j + LG)

Γ(i+ LG)Γ(j − i+ 1)
(A.33)

We took the liberty of using (j − i)! = Γ(j − i+ 1). We should also stress that the

Gamma function has not been produced by these functions (but it almost has). We

are using it only because it is a common function that happens to reduce a product

of integer-separated values into a ratio of two functions. This is not enough to

uniquely specify the Gamma function.3

Now that we have a formula for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of g̃, we can

continue with our quest to find an analytic formula for Equation (A.25). The

next step is to decompose arbitrary initial histogram into these eigenvectors. We

will then compute the effect of
(
Ĩ+ gg̃ + ll̃

)n
on the eigenvectors, which is very

easy, and then sum the eigenvectors together again to find the resulting output

3As a simple example, 2Γ(n) also satisfies these relations. However, this almost specifies the
Gamma function. The Bohr-Mollerup theorem proves that this property (Γ(x) = (x− 1) Γ(x− 1)),
along with specifying one point (Γ(1) = 1) and requiring that the function be logarithmically
convex, does uniquely specify the Gamma function for positive real numbers.
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histogram. Since we represent histograms as probabilities of having 0 electrons as

the first element, and probabilities of having 1 electron as the second element, etc.,

we choose to compute the effect of the EM stage on an initial histogram composed

of exactly j electrons. This is represented by the jth column of the identity matrix,

which we will denote as:

Ik :=




0

0
...

0





k 0’s

1

0

0
...




(A.34)

Once we know the effect of the EM stage on Ik, we can easily compute the effect of

the EM stage on an arbitrary histogram.

We note that the eigenvectors of g̃ given by Equation (A.31) form a lower-

diagonal matrix, which helps a great deal in finding an eigenvector-decomposition

of Ik. Assume

Ik =
∞∑

i=0

ck,i
−→
e i

We can get some insight by viewing one such decomposition as follows (using k = 3):

I3 = c3,0
−→
e 0 + c3,1

−→
e 1 + c3,2

−→
e 2 + c3,3

−→
e 3 + c3,4

−→
e 4 + · · ·



0

0

0

1

0
...




= c3,0




1

∗
∗
∗
∗
...




+ c3,1




0

1

∗
∗
∗
...




+ c3,2




0

0

1

∗
∗
...




+ c3,3




0

0

0

1

∗
...




+ c3,4




0

0

0

0

1
...




+ · · ·

where we have used ‘∗’ to denote possibly non-zero values. By looking across the

top row, we see the only non-zero element is from −→e 0. Since the top element of I3
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is 0, we therefore know the coefficient of −→e 0, c3,0 must be 0. Looking across the

second row, we see the only non-zero values are from −→e 0 and −→e 1. The coefficient

of −→e 0 is 0, so −→e 1 contributes the only non-zero value to the second row. Since

the second value of I3 is 0, we know c3,1 = 0. Likewise, looking at the third row,

only −→e i≤2 contribute non-zero values. However, since the coefficients for −→e i<2 are

0, only −→e 2 contributes to this row. Since I3 is zero in this row, we know c3,2 = 0.

This argument continues, with c3,i = 0, until we reach row 3, where we get c3,3 = 1,

because I3 has a 1 in that row instead of a 0. More generally, if we are finding the

decomposition of Ik, then this argument that shows cj,i = 0 will work for i = 0 up

to (but not including) i = k, at which point we will get ck,i=k = 1.

For i > k, the process becomes more difficult, because we no longer have ck,a = 0

for a < i, but a similar process works. To compute ck,i, we assume we have worked

our way up from i = 0 to the current value, so that we know ck,a<i. We look at the

ith row. The only eigenvectors with non-zero elements in the ith row are −→e a≤i. We

know the coefficients of all of those vectors except for −→e a=i, and we know what it

needs to sum to, so we can easily compute what the coefficient of −→e a=i is.

We found it easier to work with the l = 0 case, where the eigenvector elements

were binomial coefficients. After working out several of the coefficients using the

above iterative method, we recognized a pattern:

ck,i = (−1)i−k

(
k − 1

i− 1

)
for l = 0

We note that we have defined
(
−1
−1

)
= 1, and

(
i

k>i

)
= 0, so that this version encom-

passes ck,i<k = 0. In particular, we noted this relation:

ck,i = (−1)i−k
ek,i for l = 0 (A.35)

We were able to prove this relation works using a rather handy version of the

Binomial Theorem. In general, the Binomial Theorem states:

(a+ b)n =
n∑

i=0

(
n

i

)
aibn−i (A.36)

This can be proved relatively easily with an induction argument, or with the follow-

ing combinatoric argument: If we write out (a+ b) n times, then we can generate
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terms of the product by picking either a or b in each factor. The product is the

sum of all such factors (this is basically a generalized distributive property of how

addition distributes through multiplication). Once like terms are collected, the co-

efficient of the ai term will be the number of ways we can pick i of the n factors

(and we pick a from those i terms and b from the remaining n− i terms), which is
(
n
i

)
.4 The particular version of the Binomial Theorem we will use is:

(1 + a)n =
n∑

i=0

(
n

i

)
ai (A.37)

This is Equation (A.36) with b = 1, and it states that a geometric series (ai) with

binomial coefficient weights can be summed. We will use this in proving our final

formula for eigenvector decomposition of identity-matrix columns.

It turns out that our final solution for the eigenvalue decomposition of a column

of the identity matrix is the same of one of our forms for the l = 0 case, Equation

(A.35):

Ik =
∞∑

i=0

ck,i
−→
e i

ck,i = (−1)i−k
ek,i

=





0 i < k

1 i = k

(−1)i−k





i−k∏

a=1

(k + a− 1) g + l

ag

or
i−k∏

a=1

(k + a− 1) + LG

a





i > k

(A.38)

4Another way to demonstrate this theorem is to use the fact that each element in Pascal’s
Triangle is the sum of the element above it with the element above and to the left of it:

(
n
i

)
=(

n−1
i

)
+
(
n−1
i−1

)
. If we weight each element (row n, column i) of Pascal’s Triangle with the factor

aibn−i, then the element above is aibn−i−1
(
n−1
i

)
, and the element above and left is ai−1bn−i

(
n−i
i−1

)

(n and i are both decreased, so n − i is unchanged). Our new sum rule is that each element is b
times the element above plus a times the element above and left. If we sum an entire row, that
works out to be a times the sum of the row above plus b times the sum of the row above, or (a+ b)
times the sum of the row above. Given that the sum of the first row is 1, the sum of the nth row
must therefore be (a+ b)

n
.
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We typically define the product to be 1 if i− k = 0 and 0 if i− k < 0, but we have

explicitly written those cases out separately here.

We will now prove Equation (A.38). Start with the sum:

−→
S k :=

∞∑

i=0

ck,i
−→
e i

We wish to prove that this sum is Ik when we use ck,i as given by Equation (A.38).

ck,i = 0 for i < k, which means we can restrict the sum to i = k to∞. Furthermore,

we will now restrict ourselves to one row (row j):

−→
S k (row j) =

∞∑

i=k

ck,iei,j

Now, much like in the iterative method we used to compute these coefficients, we

note that ei,j is non-zero only when j ≥ i. Therefore, the sum is only non-zero when

it contains some terms with i < j, so we can set the upper limit of the sum to j:

−→
S k (row j) =





0 j < k
j∑

i=k

ck,iei,j j ≥ k
(A.39)

Now, we substitute the values for ck,i and ei,j (from Equation (A.31) and Equation

(A.38)) and start manipulating the j ≥ k case:

j∑

i=k

ck,iei,j =

j∑

i=k

(
(−1)i−k

i−k∏

a=1

(k + a− 1) g + l

ag

)(
j−i∏

a=1

(i+ a− 1) g + l

ag

)

In the products, do the numerators and denominators separately. The denominators

are simply factorials and powers:

=

j∑

i=k

(−1)i−k

i−k∏

a=1

[(k + a− 1) g + l]

(i− k)!gi−k

j−i∏

a=1

[(i+ a− 1) g + l]

(j − i)!gj−i
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Replace a with a− k + 1 in the first product and a− i+ 1 in the second. The first

product is then from a− k + 1 = 1 to a− k + 1 = i− k, which can also be written

as a = k to i− 1. The second product is similar:

=

j∑

i=k

(−1)i−k

i−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(i− k)!gi−k

j−1∏

a=i

[ag + l]

(j − i)!gj−i

Notice that the first product covers a from k to i − 1, and the second picks up

where that one left off with i and goes to j − 1, so we can combine them. The

combination is independent of i, and so we can pull it out of the sum. Likewise,

we can combine the g factors in the denominators, and pull them out. Finally, we

multiply the numerator and denominator by (j − k)!:

=

j−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(j − k)!gj−k

j∑

i=k

(−1)i−k (j − k)!

(i− k)! (j − i)!

=

j−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(j − k)!gj−k

j∑

i=k

(−1)i−k

(
j − k

i− k

)

Replace i with i + k in the sum, and re-write the limits in terms of the new i. We

can then apply A.37 to remove the sum:

=

j−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(j − k)!gj−k

j−k∑

i=0

(−1)i
(
j − k

i

)

=

j−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(j − k)!gj−k
(1− 1)j−k
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The j = k case of the sum consisted of only one term (1), and so is 1. The new

form of the sum makes it obvious that the sum is 0 for j 6= k:

=

j−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(j − k)!gj−k




0 j 6= k

1 j = k

We now recall that we were computing

j∑

i=k

ck,iei,j

for j ≥ k, and we have now shown that it is 0 for j > k. We can either use our above

result to compute the j = k case, or directly from the definitions, using ck,i=k = 1

and −→e ij = i = 1:
k∑

i=k

ck,iei,j = ck,kek,k = (1) (1) = 1

Combining this with Equation (A.39), we end up with:

−→
S k (row j) =





0 j < k

1 j = k

0 j > k

This is precisely the jth row of Ik. Therefore,

−→
S k = Ik

and this proves that the decomposition given in Equation (A.38) works.

Now that we can decompose Ik into eigenvectors of g̃, we can rather easily use

this with Equation (A.25) to find out what the EM stage does to a known number

of electrons coming in. Assuming Ik is the input histogram for the EM stage, and

that we are in the continuous limit, then we start from Equation (A.25) and get:

H{Nn} =
(
Ĩ+ g̃

)n
Ik
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Apply Equation (A.38):

=
(
Ĩ+ g̃

)n ∞∑

i=0

ck,i
−→
e i

Equation (A.26) and Equation (A.27) imply that
(
Ĩ+ g̃

)−→
e i = (1− ig − l)−→e i,

which, repeated n times, yields:

=
∞∑

i=0

ck,i (1− ig − l)n−→e i

Paralleling the proof of Equation (A.38), we now look at the jth element of this

vector, and introduce the values of ck,i and ei,j from Equation (A.38) and Equation

(A.31), respectively. The jth element of H{Nn} is the probability of having j

electrons after the EM stage, which we have been, and will continue, denoting as

H{Nn}(j):

H{Nn}(j) =
∞∑

i=0

ck,i (1− ig − l)n ei,j

=

j∑

i=k

(1− ig − l)n×
(
(−1)i−k

i−k∏

a=1

(k + a− 1) g + l

ag

)(
j−i∏

a=1

(i+ a− 1) g + l

ag

)

We have dropped the i < k terms of the sum, because ck,i = 0 for those cases.

Likewise, because ei,j = 0 for i > j, we have eliminated the i > j terms of the

sum. Because all terms are 0 when j < k, we just remember that this sum is 0

for j < k, and just work on the j ≥ k case. Again, the products from a = 1

to 0 represent quantities that are actually 1, and we choose to just define the
∏

notation to mean this rather than continually writing out separate cases (those cases

are easy to check separately, as most of the factors become 1 and the sums have

only one term). Exactly as we did in proving Equation (A.38), we can manipulate

the products into a single product that is independent of i, and turn the terms that

are dependent on i into a combinatorial factor, up to the point where we used the
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Binomial Theorem before:

H{Nn}(j) =
j∑

i=k

(1− ig − l)n (−1)i−k

i−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(i− k)!gi−k

j−1∏

a=i

[ag + l]

(j − i)!gj−i

=

j−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(j − k)!gj−k

j∑

i=k

(1− ig − l)n (−1)i−k (j − k)!

(i− k)! (j − i)!

=

j−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(j − k)!gj−k

j∑

i=k

(1− ig − l)n (−1)i−k

(
j − k

i− k

)

This is still for the j ≥ k case. Right now, we have defined the sum to be 0 when

j < k, but once we explicitly calculate the sum, that will be lost. We will remember

this relation by defining the
∏

notation to be 1 when the upper limit is one less

than the lower limit (j = k), and 0 when the upper limit is even less that.

This is the point where we used the Binomial Theorem before. The only catch

is we now have (1− ig − l)n inside the sum. Using the same arguments we used

when we kept only first-order terms in Equation (A.25), we can again expand this to

lowest order, replace g with the continuous limit from Equation (A.11), and replace

l with its definition in terms of overall leakage, Equation (A.8). This then becomes a

limit of the form (1 + x/n)n → ex. However, we can also simplify this in a different

way, reminiscent of a common trick for using l’Hôpital’s rule on 1∞ limits: Take the

logarithm. This yields:

ln((1− ig − l)n) = nln(1− ig − l)

Since both g and l go to 0 in the large n limit, and we are trying to compute the

large n limit of this expression, we can assume that n is large enough that ig + l is

less than 1. This lets us replace the logarithm with a power-series expansion:

= n
{
(−ig − l) +O

(
g2, l2, gl

)}
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Now, if we take the large n limit, we can use Equation (A.11) and Equation (A.8)

to write:

= −ing − nl + nO
(
g2, l2, gl

)

= −iln(G)− L

We dropped the higher order terms, because they go to zero. For example, ng2 =

ng × g, which is a finite quantity (ng) times a quantity which goes to zero (g), so

the whole product goes to zero. This shows that ln((1− ig − l)n) is very closely

approximated by −iln(G)− L in the continuous limit, which means:

(1− ig − l)n = e−iln(G)−L = G−ie−L as n→∞

Inserting this back into our sum yields:

H{Nn}(j) =

j−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(j − k)!gj−k

j∑

i=k

(1− ig − l)n (−1)i−k

(
j − k

i− k

)

=

j−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(j − k)!gj−k

j∑

i=k

(
G−ie−L

)
(−1)i−k

(
j − k

i− k

)

=

j−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(j − k)!gj−k
e−LG−k

j∑

i=k

G−(i−k) (−1)i−k

(
j − k

i− k

)

Replace i with i+k in the sum, change the limits, and apply the Binomial Theorem,

Equation (A.37):

=

j−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(j − k)!gj−k
e−LG−k

j−k∑

i=0

(
− 1

G

)i(
j − k

i

)

=

j−1∏

a=k

[ag + l]

(j − k)!gj−k
e−LG−k

(
1− 1

G

)j−k
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Finally, we can get rid of g by canceling each power of g in the denominator

with one factor of g in the product in the numerator. Once again, we use l/g =

(L/n) / (ln(G)/n) = L/ln(G) =: LG, and we also show the result using Gamma

functions, which becomes possible because, once we cancel g, the factors in the

product are separated by integers:

H{Nn}(j) =

j−1∏

a=k

[a+ LG]

(j − k)!
e−LG−k

(
1− 1

G

)j−k

=
Γ(j + LG)

Γ(k + LG)Γ(j − k + 1)
e−LG−k

(
1− 1

G

)j−k

(A.40)

This is the histogram that comes out of the EM stage when a distinct number of

electrons (k) enter the EM stage. If the incoming histogram is not well-defined,

then we can simply write it as a weighted sum of well-defined inputs:

H{N0} = H{N0}(0)I0 +H{N0}(1)I1 +H{N0}(2)I2 + · · ·

Since the EM stage transforms histograms in a linear fashion (in this model), the

output histogram is the same sum over these well-defined inputs. For completeness,

we also add in the convolution with the readout noise:

H{final} = H{Nn} ∗ H{readout noise}

H{Nn}(j) =
j∑

k=0

Γ(j + LG)

Γ(k + LG)Γ(j − k + 1)
e−LG−k

(
1− 1

G

)j−k

H{N0}(k)

H{N0} = H{signal} ∗ H{CIC}

n→∞

(A.41)

where the readout noise function is a normalized Gaussian with center mr and

standard deviation σr, and the CIC noise function is a Poisson distribution with

mean σCIC. As discussed earlier, thermal noise also has a Poissonian distribution,

and the convolution of the two is another Poissonian distribution. Thus, σCIC

actually refers to the mean and variance of the combined distribution (it is actually

the sum of the means or variances of the actual CIC and thermal noises). We
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note that we can eliminate either L or LG in favor of the other by using either

LG = L/ln(G) or e−L = G−LG .

The sum in Equation (A.41) terminates at k = j because H{Nn}(j) is 0 when

k > j (this model does not allow for loss of electrons). This k ≤ j was lost when

we changed from the
∏

notation to the Gamma functions (except the Γ(j − k + 1)

becomes undefined when k > j), but in the
∏

notation, that was where we defined

the product to be 1 when the upper limit was one less than the lower limit, and

0 when the upper limit was even less. We should mention that in the L → 0 (no

leaking) case, there is an apparent singularity when k = 0, in that there is an Γ(0)

in the denominator. Looking back at the
∏

version, we can see that, for j > 0, the

product really is 0 (the first factor is k = 0), so the Γ(0) = ∞ in the denominator

is correct. For j = 0, the product has limits of 0 to −1, which is one of the cases

that we have defined it to be one. It is as though the Γ(k = 0) in the denominator

cancels the Γ(j = 0) in the numerator.

Once again, we see this apparent discontinuity in the G→ 1 limit, as LG →∞
in this limit. In this limit, if a known number k of electrons enter the EM stage, we

can write the histogram for the output of the EM stage as follows:

H{Nn}(j) =

j−1∏

a=k

[a+ LG]

(j − k)!
e−LG−k

(
1− 1

G

)j−k

=

j−1∏

a=k

[
(a+ LG)

(
1− 1

G

)]

(j − k)!
e−LG−k

=

j−1∏

a=k

[
(a+ LG)

G− 1

G

]

(j − k)!
e−LG−k
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As mentioned in showing the G→ 1 limit of Equation (A.12) and Equation (A.13)

were well-defined, (G− 1)LG → L in the G→ 1 limit:

=

j−1∏

a=k

a (G− 1) + L

G

(j − k)!
e−LG−k

Now we take G→ 1 wherever G appears:

=

j−1∏

a=k

L

(j − k)!
e−L

=
Lj−k

(j − k)!
e−L

We note that we have arrived at a Poissonian distribution that starts at j = k (and

is 0 for j < k), with a mean and variance of L. Since we set up the leakage to be a

Poissonian distribution with a mean of L in the no-gain limit, this is exactly what

we should get.

We would also like to note the L → 0 limit, where there is no leakage. In

this limit, if you have k electrons entering the EM stage, the probability of having j

electrons after the EM stage is the same as the probability of gaining j−k electrons.

Equation (A.41) gives this probability in the L→ 0 limit:

H{Nn→∞}(j) =
(
j − 1

k − 1

)(
1

G

)k (
1− 1

G

)j−k

. (A.42)

This represents the distribution we would expect if a single electron were randomly

multiplied as it passed through a continuous set of amplifiers, with no leakage. This

is sometimes used as a model for photomultipliers. In photomultipliers, a photon

excites an electron, which is accelerated through a large voltage to strike a target,

exciting more electrons. This process is repeated multiple times, similar to what

happens in the EM stage of an EMCCD. Some photomultipliers may be treated as

a continual set of small amplification stages, exactly how we are treating the EM

stage. In a photomultiplier, the time between random excitations, or dark counts, is

typically at least on the order of microseconds, while the time it takes to multiply an
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electron is sub-nanosecond [103]. Therefore, the probability of a random excitation

during electron multiplication is very small. To contrast that with an EMCCD, we

find that while the probability of an extra excitation happening during a single stage

of amplification is small, the probability of a random excitation happening at least

once through the entire multiplication stage is non-negligible. We demonstrate that

these excitations have a distinct effect in Section V.5. Therefore, we might expect

result in Equation (A.41) should also pertain to certain photomultipliers in the L→
0 limit, and it does match some known photomultiplier output distributions [103].

More specifically, it has been shown that any set of continual amplifications, without

leakage, converges to an exponential distribution similar to Equation (A.42), for a

single input electron [104]. However, we believe this treatment with leakage is

original.

At this point, we would like to compare our histogram result with Equation

(A.12) and Equation (A.13). In fact, we can even derive those two results from

Equation (A.41). As shown in Equation (B.14) and the following discussion, the

normalizations of two convolved functions multiply, and the means and variances

add. We assume that H{signal} and H{CIC} are normalized, so H{N0} is nor-

malized. To keep with the notation used in Equation (A.12) and Equation (A.13),

we will use M and V as the mean and variance of the signal, and σCIC as both

the mean and variance of the CIC (which are the same). Therefore, the mean and

variance entering the EM stage are:

mean(H{N0}) = M + σCIC

var(H{N0}) = V + σCIC

We next compute three moments of the formula for H{Nn}:

〈1〉 =
∞∑

j=0

H{Nn}

〈j〉 =
∞∑

j=0

H{Nn}j

〈
j2
〉
=

∞∑

j=0

H{Nn}j2
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The first will show that H{Nn} has the same normalization as H{N0}, which is

important if we are to interpret H{Nn} as either a probability distribution or a

histogram. The second is the mean value after the EM stage, and will reduce to

Equation (A.12). The third can be used to compute the variance, which will reduce

to Equation (A.13). All three of these are of the form
〈
jb
〉
, with b = {0, 1, 2}, so

let us look at this result, and actually substitute the value for H{Nn} in:

〈
jb
〉
=

∞∑

j=0

jbH{Nn}

=
∞∑

j=0

jb
j∑

k=0

Γ(j + LG)

Γ(k + LG)Γ(j − k + 1)
e−LG−k

(
1− 1

G

)j−k

H{N0}(k)

The pre-EM histogram is assumed to be normalized, so that it sums to 1. For

any particular k value, we could compute the moments of the post-EM histogram

using the same methods we will use shortly. In particular, the sums all converge

absolutely (they converge, and the terms are all non-negative). Since we are taking

a collection of sums with terms that converge absolutely, weighting them by non-

negative weights that sum to 1 (H{N0}(k)), and summing those, the combined sum

will still converge absolutely. This allows us to re-order the sums. We need only

watch the limits, which are to cover all j, k such that j ≥ k:

=
∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)
∞∑

j=k

jb
Γ(j + LG)

Γ(k + LG)Γ(j − k + 1)

(
1− 1

G

)j−k

We now substitute x = (1− 1/G), and return to
∏

notation:

=
∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)
∞∑

j=k

jb

(
j−1∏

a=k

[a+ LG]

)
xj−k

(j − k)!

Finally, we replace j with j + k and a with a+ k, and change limits accordingly:

=
∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)
∞∑

j=0

(j + k)b
(

j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG]

)
xj

j!
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Here is an “and then a miracle occurs” step, but we will try to motivate it. First,

we look at the j sum with LG = 0, b = 0, and k = 1:

∞∑

j=0

(
j−1∏

a=0

[a+ 1]

)
xj

j!
=

∞∑

j=0

j!
xj

j!
=

∞∑

j=0

xj

This is a geometric series, which sums to (1− x)−1. Now, we look at the same sum

with LG = 0 and b = 0, but now with k = 2:

∞∑

j=0

(
j−1∏

a=0

[a+ 2]

)
xj

j!
=

∞∑

j=0

(j + 1)!

1!

xj

j!
=

∞∑

j=0

(j + 1) xj

This is the derivative of the k = 1 sum, and so sums to the derivative of (1− x)−1,

which is (1− x)−2. It is not hard to show that, for all k > 1 (with LG = 0 and

b = 0), the sum is the (k − 1)th derivative of the k = 1 case divided by (k − 1)!,

which works out to be:

∞∑

j=0

(
j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k]

)
xj

j!
=

1

(k − 1)!

dk−1

dxk−1

1

1− x
=

1

(1− x)k

For LG 6= 0, the only change to the sum is that we replace k with k + LG, so

we might guess that the same replacement happens on the right-hand side of the

above equation. In fact, that does get the correct answer. It is easy to verify that

the left-hand side is the Taylor expansion of the right-hand side, even with that

replacement. The trick is showing that the right-hand side is equal to its Taylor

expansion. To prove this, we will use the generalized Binomial Theorem, which is

proved in many advanced calculus or real analysis textbooks:5

(1 + x)k =
∞∑

j=0

(
j−1∏

a=0

[k − a]

)
xj

j!
for all k and |x| < 1 (A.43)

This basically states that (1 + x)n is equal to its Taylor expansion, even if n is

not a positive integer (the product is the successive powers brought down from

5Alternatively, you can use a theorem from complex analysis that states that if a function
is differentiable (in the complex sense) in a disk of radius R about the origin, its Taylor series

converges to that function within that disk. This function, (1− z)
−(k+LG)

, is differentiable for
|z| < 1 (the distance to the pole at z = 1), which is a disk of radius 1.
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the exponent k with each derivative, and is assumed to be 1 for j = 0). When

n is a positive integer, the sum terminates at j = k, because all successive terms

are 0 (the a = k factor in the product is 0), and the product can be written as

k!/ (j − j)!, which combines with the j! to create a combinatorial factor, and the

original Binomial Theorem Equation (A.37) is reproduced (except that theorem

holds for any x). We will use this with with the replacements k → −k − LG

and x → −x, which we can do because k does not need to be an integer for the

generalized Binomial Theorem:

(1− x)−k−LG =
∞∑

j=0

(
j−1∏

a=0

[−k − LG − a]

)
(−1)j x

j

j!

Combine the (−1)j with the product:

=
∞∑

j=0

(
j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG]

)
xj

j!
(A.44)

This is exactly the sum formula we were trying to prove. Since we defined x =

1− 1/G, x < 1 is equivalent to G > 1, which is acceptable (we already showed that

the G = 1 produces a Poissonian distribution, which agrees with Equation (A.12)

and Equation (A.13) in the same limit).

We were trying to compute some moments of the post-EM histogram, and we

reached this point:

〈
jb
〉
=

∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)
∞∑

j=0

(j + k)b
(

j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG]

)
xj

j!

For b = 0, we can use Equation (A.44) for the j sum:

〈
j0
〉
=

∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)
∞∑

j=0

(
j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG]

)
xj

j!

=
∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k) (1− x)−k−LG

We originally defined x = 1− 1/G, so 1− x = 1/G:

=
∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)Gk+LG
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Use LG = L/ln(G), so that GLG = eL:

=
∞∑

k=0

H{N0}(k)

This proves:
〈
j0
〉
= 〈1〉 =

∞∑

j=0

H{Nn}(j) =
∞∑

k=0

H{N0}(k) (A.45)

which means that normalization is preserved—if the histogram before the EM stage

sums to 1, then the histogram after the EM stage sums to 1.

Next, we would like to compute the higher-order moments. We can compute
〈
jb=1

〉
by combining the extra j factor into the product (or realizing that we get a

similar factor by taking the derivative with respect to x). Here is the trick we will

use:

(j + k + LG)

j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG] =

j∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG]

(j + k + LG) is the last factor of the above product. Now, pull the first factor out:

= (k + LG)

j∏

a=1

[a+ k + LG]

Now replace k with k + 1 and change the limits appropriately:

= (k + LG)

j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG + 1]

With this trick, we can compute the first moment:

〈
j1
〉
=

∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)
∞∑

j=0

(j + k)1
(

j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG]

)
xj

j!

=
∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)
∞∑

j=0

(j + k + LG − LG)

(
j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG]

)
xj

j!

=
∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)
{[

(j + k + LG)
∞∑

j=0

(
j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG]

)
xj

j!

]
−

[
LG

∞∑

j=0

(
j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG]

)
xj

j!

]}
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Using the above trick:

=
∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)
{[

(k + LG)
∞∑

j=0

(
j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG + 1]

)
xj

j!

]
−

[
LG

∞∑

j=0

(
j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG]

)
xj

j!

]}

Use Equation (A.44) for the two sums:

=
∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)×{[
(k + LG) (1− x)−(k+LG+1)

]
−
[
LG (1− x)−(k+LG)

]}

Use (1− x) = 1/G:

=
∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)
{[
(k + LG)G

k+LG+1
]
−
[
LGG

k+LG
]}

Again, eLG−k cancels Gk+LG :

=
∞∑

k=0

H{N0}(k) {(k + LG)G− LG}

= G

(
∞∑

k=0

H{N0}(k)k
)

+ (G− 1)LG

(
∞∑

k=0

H{N0}(k)
)

If we are to interpret 〈j〉 as the mean value, then we need to assume the histograms

are normalized to 1. With that assumption, the second sum above is 1, and the

first is the mean value of the pre-EM histogram, which is M + σCIC. Substituting

those values gives:

〈j〉 = G (M + σCIC) + (G− 1)LG

This is the mean value for the post-EM histogram. The final step is to convolve with

the readout stage noise, which adds mr to the post-EM mean, which reproduces

Equation (A.12).
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To compute
〈
jb=2

〉
, we use a very similar trick as for the b = 1 case:

(j + k + LG) (j + k + LG + 1)

j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG] =

j+1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG]

= (k + LG) (k + LG + 1)

j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG + 2]

We now have:

〈
j2
〉
=

∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)
∞∑

j=0

(j + k)2
(

j−1∏

a=0

[a+ k + LG]

)
xj

j!

We next use:

(j + k)2 = ((j + k + LG)− LG) ((j + k + LG + 1)− LG − 1)

= (j + k + LG) (j + k + LG + 1)− (j + k + LG) (2LG + 1) + L2
G

The first term will use the trick given above. The second term will use the trick we

used for b = 1. The third term will just multiply the sum. If we substitute this into

our formula for 〈j2〉, use the appropriate tricks, and perform the sums, we get:

〈
j2
〉
=

∞∑

k=0

e−LG−kH{N0}(k)
{
(k + LG) (k + LG + 1) (1− x)−(k+LG+2)−

(2LG + 1) (k + LG + 1) (1− x)−(k+LG+1) +

L2
G (1− x)−(k+LG)

}

Once again, use 1− x = 1/G, and cancel e−LG−k with Gk+LG :

=
∞∑

k=0

H{N0}(k)
{
(k + LG) (k + LG + 1)G2−

(2LG + 1) (k + LG + 1)G+

L2
G

}

=
∞∑

k=0

H{N0}(k)
{
k2G2+

k (2LG + 1) (G− 1)G+

LG (G− 1) [LG (G− 1) +G]}
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In terms of the values used in Equation (A.13), the expected value of k2 over the

pre-EM histogram is the variance of the pre-EM histogram (V + σCIC) plus the

square of the mean of the pre-EM histogram (M + σCIC). Using these values, we

obtain:
〈
j2
〉
=
(
V + σCIC + (M + σCIC)

2)G2+

(M + σCIC) (2LG + 1) (G− 1)G+

LG (G− 1) [LG (G− 1) +G] +

Now we compute the variance of the post-EM histogram, using the formula we have

already derived for 〈j〉:
〈
j2
〉
− 〈j〉2 =

(
V + σCIC + (M + σCIC)

2)G2

+(M + σCIC) (2LG + 1)
(
G2 −G

)

LG (G− 1) [LG (G− 1) +G]

− (M + σCIC)
2 G2 − 2 (M + σCIC) (G− 1)GLG − (G− 1)2 L2

G

= (V + σCIC)G
2

+(M + σCIC)
(
G2 −G

)

+LG (G− 1)G

Once we add the readout noise variance σr introduced by the readout stage, we have

re-derived Equation (A.13).

Finally, we would like to point out some approximations and special cases of

Equation (A.41). All of these are for G ≫ 1. Since EM gains are typically G ∼
1000, these will be good approximations. The simplest approximation is to replace

(1− 1/G)j−k with exp(− (j − k) /G). The approximate error associated with this

can be seen as follows, using the Taylor expansion of ln(1 + ǫ) = ǫ with an absolute
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error of at most E(ǫ) = ǫ2/2:

(
1− 1

G

)j−k

= exp

(
(j − k) ln

(
1− 1

G

))

≈ exp

(
(j − k)

(
− 1

G
+

1

2G2

))

=

[
exp

(
−j − k

G

)][
exp

(
j − k

2G2

)]

≈
[
exp

(
−j − k

G

)]
(A.46)

With G ∼ 1000, the correction factor to exp(− (j − k) /G) is on the order of a

percent for j ∼ 104, which is the largest we are likely to see for our purposes.

The second approximation we will use is to assume that LG and k are both of

order unity or less. This is typically the case for dark frames with no signal. In

this case, the histogram entering the EM stage is a Poissonian distribution with

mean and variance σCIC, which is typically much smaller than 1 (unless we have a

lot of thermal noise added to it). Thus, H{N0}(k) is small enough to ignore unless

k is very small. L is also typically small enough, and LG = L/ln(G) is just a little

smaller. For large gain, the histogram after the EM stage will be greatly spread

out, with mean and variance on the order of G, so typically j values will be much

larger than either k or LG. These conditions allow us to make an approximation

based on this identity:

Γ(j + LG)

Γ(j − k + 1)
=

k−1∏

a=0

(j − k + LG + a)
Γ(j − k + LG)

Γ(j − k + 1)

where we used Γ(x) = (x− 1) Γ(x− 1) repeatedly for the numerator. We now make

the approximation that j − k +LG − a ≈ j − k, which is a decent approximation if

j is larger compared to k and LG:

≈ (j − k)k
Γ(j − k + LG)

Γ(j − k + 1)
(A.47)

The percent error of the initial approximation, j − k + LG − a ≈ j − k is on the

order of (LG + k) /j, which, under the conditions given above, is less than a percent.
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Raised to the kth power, for a small error, multiplies that error by k, which might

bring the relative error up to a percent or so, which we deem acceptable.

Using the approximations in Equation (A.46) and Equation (A.47), we can write

down an approximate form of the histogram after the EM stage given in Equation

(A.41):

H{Nn}(j) ≈
j∑

k=0

(j − k)k Γ(j − k + LG)

Γ(k + LG)Γ(j − k + 1)
e−LG−ke−

j−k

G H{N0}(k) (A.48)

for large gain G, small inputs k (and small leakage L and LG = L/ln(G)), and large

outputs j.

The no-leakage case provides us with some insights for these histograms. If the

leakage is L = LG = 0, then the histogram after the EM stage given in Equation

(A.41) can be written using combinatorial factors:

H{Nn}(j) =
j∑

k=0

(
j − 1

k − 1

)
G−k

(
1− 1

G

)j−k

H{N0}(k) (A.49)

If we apply the approximations in Equation (A.46) and Equation (A.47), this be-

comes:

H{Nn}(j) ≈
j∑

k=0

(j − k)k (j − k − 1)!

(k − 1)! (j − k)!
G−ke−

j−k

G H{N0}(k)

=

j∑

k=0

(j − k)k−1

(k − 1)!
G−ke−

j−k

G H{N0}(k) (A.50)

Note that, in this approximation, the histogram after the EM stage for a known

number of electrons is just a shifted Poisson distribution, which gives some intuition

on what the distributions should look like. We note in passing that the distribu-

tion for exactly one electron as input happens to look exponential, which is the

first Poisson distribution. Once that is determined, the histogram for two input

electrons is the convolution of the one-electron histogram with itself. Since each

successive Poisson distribution can be generated by convolving one with the first

Poisson distribution, the first Poisson distribution determines all the rest. There-

fore, once we establish that the one-electron histogram is a lot like the first Poisson
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distribution, then the fact that the multiple-electron distributions look a lot like

the higher Poisson distributions should be no surprise.

If we make a stronger small-noise approximation, we can produce a form that

will give us a little more insight in the shape of histograms when there is no (or very

little) leakage. If the CIC (and thermal) noise is sufficiently small, the histogram

before the EM stage is well approximated by:

H{N0}(k) =





1− σCIC if k = 0

σCIC if k = 1

0 if k > 1

This allows us to terminate the k in Equation (A.49) after k = 1. If j = 0, only

the k = 0 term of the sum contributes, which results in just H{N0}(0) (
(
−1
−1

)
= 1).

This is because, when there is no leakage, you get zero electrons in the output only

when (and every time that) no electrons enter the EM stage, so that histogram

component is unchanged. For j > 0, only the k = 1 term of the sum contributes

(
(
j−1≥0
−1

)
= 0), because you only get electrons in the output if there was an electron

in the input to multiply. This allows us to write the output histogram as follows:

H{Nn}(j) =





1− σCIC for j = 0 (the k = 0 term)

σCIC

G
e−

j−1
G for j > 0 (the k = 1 term)

With these assumptions (large gain, no leakage, very little noise), we see that the

output histogram of the EM stage is well-approximated by a delta-function peak

at zero electrons with an exponential tail. What is more, using error functions, we

can actually convolve this with the Gaussian from the readout noise. If the gain

is large, we can assume these are continuous distributions in j, and that the single

value at j = 0 is just a very narrow peak at x = 0, and the decaying exponential

exp(− (j − 1) /G) is simply e−x/G (the shift from x− 1 to x is assumed to be small

enough to be not noticeable). We can then write the continuous histogram as (using

δ(x) to represent a very sharp peak at x = 0 with area 1):

H{Nn}(x) = (1− σCIC) δ(x) +
σCIC

G
e−

x
G for x ≥ 0 (A.51)
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The convolution of a normalized Gaussian with the sharp peak is:

e
− x2

2σ2
r

√
2πσ2

r

∗ δ(x) =
∫ ∞

−∞

e
−

(x−t)2

2σ2
r

√
2πσ2

r

δ(t) dt

δ(t) is assumed to be such a sharp peak that the Gaussian does not substantially

change value during the time that δ(t) is non-zero, so we just replace the Gaussian

with its t = 0 value:

=

∫ ∞

−∞

e
− x2

2σ2
r

√
2πσ2

r

δ(t) dt

=
e
− x2

2σ2
r

√
2πσ2

r

∫ ∞

−∞

δ(t) dt

The integral of δ(t) is normalized to 1:

=
e
− x2

2σ2
r

√
2πσ2

r

Not surprisingly, this sharp peak just turns into a Gaussian when convolved with a

Gaussian:

e
− x2

2σ2
r

√
2πσ2

r

∗ δ(x) = e
− x2

2σ2
r

√
2πσ2

r

(A.52)

The convolution of a Gaussian with an exponential is more difficult, but can be

done if we use the error function, which is simply the integral of a Gaussian. We

use this form:

erf(x) :=
2√
π

∫ x

0

e−t2 dt

With this form, the error function is 0 at x = 0, and ±1 at x = ±∞, and it is an

odd function about x = 0. The exponential part is defined to be 0 for x < 0, so we

restrict the integral in the convolution to t > 0:

e
− x2

2σ2
r

√
2πσ2

r

∗ 1

G
e−

x
G =

∫ ∞

0

e
−

(x−t)2

2σ2
r

√
2πσ2

r

1

G
e−

t
G dt
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Perform the usual trick of combining the exponentials and completing the square:

=
1

G
√
2πσ2

r

∫ ∞

0

e
− 1

2σ2
r

[

(x−t)2+
2σ2

r
G

t

]

dt

=
1

G
√
2πσ2

r

∫ ∞

0

e
− 1

2σ2
r

[

t2+2

(

σ2
r
G

−x

)

t+x2

]

dt

=
1

G
√
2πσ2

r

∫ ∞

0

e
− 1

2σ2
r

[

(

t+

(

σ2
r
G

−x

))2

+x2−

(

σ2
r
G

−x

)2
]

dt

=
1

G
√
2πσ2

r

e
σ2
r

2G2 e−
x
G

∫ ∞

0

e
− 1

2σ2
r

(

t+

(

σ2
r
G

−x

))2

dt

Replace t with t
√
2σ2

r :

=
1

G
√
π
e

σ2
r

2G2 e−
x
G

∫ ∞

0

e
−

(

t+

(

σr
G
√
2
− x√

2σ2
r

))2

dt

=
1

G
e

σ2
r

2G2 e−
x
G
1

2

{
erf(∞)− erf

(
σr

G
√
2
− x√

2σ2
r

)}

If we use erf(∞) = 1, we get:

e
− x2

2σ2
r

√
2πσ2

r

∗ 1

G
e−

x
G =

1

G
e

σ2
r

2G2 e−
x
G
1

2

{
1− erf

(
σr

G
√
2
− x√

2σ2
r

)}
. (A.53)

This looks quite complicated, but it has a simple interpretation. There are some

normalizing factors out front,6 and the actual x dependence is e−x/G times half the

quantity in braces. The quantity in braces produces a smooth ramp up from 0 to

2 as x changes from −∞ ti ∞, with most of the change occurring within a few

standard deviations (σr) from x = 0. This is from the Gaussian convolved with

the jump from 0 to 1 that the exponential takes at x = 0 (because we define the

actual function to be 0 for x < 0). Once you get past that ramp, the quantity

in braces flattens out at 2 (which is multiplied by 1/2 to become 1), and the only

remaining x dependence is an exponential decay with decay constant G, which is

6This function should be normalized to unity because it was the convolution of a normalized
Gaussian with a normalized exponential, but you can actually integrate it and check by using
integration by parts to reduce the error function to a Gaussian.
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the same functional dependence as the original exponential. Thus, convolving an

exponential with a Gaussian reproduces the same exponential, but with the initial

jump smoothed out. In the limit of the gain G being much larger than the readout

noise width σr, the prefactor becomes 1, and the original exponential is basically

reproduced exactly, except for the smooth ramp.

Using the above results, we can actually perform the readout noise convolution

on the histogram after the EM stage given in Equation (A.51). We will not write it

out here, but it is just the sum of the convolution with a delta function (Equation

(A.52)) weighted by 1 − σCIC and the convolution of the exponential (Equation

(A.53)) weighted by σCIC. The histogram is thus a Gaussian with an exponential

tail. On a semi-log plot, this is a parabolic portion with a line tail on one side.

Fitting Dark-Frame Histograms to Measure EMCCD Noise Values

We will now discuss using variants of Equation (A.41) to fit actual dark-frame

histograms to measure the noise levels of an EMCCD. The difficulty arises from

the readout stage, which multiplies the electron count by an unknown gain factor

and adds an offset (which can be determined). A typical EMCCD camera returns

the readout for each cell as an unsigned integer, which is a non-negative integer.

These integer readout values are usually termed Analog Data Units, or ADUs. Since

some of the signal is actually negative (0 electrons is technically the minimum, but

readout noise creates a range of outputs about that, which necessarily result in

negative values), a constant offset is added to the signal so that 0 electrons maps

to some other ADU value (typically a few thousand in the cameras we looked at).

The readout stages also typically do not have unity gain, typically resulting in a

single ADU corresponding to several electrons [102].

The easiest way to measure noise values is to look at dark frames, where light

is prevented from reaching the EMCCD. The pre-EM histogram is then just a

Poissonian distribution from the clock-induced charge (and thermal noise). For a

decent EMCCD, with a short exposure and good cooling, the CIC and thermal noise

will both be much less than 1, and the leakage should be fairly small as well. Under
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these conditions, Equation (A.51) gives a decent approximation for the histogram

after the EM stage. The discussion following Equation (A.51) describes what the

final output histogram should look like: a Gaussian peak with an exponential tail

on one side. The width of the Gaussian peak gives the readout noise (in ADU,

if we are looking at an actual histogram) while the center gives the ADU offset

corresponding to 0 electrons, and the decay rate of the exponential tail gives the

gain of the EM stage (scaled to ADU as well), while the area under the exponential

tail gives us the CIC noise. We can therefore pretty much read off the offset and

readout noise (in ADUs, not actual electrons), and a careful curve-fit gives us the

gain (in ADUs) and combined CIC and thermal noise (in electrons). If we know the

ADU/electron conversion, we will know the actual readout noise and gain; however,

the actual value is actually not too important, since we will mostly care about how

well we can distinguish the tail from the Gaussian. The relevant quantity for that

is the ratio of the gain G to the readout noise σr, which remains the same whether

we take the ratio of the actual values or the ADU values (which we get from the

histogram). This can be seen by the fact that, in the convolution of Equation

(A.51) with readout noise, using Equation (A.52) and Equation (A.53), both the

ADU value x and the gain G are scaled by the readout noise σr.

For determining dark-counts, the actual scaling of the readout stage is a poor

quantity to fit, because the quantity is almost redundant. For example, if we take the

very-low-noise, no leakage, and large gain approximation used in Equation (A.51),

the resulting histogram is such that there is no way to tell the difference between

a histogram with a gain of G = 1000 and readout noise σr = 50 e−, and a different

histogram with gain G = 500 and readout noise σr = 25 e−, if the latter has twice

the gain in the readout stage and the CIC noises are the same. If you take the

graph of the latter, and scale it horizontally by a factor of 2, the same result can be

achieved by doubling the readout noise, since all x values in the equation are scaled

by the readout noise. If we also scale the gain G by a factor of two, then every other

change from the doubling of σr is undone, since all other occurrences are of the form

σr/G. Technically, the two are slightly difference, because the exponential actually

starts at x = 1 e− as opposed to x = 0 e−, but if the readout noise is much larger
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than 1 e− (typical values are around 50 e−), this change is lost in the much larger

0 e− Gaussian, and the convolution of the exponential with the same Gaussian.

Thus, to a reasonable approximation, we can eliminate this horizontal scaling as

a fit parameter. In the very-low-noise, low-leakage, and high gain approximation,

all the signal entering the EM stage has many fewer electrons than the readout

noise. The histograms are well-described by Equation (A.48), once convolved with

the readout noise. This equation was specifically written to emphasize that the

sub-histograms for each input number of electrons k start at k—simply note that

each occurrence of j is actually an occurrence of j − k, which essentially shifts

the histogram over by k (this is valid for larger j, where the j in the upper limit

of the sum is already much larger than the largest k for which there is a strong

contribution, and so the upper limit may as well be ∞). Since we are going to

convolve this with a wide Gaussian (compared to the range of k which contribute),

these shifts will be insignificant, and so we ignore them by replacing j − k with

a continuous variable x (we will show this a little more carefully shortly). Our

histogram (before readout noise convolution) then becomes:

H{Nn}(x) ≈
∞∑

k=0

Γ(x+ LG)e
−L

Γ(k + LG)Γ(x+ 1)

( x
G

)k
e−

x
GH{N0}(k) (A.54)

which is a good approximation for when x, G, and σr are large compared to L,

LG, and all the k values for which the H{N0}(k) inputs are large enough to be

significant. If we use Γ(x+ 1 + LG) = (x+ LG) Γ(x+ LG) ≈ xΓ(x+ LG), which is

true for x≫ LG (this is an approximation we could have lumped in with Equation

(A.47) when we used it to derive this form) and use e−L = G−LG so we only have

one leakage measurement, we can change this to:

H{Nn}(x) ≈
∞∑

k=0

Γ(x+ 1 + LG)G
−LG−1

Γ(k + LG)Γ(x+ 1)

( x
G

)k−1

e−
x
GH{N0}(k) (A.55)

The k = 0 case is very close to a delta function in x (and is one when LG = 0),

which is best seen in Equation (A.54). Note that the ratio Γ(x+ 1 + LG)/Γ(x+ 1)

is 1 when LG = 0, and, for small LG, not much different from 1. The ratio is

dependent on x, but will not change by large amounts if x changes by a factor of 5
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or so (1 to 5 e−/ADU being a typical range of readout stage scalings). In particular,

even for a fairly large L = 5%, and a range of x and G values from a few hundred

to a few thousand, it changes by only a percent or so when x is changed by a factor

of 10 or so in either direction. Given that the ratio changes very little, we are left

with a sum of terms that are functions of x/G (or, for k = 0, a delta function in x).

We could, therefore, write the convolution with the readout noise approximately as

follows:

H{final}(x) ≈
∫ ∞

−∞

1

σr

G

(
y

σr

)(
C0δ(x− y) + f

(
x− y

G

))
dy

Here, we have used G(y/σr)/σr to represent a normalized Gaussian with the readout

noise as the width, C0δ(x) to represent the k = 0 term of Equation (A.55) (it is a

delta function if LG = 0, and is close otherwise), and f(x/G) to represent the other

terms of Equation (A.55). Earlier, we shifted various parts of the f(x/G) terms by

k. We could shift our integration variable y by the same amount, and the result

is we are essentially convolving with a Gaussian shifted by k. As long as k ≪ σr

for all the important terms, the ratio of G(y/σr) to G((y − k) /σr) is exp(−yk/σ2
r )

(neglecting a small exp(−k2/2σ2
r ) factor). Even for a fairly small readout noise of

σr = 20 e− (which is small for EM modes of operation), with a low CIC where

k = 2 is as large as we need, this is less than a 3% correction for |y| < σr (which

accounts for approximately 68% of the area under the Gaussian). Near the origin,

this correction will get lost next to the large Gaussian from the k = 0 term (which

was not shifted). Far from the origin, since G is typically on the order of several

hundred or more, we can leave the shift in the f(x/G) term, and use a Taylor

expansion in k/G to second order, and look at the result. The zero-order term is

the no-shift result and the first-order term integrates to zero (because it is an odd

function). Thus, the error introduced to the shift is, to lowest order, proportional

to (k/G)2, multiplied by the second-order derivative of f(x), multiplied again by

the few-percent k ≪ σr correction just computed. This justifies shifting the terms

by k, which results in an insignificant error for small CIC and largish readout noise

and gain.

Equation (A.55) is important because it allows us to fit a histogram without
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knowing the scaling performed by the readout stage. The k = 0 term is pretty close

to a delta function, which, when convolved with the readout noise, gives a Gaussian

with width σr. If you then scale that by some unknown scaling S, the result is

a Gaussian with readout noise Sσr. For the k > 0 terms, as argued above, the

x-dependence in the Gamma functions is very insensitive to scaling (and shifting)

x, so we can treat them as functions of x/G. The convolution of these terms can

then be written as: ∫ ∞

−∞

1

σr

G

(
y

σr

)
f

(
x− y

G

)
dy

If we scale x by S (by replacing x with x/S and renormalizing), the convolution

looks like: ∫ ∞

−∞

1

Sσr

G

(
y

σr

)
f

(
x− Sy

SG

)
dy

Replacing y with y/S everywhere gives:

∫ ∞

−∞

1

S2σr

G

(
y

Sσr

)
f

(
x− y

SG

)
dy

Here, we see this is exactly the same equation, except the readout noise and the EM

gain have been scaled up by S (and the normalization is altered to compensate).

This means that we can fit Equation (A.55) to a histogram in ADU instead of

electrons, and the results are valid as long as we remember that the readout noise

and EM gain have both been scaled by the readout stage scaling. That means we

can correctly read off the CIC value and the ratio of the EM gain and readout noise

(which causes the scaling to cancel) from the fit, without knowing the readout stage

scaling factor. The leakage term L is still marginally affected (since we compute it

by multiplying LG by ln(G)), but only logarithmically, so the correction tends to

be small for large gain.

Thus, the fitting parameters we will use to fit to a dark frame are:

1. σCIC, the combined CIC and thermal noise

2. σr, the readout noise (in ADU)

3. G, the EM stage gain (in ADU)
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4. LG, the EM leakage rate divided by the natural log of G

5. the offset applied by the readout stage (in ADU)

The gain, by itself, is a unit-less number. The gain in ADU is simply the gain on

electrons multiplied by the electron-to-ADU conversion factor (the readout stage

scaling). Alternatively, it is the mean output signal value (in ADU) of a single

input electron. The final formula is Equation (A.56) convolved with the readout

noise Gaussian:

H{final}(x) ≈





e
− x2

2σ2
r

√
2πσ2

r





∗
{

∞∑

k=0

Γ(x+ 1 + LG)G
−LG−1

Γ(k + LG)Γ(x+ 1)

( x
G

)k−1

e−
x
GH{N0}(k)

}

(A.56)

Although many approximations were used in deriving Equation (A.55), the ini-

tial model is consistent with how EMCCDs work, and all the approximations used

were shown, or at least argued, to imply errors on the order of a few percent. One

addition to the model was the leakage in the EM stage, which is at least consistent

with the general model of how EMCCDs operate. The final test of whether or not

this model is worthwhile is to compare it with actual histogram (it was also success-

fully compared with computer simulations which used the same basic model, but

avoided some of the approximations), which is done in Chapter V. There, we show

that this model, even with all its approximations, performs very well at fitting real

EMCCD histograms, which gives us strong confidence that the parameters from a

fit to a real histogram actually coincide with real noise measurements. There, we

will also discuss how the model does not fit nearly so well without the leakage term,

and discuss several other model alterations that, while sensible, fail to explain the

discrepancy as well as adding the EM leakage to the model, which we take as strong

evidence that the EM leakage is a real effect.
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APPENDIX B

BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS

This appendix is simply a collection of standard results in statistics and prob-

ability theory. The results and versions of the derivations may be found in many

places, including many college-level probability textbooks, calculus textbooks, and

statistical mechanics textbooks [107–109]. We include them here as a brief overview,

a useful reference, and an introduction to the notation we use in this thesis. Most

of the results in this chapter are simply-derived from first principles, which we often

show as the techniques are useful and similar to some more complicated derivations

used in other parts of this thesis.

General Statistics Formulas

The contents of this section are fairly general statistical results and definitions,

and are included here mostly to nail down our notation and to provide us with some

equations to reference, in case there is not a well-known name.

We often speak of a random variable with a particular probability distribution

(or just of the distribution itself). If we have a random variable n, we would label

its probability distribution P(n = m), or Pn(m), which is the probability than the

random variable n is equal to the value m. Our distributions are typically discrete,

and so we use discrete sum notation, but most of the results generalize to the

continuous case by replacing the sum with an integral and the probability Pn(m)

with a probability density multiplied by a differential (using the same notation,

Pn(m) dm).

The expectation value is the expected value of a certain function of the random

variable:

〈f(n)〉 =
∑

m

P(n = m)f(n). (B.1)

where the sum is over all the allowed values of the random variable. The mean
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and variance are simply the expectation value of the random variable and the ex-

pectation value of the squared difference of the random variable from its mean,

respectively:

mean(n) = 〈n〉 (B.2)

var(n) =
〈
(n−mean(n))2

〉

=
〈
n2 − 2n 〈n〉+ 〈n〉2

〉
=
〈
n2
〉
− 2 〈n〉2 + 〈n〉2 =

=
〈
n2
〉
− 〈n〉2 . (B.3)

The first and last forms of the variance provide two useful ways to compute the

variance.

Often, we need to deal with a sum of multiple random variables, sometimes

with their own unique distributions. When we have multiple random variables,

we require a joint probability distribution. For example, if there are two random

variables, n and m, then we would write P(n = n′
⋂
m = m′) as the probability

that n = n′ and m = m′. In this case, the expectation value of a function of these

two random variables requires summing over two sets of possibilities:

〈f(n,m)〉 =
∑

n′

∑

m′

P
(
n = n′

⋂
m = m′

)
f(n′,m′).

Here, the first sum is over all possible values of n, and the second is over all possible

values of m. When the function is simply the sum of two random variables, n+m,

this reduces to 〈n〉+ 〈m〉. This lets us write out the mean and variance of the sum

of two random variables:

S := n+m

mean(S) = 〈n+m〉 = 〈n〉+ 〈m〉 = mean(n) + mean(m) (B.4)

var(S) =
〈
(n+m−mean(n)−mean(m))2

〉

=
〈
(n− 〈n〉)2 + 2 (n− 〈n〉) (m− 〈m〉) + (m− 〈m〉)2

〉

= var(n) + 2 〈nm− n 〈m〉 −m 〈n〉+ 〈n〉 〈m〉〉+ var(m)

= var(n) + 2 (〈nm〉 − 〈n〉 〈m〉) + var(m). (B.5)
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The means simply add, while variances add with an extra cross-term called the

covariance.

Two random variables n and m are said to be independent if the following is

true:

P
(
n = n′

⋂
m = m′

)
= P(n = n′)P(m = m′). (B.6)

Essentially, this means that each random variable has its own probability distribu-

tion that does not depend on the particular value of the other random variable, and

so the joint probability distribution is just the product of these two distributions.

A quick example of two independent random variables would be two (ideal) coin

flips, done with different coins, and recorded by separate observers. In such a case,

the first variable is heads or tails completely independently of the value of the sec-

ond flip (and vice versa). If the coin is fair, both flips have the same distribution

(with a fifty-fifty probability), but that is not a requirement. In this example, the

probability of having two heads is one quarter (one half times one half), as is the

probability of the first flip being heads and the second being tails. A trivial exam-

ple of non-independent random variables would be if the two observers recording

the coin flips were actually recording the result of a single flip. In that case the

result of the second recording would always be identical to the first recording. Both

recordings have a fifty-fifty probability of being heads or tails, but the probability

of having two heads is one-half, and the probability of having heads and tails is

zero, since it is the same coin. Here, the probability of pairs of outcomes is not the

product of individual outcomes.

In the case of independent random variables, the expectation value of the prod-

uct splits:

〈nm〉 =
∑

n′

∑

m′

P
(
n = n′

⋂
m = m′

)
nm

=
∑

n′

∑

m′

P(n = n′)P(m = m′)nm

=

(
∑

n′

P(n = n′)n

)(
∑

m′

P(m = m′)m

)

= 〈n〉 〈m〉 .

(B.7)
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This causes the covariance in Equation (B.5) to disappear, leaving us with these

results for independent random variables:

S := n+m

mean(S) = mean(n) + mean(m) (B.8)

var(S) = var(n) + var(m). (B.9)

This easily generalizes to sums of many variables. The mean of the sum of random

variables (independent or not) is the sum of the means of the individual variables,

while the variance of the sum of independent random variables is the sum of the

variances of each variables individually.

We sometimes need to work with conditional probabilities. Using our previ-

ous coin flip examples, if we see that one observer recorded heads, we might want

to know the probability that the second observer recorded heads as well. In the

independent example with two coins, that probability is one half. In the non-

independent example where both observations were of the same coin, the proba-

bility is one. If our two random variables are n and m, we ask for the probability

distribution of m (the second coin recording) given a particular value for n (the first

coin recording), and write this conditional probability as:

P(m = m′ | n = n′) =
P(n = n′

⋂
m = m′)∑

m′ P(n = n′
⋂
m = m′)

. (B.10)

The formula given above is how to compute a conditional probability. We first

take the subset of all possible outcomes where the first random variable has the

given value n′. The probability of being within that subset is the denominator of

the right-hand-side of the above equation (where we simply took one term of what

would have been a sum over all possible values for n). Within that subset, we take

the probability where both n = n′ and m = m′ (the numerator), and compute the

ratio of that probability compared to the total probability of the n = n′ subset. If

n and m are independent variables, the Equation (B.10) rather trivially reduces to

the single probability distribution for m.

Sometimes we encounter cases where it is easy to compute the conditional prob-

ability for m given a particular value for n, but it is not obvious how to compute the
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conditional probability for n given a particular value of m. This tends to happen

when there is an obvious relation where the value of m is somehow caused by the

result of n. For example, if we assign tails a value of 0 and heads a value of 1, and

then perform two fair and ideal coin flips, we might ask what is the probability of

the second flip being greater than the first, given that the first flip was heads (or

tails). The answer is rather obviously zero if the first coins was heads, and one half

if the first coin was tails. However, if we ask what the probability that the first

coin was heads given that the second flip was NOT greater, that is a little more

challenging. Here, we can simply write out all four possible outcomes, and compute

the probability from that (2/3), but for more complicated problems, we can apply

a more formal method.

This more formal method is a relatively straightforward extension of how we

defined conditional probability in Equation (B.10). We start out by writing two

conditional probabilities, one where we want the probability distribution for n given

m, and the other where we want a probability for m given n:

P(n = n′ | m = m′) =
P(n = n′

⋂
m = m′)∑

n′ P(n = n′
⋂

m = m′)

P(m = m′ | n = n′) =
P(n = n′

⋂
m = m′)∑

m′ P(n = n′
⋂
m = m′)

.

We note that the numerators in these two equations are the same, and we can use

that to substitute one conditional probability into the definition of the other:

P(n = n′ | m = m′) =
P(m = m′ | n = n′)

∑
m′ P(n = n′

⋂
m = m′)∑

n′ P(n = n′
⋂
m = m′)

. (B.11)

This result is called Bayes’s Theorem, and is useful because it gives us a way to

flip the conditional probability. In our above example, it is rather easy to compute

the probability for m (whether the second flip was greater than the first) given n

(the first flip), but more difficult to compute the other way around. Now, though,

we can compute the other direction. The probability that n = 1 (the first flip was

heads) given that m = 0 (the second flip was NOT greater) is:

P(n = 1 | m = 0) =
P(m = 0 | n = 1)

∑
m′ P(n = 1

⋂
m = m′)∑

n′ P(n = n′
⋂
m = 0)

.
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Here, we can get the same 2/3 answer as before, but it does not save us any extra

work over writing out the full table. In more complicated cases, however, having

a formal method for relating the two conditional probability distributions comes in

handy.

Sometimes we have one random variable that directly affects the outcome of a

second random variable, but for some reason, not the converse (one may happen

before the other, for instance). In cases such as these, it may be more convenient to

use a conditional probability distribution rather than a joint probability distribu-

tion. As an example, if you are dealt an ace from a standard deck of cards (with a

probability of 1/13), the probability that the second card is also an ace (4/51 if the

first card was not an ace, and 3/51 = 1/17 if the first card was an ace) is sometimes

a little easier to describe as a conditional probability than a joint probability. If

we know the conditional probability distribution for a random variable m (whether

the second card is an ace) given some other random variables n (whether the first

card is an ace), we can compute a probability distribution for the second random

variable by substituting the conditional probability for the joint probability as given

by Equation (B.10):

P(m = m′) =
∑

n′

P
(
n = n′

⋂
m = m′

)
=
∑

n′

P(m = m′ | n = n′)P(n = n′).

(B.12)

For our two-card example, the probability that the second card is an ace is the

probability that the first card is an ace multiplied by the probability that the second

card is an ace given that (1/13 × 1/17), plus the probability that the first card is

not an ace multiplied by the probability that the second card is an ace given that

(12/13 × 4/51). Summing these together gives 1/13, which is correct, since if we

ignore the first card, we might as well not have dealt it at all, and the probability

of the second card being an ace is 1/13.

The two-card example above is a little simplistic (and is easier to solve with-

out using conditional probabilities), but there is one common case where Equation

(B.12) is actually an easier way to derive a formula. For example, if we know the

probability distributions for two random variables n and m, we can derive the prob-
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ability distributions for their sum. The only insight required is to notice that the

probability that n+m = S ′ given that n = n′ is exactly the same as the probability

that m = S ′ − n′ (given that n = n′, if the two distributions are not independent):

P(n+m = S ′) =
∑

n′

P(n+m = S ′ | n = n′)P(n = n′)

=
∑

n′

P(m = S ′ − n′ | n = n′)P(n = n′). (B.13)

In the case where the two probability distributions are independent, the conditional

probability distribution for m reduces to simply the probability that m = S ′ − n′,

and we see that the probability distribution of the sum of two independent random

variables is the convolution of the individual probability distributions. In the case

where the two probability distributions are not independent, this still looks like a

convolution, but technically is not, because P(m = S ′ − n′ | n = n′) depends on n′

as well as the difference S ′ − n′.

When we have the sum of two independent random variables, Equation (B.13)

states that the probability distribution is the convolution of the individual prob-

ability distributions. Furthermore, Equation (B.8) and Equation (B.8) state that

the means and variances add. We can easily check that any time we take the convo-

lution of two normalized probability distributions, we get a normalized probability

distribution where the sum and variances add. We start with a convolution of two

arbitrary probability distributions, P1 and P2. The convolution is:

P1(n) ∗ P2(n) =
∑

m

P1(n−m)P2(m).

Since the convolution is a sum of non-negative quantities (the terms are products of

probabilities, which need to be non-negative), it is itself a non-negative quantity.1

The normalization is easy to compute if we simply substitute, switch the order of

the sums, and shift one sum. We can always rearrange the terms like this because

the sums of probabilities are absolutely convergent (they are always non-negative,

and the total sum must be one). This works as long as we are not restricted to a

1Also, a quick change of variables to n −m shows that the convolution is symmetric under a
switch of P1 and P2.
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finite interval, which is usually the case as we can always just define probabilities

to be zero for the points outside the original allowed values:

∑

n

P1(n) ∗ P2(n) =
∑

n

∑

m

P1(n−m)P2(m)

=
∑

m

∑

(n−m)

P1(n−m)P2(m)

=

(
∑

m

P2(m)

)(
∑

n

P1(n)

)
= 1. (B.14)

Up until the last equality, this is a general proof that the normalization of a convolu-

tion (of normalizable functions) is the product of the normalizations of the original

functions. In the last equality, we assume the two original probability distributions

are normalized, and so the convolution is also a proper distribution function. In

fact, using the exact same steps as above, we can compute the expectation value

of any function f(n) under this convolved probability distribution (the above is a

special case with f(n) = 1):

∑

n

P1(n) ∗ P2(n)f(n) =
∑

n

∑

m

P1(n−m)P2(m)f(n)

=
∑

m

∑

(n−m)

P1(n−m)P2(m)f((n−m) +m)

=
∑

m

∑

n

P1(n)P2(m)f(n+m). (B.15)

As expected, the last line is the expectation value for the function of a sum of two

independent random variables, n and m (independent because the joint probability

was factored into the product of single probability distributions, as in Equation

(B.6)). Therefore, we can either insert f(n) = n and f(n) = (n− 〈n〉)2 to compute

the mean and variance, respectively, of this convolved distribution, or we can simply

jump straight to Equation (B.8) and Equation (B.9) to realize that the means and

variances of convolved distributions simply add.

The Law of Large Numbers

There are several versions of the Law of Large Numbers, which effectively state
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that with a large number of independent measurements, the average of the mea-

surements converges to the expected measurement value. A simple extension is

that the expected deviations tend to decrease by the square root of the number of

measurements.

We will simply demonstrate that the expected value of a sum of independent

trials converges to the mean value of the underlying probability distribution. For

any repeatable event, where each repetition is independent from all others, we can

apply the facts that the mean and variances add (shown in Equation (B.8) and

Equation (B.9)) to demonstrate these. If we perform N repetitions, with xi being

the value we measure on the i’th repetition, then, by Equation (B.8) (repeated

many times): 〈
N∑

i=1

xi

〉
= N 〈x〉 , (B.16)

where 〈x〉 is the expected value for a single event, either computed from the known

probability distribution for the events, or, typically, computed by the average of

many measurements. If the distribution of x is localized enough that the variance

is well-defined and finite, then, by Equation (B.9) (repeated many times):

var

(
N∑

i=1

xi

)
= Nvar(x), (B.17)

where var(x) is the variance for a single event.

These equations mean that if some process is essentially composed of the sum of

many independent processes, then the expected width of the distribution (usually

taken as the square root of the variance, or the standard deviation) is the width

of a single event multiplied by the square root of the number of measurements. If

there are N underlying processes, then the distribution for the measurement will

have a mean value of N times the mean for an individual process, and a standard

deviation of
√
N times the standard deviation for an individual process. The mean

is the repeatable part of the experiment; the standard deviation quantifies how much

the measurement changes each time. The ratio of the signal to noise is therefore

N/
√
N =

√
N . Put another way, if we explicitly divide by N to attempt to measure

the mean value for a single event, the noise in our measurement is 1/
√
N .
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This is where the oft-quoted
√
N signal-to-noise ratio tends to come from. Some

examples of such processes are flipping coins (adding up the number of heads), the

integrated intensity from a low-intensity light, or the CIC noise in EMCCDs (these

latter two are briefly mentioned in Section V.9). Low-intensity light tends to have a

Poissonian distribution (covered in Section B.4), which tend to approximate many

processes involving a low-likelihood of an event. Measuring the total power emit-

ted over a small amount of time is like measuring the sum of multiple Poissonian

distributions over short time intervals (which, as is described in Section B.4, is a

Poissonian distribution with a larger mean). With a different description, a single

atom has a certain probability of emitting during that time interval (or, if the inter-

val is long enough, a probability distribution for emitting some number of photons),

and the measurement is the sum of those distributions. If the measurement is re-

peated many times, the noise in the measurement will be
√
N if the mean value of

the signal if N photons.

We mentioned that the standard deviation is a measure of the width of a dis-

tribution. It is the square root of the variance, which is the average deviation

(squared, to remove the sign) from the mean value. Another way to look at it is

a bound for the distribution, where some fraction of the distribution is guaranteed

to lie within a certain width. This bound, known as Chebyshev’s Inequality, is not

nearly as strong as the equivalent limits for a Gaussian distribution (mentioned in

Section B.3), but holds for all distributions with a finite and well-defined standard

deviation. A simple way to show this limit is to start with the definition of the

variance (for simplicity, we assume the values have been shifted so that the mean

value is zero):

var(x) =
∑

x

x2P(x).

We then restrict the sum to only those values that are at least n standard deviations

from the mean. Since we are dropping non-negative values, the result at most the

same as the variance:

var(x) ≥
∑

|x|≥nstd(x)

x2P(x).
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For this region, x2 ≥ n2var(x), so we can make another approximation:

var(x) ≥
∑

|x|≥nstd(x)

n2var(x)P(x).

Simplifying yields:
1

n2
≥

∑

|x|≥nstd(x)

P(x). (B.18)

This is essentially Chebyshev’s Inequality. It is a statement that the probability of

a value that is at least n standard deviations from the mean (the right-hand side)

is at most 1/n2. Restating this result in terms of the probability of begin within n

standard deviations (which is 1 minus the probability of not begin within) of the

mean gives another version:

P(x−mean(x)) < nstd(x) > 1− 1

n2
.

This means that we can always infer that there is at least 75% of a distribution

within 2 standard deviations of the mean, and larger fractions for slightly larger

widths. In this sense, the standard deviation is a bound on the width of a distribu-

tion.2

The Central Limit Theorem

In physics, we often deal with Gaussian distributions. They are useful because

they are smooth and localized functions, and they tend to show up often. The

reason they show up often is described by the Central Limit Theorem. Proofs of

this theorem usually involve concepts we do not use in this thesis, and so we will

refer to other sources [107].

Informally, the central limit theorem states that the distribution of the sum of

independent random variables with identical distributions approaches a Gaussian

2To show how this limit is as strong as possible, take a three-value distribution, where the
probability of getting 0 is 1 − ǫ, and the probability of getting ±1 is ǫ/2. The mean is clearly
zero, and the standard deviation is

√
ǫ. In the limit ǫ → 1, the fraction within one standard

deviation (just the 0 part, with probability 1 − ǫ) approaches 0. With ǫ = 1/4, the fraction at
least 2 standard deviations away (the ±1 results, with probability ǫ) is 1/4, which is exactly the
bound given by Chebyshev’s Inequality.
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distribution, as long as the individual distributions have a well-defined and finite

variance. This is subject Equation (B.8) and Equation (B.9), so the mean and vari-

ance of the resulting Gaussian approximation is given by the mean and variance of

the individual distributions, scaled by the number of distributions added. There-

fore, the sum S of N identically-distributed independent random variables with

mean mean(x) and variance var(x) can be approximated as a random variable with

a Gaussian distribution with mean Nmean(x) and variance Nvar(x). This approx-

imation improves as N increases, and is often a good approximation for small-ish

N (N ∼ 10) around the mean of the final distribution. Deviations are often most

apparent in the tails of the distribution.

If the individual random variables are discrete, the final sum will be as well,

and while the final distribution will appear to have a Gaussian envelope, it will

not be truly Gaussian because of that discreteness. The mean and variance of the

distribution will be N times the individual mean mean(x) and variance var(x), and

the formal central limit theorem states that if we subtract off the mean, and scale by

the standard deviation, the resulting random variable (S −Nmean(x)) /std(x)
√
N

will approach a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a variance of unity.

In the case of discrete inputs, the scaling causes the discreteness to compress into

a continuous distribution as N →∞.

The Gaussian approximation suggested by the central limit theorem obeys the

law of large numbers, but because the shape is known, we can put a much stricter

constraint on Chebyshev’s Inequality, given by Equation (B.18). We can actually

compute the integral of the distribution outside n standard deviations for a Gaus-

sian. The resulting function is often called the error function, and is often provided

as a built-in function in numerical computation software packages. The precise nor-

malization and offset of the error function is not standardized, but the computed

results should be the same. We have found it useful to remember a few of the

bounds, provided in Table B.1. We can clearly see that a Gaussian distribution is

mcuh more restrictive than the Chebyshev bound for arbitrary distributions.
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n Gaussian Chebyshev

1 31.7% ≤ 100%

2 4.55% ≤ 25%

3 0.270% ≤ 11.1%

4 0.00633% ≤ 6.25%

Table B.1. A comparison of Chebyshev bounds and exact values for Gaussian
distributions. We provide some values for the probability that a random variable is
at least n standard deviations from the mean for a Gaussian distribution, and com-
pare that with the Chebyshev bound for arbitrary distributions, given by Equation
(B.18).

Poisson Distributions

A common distribution in this thesis is the Possion distribution. Any time

random, independent events happen with fixed average rate, the distribution of the

number of events that happen in a particular time interval is a Poisson distribution.

A process the produces such events, such as the clock-induced charge discussed in

Chapter V, is called a Poisson process.

We will use Γ as the mean rate at which the events occur. For a very small

time interval dt, the probability of an event happening within that time is Γ dt. If

we write the number of events that occurs in a time interval of length t as n, we

can write out a differential equation for the probability that no event occurs in that

interval, P(n = 0, t):

P(n = 0, t+ dt) = P(n = 0, t) (1− Γdt) . (B.19)

This states that he probability that no events take place in a time interval t+dt is

the probability that no events take place in the first time interval t and no events

take place in the subsequent interval of length dt (one minus the probability that

an event does happen). This is a simple differential equation to solve, since it

basically states that the derivative of the function is proportional to the function.

The standard solution is simply an exponential decay, scaled so that the probability
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of zero events in a time interval of length zero is unity:

P(n = 0, t) = eΓt. (B.20)

From this, we can build up the probability of having larger number of events in a

given time interval.

To compute the probability of having exactly one event in a time interval of

length t, we first compute the probability that the event occurs at t = t′ with a

small margin of error dt′. The probability is equal to the probability of having

no events from 0 to t′, multiplied by the probability that the event occurs in the

dt′ interval, multiplied again by the probability that no events occur during the

remaining t − t′ in the interval. Using Equation (B.20), that works out to be

e−Γt′ (Γ dt′) e−Γ(t−t′) = e−ΓtΓdt′. If we then integrate t′ over the entire interval to

sum up the probability that the even happens somewhere within the interval, we

compute the probability of having exactly one event:

P(n = 1, t) =

∫ t

0

e−ΓtΓdt′ = e−ΓtΓt. (B.21)

This is easily generalized to multiple events. We pick multiple times for when each

event happens, and multiply the probabilities that the events happen at exactly

those times, with no events in between. The product of probabilities for having no

events, being exponential in the time-interval, will multiply out to just e−Γt. The

remaining probabilities work out to be Γn multiplied by all the small time intervals.

Integrating all the possible times, keeping in mind that they all happen in order,

yields the probability for having n events happening within a time interval of length

t:

P(n, t) = (Γt)n

n!
e−Γt. (B.22)

In the case of clock-induced charge, there is no time variable, but we could pretend

that the excitation events happen over the time of a single clock cycle, or the

entire shifting stage. It is apparent that the actual rate is not important, except

when compared to the time interval. In Equation (B.22), we see this as the only

dependence on rate and time occur through the product Γt. Therefore, if we halved
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the rate, but doubled the time interval, we would get exactly the same statistics.

This lets us eliminate the time by defining λ := Γt. We will see shortly that λ is

the expected number of events, so we can define the Poisson distribution solely in

terms of the expected number of events:

P(n) = λn

n!
e−λ. (B.23)

If we do have a events happening at random times with a fixed average rate Γ, then

we simply need to remember that the expected number of events in a time interval

t is λ = Γt to recover Equation (B.22). We also note that we can bypass using

differentials by deriving this as a limiting case of a binomial distribution, which we

will show in Section B.5.

We first compute some moments of the Poisson distribution. The easiest is to

check the normalization:

〈1〉 =
∞∑

n=0

λn

n!
e−λ

= e−λ

∞∑

n=0

λn

n!
= e−λeλ = 1. (B.24)

The sum is simply the Taylor series of an exponential, which cancels the exponential

in Equation (B.23). The mean is also easy:

〈n〉 =
∞∑

n=0

n
λn

n!
e−λ

= e−λ

∞∑

n=1

λn

(n− 1)!
= (B.25)

= e−λλ
∞∑

n=0

λn

n!
= e−λeλλ = λ. (B.26)

Here, the extra n made the n = 0 term disappear, and cancelled part of the n! in the

denominator. We then pulled a factor of λ out, shifted the sum with n→ n+1, and

then the sum was simply the Taylor expansion of an exponential again. We can use

the same trick on 〈n (n− 1)〉, which cancels two terms of the sum, and two factors

in the factorial. We would then pull out λ2, and then the sum could be shifted and
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would cancel the exponential. This yields 〈n2 − n〉 = λ2. Using Equation (B.26),

we find 〈n2〉 = λ2 + λ, and we can compute the variance using 〈n2〉 − 〈n〉2 from

Equation (B.3):

var(n) = λ. (B.27)

For a Poisson distribution, the mean and variance are equal.

Since a Poisson process involves events happening randomly, if we have two sets

of random events, we could combine them and the result would be another set of

independent, random events. The number of events we would expect to see would

then be the sum of the two counts we would expect from the individual processes. By

this reasoning, the sum of two random variables with Poisson distributions should

be have a Poisson distribution, with a mean equal to the sum of the previous means.

This is easy to show. We start with two independent random variables n1 and n2

with Poisson distributions, and mean values λ1 and λ2, respectively. By Equation

(B.13), the probability distribution for the sum n is given by:

n∑

n2=0

P(n1 = n− n2)P(n2) =
n∑

n2=0

λ
(n−n2)
1

(n− n2)!
e−λ1

λn2
2

n2!
e−λ2

=
1

n!

n∑

n2=0

n!

n2 (n− n2)!
λ
(n−n2)
1 λn2

2 e−(λ1+λ2)

=
(λ1 + λ2)

n

n!
e−(λ1+λ2).

In the last step, we used the Binomial Theorem, or alternatively simply noted that

the sum was exactly the expansion of (λ1 + λ2)
n. The resulting distribution is a

Poisson distribution with mean λ1 + λ2, which is exactly what we wished to prove.

Since the sum of two Poissian random variables is also a Poissonian random vari-

able, we can easily check some of our previous results. The means trivially add, as

seen by our proof that the sum is Poissonian. Since the variances equal the means,

the variances add as well, which means the law of large numbers holds as well. By

induction, the sum of many Poissonian processes must also be Poissonian, which

might seem to violate the central limit theorem, but this is not the case. Poissonian

distributions, for mean values much larger than unity, are very similar to Gaussian
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distributions. Therefore, if we add together many Poissonian processes, the mean

value will eventually become large compared to one, and the resulting distribution

will be approximately Gaussian, and the central limit theorem does hold (if the

means, and therefore variances, of the distributions are zero, then all of the distri-

butions are Gaussian with zero width). By plotting Poissonian distributions with

various mean values, and comparing them to Gaussian distributions with the same

mean and variance, we see that even with mean values as low as 5, the Poissonian

distribution looks qualitatively similar to the Gaussian distribution (except for the

discreteness).

Often, Poissonian processes are used to describe rare events, such as the clock-

induced charge (CIC) discussed in Chapter V. For very rare events, there are only

two cases worth considering: zero or one events. As long as two events are too

unlikely to concern us, we can model these cases as Poisson processes, since the

distribution will match closely enough, with the right mean and variance. In our

model, we consider the charge produced by a single shift to be Poissonian, if only

because even a single charge is unlikely, and two or more are too unlikely to affect

the statistics. Since each shift adds an independent amount of charge, the sum of

all the shifts results in a Poissonian CIC distribution. However, even after all of

the shifts, the mean value is still small (on the order of a few percent), and so even

though we have added approximately one thousand Poissonian processes together,

the result, while Poissonian, is definitely not Gaussian. This is an example of a

case where the central limit theorem, while technically valid (since 1000 < ∞),

does not produce a useful approximation. The fact that Poissonian processes add

to produce another Poissonian process is also why we are able to lump CIC and

thermal noise together (along with any weak light signal, which may be Poissonian)

in our discussion of EMCCDs.

As a final note, we discuss the case of photon absorption. Faint light tends to

have a Poissonian distribution, and so should produce a Poissonian charge distri-

bution when it hits an EMCCD. This should hold even though not every photon

produces a charge. Assuming photon-to-charge conversion is independent of the

amount of charge, then this is equivalent to taking a Poissonian distribution but
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randomly cutting out some of the events. The result is still a series of random, inde-

pendent events, but with a reduced average rate. These are the only requirements

for a Poissonian distribution, and so the result should be Poissonian. The effective

rate is simply the number of events we would expect to get multiplied by the ratio

of those events that actually generate charge.

Binomial Distributions

A binomial distribution results whenever some event with exactly one of two

outcomes occurs multiple times. In general, when N events happen, each with

one of two outcomes resulting with probability p, the number of events with that

outcome, n, has a binomial distribution. The canonical example is flipping a coin

and counting the number of heads that comes up. Here, N is the number of times

the coin is flipped, p is 1/2 for a fair coin (the probability of getting heads), and

n is the number of heads we get. To aid in our descriptions, we will refer to the

two possible outcomes as successes or failures, with n being the total number of

successes, even though often there is no strong distinction what should be a success

and what should be a failure. We can write out the binomial distribution using

simple combinatorics. The probability of success is p, and the probability of failure

is (1− p). The probability of a particular sequence of successes and failures is just

the product of p for each success and (1− p) for each failure. If we have N events,

then the probability of a particular sequence with n successes is pn (1− p)N−n.

The number of such sequences is
(
N
n

)
. All outcomes are equally likely, and so the

probability of n successes is:

P(n) =
(
N

n

)
pn (1− p)N−n =

N !

n! (N − n)!
(1− p)N−n . (B.28)

Since we can think of this as the sum of single events, with either successes or

failures as the outcome, we can also derive this as the sum of single events. Starting

with a single event, Equation (B.28) reduces to a probability of p for a success and

(1− p) for a failure, which is the definition of p. Using an induction argument on

N , we find that Equation (B.28) is the resulting probability distribution, using a
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recurrence relation on the binomial coefficients. This relation,
(
N
n

)
=
(
N−1
n−1

)
+
(
N−1
n

)
,

is easy to prove by writing all the factors as fractions of factorials, and combining

with common denominators. This argument also shows that the sum of binomial

distributions, if the probabilities of success are equal, is also a binomial distribution.

If we try to combine two binomially-distributed variables with different success

probabilities, the result does not have a binomial distribution. A trivial way to see

that is to add two cases, one where success is guaranteed (p = 1), and one where

failure is guaranteed (p = 0). The result of these two trials is exactly one success

and one failure. However, there is no value of p with N = 2 that will guarantee

n = 1. Unless p = 0 or p = 1, n can be either 0, 1, or 2, with various non-zero

probabilities. If p = 0 or p = 1, n will never be 1.

We will now derive the moments for a binomial distribution. We start by showing

it is normalized:

〈1〉 =
N∑

n=0

(
N

n

)
pn (1− p)N−n = (p− (1− p))N = 1N = 1. (B.29)

This follows from the Binomial Theorem, or, alternatively, realizing that the sum is

exactly the expansion of (a+ b)N , with a = p and b = 1− p. Computing the mean

uses the same trick, once we absorb the n factor into the binomial coefficient. This

is done using n
(
N
n

)
= N

(
N−1
n−1

)
, which is easy to show by expanding the coefficients

into factorials and cancelling terms. We avoid the n = 0 case by realizing that term

is zero:

〈n〉 =
N∑

n=0

n

(
N

n

)
pn (1− p)N−n

=
N∑

n=1

N

(
N − 1

n− 1

)
pn (1− p)N−n

= pN

N∑

n=1

(
N − 1

n− 1

)
pn−1 (1− p)N−n = pN. (B.30)

In the last step, we shifted the sum by letting n → n + 1, which then turned the

sum into the normalization of a different binomial distribution, which we solved in

Equation (B.29). The result is not surprising. If there are N events, each with a
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success probability of p, we would expect pN successes. Using a similar trick twice,

we find 〈n (n− 1)〉 = p2N (N − 1). Combining this with Equation (B.30), we find

〈n2〉 = (pN)2+pN −p2. We can use that to compute the variance using 〈n2〉−〈n〉2

from Equation (B.3):

var(n) = pN (1− p) . (B.31)

We see that both the mean and variance are simply the number of events N multi-

plied by the mean and variance for a single event, which we would expect because

both the means and variances simply add for independent events.

We have already shown that the sum of multiple binomial random variables is

also a binomial random variable, assuming that each has the same probability of

success. As with our similar discussion for Poisson variables in Section B.4, the

central limit theorem holds, which means that for a large enough number of trials,

the binomial distribution should approach a Gaussian distribution. Also as with

the Poissonian distribution, this happens once the mean value is distant from the

endpoints, relative to the standard deviation. In the Poissonian case, there is only

one endpoint, in that the number of counts cannot be negative. Here, the number

of counts cannot be negative, but also cannot exceed N . So, as N becomes large, if

p is neither 0 nor 1, then eventually the mean value pN will be far (in units of the

standard deviation
√

pN (1− p)) from 0 and N , at which point, the distribution can

appear Gaussian. This large separation is guaranteed, because while the separation

grows proportional to N , the standard deviation only grows as
√
N . Again, like the

Poissonian case, if p = 0 or p = 1, then the distribution remains an infinitely sharp

peak, which can be thought of as a Gaussian with zero deviation. In the Poissonian

case, we pointed out how the distribution appeared qualitatively Gaussian for fairly

small mean values. The same applies here because, as we will show, the binomial

distribution approaches a Poissonian in these cases.

We can use a binomial distribution to derive a Poissonian distribution. A Poisso-

nian distribution is the distribution we expect if there are some random, independent

events that occur with some average rate, so that we expect a certain number of

events. We can think of this as having a very large number of events happening at
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a high constant rate, but where we only see the successes. In order to approximate

a Poissonian process, we need to take the limit where the number of events goes

to infinity, so that the successes may happen at any time, while simultaneously

decreasing the probability of success so that the average number of successes, pN ,

If we take the binomial distribution, and take the N → ∞ limit, while keeping

pN = λ fixed, our distribution is modified as follows:

P(n) =
(
N

n

)(
λ

N

)n(
1− λ

N

)N−n

=

(
N

n

)(
λ

N (1− λ/N)

)n(
1− λ

N

)N

=

(
N

n

)(
λ

N − λ

)n(
1− λ

N

)N

We compute the limit of this in the large N limit by taking a logarithm. Be-

cause the logarithm is continuous and monotonic, by the definition of continuity,

if lim ln(x) = ln(y), then lim x = y. After taking a logarithm and expanding the

binomial coefficient in factorials, we find:

ln(P(n)) = ln

(
N !

(N − n)!

)
− ln(n!) + nln

(
λ

N − λ

)
+N ln

(
1− λ

N

)

The argument of the logarithm in the first term is the product of the n integers

from N to (N − n+ 1), inclusive. We can expand that logarithm of a product as

the sum of logarithms of the individual factors,

ln

(
N !

(N − n)!

)
= nln(N)

+ln(1) + ln

(
1− 1

N

)
+ · · · ln

(
1− n− 1

N

)
.

In the N → ∞ limit, every term except the first approaches zero, so we keep only

that term. We now have:

ln(P(n)) = nln(N)− ln(n!) + nln

(
λ

N − λ

)
+N ln

(
1− λ

N

)
.

In the last term, expanding the logarithm yields −λ/N + O(N−2), which, when

multiplied by the N factor, becomes −λ plus terms that go to zero in the N →∞
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limit. With that substitution, if we combine he first and third terms, our result is:

ln(P(n)) = nln

(
λ

1− λ/N

)
− ln(n!)− λ

Now we can take N →∞, and when we invert the logarithm, we find the following

result:

P(n) = λn

n!
e−λ.

This is an alternative method to derive the Poisson distribution given in Equation

(B.23).
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